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Abs tract

Kabul City as the capital and larges t Afghan city mos tly relies on on-site sanitation. 
There are some decentralized sanitation sys tems in suburbs of Kabul cons tructed 
mos tly by the private sector without any proper monitoring by the government 
authorities. There is also a major semi-centralized sewerage sys tem in central 
Kabul cons tructed during the Soviet Era providing services to the apartment blocks 

in the area. Other parts of the city usually use raised-vault dry latrines or flush toilets connected 
to soak wells or septic tanks. 

Lack of proper faecal sludge management is a growing concern in main cities of Afghanis tan 
including Kabul. Any sanitation intervention, especially in Kabul City should develop a proper 
faecal sludge management, and expand its scope from the household level to the whole sanitation 
chain. 

The major part of Kabul City is unplanned and informal areas. There are various efforts undertaken 
by different national and international organizations to improve the poor sanitation situation in 
Kabul City. This dissertation focused on Kabul’s informal areas to define and conceptualize a 
sus tainable and integrated sanitation approach linked to the city-wide sanitation. Considering 
Kabul’s typology, household surveys in two different informal settlements were conducted.

This research put SuSanA’s sus tainability criteria at the center of technology identification & 
sugges tions for its s tudy sites, and later for all of Kabul’s informal settlements. To do so, primary 
sanitation sys tems were selected in accordance with indicators & measures developed based on 
the sus tainability criteria. As a conclusion, three prioritized sanitation sys tems including vermi-
diges ter, pour-flush pit and dry toilet were sugges ted as the mos t suitable sanitation sys tems for 
Kabul’s informal areas. 

Based on geo-physical, social and urban services data Kabul City was divided into four sanitation 
zones including formal and informal areas. As the next s tep, integration of Kabul’s sanitation 
zones to the city-wide sanitation was evaluated. Furthermore, interlinkages of the different 
components of environmental sanitation to the proposed sus tainable and integrated sanitation 
sys tem was discussed.

The las t part of the dissertation is a comparison of Kabul’s findings with the results of the s tudies 
on Beirut and Erbil Cities. The comparison helped us to make a generalization for low-income 
countries with similar context. Governments of low-income countries need to address poverty 
alleviation and provision of basic services, including sanitation, in their societies. Such efforts by 
the governments should be prioritized and focused on the mos t vulnerable groups. 
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1. Introduction
Afghanis tan is a landlocked country located in Asia. It is surrounded by Central Asia in the north, 
Eas t Asia in the eas t, South Asia in the south and Middle Eas t in the wes t. Its total surface area 
is 652,860 KM2 and mos t of the country especially in the center and north-eas t is occupied by 
highlands and mountains1. Several decades of war has put the country among the world’s leas t-
developed countries, s till facing with ins tability and poverty.

The Afghan capital city is Kabul. After the fall of the Taliban in 2001, several sanitation projects 
were implemented by national and international organizations in the city. But the overall impact 
is s till less than satisfactory.

Lack of enough urban infras tructure including sanitation services, des truction of available facilities 
during the civil war as well as rapid population growth due to the immigration of people to Kabul 
City following the collapse of Taliban regime converted the city to a huge urban agglomeration 
with a big part of informal area and minimal urban infras tructure.

The exponential pos t-conflict development of the city, especially in Kabul’s unplanned informal 
areas poses a great challenge for the city development. Only centrally located apartment complexes 
belonged to the soviet era is equipped with a semi-centralized sewerage sys tem, although it is not 
properly functional and the level of treatment is not satisfactory. In general, mos t of the households 
in the city have their own individual sanitation facilities in many case traditional raised-vault 
latrines or pour flush toilets linked to soak wells or holding tanks (Etemadi et al., 2012).

There is currently a global focus on sus tainability in sanitation. Kabul with minimal exis ting 
infras tructure and subs tantial inves tments for infras tructure rehabilitation provides opportunities 
for development of integrated sanitation management sys tems in novel ways. It also holds 
the opportunity for focusing on sus tainability from the early s tages of s trategic planning and 
integrating sus tainability aspects in all s tages of implementation and management of improved 
sanitation sys tems and services. 

Following primary and secondary data collection and analysis, this dissertation is proposing a 
s trategic sanitation approach for Kabul’s informal settlements linked to city-wide sanitation. 
The approach will be focusing on Sus tainability and also integration of different components of 
environmental sanitation as the corners tones of this research. 

Furthermore, creating an enabling environment for sanitation improvements and also providing 
basic services as a prerequisite for sus tainable economic development, satisfaction and s tability 
will be discussed.

The results of the inves tigation will be compared to similar contexts in developing countries, 
including Erbil in Iraqi Kurdis tan and also Beirut City in Lebanon. 

1.1. Research Rationale & Hypothesis
The world missed to meet the 2015 MDG sanitation target (WHO & UNICEF, 2015a). Despite 
many efforts and inves tment Afghanis tan and its capital, Kabul City, was not able to achieve an 
acceptable level of sanitation provision. Up to 80% of Kabul’s population currently lives in informal 
settlements occupying about 70% of the urban area (Palau, 2013). Lack of sanitation s trategic 

1  https://www.indexmundi.com/facts/Afghanis tan/surface-area
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approach and focus on isolated projects in different neighborhoods brought no improvement in 
overall sanitation situation in the city.

Sus tainable and integrated sanitation management can be the solution for problems of inefficiency 
in the sanitation sector. This PhD’s overall objective is to develop a more sus tainable and integrated 
sanitation approach for Kabul’s unplanned informal settlements.

The hypothesis of this research s tudy s tates that “An integrated and sus tainable sanitation 
approach for Kabul’s unplanned informal areas can improve the impact and efficiency of sanitation 
provision”.

Furthermore, based on the sub-hypothesis that

i) Improving the overall enabling environment is crucial for supporting of sus tainable and integrated 
sanitation delivery in Kabul, and

ii) Sus tainable and integrated service provision increases public trus t and s tability in Kabul’s 
informal settlements, this PhD research tries to conduct a more comprehensive s tudy that 
includes urban governance issues.

Sus tainable and integrated sanitation in this context is defined as inclusive sanitation provision 
with a focus on the main types of household was tewater1 produced in Kabul’s unplanned informal 
settlements, its sus tainable management, and the linkages to other sub-sectors including water 
supply and solid was te management. 

The main research ques tions discussed in this PhD s tudy are as follows:

1) What are the main limiting factors affecting the adoption of more sus tainable sanitation 
management practices in Kabul?

2) What kinds of sanitation sys tems are sus tainable for Kabul’s informal areas?

3) How would these sys tems lead to long-term sus tainability in terms of technology, economics, 
ins titutional, environmental and health/hygiene?

4) What are the specificities of Kabul’s informal settlements regarding the provision of improved 
sanitation services?

5) Can the provision of sanitation services bring about greater s tability and satisfaction for 
Kabul’s urban poor?

6) Considering the results of comparative analysis and generalization, what would be the core 
part of sus tainable environmental sanitation provision in Afghanis tan and similar contexts?

To answer the above-mentioned ques tions, a detailed analysis of the sanitation situation in Kabul 
City was done. Two s tudy sites in Kabul’s informal areas were selected and comprehensive 
household surveys were conducted. Furthermore, several key informants interviews were arranged 
and the required information was collected. Finally, the elaborated ques tions in chapters six, seven 
and eight were discussed and answered. 

1  The types of was tewater in this research will be limited to: excreta, blackwater, greywater and s tormwater generated from targeted informal areas.
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1.2. Scope of Work
Following a comprehensive data collection, field surveys and data analyses, define a contextualized and 
sus tainable sanitation approach for the targeted areas was the firs t s tep of sanitation planning. Household 
surveys and field inves tigation were conducted in Kabul’s informal areas because:

i. Such locations are underserved regarding urban infras tructure services and present the wors t 
sanitation conditions.

ii. The majority of Kabul’s population resides in such informal areas. Also, the lack of 
sanitation services threatens the public health and the environment, not only in informal 
areas but for the entire city. Above all, access to proper sanitation is a human right (UN 
Water, 2010), while people living in informal areas are usually neglected. 

The aim of this part is to define and conceptualize a sanitation action plan for the targeted s tudy 
areas which covers technical options and its long-term operations. The proposed integrated and 
sus tainable sanitation plan for each neighborhood considers the intersection with other sub-sectors 
which affects the sanitation flow chain such as water supply, solid was te management, impact of 
proposed sanitation management sys tem and exploring the interlinkages with other sectors such 
as agriculture (for reuse).

1.2.1. Conceptualize a S trategic Sanitation Approach for Kabul’s Informal Settlements
Community-level sanitation planners should incorporate their local plans into the higher level 
city-wide sanitation plans. Furthermore, community sanitation plans need to be integrated into 
urban mas ter plans through city-wide sanitation plans. In fact, integration of a local plan to the 
higher level of urban planning has a mutual benefit: it links a community-level plan to the city-
wide sanitation plan and at the same time the urban sanitation plan will be more comprehensive 
by contribution of local sanitation plans (Tayler et al., 2003). 

Development of a community sanitation plan for each Kabul’s informal neighborhood should be based on 
its local context including physical and social characteris tics, but at the same time it needs to consider the 
possibility of joining up with the planned or exis ting sanitation infras tructure at the higher level within Kabul 
City. Furthermore, city-wide sanitation plan in Kabul should be integrated into Kabul’s urban mas ter plan. 
The urban mas ter plan is officially approved and can act as a facilitator for the upcoming upgrading projects 
in the informal areas.

Considering the results of developing a sanitation approach at the neighborhood level, this dissertation 
tries to propose a s trategic sanitation approach for all Kabul’s informal areas linked to city-wide sanitation. 
Integration and sus tainability are the main concepts behind the proposed sanitation approach. This holis tic 
approach considers sanitation technologies and management aspects from the point of produce to the point 
of reuse or disposal.

1.2.2. Derive Generalization Based on the Proposed Approach
Integration of informal settlements into the formal city with the provision of public infras tructure, 
and improving the quality of life of poor families increases public trus t and s tability in Kabul as a 
pos t-conflict city (Hogrewe et al., 1993). 
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Because of very limited knowledge and experience regarding sanitation interventions in informal 
areas especially for pos t-conflict cities in developing countries, the results and conclusions are 
generalized: Due to their similar contexts, Erbil and Beirut were selected as reference cities for 
Kabul. Literature review, situation analysis and key informant interviews were conducted for both 
of them and the output were compared to Kabul City.

Comparing the s tability situation before and after infras tructure provision in Kabul’s selected areas 
with Erbil and Beirut, this dissertation will analyze the relationship between sanitation provision 
and infras tructure integration and its contribution to peace building and s tability. 

Due to lack of required data and difficulty of measuring s tability, this research measured 
“satisfaction” with provision of urban infras tructure as a suitable indicator (proxy measure) during 
the site s tudies. This dissertation research tries to assess if providing sanitation (infras tructure) 
brings a higher level of satisfaction and s tability among Kabul’s urban poor.

2. Methodology Description

Kabul City, the capital of Afghanis tan, has been selected as the case s tudy for this dissertation. 
This research s tudy attempts to develop a sus tainable and integrated s trategy for Kabul’s informal 
areas which accommodate mos t of the Kabul’s population. Two s tudy sites were selected as the 
focus areas for the household surveys. 

Following a sanitation approach development, the reference cities were compared to the Kabul 
City for a generalization. They share important similarities with Kabul. More or less Kabul, Erbil 
and Beirut come from similar culture and his tory, and all of them are at pos t-conflict situation and 
their recons truction era. And finally, possibility of access to some level of data and conducting 
key informant interviews was another reason to choose Erbil and Beirut as the reference cities for 
Kabul (Figure 1).

2.1. Site Selection; in Kabul and its Reference Cities
The unit of analysis for this research is Kabul’s unplanned informal settlements. This inves tigation 
aims to collect, organize, and analyze all the information required to unders tand the context and 
the exis ting situation pertaining to integrated and sus tainable sanitation in Kabul’s unplanned 
informal settlements. 

To choose the appropriate pilot s tudy areas in Kabul’s unplanned informal settlements, eight 
criteria were developed. Previously the criteria were used on consultations conducted in December 
2011 by a team of USAID’s Land Reform in Afghanis tan (LARA) project with the Minis try of 
Urban Development and Housing (MUDH), the Independent Directorate of Local Governance 
(IDLG)/General Directorate of Municipal Affairs (GDMA), and a city officials to determine which 
informal settlements were deemed appropriate for upgrading and regularization:

 - Criterion 1: Settlements with undeveloped connection to urban infras tructure networks and 
inadequate provision of social services 

 - Criterion 2: Low-income urban settlements with limited access to livelihoods opportunities in 
the city
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 - Criterion 3: Settlements safe from natural hazards and located where occupancy does not 
cons titute an environmental threat for the surrounding communities

 - Criterion 4: Settlements with comparatively high degree of compliance with applicable land-use 
regulations

 - Criterion 5: Settlements where recognition of occupancy rights is relatively simple and more 
expedite

 - Criterion 6: Settlements whose upgrading can have positive impacts on growth and development 
of the whole city

 - Criterion 7: Settlements where well es tablished community organizations and local networks 
are present

 - Criterion 8: Settlements where municipal governance and urban dynamics support 
successful upgrading initiatives 

The pas t experience of several years of upgrading project in informal areas shows that the 
sugges ted criteria include all the important factors in an upgrading project. There is no overall 
hierarchy among the criteria mentioned here. But s till any prioritization should put sus tainability, 
equitable growth, and the mobilization of all the resources at the center of its focus (Giovacchini, 
2013). 

To sum up, a mixed method approach using the aforementioned criteria, transect walks through 
possible pilot-s tudy areas, discussions with the community members, and discussions with 
different informants were used to select the two s tudy areas.

Except aforementioned general criteria for the site selection, there were also several site specific reasons 
behind the site selection:

• Easy access to both sites 

• A knowledge, attitude and practice survey (KAP Survey) was conducted by KURP1 (Kabul 
Urban Recons truction Project), the implementing agency.

• Available upgrading reports to examine the implementation process

• Both areas were upgraded by the main Kabul’s informal upgrading project (KURP) 

1  KURP was a program funded by the World Bank to provide urban basic services, including sanitation, to poor communities in Kabul City. It has 
also a capacity building unit to enhance the management capacity of relevant Afghan organizations.



Figure 1: Dissertation research design (for details please see the Methodology Description)
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2.2. Data Collection and Analysis
This dissertation relies on two kinds of data sets:

i) Field s tudy: primary data collected during transect walks, household surveys, focus 
group discussions and key informant interviews. 

ii) Desk s tudy: secondary data collected from literature review.

A comprehensive literature review on Kabul City was done: The main purpose of this inves tigation 
was: i) acquiring detailed and relevant information on the city, ii) developing a plan for the primary 
data collection and finally iii) primary site selection of the targeted s tudy areas in Kabul’s informal 
settlements.

Following the desk s tudy, a field s tudy was planned. The field inves tigation had three main purposes: 
i) finalizing the selection of targeted s tudy areas and following that conducting household surveys 
there. ii) Cross checking of the collected information during the desk s tudies and iii) filling the 
data gaps in the secondary data. 

The household survey consis ted of a semi-s tructured ques tionnaire divided into ten sections 
which covered specific topics. The ques tionnaire s tarted with general ques tions followed by 
specific ques tions under different categories including water, food, personal hygiene, sanitation, 
environmental hygiene and solid was te, health, willingness to pay and financial issues and 
satisfaction. The ques tionnaire was finished by an observation checklis t which was needed to 
be filled out by the interviewers. During the observation, sanitation and hygiene practices within 
the household were observed.  In addition, household surveys and focus group discussions in the 
s tudy areas, several key informant interviews with relevant authorities were also done1.

Household surveys provided us the baseline data needed to identify problems and define integrated 
and sus tainable sanitation solutions for the targeted areas. The sugges ted solutions paved the way 
for proposing an approach for the whole Kabul’s informal settlements.

2.3. Developing a Sanitation Solution for Kabul’s Targeted S tudy Areas
The s tudy sites are located in wes tern Kabul, and Kabul’s downtown. The firs t s tep before 
sugges ting a sanitation sys tem was a land-use suitability analysis. Suitability analysis showed 
whether the site locations were suitable for residential purposes and upgrading or not. 

If the site locations were suitable, developing an upgrading plan including sanitation provision by 
the government, in a close cooperation with the local people, would be the next s tep. Successful 
upgrading should be followed by a formalization process, and then the upgraded area can be 
considered a formal neighborhood. If the case s tudy areas were not located on a suitable places, 
there would be a proper relocation plan. 

For the suitability analysis, Landsat satellite images of Kabul City by Arc GIS Software was 
classified. Using Arc GIS and also QGIS, different features and layers were produced and several 
analysis were conducted. Finally, two site s tudies were overlaid on the other layers extracted from 
the satellite images.

If the s tudy sites are in accordance with the criteria developed for a GIS-based site placement, a 

1  Please see annex 1.
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proper upgrading plan and following that formalization process are the next s teps. But if the sites 
are not located on proper places in technical point of view, more inves tigations are needed. 

Before any concrete decision regarding unsuitable areas, a comprehensive assessment should 
be done. Technical, social and political limitations should be considered and relevant laws and 
regulations should be reviewed. In fact, such sensitive issues need a collective problem-solving 
approach.

Following suitability analysis, a sanitation technology flowchart was developed. Using this 
flowchart three primary suitable sanitation technologies for each site s tudy were identified. The 
next s tep included a detailed comparison between three primary sanitation sys tems and following 
that ‘selection of the bes t available sanitation sys tem for each site.’

To develop the technological options and their operational aspects in the case s tudy areas, a 
set of indicators was developed. The indicators and their measures were based on the SuSanA 
sus tainability criteria, literature review and some local factors determined by the author during 
the field visits. This approach helped us to focus on sus tainable sanitation provision as the main 
concept behind this dissertation.

During the household surveys, local people who were the end-users and beneficiaries of the 
sanitation projects s tated their technological preferences and the reasons behind accepting one 
technology or rejecting the others. 

Finally a lis t of indicators was developed and provided to the s takeholders for ranking based on 
the importance of each indicator for the sys tem selection. The ranking was used at the later s tages 
for indicator and also sys tem weighting. 

2.4. Developing a Sanitation Approach for Kabul’s Informal Areas
The results and outcome of the proposed sanitation technologies and their operational aspects for 
the case s tudies in Kabul were used for developing a comprehensive sanitation s trategy for the 
whole Kabul’s informal areas. 

The s trategy should promote sus tainability according to the SuSanA’s criteria. It should also 
consider integration among different components of environmental sanitation while trying to link 
sanitation services in informal neighborhoods to the city-wide sanitation facilities. 

Perhaps some of Kabul’s informal neighborhoods cannot be subjected to upgrading. There are 
some areas located on specific locations which make upgrading difficult. Informal areas on 
high slopes, groundwater protection zones or greenery areas are examples of such areas where 
upgrading is cos tly and difficult. 

About 70 percent of Kabul City is informal (Palau, 2013). It is difficult to s tart upgrading for all 
neighborhoods at the same time. The general upgrading plan should develop a mechanism of 
sanitation intervention to show in which kind of areas immediate intervention is needed. It also 
shows which kind of area could be upgraded in mid or long term.

The general plan should explain how informal areas are upgraded, and what kind of services are 
provided. It should discuss the engagement of local communities in the upgrading process from 
the early s tages. 
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After determining the area of intervention, a community-based neighborhood upgrading plan 
should be developed. All details like facilities, support for poor families, local contribution, 
implementation and operation should be included in the neighborhood upgrading plan. A 
methodology for selecting poor families for financial support should be introduced, and the 
contribution of locals during the upgrading shall be elaborated.

Proper dealing with on-site sanitation facilities and their produced sludge should be considered 
as an important part of the proposed sanitation s trategy for Kabul City. A sus tainable sanitation 
s trategy will not be possible without proper faecal sludge management in the city. Using collected 
data for this dissertation, an inves tigation on faecal sludge management in Kabul City was 
conducted. The report can be found under title “SFD Promotion Initiative Kabul Afghanis tan.” 
This s tudy explains sanitation management in Kabul City with special focus on faecal sludge 
management (Hassib & Etemadi, 2016).

A proper exit plan is another important issue to be discussed. Before leaving an upgraded area 
there should be a proper mechanism in place for a sus tainable sanitation management. The role 
of the community, private sector and official authorities should be determined. It is important to 
have an agreed and legalized procedure of operation and maintenance for the upgraded facilities 
before leaving a neighborhood.

2.5. Comparison of Kabul City with its Two-reference-cities (Erbil and Beirut)
The findings of sanitation assessment in Kabul was analyzed and compared to the contexts of 
two reference cities, Erbil and Beirut. The basis for comparison were environmental sanitation 
management in each city. Required information for comparison were literature review and the 
data collected during household surveys in Kabul and also interviews conducted in Erbil and 
Beirut. 

A ques tionnaire was developed to use for data collection in Erbil and Beirut. It comprises of two 
parts: The firs t part includes some ques tions about the enabling environment in terms of sanitation 
management within the cities, and also some ques tions to unders tand the sanitation situation on 
ground. In the second part, findings in Kabul’s s tudy was shared with the interviewees in Erbil and 
Beirut. Through feedback the interviewees could share their comments on the Kabul’s findings 
and also compare it with the situation in their own cities.

To sum up, the main activities in this phase were as follows:

1. Review of exis ting documents on Beirut and Erbil sanitation management
2. Key s takeholder identification & Interview preparation 
3. Conducting key informant interviews 

2.6. Generalization
Kabul, Erbil and Beirut as pos t-conflict cities have many issues in common which help us for a 
holis tic comparison and finally generalization for similar contexts in pos t-conflict countries. 

All three cities had a period of conflicts. They have to improve the level of access to urban 
sanitation services for their citizens. Currently, recons truction is an important topic especially 
in Erbil and Kabul. Environmental protection and lack access to enough water resources are big 
challenges for all of them. In addition, similar culture and social context are other common points 
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between these three cities which make the comparison sensible.

The generalization section sugges ts us the main important points regarding basic service delivery, 
with a particular focus on urban and peri-urban sanitation services. It also helps us to unders tand 
whether sanitation provision is an important factor to increase the satisfaction among inhabitants 
in a pos t-conflict community or not. 

2.7. Conclusion
Conclusion is the las t part of this dissertation. Research ques tions will be discussed at conclusion 
section. Balanced and to-the-point answers to each research ques tion will be provided there. 
Furthermore, there will be referring to the in-depth discussion for each research ques tion and 
readers can find the details in the other parts of the dissertation. Such kind of approach will deliver 
an idea whether the purpose of this dissertation is achieved or not.

At conclusion part, there will be also some recommendations for more s tudies and researches on 
sus tainable and integrated sanitation management in Kabul City and other similar contexts. Such 
recommendations would extend the scope of work for future similar s tudies.
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3. Theoretical Framework: Sus tainable Sanitation Management in Kabul and 
Similar Contexts

As discussed in the previous chapters, and will be explained more in this chapter, the overall 
sanitation management in Kabul suffers from several deficiencies. The Afghan government and 
its international partners have initiated several activities to improve the sanitation services, but the 
value earned from the inves tment and efforts was poor. The low level of efficiency is the core part 
of the sanitation problem in the areas provided with the sanitation services. Furthermore, there are 
especially many informal areas in the city which lack improved sanitation services at all.

The Afghan government needs to increase its efforts for urban infras tructure provision including 
sanitation services to the citizens. But it needs also to change its s trategy for improving sanitation 
provision. Concerning previous sanitation projects, the new approach should seriously consider 
the level of efficiency and impact of the projects.

Sus tainable sanitation management would increase the efficiency and impacts of the sanitation 
projects. Nowadays sus tainable development is a worldwide accepted idea which includes 
sus tainable sanitation management as well.

The paradigm of sus tainable development is a concept being promoted since the 1980s. It came 
about when the negative impacts of indus trialization and economic growth was became evident, 
and indus trialized countries faced many problems including low efficiency in the long run, 
pollution and over-exploitation of natural resources.

Development should not focus only on growth while ignoring other aspects of comprehensive 
development. If our definition of development is too narrow, the results would be increasing of 
inequalities among the society. Only few percentages of the community will benefit while the 
majority get poorer and the s tandards of living will decrease (Brito, 2014). Development should 
be inclusive. It should consider society, environment, economy and governance as a whole within 
a society.

To make the development sus tainable, all the aspects including social, environmental and 
educational issues should be considered.

The third Chapter will discuss sus tainable development, green cities and the sus tainable development 
goals (SDGs). Following the above-mentioned general topics, the focus will be more on sanitation 
related issues: There will be more discussion on sus tainable sanitation, comprehensive sanitation 
planning, the sanitation chain and ensuring enabling environments for sanitation provision.

In the las t part of the this chapter, Kabul City as the case s tudy of this dissertation will be 
explained and the complexities of sus tainable sanitation management in a pos t-conflict context 
will be highlighted. Following that due to the wide spread use of on-site and individual sanitation 
facilities in Kabul, faecal sludge management in the city will be discussed.
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3.1. Sus tainable Development
The his tory of Indus trial Revolution dates back to the 18th century. It s tarted in England and 
following that spread to the other Wes tern European countries. Before the 18th century the speed, 
level and impact of indus trialization was not as significant as after that. 

Although the Indus trial Revolution brought many positive changes in the quality of human life, 
but it created also major problems including environmental pollutions and social dissatisfaction 
leaded in some cases to his torical unres t and uprising. One of the main reasons behind these 
problems was lack of enough experience and knowledge among the countries to mitigate the 
negative impacts of rapid development.

Nowadays there is a consensus that development is a multidimensional process. it consis ts of 
different goals and specific agendas. They should be achieved through well designed policies and 
s trategies. There is no a single way or approach toward development (Dang & Sui, 2015).

Economic development is one of the mos t complicated challenges which human being has ever 
been faced. Although increasing per capita income is important, but economic development 
should move beyond it; poverty reduction, equal opportunities, better health and education should 
be at the center of economic development while environmental protection is not neglected (World 
Bank, 1991). 

Following more than three decades of war, Afghanis tan is moving toward recovery and economic 
growth. According to the World Bank, Afghanis tan’s Gross Domes tic Product (GDP) is about 
five times more than what it was in 2002 and we have an increase of 64% in per capita income. 
Although the economic situation look promising compared to the pas t, but s till the country faces 
many challenges. Unemployment is a big problem while each year about 400,000 job seekers 
enter the small market of Afghanis tan (USAID, 2017). 

Furthermore, using indicators like GDP or per capita income, production and consumption as 
the main index development is not comprehensive enough. Socio-environmental problems that 
developed world faced with showed we cannot ignore the negative impacts of such kind of 
development. Social jus tice, life expectancy at birth, inclusiveness of development, equal access 
to educational and health sys tems, lack of violence, environmental protection and other indicators 
that increase the life quality should be the top priorities of any development plan (Brito, 2014). In 
fact the main beneficiaries of economic development should be ordinary people.

Economic development can contribute and help Afghanis tan to move beyond the pos t-conflict era 
and reach a s table situation. But if there is no holis tic approach toward development, it can escalate 
the conflict and add new aspects to the problem. Massive discrimination, lack of social jus tice and 
widening the gap between poor and rich are other issues to be considered. During the las t 17 years 
inequalities have been growing so fas t in the country which has been already leaded to other kinds 
of tensions as well. Increasing s tandards of living, quality of life, fighting agains t corruption and 
sus tainable development should be an important part of development. Too much focus on growth 
and ignoring other aspects of development can make the country more vulnerable.

Above that sacrificing environment and natural resources in favor of economic growth can 
jeopardize the durability of economic development itself on a long run. There should be a balance 
between economic growth and environmental protection to avoid making irreversible changes to 
the Afghanis tan’s environment.
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“Development that meets the needs of the present generation without compromising the ability 
of future generations to meet their own needs” (WCED, 1987). This is the firs t globally accepted 
definition for sus tainable development sugges ted by World Commission on Environment and 
Development (WCED) in 1978. Although the definition was very general, it paved the way for 
later detailed and precise discussion on the issue.

Sus tainable development has three pillars: Economic, social and environmental. These three 
aspects have overlap and interaction with each other. To be sus tainable a sys tem should be 
equitable which means a proper interaction between the economic and social dimension, it should 
also be livable which insis t on the higher quality of life (correspondence of the environment to 
social needs), and finally sus tainable development should consider the carrying capacity of the 
environment which means the development should be viable (Tanguay et al., 2010).

The overall goal of sus tainable development is improving the quality of life in a comprehensive 
manner. Sus tainable development should bring economic welfare for all and keep the environmental 
quality. Economic, social and environmental aspects should be approached in an integrated manner 
(World Bank, 2003). 

Nowadays sus tainability is at the center of development efforts by mos t countries. Sus tainable 
development is considered a path now more than a goal, and being on the track toward it, is a 
specific agenda for each country or region in the world. Achieving sus tainable development does 
not mean following the same s teps taken by the developed world. Each country should find and 
define its own sus tainability pathway. Despite some disadvantages, late-comer countries have the 
chance of avoiding some mis takes made by the front runners.

A sus tainable development approach in each country should be comprehensive and inclusive. The 
approach should be based on the people’s capacity, available resources and local conditions.

A sus tainable development model should s tart from a country’s potential to solve both local and 
global challenges. It should try to create an atmosphere of promoting ingenuity and using science 
and technology to deal with the problems. Development models should consider the complexity 
of our challenges and also the dynamics of our surrounding environment. That means we need to 
change our lifes tyles according to a sus tainable approach 

Following the goals of MDGs and also integrating new aspects of sus tainability to it, the United 
Nations (UN) developed a new agenda for sus tainable development called the Sus tainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Sus tainable development goals (SDGs)

The firs t Sus tainable Development Goal aims to “End poverty in all its forms everywhere” (United 
Nations, 2015b). Poores t of the poor should be the focus of poverty alleviation. They should be 
supported by different pro-poor policies to narrow the gap between rich and poor between and 
among the countries across the globe.

Despite all the efforts and recommendations, inclusive growth remains mainly a discussion topic 
in scientific atmospheres rather than an action agenda (The World Economic Forum, 2017). 
Everybody should have a chance to get free from poverty. Governments are responsible to facilitate 
this process if not with a positive discrimination for poor people but at leas t providing same 
opportunities to all the citizens. Social inclusion should be an important principle of sus tainable 
development, and economic growth should benefit everyone.

Afghanis tan as a low-income country enjoying the support of international community should 
make tremendous efforts to reduce the level of poverty among its citizens especially for the mos t 
vulnerable groups. 

SDG1 consis ts of a target insis ting on universal access to basic service with particular focus on 
poor people. Private sector is hardly inves t on SDGs in poor areas of developing countries. It is 
responsibility of governments in the leas t-developed countries to inves t on SDGs according to a 
pro-poor developed s trategy. They can finance such kind of projects through public money, public 
private partnership (PPP) or aid which is provided by the international community. It is also the 
responsibility of the international community to make sure if the aid reaches the mos t needy and 
vulnerable people in each society.

Although in the developed world access to safe drinking water and adequate sanitation is granted, 
many people in developing countries simply lack it. Access to sus tainable water and sanitation for 
all is the goal six of SDGs (United Nations, 2018).

Safe drinking water and adequate sanitation are keys to poverty alleviation and sus tainable 
development. On 28 July 2010 the United Nations General Assembly through Resolution A/
RES/64/292 declared safe and clean drinking water and adequate sanitation a basic right which is 
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essential to the full enjoyment of life and all other human rights (United Nations, 2010).

Monitoring the human right aspects of sus tainable development should be used as a tool to make 
sure that development is inclusive. Integration of human right and development can be pursued 
by developing segregated monitoring criteria based on important issues like gender, ethnicity, 
income, geographic locations, etc.

There should be a link between economic and financial development with the concept of human 
rights in order to promote both human rights and economic development (Tomasevski, 1992). 
Afghanis tan as a low-income country faces more challenges toward sus tainable development. We 
need to unders tand that how different aspects of sus tainable development are linked to each other 
and what is the bes t way they can work together.

Concerning development it seems there are two main approaches in today Afghanis tan:

Economic Growth: this approach originates from the World Bank where current Afghan President 
Ashraf Ghani was also working. Economic growth is at the center of this approach, and experts 
promoting this concept believe that economic growth is the key to s tability in Afghanis tan and 
even can gradually decrease problems like corruption and poverty. 

Sus tainable Development: Insis ting on more comprehensive and inclusive development approach 
is the idea has more supporters in the United Nations. MDGs and following that SDGs were also 
developed there. According to this approach economic growth should not be over-played too 
much and it should be a part of sus tainable development. Economic growth without considering 
poverty alleviation and providing basic services to the mos t vulnerable communities could lead to 
negative impacts in the long term.

Economic growth should increase social jus tice and help to dis tribute the wealth among the 
society. It should provide society-wide education and healthcare. The environmental quality 
should be improved and the s tandards of living for everybody should be increased. Economic 
growth without sus tainable development could lead to widening the gap between poor and rich, 
dissatisfaction, corruption, class dis tinction and even uprising within a society.

Good governance is an essential element to build a synergy between economic growth and more 
broadly-based progress in life quality (The World Economic Forum, 2017). A wealthy, inclusive 
and environmentally sus tainable society will not be achievable without proper agenda and policies 
enforced by a good governance.

As a conclusion, international organizations working to meet globally SDGs’ goals and targets 
should focus on leas t developed like Afghanis tan to make sure that these societies are also on the 
track: This kind of approach will help us to reach the mos t vulnerable communities within each 
society. Equality should be increased not only between poor and rich countries but also among 
different communities within a society. 

To sum up, in a context like Afghanis tan SDG indicators should be disaggregated by income, sex, 
age, race, ethnicity, migratory s tatus, disability and geographic location, or other characteris tics, 
in accordance with the Fundamental Principles of Official S tatis tics (United Nations, 2015a). 
All the poverty education s tatis tics should be based on disaggregated criteria to make sure that 
nobody is left behind.
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3.2. Sus tainable Cities
In 2008 population living in urban areas, for the firs t time in his tory, was more than those living in 
rural areas (UN-Habitat, 2003) and this trend is expected to continue. Nowadays cities consume 
the main part of the resources and therefore for a sus tainable lifes tyle in urban areas a significant 
change is necessary (Lüthi, Panesar, et al., 2011).

To have a sus tainable city, the level of pollutions shouldn’t be beyond the carrying capacity of 
local and global thresholds (Vliet, 1996).

There are three main approaches regarding sus tainable urban development (Lüthi, Panesar, et al., 
2011): 

• Cities as sus tainable ecosys tems: this concept was developed by the United Nations 
Environment Program (UNEP) and introduces a comprehensive approach for sus tainable 
development of cities with different contexts.

• The transition towns: introducing resilient cities to the effects of limited resources such fossil 
fuels and also the effects of climate change. The aim is to create towns resilient to the effects of 
limited resources such as fossil fuels and the effects of climate change.

• Green Cities: this concept tries to introduce a harmony between sus tainable developments and 
urban s tudies on different levels from planning and design to service provision and management. 
It can be at neighborhood level, the whole city or even creating totally new urban areas.

According to Afghanis tan Central S tatis tic Organization the population of the country is about 30 
million while more than 30 percent of it lives in urban areas. Kabul City population is es timated to 
be 4 million while it was less than one million before the fall of the Taliban in 2001(Afghanis tan 
CSO, 2018). Based on this trend urbanization will continue and more people will move to the 
cities.

Sus tainable cities should have proper plans to keep the ecological footprints minimum and 
create resilient atmospheres to tolerate different shocks. According to the field inves tigation and 
observation conducted for this dissertation, Kabul as the capital of pos t-conflict Afghanis tan 
has been faced with the mos t significant challenges in the country. There is no enough urban 
infras tructure while the population is increasing and the informal areas are expanding. Shortage of 
enough and affordable houses with access to the urban infras tructure services was the main reason 
of the informal development in Afghan cities and especially in the capital. Following that among 
emerging several different related problems, land tenure is one of the big challenges in this regard 
which needs special attention. 

There is no safe and enough water supply for Kabul. Almos t the whole city use groundwater 
which is already under threat in terms of quality and quantity. Water management sys tem in Kabul 
is not efficient and despite water scarcity, there is no effective protection of the water resources.  

Above that Kabul City is vulnerable to the floods in rainy seasons and to drought in summer time 
(A. Mohammadi, personal communication, May 17, 2015).

Improper was tewater management is a big challenge, and one of the main sources of environmental 
pollution. There is very low coverage of sewerage and there is only one WWTP allocated to 
the downtown’s apartment complexes and even that does not work efficiently. Mos t of the city 
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discharge their was tewater into the ground and open channels or simply dump it without any 
treatment (M. Vali, personal communication, May 17, 2015).

Air pollution especially in cold seasons is an important problem in coal-burning Kabul. Lack access 
to cleaner source of energy and using dirty energy sources is the main challenge citizens are facing 
with especially in winter time. The vehicles use low quality fuels and electricity is unreliable. 
Energy efficiency is a neglected concept in Afghanis tan including Kabul City. Many individual 
cons truction activities use the designs copied from neighboring countries especially Pakis tan 
which are not adopted to the climate condition in Kabul (F. Jafari, personal communication, June 
17, 2015).

Using more renewable energy resources especially solar power due to the climatic condition of 
the city and also bringing hydroelectric power from dis tance look promising options, but less has 
been done to inves tigate on such possibilities.

Solid was te management ends up in form of dumping in the landfill sites and leads to soil and 
groundwater pollution. There is no proper recycling, was te to energy or other sus tainable plans 
(N. A. Habibi, personal communication, July 3, 2015).

Although non-autonomous electrified buses several decades ago were using in the city, today 
populated Kabul has no efficient public transport sys tem. High conges tion was tes citizens’ 
time and resources every day. The city atmosphere is not suitable for bicycling or walking. 
Travelling without individual car is difficult and sometimes impossible (G. M. Malikyar, personal 
communication, July 231, 2015).

Kabul City is located on earthquake zone but there is no building codes to reinforce the buildings 
and no comprehensive emergency plan to protect the citizens. 

Social inequalities, discrimination and corruption are another issues have sparked dissatisfaction 
among the citizens. During the las t few years several big demons trations agains t discrimination 
and lack of balanced development have been conducted.

Although in recent years some activities going on to mitigate the negative impacts of urbanization 
in Kabul, but s till urban development is not the main priority for Afghan government and its 
international donors. Security as the main challenge s till consumes mos t of the resources.

3.3. Sus tainable Sanitation (SuSanA’s Sus tainability Criteria)
Despite introducing the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and after many efforts, progress 
in respect to access to the adequate sanitation was not satisfying. Many countries cannot meet 
the target asked by the MDGs. Many implemented projects failed and lack of sus tainability in 
sanitation projects turned to an important issue. Conventional sanitation provision approach and 
too much focus on household level sanitation provision could not solve the problem of lack access 
to sanitation especially in leas t-developed countries.

Based on the experiences during MDGs, a greater emphasis on sus tainability in sanitation provision 
is the focus of the current efforts. The global network SuSanA (the Sus tainable Sanitation Alliance) 
in 2008 introduced five criteria of sus tainability including health and hygiene, environmental and 
natural resources, technology and operation, financial and economic issues and social-cultural 
and ins titutional aspects. The idea was accepted worldwide as a vision for sus tainable sanitation 
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(SuSanA, 2008). The concept is used in this dissertation for the site s tudy evaluation and also 
developing a sus tainable sanitation approach for Kabul’s informal areas. The five criteria for 
sus tainable sanitation are:

1. Health and hygiene: Public health and hygiene is the mos t important factor in respect to 
sanitation management in developing countries. Therefore safely sanitation management from 
point of produce to the point of reuse or disposal is an important issue. Otherwise we cannot avoid 
health risk within the societies. 

2. Environment and natural resources: This criteria promotes the role of natural resources in 
sanitation provision. Nowadays there is an emphasis on utilizing of renewable resources while 
reducing the negative impacts of sanitation projects on the environment.

3. Technology and operation: This aspect considers issues like robus tness of sanitation sys tems at 
their different chains, flexibility of a sys tem and its ability to be adopted and upgraded according 
to the context. Simplicity of a sys tem and the possibility of its cons truction and maintenance 
locally are the core issues highlighted here.

4. Financial and economic issues: Affordability, subsidies, capital cos t, operation and maintenance 
cos t are the main points that should be considered at this part. Above that some direct benefits 
from sanitation services including recycled products and also cos ts like health risk and hazards 
and negative impacts on the environment should be analyzed here.

5. Socio-cultural and ins titutional aspects: This aspect of sus tainability considers socio-cultural 
issues. It evaluates if the sanitation sys tem and technology is accepted within a community. What 
could be the social or cultural barriers or facilitators to scale up a sys tem within a community? 
How the legal frame work would support or fail a sys tem and how we are able to create an 
enabling environment for a sus tainable sanitation sys tem.

3.4. Comprehensive Planning for Sanitation Provision
Applying sanitation sus tainability criteria would help us for a better planning and successful 
implementation of a sys tem. It can be used as an important tool for a comprehensive comparison 
of different sanitation options (Lennartsson et al., 2009).

Sanitation planning is a complicated task and needs a holis tic approach. One should deal with 
technical issues as well as financial, socio-cultural, logis tic and ins titutional issues (Wright, 1997).

Sanitation provision is not only a technical solution. It also shows the capacity and social 
characteris tics of a society in which the project is conducted. Therefore it is very important to 
involve a community at the early s tages and get them on-board for the whole cycle of the project. 
Therefore proper planning is a key during sanitation provision (McConville, 2010).

To provide sanitation services, planning is the mos t important factor. Project implementers are 
using different planning tools according to their priorities. Based on sanitation projects and 
their objectives, the planning tools mainly focus on technical, social or both of them in order to 
implement a successful project (Nayono, 2014).

According to Macconvile and Nayono, in general sanitation planning tools consis ts of five main 
s teps including (McConville, 2010; Nayono, 2014): 
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Step1:ProblemIdentification
This s tep tries to explain the exis ting sanitation situation. It tries to answer to the ques tion of 
“Where are we now?” At this s tep external and internal factors affecting the exis ting sanitation 
situation including s takeholder identification & analysis and ins titutional arrangements should be 
unders tood. A detailed assessment is the outcome of this s tep.

Step2:DefineObjectives
At this s tep we are trying to answer “Where do we want to go?” This ques tion will help us to 
have a vision. Participatory sanitation provision should be highly emphasized here, and all the 
s takeholders, which identified at the previous s tep, should be involved. Validation of the las t 
s tep and also making a general road map and recognizing the priorities are the main outcomes of 
activities done here. In practice, s teps 1-2 are often done together as the context evaluation part.

Step3:DesignOptions
The next three s teps try to answer to the ques tion of “How do we get there?” To do so, the 
possible options should be identified. All s takeholders are involved in the process and through 
brains torming all the possible sanitation solutions are covered. But finally a limited number of 
feasible options should be highlighted. Each option is discussed among the s takeholders and its 
different aspects including financial, socio-cultural and operation and maintenance issues need to 
be evaluated. 

S tep 4: Selection process 
At this s tep the feasibility of all selected sys tem in detail should be addressed. Following that a 
critical comparison will help us for selection of the bes t available sanitation sys tem. The final 
selection is mainly based on a sort of pre-developed criteria which meet our sanitation objectives. 
The selection process may or may not be participatory in nature, but the recommended approach 
at leas t among research ins titutes and NGOs is a participatory approach with highlighting the roles 
of the users and main beneficiaries.

S tep 5: Action plan for implementation
Although action plan has been not mentioned in all the popular planning framework directly, 
but it is the main outcome of the process which is an agreed upon sanitation plan with detailed 
information on how the decided sys tem should be implemented.

To sum up, there are several sanitation planning approaches. They are using different tools and 
guidelines to plan a proper sanitation project. But the mos t widely cited approaches are mainly 
Open Planning, Community-Led Urban Environmental Sanitation (CLUES) and Sanitation 
21(Table 1).

Based on the context, in Open Planning several sanitation options are offered to the community. 
These options should cover all the important concerns regarding sanitation provision within the 
community including primary issues (hygiene/ environment) and as well as practical functions 
(cos ts/ user friendliness etc.) The users according to their preference and affordability will choose 
the bes t sys tem that meets their needs and willingness (Kvarns tröm & afPetersens, 2004).

CLUES is further development of HCES and both tools were developed and recommended by Swiss 
Federal Ins titute of Aquatic Science and Technology (Eawag). While HCES puts the household 
at the center of sanitation provision efforts, CLUES pays more attention to the community as the 
corners tone of its planning process.
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Figure 3 shows CLUES approach including its seven s teps which are not always in sequence. 
In practice they will usually overlap and some s teps may need to be repeated iteratively (Lüthi, 
Morel, et al., 2011). 

According to the CLUES guideline, there are also three cross-cutting tasks which are relevant 
throughout the entire sanitation planning (Lüthi, Morel, et al., 2011):

1. Increasing public awareness and holding continuous communication with the 
s takeholders are key to creating demand and raising people’s abilities to make informed 
decisions for the bes t feasible sanitation sys tem.

2. Capacity building to increase the skills and abilities of the locals for sanitation planning, 
implementation and maintenance.

3. Long term monitoring and evaluation of the sanitation sys tem for further improvement 
or correct the potential mis takes.

Figure 3: Overviews of the CLUES planning approach (Lüthi, Morel, et al�, 2011)
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Sanitation 21 is a city level sanitation planning tool. It can be used to develop a s trategic 
sanitation plan for entire a city. This tools includes short, medium and long term s teps to improve 
the sanitation situation at city level. Sanitation 21 tries to fill the gaps exis ted in a mas ter plan 
approach. It consider different aspects of sanitation planning through a comprehensive approach 
(Parkinson et al., 2014). Sanitation 21 as a planning framework has five main s teps:

S tep 1: Define ins titutional arrangement for service provision
S tep 2: Context analysis and evaluation of exis ting situation 
S tep 3: Derive s trategies for sanitation sys tem improvement  
S tep 4: Develop proper managerial aspects
S tep 5: Prepare for the implementation



Table 1: Summary of Open Planning, Sanitation 21 and CLUES approaches (Nayono, 2014)

Analysis Open Planning Sanitation 21 CLUES

Background To create and support an open and democratic 
sanitation planning process through s takeholder 
engagement. 

To address some key failings in 
current planning approaches which 
result in a mismatch between the 
s tated inves tment objectives and 
the outcomes.

To create a more effective planning as  an improvement of 
HCES

Focus Not only focusing on purely technical solutions, 
but also focus on the functionality of a sanitation 
sys tem in order to supply a sus tainable sanitation 
sys tem.

The tool focuses on excreta 
management: how could that be 
planned better, so that inves tments 
are more likely to generate the 
needed health and environmental 
benefits.

The seven-s teps focuses on multi-actor and multi-sectoral 
approach

S takeholders 
involvement

Opinions of s takeholders are taking into account  
as early on as possible in:

 - Identifying problems 
 - Defining Terms of Requirement (TOR)  of 

the technologies used
 - Analyzing possible solutions.

There is recognition that 
s takeholders in each domain 
have their own interes t. The key 
s tep in the framework is finally 
to select a sys tem based on its 
ability to meet the objectives and 
management capacity defined by 
the s takeholders.

S takeholders are involved almos t in all planning s tages. The 
planning framework employs both expert and community 
knowledge.

Technology assessment The terms of requirement (ToR) are used for 
assessing sus tainable sanitation alternatives. 
Criteria for ToR are provided in the framework. 
However, the framework emphasizes the need 
of developing a contextual ToR together with 
the s takeholders.

The tool highlights the importance 
of the compatibility of the 
technology across domains for 
sus tainability. A lis t of criteria 
for technology assessment is not 
provided. Eight generic sanitation 
sys tems are offered for further 
consideration  (functionality, 
operation, maintenance, and basic 
management requirement of the 
sys tems)

The selection of technology refers to an informed-choice 
catalogue.
However, technology implications (financial, management) 
become the important consideration in selecting a technology
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3.5. Sanitation Chain: from the Point of Produce to the Point of Reuse / Disposal
The sanitation chain includes all technological and managerial aspects used to manage excreta 
safely from the point of produce to the point of reuse or disposal. The idea behind sanitation chain 
is to have a holis tic approach toward sanitation and avoid any potential health risk or pollution to 
the environment  along the sanitation chain (Parkinson et al., 2014).

MDGs asked only about ‘using improved sanitation facilities’ which means hygienic separation of excreta 
from human and animal contact. But since 2011, there is consensus for going beyond only access to a basic 
sanitation facility. The focus changed on safely management of excreta along the sanitation chain. The new 
sugges ted indicator of ‘percentage of population using safely managed sanitation services’ should consider 
three below-mentioned points (WHO & UNICEF, 2015b):

• A basic sanitation facility (according to MDG’s indicator),
• It shouldn’t be a shared facility, and
• Where excreta is safely disposed in situ or treated off-site (Figure 4).

Based on the experienced achieved from MDG, SDG indicator 6.2.1 further develops the MDG 
indicator “proportion of the population using an improved sanitation facility.” Safe management 
of excreta along the sanitation chain in the SDG indicator has been considered (Figure 5). 
Accessibility and affordability of the sanitation services are here also focused. Above that hygiene, 
which was neglected in the MDGs, has been included in SDG and alongside sanitation in SDG 
6.2.1 has been addressed.

SDG 6.2.1 has two components. The firs t one, on sanitation, monitors the percentage of population 
that have access to an improved sanitation facility at the household. The sanitation facility should 
not be shared with other households. If the facility is shared, which is the case in many house 
compounds in developing countries and in Afghanis tan, it should be allocated to a limited and 
determined families.

The indicator also tracks where excreta are treated and disposed of on the site or safely transported 
and treated off-site. If there is no enough information on excreta management, the sanitation 
facilities are considered basic, because mos t probably lack of data means also lack of safely 
management.

The second component is hygiene. Exis tence of handwashing facilities at homes is used a proxy 
measure to track the population with handwashing behavior (UN Water, 2017).
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Open defecation

Human faeces disposed 
No facility
No handwashing facility
open bodies of water,
beaches or other open
spaces or disposed of
with solid was te

Unimproved

Pit latrines 
without a slab
or platform, 
hanging
latrines and
bucket latrines

Shared

Sanitation facilities of 
an
otherwise acceptable 
type shared between 
two 
or more households

Basic

Flush/Pour flush to 
piped
sewer sys tem, septic 
tank
or pit latrine, venti-
lated
improved pit latrine,
compos ting toilet 
or pit
latrine with a slab 
not
shared with other
households

Safely managed

A basic sanitation 
facility which is 
not shared with
other house-
holds and where 
excreta are safely 
disposed in situ 
or treated off-site

Figure 4: Sanitation ladder adopted from (WHO & UNICEF, 2015b)

Figure 5: Sanitation chain (Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation1)

3.6. Enabling Environment for Sus tainable Sanitation Provision
To have a successful sanitation planning, the context should be fully unders tood. Without reliable 
information and data about sanitation situation, there wouldn’t be a sus tainable sanitation project. 
If a context is not supportive to implement a sus tainable sanitation project, before any sanitation 
intervention there should be an enabling environment. Enabling environment is especially vital 
for innovative sanitation approaches (Müllegger & Lechner, 2008).

In many cases the main reason behind failure of sanitation project in low-and-middle-income 
countries is the lack of supportive environment. Ins titutions, policies and contexts could act as 
barriers to a sus tainable sanitation planning and implementation. In fact supportive environment is 
a key to a successful sanitation intervention. The Sus tainable Environmental Sanitation Planning 
(SESP) Group has introduced the concept of “enabling environment” as a pre-condition for a 
sus tainable sanitation planning and implementation. As shown in Figure 6, enabling environment 
includes six different categories: (i) Government support, (ii) Legal and regulatory framework, 
(iii) Ins titutional arrangements, (iv) Skills and capacity, (v) Financial arrangements, and (vi) 
Socio-cultural acceptance (Lüthi, Morel, et al., 2011).

1 . https://www.flickr.com/photos/gtzecosan/22340106212/in/datepos ted-public/
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Figure 6: The “Enabling Environment” framework (Lüthi, Morel, et al�, 2011)

3.6.1. Government Support
There should be a clear political support especially at municipal level for sanitation provision 
for all the citizens including those who live in the informal areas. Without such a precondition 
sanitation planning approaches like CLUES cannot succeed. Lack of clear and s trong political 
commitment is the initial reason behind many failed s tories (Lüthi, Morel, et al., 2011).

Although MUDH and AUWSSC are in charge of urban water supply and all forms of was tewater 
management, but current Afghanis tan urban water supply and was tewater policy called “Urban 
Water Supply and Sewerage Sector Policy” (MUDH, 2005). 

The policy’s focus is on sewerage sys tem. This happens while even mos t of the urban areas have 
no sewerage sys tem at all. There are two main reasons behind this kind of approach to the urban 
water supply and sanitation (M. Noor, personal communication, July 21, 2015):

• Some authorities s till think of providing the whole urban areas with centralized sewerage sys tem. 
They are not in favor of decimalized solutions or other approaches suitable for was tewater 
management. In fact they consider the sewerage sys tem as the ultimate solution and golden 
s tandard.

• Some authorities are not yet ready to consider informal areas, mainly occupied by poor families, 
as a part of Afghan cities with a right to access to safe drinking water and adequate sanitation. 
In the bes t scenario such authorities don’t give priority or same right to those areas despite their 
deteriorated sanitation situation.

Thanks to the international organizations & advisors, in recent years there has been good progress 
in respect to the government willingness to provide sanitation services to the all citizens including 
inhabitants of the informal areas. There has been also positive changes in respect to legal 
documents, decentralization and also ins titutional reforms. Although there are some overlaps 
among the organizations involved in the sector, but it is mos tly due to the lack of enough capacity. 
The role and support of international organizations to spread the new approach was vital and need 
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to be continued (Q. Salehi, personal communication, May 12, 2015).

MUDH is planning to update its water supply and sewerage policy. Although the policy updating 
is going on, but s till it is not finalized. There are some other legal documents which are important 
to the sector, but the main document in this regard is the policy and the following documents out 
of it like its s trategy. The s trategy document will be developed and finalized when the policy is 
officially approved (Q. Salehi, personal communication, May 12, 2015).

To evaluate political willingness and support by a government in respect to inclusive sanitation 
provision, national policy framework can be assessed (Lüthi, Morel, et al., 2011). National 
documents including sanitation policy and other related laws and regulations are insis ting on an 
inclusive approach and providing basic services to the whole citizens. 

At the same time, inclusive access to basic services in some cases are not enough insis ted by the 
international donors as a pre-condition when there is no full commitments in this regards by the 
national authorities (A. Mohammadi, personal communication, May 17, 2015).

Increasing access to safe drinking water and sanitation is considered by the Afghan Government 
as an important factor toward development. But lack of priority or emergency plan for the poor 
people who are the mos t vulnerable is a disadvantage in some development plans (F. Jafari, 
personal communication, June 17, 2015).

Economic development is the main goal of developing countries including Afghanis tan, but 
simultaneously providing basic services including water supply and sanitation are recognized as 
human rights. In low-and-middle-income countries, there should be a plan to provide the basic 
services to everybody across the country. In the policies and regulations there are some level of 
insis ting on poverty alleviation and providing basic services with focus on poor people, but the 
enforcement is not s trong enough.

There are some projects responsible for upgrading of poor and infras tructure deficient areas in 
Afghan Cities including Kabul. But those projects usually focus on surface water management, 
road pavement and in some few cases implementing water supply projects. Even water supply 
projects are mainly implemented in formal planned areas. Sanitation projects, especially on-site 
facilities are usually neglected or considered a low priority. 

Following the fall of the Taliban, new developed laws and regulations are insis ting on 
decentralization, and engagement of the private sector. Based on the current sector policy, Water 
supply and Sewerage Central Authority was divided into policy, regulatory and implementation 
levels. Now MUDH is in charge of policy development, and independent organizations are in 
charge of regulatory issues and implementation. Based on this policy not only responsibilities are 
divided among different players in the sector, but also there is great insis ting on decentralization 
(MUDH, 2005). 

Currently there is no a pro-poor policy or s trategy to promote affordability. In many case poor 
people have no voice to ask for their rights to access to the basic urban services. Although in 
the some national level documents there are emphasize on inclusive service provision, but at 
implementation level there are many challenges (S. N. Masoomyar, personal communication, 
June 23, 2015).

Usually projects supported by international organizations have a level of community participation. 
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Not only KURP and following that KMDP but also mos t of the development projects try to 
implement a community-based approach and engage the communities for the whole cycle of the 
projects (G. R. Nawabi, personal communication, July 7, 2015). The original activities planned for 
KURP were service delivery in the selected neighborhoods including formal and informal areas. 
They scope of work covered water supply, sanitation, solid was te management, road pavement, 
drainage cons truction and also s treet lighting (Afghanis tan Independent Evaluation Group, 2011). 

KMDP, which is the next phase of KURP, includes: neighborhood or community roads and drains, 
culverts, footpaths, s treet lighting, community parks, community solid was te collection points, 
and water supply if feasible (World Bank, 2014). 

According to the field observatiosn by the author, it seems the las t approach of informal upgrading 
(KURP) was more comprehensive compared to its successor (KMDP). In mos t case sanitation 
provision and water supply are not involved any more in the upgrading packages. Some changes in 
the upgrading policy and approach is needed to make it more suitable in respect to environmental 
sanitation components.

To sum up, there is a level of government’s support for sanitation provision for all. There are 
also some legal documents that support inclusive development and equality in the sector. But at 
the implementation level s till many improvements need to be done. The government’s support in 
many cases originates from the legal documents which have been developed by contribution of 
international organizations. There should be high level of efforts to adopt such approach at the 
implementation level where mos tly local authorities are in charge. 

3.6.2. Legal and Regulatory Framework
Regulations should determine service providers, the threshold level of s tandards for service 
provision, tariff s tructure, cos t recovery as well as operation and maintenance of the facilities 
(Lüthi, Morel, et al., 2011). Without a clear and comprehensive regulations, overlaps and gaps in 
service provision could be a major risk.

The umbrella law regarding water supply and sanitation is the Water Law which was updated in 
2009. This law appoints MUDH for managing water supply and was te water issues in the urban 
areas by developing proper legal documents and tools. According to this law MUDH and other 
respected organizations are responsible to develop their regulations, s tandards and guidelines. 
Although some urban sanitation sector managing documents were produced or are in the process 
of development, but s till many documents are missing.

Before 2005, MUDH was responsible for policy development, regulatory issues, operation and 
maintenance. All the activities were conducting by Central Authority for Water Supply and 
Sewerage (CAWSS). CAWSS was working under MUDH and reported to the Minis try (MUDH, 
2005).

In 2005 by developing a new policy and an Ins titutional Development Plan, urban water supply 
and was tewater activities was assigned to different organizations. Urban water supply and was te 
water management issues have been divided into three different levels (MUDH, 2005):

• Cons titutional level: development of national plans, laws, policies and regulations are the main 
responsibilities at this level. MUDH is in charge for these activities.
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• Regulatory Level: An independent regulatory body should be es tablished in mid-term. The 
regulatory body will be responsible to do the role of supervisory and regulatory issues. MUDH 
is in charge to es tablish the regulatory body, but until that time should take care of the regulatory 
issues itself.

• Implementation level: Afghanis tan Urban Water Supply and Sewerage Corporation (AUWSSC) 
as a government-owned corporation is responsible for service provision. Based on the new 
ins titutional plan, at the end the whole urban areas should be divided into six decentralized and 
independent zones with their own service providers. According to the current policy service 
delivery can be handled as public, private or co-management projects. Currently due to lack 
of enough capacity in AUWSSC, MRRD mos tly in informal areas and municipalities in some 
formal areas are also in charge of service delivery (Table 2). 

Under the policy developed by 2005 and also its ins titutional development plan later, AUWSSC 
was es tablished. S tatutes of AUWSSC (2007) was endorsed by the Minis terial Council on July 
4th, 2007 and its activity as an independent organization for service delivery was s tarted. As 
mentioned, in mid-term MUDH should follow a similar procedure to es tablish an independent 
regulatory body for the sector as well.

For a successful upgrading project CLUES sugges ts a set of pre-conditions (Lüthi, Morel, et al., 
2011): 

• Users should be involved in decision making process;
• Municipalities are allowed to collect taxes;
• local s tructures like community-based organizations (CBOs), user associations, etc. are allowed 

to manage services including operation and maintenance, and the  control of funds collected from 
users; 

• Applicable technical norms and s tandards to run affordable sanitation sys tems

Although some of these pre-conditions are mentioned in different legal documents, but s till there 
is a long way to enforce them. For example local s tructure are not engaged in operation and 
maintenance of the facilities. Private sector active in informal areas is considered also informal 
and widely ignored. In respect to the norms and s tandards, s till many documents are missing.

As mentioned MUDH has s tarted to develop a new policy with shifting from sewerage alone to 
an integrated was te water management (MUDH, 2014). There are also other improvements in the 
new-coming policy, and of course enforcement is another important issue need to be focused after 
the policy approval.

Currently there are gaps and overlaps regarding responsibilities and scope of authority within the 
sector. The process of updating legal documents are too time-consuming and reaching a consensus 
sometimes is difficult. But the good news is despite the problems, “change” is possible and there is 
progress in respect to the development of legal documents: Afghanis tan is a pos t-conflict country 
and many laws, regulations and policies need to be produced or re-considered again. This process 
has been s tarted and continued during the las t decade in the different sectors. The firs t s tep is 
usually developing the laws. Following that respected regulations, policies, s trategies, guidelines 
and technical s tandards should be developed and approved. That is why in some cases s till enough 
legal documents are not in place. Although these gaps are considered challenging but they also 
provide an opportunity for developing proper legislations based on the achieved experiences.
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Although very slow, but it seems that water supply and was te water sector despite some missing 
documents is on track to create an enabling legislative environment. Some activities including 
conducting training sessions, workshops, pilot projects and also exposure to implemented 
successful projects in the other countries are done to catalyze the process.

MUDH through KURP had responsibility for formal and informal upgrading. KURP had developed 
their own documents and procedures. Their documents were considered as internal materials. They 
were not available to the public and not reflected in the other government’s documents. KURP as a 
project was finished and its second phase called Kabul Management Development Plan (KMDP) 
s tarted a different approach. It has unfortunately less attention to the sanitation components. The 
main focus is now on road pavement and drainage cons truction. 

As a conclusion, a lot of efforts are doing to produce the missing legal documents in the sector. 
Although it is time consuming, but going on. The materials produced by KURP and KMDP cannot 
be considered a part of the legal and regulatory framework in the sanitation sector. A mentioned 
mos t of their materials were for internal use and not available to the public for evaluation and 
finally contribution to development of the legal framework in the sector.

Table 2: Overview of sector functions at different levels (MUDH, 2005)

Level Main Roles and Responsibilities

Cons titutional • Sector Policy development
• Urban Water Sector Legal Framework development 
• Negotiating and signing inter-governmental and donor agreements
• Inter-minis terial issues and overall water sector coordination
• National planning and overall sector performance, measured agains t national objectives 

such as the Millennium Development Goals
• Setting tariff policy that treats water as a scarce economic good and approving regulatory 

recommendations on   tariffs  and charges
• Holding shares in the sector ins titutions in the national interes t
• Ensuring that the sector follows national policies with respect to social responsibility and 

social equity 

Regulatory • Setting national s tandards for the UWSS sector, both in technical and service level areas 
• Reviewing and making recommendations to cons titutional level on tariff applications  
• Proposing regulatory measures for the sector 
• Advising on UWSS policy development
• Coordinating national UWSS objectives and planning
• Monitoring the individual and collective performance of the sector agains t set criteria and 

benchmarks
• Providing advice and technical/managerial support and training
• Developing PPP models
• Approval of private sector concession/lease/management contracts
• Co-ordination and management of donor funding and other financing ins truments on a 

national basis
• Coordinating organizational development and human resource development initiatives for 

the sector
• Appointing members of ins titutional boards in accordance with s tatutes and shareholding 

conditions
• Approving tariff applications and water service s tandards
• Ensuring that  financial resources and inves tment levels are adequate nationally
• Reviewing and approving major international contracts for design/supply/cons truction
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Operational • Putting in place the management and organization s tructure required to operate the sys tems 
and provide the services

• Operating  and maintaining the sys tems and infras tructure,
• Ensuring that the correct procedures are followed in running and maintaining the sys tems
• Developing the cus tomer base, supplying service in accordance with s tandards, billing and 

collecting the revenue
• Preparing operations budgets and monitoring performance agains t budgets
• Preparing reports on performance results for the information of relevant s takeholders
• Ensuring good performance and development of local employees
• Identifying need for infras tructure expansion and working with partner organizations to 

implement the projects
• Preparing annual business plans for approval by relevant board(s)
• Ensuring that planning takes place for improvement and expansion of supply and that 

appropriate inves tment decisions are taken
• Directly employing s taff 
• Coordinating and maintaining a good relationship with s takeholders including municipalities 

and communities

3.6.3. Ins titutional Arrangements
Although according to the general approach decentralization within the country should be promoted, 
but s till Afghanis tan has a centralized sys tem of political and adminis trative governance. Beside 
laws and regulations the attitudes need also to change and pave the way for the new and up to date 
approaches. Table 3 shows the main s takeholders involved in the sanitation sector in the urban 
areas.

Table 3: Key s takeholders in the sanitation sector (Hassib & Etemadi, 2016)�

Key s takeholders Ins titutions/Organizations
Public Ins titutions Minis try of Urban Development Affairs (MUDH), Minis try of Rural

 Rehabilitation and Development (MRRD), Minis try of Education (MoE),
 Afghanis tan Urban Water Supply and Sewerage Corporation (AUWSSC),
,(National Environmental Protection Agency (NEPA

(Municipality (dis trict and city level
Private Sector (Private emptier (formal and informal
 Development Partners, NGOs
and Donors

BORDA, GIZ

Community level Community councils, gozar’s official representative in municipality

Although MUDH and AUWSSC are the main actors in the urban water supply and was tewater 
management sector, but Table 3 and Figure 7 show that other related originations also have their 
own roles. Finally all these organizations involved in the sector regardless their importance should 
work under the supervision of Supreme Council of Water (SCoW) which is leaded by the vice 
president, and its technical secretariat works under the Minis try of Energy and Water (MoEW). 

As mentioned regulatory framework in the water and was tewater sector is not completed yet. 
Different technical documents s till need to be developed or are under development. This is one of the 
reasons which has leaded to the lack of proper ins titutional arrangement within the sector. Another 
reason for the current gaps and overlaps is lack of enough awareness or different interpretations 
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among some authorities regarding legal documents. Platforms like Supreme Council of Water 
provides a unique opportunity to highlight and discuss such disputing issues provided that all the 
members are capacitated enough to tackle the challenges in a cooperative manner. 

Regarding ins titutional arrangement and roles of different s takeholders in the sanitation sector 
more details have been provided in a joint s tudy with GIZ titled “SFD Promotion Initiative, 
Kabul, Afghanis tan.” The inves tigation and data collection for the s tudy and the dissertation was 
conducted simultaneously. Therefore repeating of the details are avoided here and some important 
points with focus on KURP and KMDP are discussed as follow:

Kabul Urban Recons truction Project (KURP) was managed by a Program Management Unit 
(PMU) which was working under MUDH with cooperation of Kabul Municipality and also some 
technical support provided by consultants hired by the World Bank (Zar Consulting Inc., 2012). 
The project has es tablished to upgrade selected planned and unplanned neighborhoods in some 
poor and infras tructure deficient areas (SMEC International, 2011). Inves tigations show that in 
some cases during the implementation of KURP, the different s takeholders at managerial level 
did not have communications with each other sufficiently to ensure smooth implementation (Zar 
Consulting Inc., 2012). This shows lack of proper ins titutional arrangement either at planning 
level or at implementation level among the respected authorities.

KURP was active in the framework of MUDH and communicated with other organizations through 
the Minis try. Following KURP’s decommission MUDH es tablished a unit called “Upgrading of 
Unplanned Area Directorate.” This directorate works at the country level and mainly focuses on 
policy development. But it is a new es tablished unit with lack of enough technical and financial 
support and s till has a long way to go. Above that, due to the exis tence of KMDP under Kabul 
Municipality, MUDH’s upgrading directorate focuses more on other cities compared to Kabul, 
and its scope of work should be also policy issues.

KMDP arranges its activities through the Kabul Municipality with other related organizations. 
There are two engineering components with their own team leaders but both reporting to Kabul 
Mayor. Each engineering team leader is in charge for design, procurement, implementation, 
supervision, and project management issues, and also reporting on progress in his /her own 
team.  Procurement, financial, social and environmental issues are conducted by a common unit 
responsive to the both engineering teams.  There are different departments in KMDP including 
Social and Environment, Engineering, Procurement, Finance, Contract Management, Human 
Resources, Adminis tration, and Information Technology (Sisk, 2014).
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Figure 7: Schematic of key ins titutions linked to Integrated Was tewater Management at the national, region-al/
provincial and town/dis tricts levels, respectively (GIZ, 2015)

3.6.4. Skills and Capacities
To create an enabling environment and successful planning and implementation a high level of 
capacity for project management including adminis tration issues, s takeholder identification and 
engagement, public health protection and hygiene promotion is needed (Lüthi, Morel, et al., 2011).

A big portion of Afghan Government budget especially in the development sector are paid by the 
international community. Different kind of capacity building including on-job training is the core 
part of many projects. Above that several short-term training centers have been es tablished in 
Kabul City by the Afghan Government. They use different trainings tools including exhibitions, 
demons tration sites, field trips, workshops, etc. for capacity building. 

KURP as a multi-donor project supported by the World Bank and implemented by MUDH had 
several components including:

1. Area upgrading in Kabul City

2. Land Tenure Regularization (later was cancelled)
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3. Engineering and Project Management Support

4. Overall Capacity Building for Kabul Municipality

5. Preparation of physical development plans and focus on city-wide urban services (later was 
cancelled)

6. Improvements to main roads and traffic management

Among these six components only components one and two had specific focus on upgrading of poor 
and infras tructure deficient areas in Kabul City. During KURP implementation, all components 
provided some kind of on-job trainings to the local s taff as well. Even in component one according 
to the procedure on-job training was going on, and capacity building for locals was a part of their 
job. Especially some parts of the project was conducted by international experts in cooperation 
with the locals which provided an opportunity for capacity building. Usually in different projects 
each international consultant has a local assis tant who could be an expert in long run.

Almos t all the joint projects by Afghan Government and international organizations consider 
capacity building as a task to do alongside the project implementation. Therefore the capacity of 
the local s takeholders are higher comparted to the pas t.

Despite many efforts more capacity building for specific topics and s takeholders are s till needed: 
it is both in technical issues and also project management aspects. To do so different training 
programs either by Afghan Government or international organizations have been initiated and 
s till going on. 

Despite many ongoing capacity programs, informal private sector has not been exposed to the 
trainings. They have been mos tly neglected either by the government or by the international 
organizations. The informal private sector have been engaged only with the locals for their private 
water supply projects or was tewater/night soil collection. They have done their jobs without 
specific norms, monitoring or quality control. 

In respect to the human resource, usually international organizations and formal private sector 
have better situation compared to the other s takeholders. They pay higher salary and hire more 
capacitated s taff, and also their hiring sys tems are more merit-based. They are also more accurate 
on spending their budgets for the training of their own s taffs. And finally they choose usually right 
s taff for the trainings.

As a conclusion, the mindsets of some government s taff are outmoded, especially among the older 
generation. Although during the las t decade they had exposure to many capacity building programs 
but the output has not been always as expected. The main reasons for the above-mentioned points 
could be as follows:

• Lack of  enough capacity for the level of training provided to some s taff
• Lack of enough motivation or incentive for improvement among some s takeholders
• Lack of coordination between related organization to make comprehensive and inter-linked 

training plan
• Lack of transparency to choose the right persons for the trainings: people who can make difference
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There are also some problems in training provider side like donors:

• Trainings are easy way to spend the budget 
• Using training to satisfy the trainees with the field trips, site visits, etc.
• There is no follow up regarding implementation of the takeaways after the trainings

Regarding community members either community level training or other methods of training like 
training in schools, are needed. But firs t we need to make sure that trainers are enough qualified 
to conduct such kind of training / awareness campaigns. 

3.6.5. Financial
During cos t es timation for a sanitation project all aspects need to be considered. Adminis trative, 
hardware cos t, capacity building, operation and maintenance cos ts are the main issues for 
evaluation (Lüthi, Morel, et al., 2011). Above that a pro-poor sanitation plan, affordability and 
cos t recovery are vital to make a sanitation project financially sus tainable.

Even poor people, who are usually live in informal areas, are willing to pay for a better environmental 
sanitation services if they are well-informed about its benefits (Whittington, 2010). The household 
survey conducted for this s tudy also shows the willingness of the communities to pay for a better 
sanitation service. But as mentioned, to make a project financially sus tainable except willingness 
to pay, users’ affordability should be also considered.

Mos t of the upgrading projects implemented in Kabul have no comprehensive inves tigation about 
the financial situation in the areas selected for the upgrading. Although there are some micro 
finance organizations or banks to provide loans to the people, but such practices have not been 
tried or inves tigated yet for the sanitation projects. 

According to the survey conducted for this s tudy, the households are not able to pay for the capital 
cos t of the environmental sanitation projects which is the case in many areas including planned 
and unplanned in the city. They can contribute by paying a minor percentage of the cos t usually 
through labour work at the household level or on their community level.

It was showed that during the pas t 14 years of country wide National Solidarity Program (NSP) 
,which conducted many projects across the country, local peoples were very important for a 
successful implementation.  They played vital roles despite their high rates of poverty. During 
NSP, Afghan communities contributed approximately 13 percent on average to NSP’s cons truction 
cos ts (30 percent on average in urban areas), and they also built some infras tructures much more 
cos t effectively compared to the private sector (World Bank, 2016).

In a pilot project funded by USAID in the informal areas they found that community-based 
upgrading reduces the overall cos t through active engagement of the local people. It also has 
advantages beyond financial issues (Table 4).  
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Table 4: Advantages of community upgrading methodology (Salam, 2006)

Private Sector Upgrading ApproachCommunity Based Upgrading Approach
• Able to implement large scale projects
• Majority of works done by machinery
• The process financially is not very transparent
• Community participation is limited 
• Community does not feel ownership of the project
• Limited opportunities for local employment
• Limited community participation and support
• Community does not feel any responsibility
• Lack of coordination between community and
• Municipality
• The project financial cos t is higher than the 

community approach, for the same physical result.

• Able to implement small scale projects 
• Majority of  works done by manpower
• High community participation and contribution
• Community feel ownership of the project 
• Employment of the local labour
• Participation of women 
• The project leadership has community support
• Community pays especial attention on the project’s 

quality
• Cause good relation among community members
• Because of community contributions the project 

financial cos t is cheaper than cons truction 
company

To cover the capital cos t for a sanitation project different options should be considered. The required 
budget can be provided by national or provincial funds, international donors’ contributions or 
credit allowances through different organizations. But to make a project sus tainable, running cos t 
mus t be secured (Lüthi, Morel, et al., 2011). For running cos t usually local people are the main 
contributors. And the way of contribution should be agreed during the sanitation plan.

Users’ contribution should be more as a tiny part of the capital cos t to give them sense of 
ownership and engage them in the upgrading process. But in respect to running cos t and to make 
the project financially sus tainable, the community should take active role during operation and 
maintenance through paying for that. Therefore the running cos t of sanitation sys tem and totally 
the environmental sanitation components should be affordable.

Afghanis tan Government has recognized the right of inclusive access to adequate sanitation. The 
government is willing to develop more political support for that. Respected organizations within 
the government are committed to make a scheduled plan and high level of efforts for budget 
allocation and sanitation promotion (SACOSAN V, 2013).

In 2015, 193 governments including Afghanis tan came together and developed a common 
framework to achieve 17 major world goals by 2030. In Goal 6 governments should ensure access 
to safe water and adequate sanitation for the whole citizens (PWC Network, 2016).

Almos t all over the country, sanitation is an individual asset and sanitation quality directly related 
to the financial situation of the households. Government and donors have had inves tment on the 
other components of the environmental sanitation while they ignored widely sanitation.

In Afghanis tan poverty following the withdrawal of international troops increased. Many jobs 
and economic activities were closed and there was a sharp decline in economic growth. Currently 
unemployment is particularly severe amongs t low skilled and illiterate workers who are his torically 
the mos t vulnerable group (World Bank, 2017b).

To promote an inclusive access to adequate sanitation a pro-poor s trategy for the sector is needed. 
Afghanis tan is a leas t developed country with a high percentage of poor people living under the 
poverty line. Without a proper s trategy and financial support by the related organizations, poor 
people cannot afford to have an adequate sanitation services.

Direct attack on the poverty and putting the las t one firs t should be the corners tone of the pro-
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poor s trategy. Thus the s trategy for water and sanitation should be es tablished on four pillars of 
(Bangladesh Minis try of Local Government, 2005):

1� Practical definition of hardcore poor households
2� Definition of basic minimum service level
3� Targeting and organizing the hardcore poor households
4� Mechanism for targeted subsidy plan

KURP project paid for (i) roads, drains and culverts (83% of the total expenditure); (ii) water 
supply inves tments (11.8% of the total expenditure); (iii) sanitation or latrines (1.8% of the total 
expenditure); (iv) was te collection points (0.2% of the total expenditure), and (v) s treet lights 
(World Bank, 2013).

As a multi-donor project, KURP project was heavily subsidized and there was not much to do 
in respect of capital inves tment by the community. They had determined the level of budget to 
cover selected gozars for the upgrading. Despite their pre-planned activities, KURP had to cancel 
several components due to lack of fund: they had to spend more budget on physical activities. 
KURP authorities believed project delays, price increases, and also inaccurate es timation was to 
blame for the cancellation (Zar Consulting Inc., 2012).

Except capital and running cos t of a project, financial impacts of an upgrading project should 
be also considered. In a similar approach, USAID tried to implement an upgrading project in 
a Kabul’s informal area using the community available resources. The financial impacts of this 
community-based approach has been explained as follow (Salam, 2006):

• The market values of the houses increase in comparison with non-upgraded communities.
• People pay less for transportation in the upgraded community.
• Some families get economic support though local employment in the upgrading.
• Because of proper drainage and clean s treets families pay less for health treatments.
• Locally employed people learn and build their capacity during implementation of the project.  

They are now able to work as contractor or skilled labor and support their families.
• Implementation of the upgrading project encouraged the families to inves t in their neighborhood. 

Through inves tment in their houses many people got employment and income.

At the end, regarding running cos t of KURP’s project in the site s tudies, there is no big problem. 
According to the household survey the operation and maintenance cos t is affordable for the 
locals. But inefficiency of the project and managerial challenges at the municipality level, lack of 
integration, etc. make the project dysfunctional. About these problems in the other section of the 
s tudy has been discussed.

3.6.6. Social and Cultural Acceptance
Proposed environmental sanitation services should be according to the socio-cultural preferences 
of the local people, otherwise the project could be faced with many challenges especially at the 
operational phase. Furthermore the local community (Lüthi, Morel, et al., 2011) should have 
effective demand for the participation from the early s tages of the sanitation planning, and they 
should be engaged actively for the whole cycle of the project.
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According to the KURP’s documents and reports there was a clear demand for the community 
upgrading among the locals. They formed neighborhood and Gozar Councils to take part in the 
project. Sanitation improvement at the household level and also cons truction of the trash collection 
points were responsibility of each community with a financial and technical support from KURP. 

Pas t experiences have shown that local engagement in Afghan communities are high and they are 
willing to participate in the project planning and implementation. Urban Community Development 
Councils (CDCs) and Gozar Assemblies (GAs) are good examples of the capacity within Afghan 
communities to organize, find solutions for social challenges and also get engaged in the project 
as an important s takeholder. The engagement of Afghan communities is the bes t way to ensure 
socio-cultural acceptability as well. This potential can be used for different projects to make sure 
that communities are also satisfied with the project planning and implementation (Government 
of Islamic Republic of Afghanis tan, 2016). Approximately 35,000 CDCs have been formed in all 
rural areas of 34 provinces. There are about 1,800 CDCs in urban and peri-urban areas of Afghan 
cities (World Bank, 2016).

Upgrading package in KURP was covered different cons tructional components including sanitation. 
Budget and time limitations were the main cons traints for the project implementation. Due to 
these kind of cons traints, there was always insis ting on the priorities. In a poor and infras tructure 
deficient neighborhood, sanitation is always the las t choice when the community has to prioritize 
its needs, leave alone when there is no enough insis t on sanitation from the planner side as well.

In such atmosphere the selected communities for upgrading, firs t of all try to keep the project 
within their neighborhoods. If the community is not agreed with the general conditions provided 
by the officials (here KURP), the project would be implemented somewhere else. Furthermore 
when there is budget and time limitation, the community tries to arrange itself with the project 
authorities and prioritize its needs. Usually road pavement, water supply and surface drainage 
sys tem are the top priorities. Following that issues like solid was te and sanitation are considered. 
Therefore regarding type of sanitation there wouldn’t be much socio-cultural debate, because the 
sanitation issue itself is not the main priority within the community. The community accept any 
kind of sanitation intervention provided that their priority problems including road pavement and 
water supply are addressed. 

In site one people had many problems in respect to water supply and unpaved roads. They preferred 
to insis t on those problems. But following the upgrading many families turned to water-based 
sanitation technologies. The remaining s till use the improved traditional latrines, but the sys tem 
doesn’t work properly and they are not happy with it. According to the household survey 91% of 
people wanted to have water-based sys tem while KURP’s intervention was only improvement of 
the dry latrines. 

In site two located on hilly areas, where the community had access to reliable drinking water 
and the headquarter of Kabul Municipality is within walking dis tance, the community insis ted 
on water-based sanitation and road pavement: despite rocky ground in the area, KURP planned 
to cons truct six communal septic tanks, but due to the high cos t of such cons truction activity in a 
hilly area finally KURP came up with only one communal septic tank covering only 13 houses. 
Many of the remaining households, where ever possible, connected their toilets to the surface 
water drainage sys tem.
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According to a World Bank program urban infras tructure should be part of an overall municipal 
development plan with linkages to trunk infras tructure. Currently the Citizens’ Charter as a national 
Programme (CCAP) and a multi-donor project funded by the World Bank has a five years project 
plan to cover about 1,200,000 people in four major Afghan cities including Kabul City. Each 
gozar composed of five Urban Community Development Councils (CDCs) has a right to prioritize 
their infras tructure needs including road pavement, water supply, s treet lightening and solid was te 
management, park and recreation area. All infras tructure inves tments at the community and Gozar 
levels will be confirmed by the local municipal authorities to ensure that there is possibility of 
later city-wide integration (World Bank, 2016). Sanitation is again neglected in this large scale 
national program. But this it is even worse compared to KURP. They decided to do nothing about 
sanitation. It seems KURP couldn’t find a sus tainable solution for the sanitation problem, and now 
authorities think jus t ignore dealing with the problem itself.

As a conclusion if an upgrading plan is introduced, sanitation shouldn’t be the las t priority among 
other components either by the community or by the planners. The budget for an integrated 
sanitation planning should be in place and allocated only to the sanitation. Following that the 
planners and the community can debate over social and cultural acceptance. Without planning an 
integrated sanitation provision, the community will accept any kind of sanitation option provided 
that their roads are paved and other priorities are addressed. Later they would have chance to 
switch to their own socio-cultural accepted sanitation sys tem if possible. But that time there 
wouldn’t be enough resources to develop a sus tainable and integrated sanitation sys tem.

3.7. Complexities of Sanitation Provision in Kabul’s Informal Settlements
Due to lack of one or all of the following conditions, slum housing is inadequate (UN‐Habitat, 
2004).

• Improper site selection
• The houses are not robus t enough
• Lack of urban basic services
• Lack of security

People who live in slum areas have much less access to the formal market and employment. They 
are facing with discrimination and sometimes geographic isolation due to the informal nature of 
their neighborhoods. In the other hand living conditions in slum areas are not suitable due to lack 
of urban basic services, natural hazards like flooding or land slide and lack of robus t houses. In 
many case the whole informal area is subjected to demolish due to the insecurity of the tenure 
(UN‐Habitat, 2004).

In 1990s during the civil war between Mujahedeen mos t of the city and especially wes tern Kabul 
was des troyed. Many of the citizens were injured, killed or had to leave their homes. Following 
the fall of the Taliban and the presence of international community, many refugees and also 
internally displaced people moved to Kabul. There was an unprecedented level of demand for 
accommodation and urban infras tructure in the city. Afghan Government and its international 
allies were busy with security issues or other priorities like development projects including 
highway recons truction or rural recons truction. There was no consensus among the authorities 
regarding dealing with rapid expansion of the informal areas. The las t Kabul mas ter plan which 
was developed by 1978 was not anymore applicable to the city (Soave, 2008). It was formally 
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suspended by the Afghan president in 2005 in order to develop a new mas ter plan addressing the 
new challenges (Calogero, 2011). The development and approval of the new mas ter plan took a 
long time, almos t one decade. Meanwhile due to the influx of refugees to the city and high demand 
of shelter, there was a huge expansion of informal areas without access to the basic services in 
Kabul City. Today mos t of the Kabul’s population live in the informal areas.

Mos t of the people in Afghan Cities live in informal areas with little access to the basic urban 
services. This is the problem especially in Kabul City where 66% of the dwelling s tock which is 
about 280,000 dwelling units is irregular. About 10% of the irregular houses locate on hilly areas 
(Islamic Rebublic of Afghanis tan, 2015).

Similar to other developing countries many Afghan citizens live in informal or unplanned areas. 
These areas have not developed based on the mas ter plan and therefore are not considered legal. 
Insecurity of the tenure is a big challenge in such areas and the whole informal area could be 
subjected to demolish by the authorities. The residents in informal areas are always concerned 
with their uncertain future and cannot plan for major improvement within their neighborhoods 
(UN-Habitat, 2017).

Considering the type of land acquisition different kind of informal settlements in Kabul City can 
be identified:

• Settlements on public land or abandoned buildings
• Settlements on privately owned land
• Settlements on grabbed land. In this case the land could be bought from a land grabbers or 

occupied directly by the residents
• And the las t form is the lands with murky legal condition (Gebremedhin, 2005). 

Table 5: The World Bank and UNHCR have also categorized different kinds of informal settlements 
in Kabul City in a similar way:

Settlement Type Definition Population Segments

1. Formalized Areas Areas covered by Kabul old 
Mas ter Plan from 1978.

Usually middle class areas, mos t national and interna-
tional organizations.

2. Informal Unplanned 
Areas

Areas falling outside of the 
mas ter plan developed by 
1978 which hos t 80% of 
Kabul´s population.

Different social s trata including middle class, urban poor, 
etc. Mos tly with Cus tomary Title. Usually in different 
neighborhoods different ethnicities live. The reasons 
could be group migrations (Metcalfe et al., 2012).

3. Informal Illegal Areas Land is source of dispute, 
either because land is 
privately owned or public 
(govt.) property

Usually internally displaced people and nomads. 
Comparing to two other population groups, they are not 
much.
Such areas can be found anywhere in Kabul City, e.g. 
abandoned buildings, hilly areas or urban periphery.

During las t decade Afghan Government and international community were too busy with security 
problems and other priorities. They were also looking for short term projects to have more 
achievements and a better show off. But such kind of projects are not usually applicable in a 
complicated urban area. Furthermore, it seems there was a bias toward rural development among 
the authorities and international community due to the portion of the population living in the rural 
areas.
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MUDH was a minor Minis try while Minis try of Rural Rehabilitation and Development (MRRD) 
has received several times more budget compared to MUDH. MRRD has implemented some 
ambitious national level projects.

Despite all the challenges, Kabul’s informal areas have provided affordable shelters to the poor 
people who came from the rural areas or abroad. The informal private sector in Kabul has provided 
job opportunities and income to one of the mos t vulnerable parts of the society. The amount of 
inves tment by the people in informal areas were also considerable. According to an inves tigation 
by the World Bank in 2004, the amount of private inves tment in fixed capital without including 
the land value in informal areas of Kabul City was of US$ 2.5 billion (World Bank, 2004a). 
Despite above-mentioned positive points a new approach toward informal areas in the country is 
needed, otherwise neglected informal neighborhoods cannot handle their challenges themselves.

In recent years national & formal approach to informal areas is changing. Nowadays there is more 
tolerance regarding informal areas by the authorities in developing countries. Policies like forced 
eviction and neglect are switching to more positive approaches like upgrading and right-based 
policies(UN‐Habitat, 2004). Usually informal areas are occupied by the mos t vulnerable groups 
of each community and without a concrete support by the government, situation improvement is 
not possible.

During different relevant meetings by Afghan authorities, there was insis ting on the importance 
of land. They have mentioned to the urban land regularization and also tenure security as one 
of the priority programs in the government.  They have announced that Afghan Government is 
committed to legalize all the properties that have legal flaws, and highlighted the tenure insecurity 
as a big problem for the economy.  

Since 2016 Afghan Government with the technical support from UN-Habitat has s tarted a national 
level program called ‘Cities for All.’ This program as the national urban land and property, paves 
the way for recognizing the rights of informal settlements. The households in the informal areas 
receive occupancy certificate as a s tep toward tenure security (French et al., 2016). Furthermore 
approximately during the las t 10 years some upgrading projects by international organizations 
and Afghan Government were conducted to improve the overall situation in informal areas of 
Afghanis tan and especially Kabul City. Upgrading can be used as a tool and also precondition in 
the informal areas for the land tenure and regularization.

KURP as the main upgrading project had two objectives: (i) improving capacity of the MUDH 
and Kabul Municipality in urban management field; and (ii) supporting the integration of selected 
neighborhoods into the urban fabric of Kabul Municipality through the upgrading and improvement 
of urban services. KURP had several components including Part A:  Area Upgrading in the areas 
under jurisdiction of Kabul Municipality with focus on poor, infras tructure-deficient, formal and 
informal neighborhoods by providing improved water supply provision, sanitation improvement, 
solid was te management, road pavements, hill-side s teps and surface water management facilities 
(World Bank, 2013).

 Due to time and budget cons traints, in many cases the local communities had to choose between 
different services according to their needs. As mentioned using this approach, in many cases 
sanitation was neglected either by the project authority or by the community.

KURP project originally was planned to be implemented by Kabul Municipality. At that time 
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there was a debate among the Afghan officials regarding informal development of Kabul City. 
The authorities in Kabul Municipality were not supporting the upgrading of informal areas, so the 
Minis try of Finance and The World Bank asked MUDH to implement the project (Zar Consulting 
Inc., 2012). The second phase of KURP project called Kabul Municipality Development Program 
(KMDP) is implemented by Kabul Municipality which shows new approach in the municipality 
as well.

3.8. Basic Urban Service Provision in Afghanis tan as a Pos t-conflict Country
Lack of urban planning and low capacity in municipal governance are the main reasons behind the 
failure of a proper urban service delivery. Fas t growing Afghan cities have significant potential as 
the engine of economic growth and social welfare. It provides a unique opportunity for promotion 
a sus tainable urban development. At the same time this rapid urbanization shows the urgent need 
for a proper urban planning and good governance (World Bank, 2017a). 

According to ‘The 2013-2014 Afghanis tan Living Conditions Survey’ about 74 percent of the 
urban population lives in slum areas. Informal settlements in Afghan major cities are growing 
while the number of poor – an es timated 29 percent of the urban population – who do not have 
access to urban basic service is also increasing (World Bank, 2016).

Afghanis tan is now in its ‘Transformation Decade’ (2015-2024). There is much emphasis on the 
self-sufficiency of the government. The international aids has also been reduced. At the same time 
Afghan army has the main responsibility to fight agains t terrorism and insurgency as well. Urban 
population growth is much higher compared to the global average. All these put a high level of 
pressure on the government while poverty is a big challenge and political ins tability and ethnical 
tensions in pos t-conflict Afghanis tan are increasing.

During the las t few years and especially following the withdrawal of international troops from 
Afghanis tan, the country’s economic growth, compared to the las t decade, has been decreased. 
There was a marginal GDP growth 0.8 percent in 2015 to 1.2 percent in 2016, but s till it is a 
decline in per capita term due to the population growth rate which is nearly 3 percent. About 39 % 
of the population live in poverty and almos t 70% of working-age population are illiterate. There 
is a high rate of unemployment among the young people up to 28 percent. Poor nutrition and food 
insecurity is another challenge for the country (World Bank Group, 2016). 

Low income means poverty and low growth means no hope for the future. After a decade of rapid 
economic growth in a pos t-conflict society, the risk of another war can be decreased to a manageable 
level (Collier, 2008). Afghanis tan needs to increase its GDP and speed up the economic growth 
in a sus tainable and continuous way to avoid another ins tability. Furthermore, poverty increases 
the chance of ins tability and even civil war while many poor people live in infras tructure deficient 
informal settlements. They are prone to being hired by the gangs or terroris t groups, or simply turn 
agains t the government.

The majority of urban population in Kabul City live in informal areas with minimal access to the 
urban basic services. Such a huge population with dysfunctional infras tructure makes the whole 
city prone to the ins tability. The cos t of neglecting these vulnerable groups would bring another 
conflict. Above that poor people live in the informal areas with no access to urban infras tructure 
services feel subjected to the discrimination and biased. This feeling can be even higher among 
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the minorities and would lead them to turn agains t the government which can be a big challenge 
for a country already faced with ethnical tensions. In the bes t scenario those who feel neglected 
can s tart civil resis tance which could be also a huge burden on the shoulder of a new es tablished 
government and its incapacitated organizations.

Although during las t 17 years Afghanis tan has received a high amount of aid by international 
community, but aid alone cannot solve the problems of Afghanis tan. There should be a proper 
range of policies and good governance. Aid could be allocated to lift out as many people as 
possible from poverty (Collier, 2008). Aid and support of international community can be used to 
promote sus tainable economic growth and poverty alleviation. Without chronic poverty, citizens 
can make their own way toward education and a better future.

As mentioned earlier, SDG 1 insis ts on ending poverty in all its forms by 2030, eradicate extreme 
poverty for everybody across the globe (United Nations, 2015a). Aid can be used to help poverty 
alleviation across the country. There should be a proper plan to eradicate poverty in the country 
through insis ting on targeted aid dis tribution with focus on the mos t vulnerable groups. Afghanis tan 
is a diverse multi-ethnic country and proper dis tribution of aid is important to have a balanced and 
sus tainable development.

In September 2015, Afghan MUDH made a commitment to prepare a comprehensive Urban 
National Priority Programme (U-NPP) to achieve dynamic, safe, livable urban centers (Table 6). 
To ensure “functional effectiveness,” government mus t adopt enabling environment including 
legal and regulatory framework. To do so, MUDH through technical supports from its international 
partners, outlined a comprehensive U-NPP to s trengthen good urban governance and provide 
Adequate Housing and basic urban services (Afghanis tan MoF, 2016).  

Table 6: The overriding policies under the U-NPP (Kammeier & Issa, 2017)

Vision: By 2024, Afghanis tan will have a network of dynamic, safe, liveable urban areas that are centers of economic 
development and arena for culture and social inclusion through decentralized planning and participatory approach.
Pillar One:
S trengthened Urban Governance 
and Ins titutions

Pillar Two:
Adequate Housing and Inclusive 
Basic Urban Services 

Pillar Three:
S trengthened Urban Economy and 
Infras tructure

Focus on legislative, regulatory 
framework

Focus on adequate housing and 
infras tructure development

Focus on all means for economic 
development

According to the U-NPP, Afghan cities should be an important forum for economic transition 
and social inclusion during the transformation decade (2015-2024). With a targeted infras tructure 
development and sus tainable and integrated upgrading in the informal areas, there should be a 
regionally balanced growth and sus tainable development (Afghanis tan MoF, 2016).

To address above-mentioned issues ‘The Citizens Charter Afghanis tan Project’ or CCAP as a 
national Programme in 2017 by the Afghan Government was introduced. It is a replacement for 
the country-wide development National Solidarity Programme (NSP) which had been s tarted in 
2003.
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3.9. Faecal Sludge Management in Kabul City
Although MDG water target was met, but the world has failed to meet the sanitation target. In 
respect to the sanitation, problem was not only meeting the target and providing adequate sanitation 
to unserved or under-served people, but also some ambiguities in the definition and approach. 

Proper defining and monitoring safely managed sanitation provision was a big challenge. In 
addition, the MDG target on sanitation did not consider the whole sanitation chain from the point 
of produce to the point of reuse or disposal.

The sanitation needs of 2.7 billion people worldwide are provided by onsite sanitation technologies, 
and that number is expected to increase to 5 billion by 2030 (S trande et al., 2014). In developing 
countries many urban areas do not have access to sewerage sys tem. Usually only limited areas 
mos tly located in downtowns are covered by sewerage sys tems and other neighborhoods especially 
in urban peripheries and informal areas are served by on-site technologies.

The main objective of a sanitation sys tem is to protect and promote public health by providing a 
clean environment and breaking the cycle of disease (SuSanA, 2008). The majority of the urban 
population living in developing countries use some form of on-site sanitation. But these on-site 
technologies are mos tly basic and poor maintained (Lüthi, Panesar, et al., 2011). To protect public 
health as the main objective of sanitation provision in developing countries, there should be a 
proper on-site sanitation management.

Faecal sludge (FS) produced by on-site sanitation technologies is raw or partially diges ted. It is 
result of the collection, s torage and partially treatment of excreta and blackwater with or without 
greywater (S trande et al., 2014). In fact there is essential difference between the products of on-
site technologies with the was tewater transported by sewer sys tems.

Despite the widespread use of on-site technologies, its proper management have been neglected 
for a long time in many countries. Sewerage sys tem has been considered as the golden s tandard 
and ultimate solution for urban was tewater management. Nowadays lack of a proper faecal sludge 
management is a major concern in many settlements of developing countries: Any sanitation 
improvement especially in informal areas of developing world, which mainly rely on on-site 
sanitation facilities, should focus more on proper management of faecal sludge (FSM).

In the las t few years there has been a world level attention to on-site sanitation facilities and 
FSM. Introducing suitable solutions for on-site sanitation management will improve the situation 
widely and will help us to achieve the goals determined by SDGs.

In November 2014, a project called “the SFD Promotion Initiative” funded by the Bill and 
Melinda Gates Foundation was initiated. The project was managed by GIZ under the umbrella 
of the Sus tainable Sanitation Alliance (SuSanA) together with the project team CSE, Sandec/
Eawag, UoL and WEDC. The SFD Approach provides methodology and tools for the worldwide 
practitioners to evaluate sanitation management in their own cities.

Kabul as capital and the bigges t Afghan City relies heavily on on-site sanitation technologies. 
Mos t households have their individual sanitation facilities, while others use a kind of decentralized 
sanitation sys tems at community level.

Traditional toilets have only one chamber and res ting time for the human was te is also short. 
Although the product needs further treatment, but it is collected by local farmers to apply directly 
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on their farm lands. Due to the expansion of Kabul City and also less demand, in many cases 
Kabul Municipality should collect the products of the traditional latrines which are dumped on 
trash points cons tructed for solid was te management.

Above that Kabul Municipality, private companies and individual vacuum truck drivers collect 
faecal sludge produced at on-site sanitation facilities like septic tanks, holding tanks and soak 
wells. Faecal sludge would go either for further treatment or simply dumping in the environment.

Although there are few small scale was tewater treatment plants but Macroyan WWTP is the only 
semi-public facility available in Kabul. It receives was tewater produced in apartment complexes 
in Macroyan area and also was tewater from on-site sanitation facilities. The volume of was tewater 
treated in the facility is about 580,000 m3 per month, of which some 40,000 m³ are delivered by 
trucks. The amount of was tewater is beyond the current capacity of the WWTP and its treatment 
efficiency is also very low (Hassib & Etemadi, 2016).

Some private townships around and within the city have their own decentralised was tewater 
treatment plants. There are also government complexes including army bases with their own 
treatment facilities. In general there is no monitoring sys tem in place and no data available 
regarding the level of treatment and efficiency of treatment facilities.

Current enforced policy on urban water supply and was tewater was developed by MUDH in 2005 
and  entitled “Urban Water Supply and Sewerage Sector Policy” (MUDH, 2005). According to this 
policy cons titutional, regulatory, and operational roles are separate and the tasks are performed by 
different independent organizations: MUDH takes care of cons titutional issues while a regulatory 
body and a government-owned corporation are in charge of regulatory and operational functions 
(Etemadi et al., 2012).

On-site sanitation is the main sys tem used in Kabul, but it is not regulated well and the enforced 
policy did not address it properly. As mentioned, currently MUDH is working to update the policy 
reflecting the actual situation on-ground. It also has plan to es tablish the regulatory body according 
to the road map delineated in the current policy.

Following the fall of the Taliban Kabul City has been expanded to an unprecedented level. 
Nowadays there is less agricultural activities in and around the city, and also less demand for the 
products of traditional latrines. Above that many households are switching from dry technologies 
to water-based sys tems which is considered a modern and convenient technology among the 
citizens. Therefore use of traditional latrines are becoming more and more limited.

It is a critical time for Kabul where urban characteris tics are changing fas t; many inves tments 
taking place for re-es tablishment of infras tructure, governance and urban services.  Sanitation 
is also getting more attention and the time is conducive to assess the sanitation requirements 
for Kabul with a sus tainable and integrated approach. To do so, before introducing a sanitation 
management plan, it is important to have a precise analysis of the situation in the city. Due to 
the wide use of on-site sanitation facilities, FSM inves tigation should be an important part of 
sanitation s tudy within the city.

Subs tantial parts of Kabul are unplanned or peri-urban areas (World Bank, 2004a). There are 
various efforts undertaken by different national and international organizations to improve the 
poor sanitation situation in Kabul City. But these interventions are fragmented and without a 
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holis tic approach due to lack of a complete picture of sanitation situation in the city. Developing a 
comprehensive sanitation approach and following that a sanitation mas ter plan based on a detailed 
situation assessment and data collection is key to sanitation improvement in the city.

To develop a Shit Flow Diagram (SFD) for Kabul City and evaluation of the faecal sludge 
management, a data collection and analysis simultaneously with the data collection for this 
dissertation was done. The results of the s tudy in a joint cooperation with German Society for 
International Cooperation (GIZ) as a report was published. Here we avoid to repeat it again, 
and the full inves tigation can be found on Internet as “SFD Report - Kabul, Afghanis tan - SFD 
Promotion Initiative.1”

The report goes through the sanitation chain in Kabul City and explains the exis ting sanitation 
situation. It evaluates different sys tems, technologies and practices in Kabul City and tries to 
develop a comprehensive picture showing the current sanitation condition within the city. Finally 
it develops a Shit Flow Diagram (SFD) showing the entire sanitation chain in the city (Figure 
8). The results show only 21% of the faecal sludge in Kabul City are managed safely and the 
remaining part discharge in the environment without treatment.

1  http://www.susana.org/en/knowledge-hub/resources-and-publications/library/details/2612



Figure 8: SFD Kabul, Afghanis tan (Hassib & Etemadi, 2016)
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4. Case s tudy Inves tigation: Kabul’s Informal Settlements
Chapter four briefly explains the sanitation situation in the s tudy sites. It describes the current 
level of sanitation provision in the sites, and following that compares the implemented sanitation 
approach to the common s teps in the popular sanitation planning. To get the details of sanitation 
situation in the s tudy sites please see Annex 4.

Primary sanitation sys tems for the s tudy sites are introduced and based on that the bes t possible 
solution will be sugges ted. A SWOT Analysis for the final selected sys tem is conducted and 
different scenarios with regards to operation and maintenance will be discussed.

The findings of this chapter pave the way for later inves tigations on Kabul’s informal area linked 
to the city-wide sanitation.

To evaluate the exis ting sanitation situation in Kabul City comprehensive household surveys 
in two informal neighborhoods of Kabul City were conducted. Furthermore several key 
informant interviews with different s takeholders including practitioners, government authorities, 
beneficiaries, private sectors and NGOs were done.

Considering Kabul’s typology two different s tudy sites were selected; site one in a flat informal 
area in Nahia 13 and site two in a hilly informal area in Nahia 2 (Figure 9).  The general condition 
for the site selection was based on the criteria which was explained earlier in the methodology 
section. 

Masjed Itefaq, site no. 1, is located in wes tern Kabul, Nahia 13. It is a flat area and in few parts 
prone to flooding (Figure 10). Nahia 13 is considered totally informal and mos t of the area was 
expanded rapidly during the las t decade. Dehghouchak area, site no. 2, is an informal hilly area 
located in Kabul’s downtown (Figure 11). It locates jus t few kilometers away from several high 
profile government buildings including Kabul Municipality and Minis try of Education. The whole 
neighborhood is unplanned and not included in Kabul’s mas ter plan.

In the each s tudy site a semi-s tructured household survey was launched. Following that to answer 
some ques tions raised during the primary data collection and also fill the gaps after the desk 
s tudy, several focus group discussions (FGDs) for males and females in the both s tudy sites were 
conducted.



Figure 9: Site selection in Kabul City (Basemap: World Imagery� Sources: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, i-cubed, USDA FSA, USGS, 
AEX, Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP, swiss topo, and the GIS User Community� Author: Hussain Etemadi)



Figure 10: Site one, Kabul’s informal flat area (Source: Google Earth, 2015)



Figure 11: Site two, Kabul’s informal hilly area (Source: Google Earth, 2015)
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Household survey was conducted in randomly selected houses in site one. Totally 319 households 
out of about 1000 households were interviewed. In many house compound there were two 
households, and only one of them, by chance, was asked for the interview. Site two was smaller 
than site one. It consis ts of 179 house compounds, and all the households were covered. 

It is noteworthy to mention that household is the unit of analysis in this s tudy and means people 
who eat from same pot in a housing unit which is usually around eight persons in the s tudy areas. 

To avoid possible problems related to paper-based survey including data collection and especially 
data transfer, ODK Software, which runs on mobile device, was used. There was an internet 
account secured with a password for the interviewers. All the surveyors using their mobile device 
and through internet connection could submit their data directly. For more information about the 
tool please visit ODK website1. The final collected data by Excel software was analyzed.

To avoid any unforeseen problems during the survey, before s tarting the main survey several 
ques tionnaires using ODK Software were filled out. That helped the survey team to unders tand 
potential problems during the survey and have a solution for that in advance. 

During the survey, for a better coordination and covering all the interviewees including men and 
women, several survey teams, each team consis ts of one male and one female, were formed. 
Totally 7 surveyors including four females and three males were trained to conduct the surveys.

To go more in details, totally five focus group discussions (FGDs), two for the males and three 
other for the females was held. In each focus group discussion participants were the residents of 
the communities including Community Council Members called Gozar Council members (GCS) 
and also Clus ter’s representatives which are representatives of different parts of a community. 

For cross checking and making a concrete analysis several interviews with the key informants 
from sanitation sector was held; the main s takeholders are MUDH, KURP authorities, Kabul 
Municipality and practitioners.

The main objectives to conduct the surveys were as follow:

• Collect data and get impression about the current level of sanitation provision 
• Unders tanding household sanitation and hygiene practices
• To unders tand the reasons behind exis ting sanitation services
• To identify the relationship between hygiene and sanitation 
• Recommendations for future sanitation intervention in the informal settlements

4.1. Findings in Site One
Percentage of the male interviewees was 54 percent compared to the female which was 46 percent. 
Half of the respondents had less than 32 years old and the average of respondents’ age was almos t 
36 years old. The average number of each family in Afghanis tan is about seven to eight which is 
the case here also.

Water Supply: KURP project has provided the whole community with groundwater shooting out 
directly to the dis tribution network. Each household has its own water meter and based on that 
pays the bills. When the upgrading project was completed, KURP handed over it to AUWSSC 
which has responsibility for operation and maintenance of water supply and sewerage projects in 
1  https://opendatakit.org
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the urban areas. There are few public wells within the community, but almos t all of them are either 
broken or dry. The public wells were used before the upgrading project and their operation and 
maintenance mainly was done by NGOs or MRRD (Figure 12).

Due to unreliability of water provision by AUWSSC, some households receive water from private 
water supply companies or use their wells as well. In many cases the households have two water 
meters belonged to different water supply providers.

According to the survey, 75 percent of the households have piped water extended only to their 
yards, following that nearly 10 percent of households use their own motorized bored-well and 
plumbing sys tems and almos t seven percent have their own plumbing sys tems but rely on the 
public water supply. The remaining households use public wells or their shallow wells. In all the 
categories water accessibility is a challenge. The level of groundwater has been dropping down 
and public water supply is not reliable. Above that many shallow wells are dry.

Some areas within the neighborhood have access to water only during day and the water pressure 
is usually not enough. During cold season due to the shortage of electricity, water is available only 
for few hours per day. In one case local people had to remove a trash point in the community and 
dig a public well. Considering their affordability, many households try to have several options: 
getting connected to the public water supply, private sector connection, their own or public wells.

Regarding water quality there are many reports by 
national and international organizations which show Kabul 
groundwater has been polluted mainly due to improper 
management of was tewater in the city. The level of pollution 
in shallow wells are higher. AUWSSC and private companies 
in some cases use chlorine for water disinfection, but there 
is no proper schedule or s tandard for that. According to the 
survey, 88 percent of the population in site one use water 
without further treatment.

Surface Water Management: Drainage sys tem cons truction 
and road pavement is the main component of KURP 
upgrading project. 87 percent of the interviewees believe 
that the drainage sys tem is working well, while 22 percent 
complain about the s tagnant water in the neighborhood and 
28 percent are concerned with flood problems during the 
rainy seasons.

In some parts of the neighborhood there is no enough operation 
and maintenance either by the residents or by the municipality. Some canals are permanently 
blocked by the residents. There is one s treet in the neighborhood without any upgrading; it seems 
there was no house in that part during the upgrading project.

Sanitation Management: Sanitation technology divided into wet and dry options. The wet or 
water-based technology means it needs water to flush the excreta. The dry technology does not 
require water for excreta transportation (CS tep, 2016). Traditional raised-vault latrine is the main 
dry sys tem used in Kabul City (Figure 13).

Figure 12: Public wells in the study 
areas. Source: author
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According to the survey, in terms of sanitation sys tem, 57 percent of the households have traditional 
improved latrine which is a kind of dry technology. About eight percent of the latrines are not in 
a good condition. 43 percent of the households use water-based technology which is mainly pour 
flush toilets.

The materials which are used for the cons truction of toilets are bricks, concrete and in old houses 
mud, but usually all of them are s trong enough and in a good condition in terms of robus tness. 
Dry toilets in mos t cases are not lined, but cons tructed above the ground to prevent groundwater 
pollution. They have pipe that divert urine and anal cleansing water into the surface drainage 
channels. But in many cases due to the improper operation and maintenance, the sys tem doesn’t 
work well and creates many health and environmental problems. The problems are more when the 
users are washer, which is the case in many parts of Kabul.

Dry faeces is collected in the containment section for later use by farmers as soil conditioner. 
Containment has a door which opens into the s treet. When a dry toilet is full the collector has 
access to the faeces from the s treet. 

Figure 13: Dry toilet in Kabul’s informal area: internal space (l), Outside view (r)�
Source: author

Before upgrading the area, about 11 percent of the households used flush toilets and KURP project 
only improved dry toilets(SMEC International, 2011). KURP project with ins talling a door and a 
ventilation pipe for each containment, improved the general conditions of dry toilets. But according 
to the current data during the household survey, the percentage of households using water-based 
sys tem is increasing and 91 percent of the interviews prefer to use flush toilet, following that five 
percent interes ted in dry toilet and four percent prefer compos ting toilet. 

There are few lined holding tanks in the area. Many households cannot afford to cons truct such 
tanks. Furthermore due to lack of outlet in this holding tanks, the operation and maintenance cos t 
is high. Local people who have water-based sys tem, have a flush toilet connected to soak pit. Such 
facilities cos t around 200 $1 while a holding tank or a septic tank could cos t 10 times more. In 
terms of operation and maintenance, a soak pit should be emptied each two or three years while a 
regular septic tank (holding tank) or traditional toilets get emptied one or twice per year depends 
on the population of each house. In general, dry toilets need to be emptied more than water-based 
toilets. Above that in some cases in water-based sys tems, the soak wells are made intentionally in 
a way to avoid emptying for a long time. That also help to decrease the operation and maintenance 
cos t (Figure 14).
1  Based on an interview with a service providers (Please see annex 1)
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According to the survey, each toilet in average is used by 10 persons. In site one, mos tly two 
families in each house compound live and share the toilet.

Water-based sys tems can be ins talled inside a building. In this case, it is usually used only by one 
family, but dry toilet is ins talled in yard which is shared between the whole residents.

The products of dry toilets are usually taken away by animal carts to farm lands. It is spread over 
the ground under the sunlight for a while and then applied on the agricultural lands. In some cases 
if the products are left on the solid was te collection points, it is removed by the municipality.

The sludge produced in a water-based sys tem is usually collected by vacuum trucks and delivered 
to the only Kabul treatment plant. But in many cases, the sludge is also discharged somewhere 
illegally.

Figure 14: Many households are converting their dry toilets to water-based technology, mainly flush toilet 
connected to a soak well� Usually Concrete hollow rings (l) are used to cons truct a soak well (m & r)� There 
is possibility of was tewater infiltration into the ground at the bottom, through the pores in the rings’ walls 
and also the space between the rings� It usually takes several years to have a soak well full� Source: author

Greywater Management: Greywater as the larges t part of household was tewater is mainly 
discharged into the drainage channels or on the s treets without treatment. According to the survey, 
about 70 percent of the households discharge their greywater into the drainage channels across 
the neighborhood (Figure 15).

While dealing with and exposure to blackwater and fecal sludge is prohibited culturally, it is 
also considered a low profile practice. But in cultural point of view exposure to greywater is not 
a major problem and the households discharge it freely into the drainage sys tem. Greywater is 
mainly wash water which is a mixture of kitchen, laundry and bath used water.
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Figure 15: Greywater discharge: many households discharge their greywater into the s treets�
Source: author

Solid Was te Management: There are different practices in terms of solid was te collection within 
the neighborhood: While 47 percent rely on collection points, 33 percent use public spaces 
allocated for solid was te collection and 15 percent have door to door collection in the area.

Usually alongside the main s treets there are some big solid was te containers operated by Kabul 
Municipality. Some households take their solid was te there, if they live in walking dis tance. 

KURP project cons tructed two trash points within the neighborhood for solid was te collection, but 
they are inside the community and not operated well by the municipality. 

In case of door to door collection, the worker is paid by the community itself. In general, solid was te 
management condition is not good and there are many problems. 80 percent of the households 
do nothing in terms of recycle or reuse of their solid was te while 17 percent recycle or reuse their 
solid was te for different purposes. They usually sort out their solid was te to sell some useful parts, 
burn them to warm their houses in cold seasons or to feed their animals (Figure 16).

According to the households, the frequency of solid was te collection in average is two to three 
times per week. But usually solid was te collection at the higher managerial level is not effective, 
and in some cases for several weeks there is no collection by the municipality which creates big 
problems across the city.

Figure 16: Solid was te management in site one: Solid was te container alongside a s treet (l) 
and open space used for was te disposal (r)� Source: author
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Health and Hygiene: The main achievement of a sus tainable sanitation management in developing 
countries should be public health and following that environmental quality. Therefore the impact 
of KURP project on the general public health in the area is important. Considering the level of 
public health before and after the project, we can say if the project was successful or not.

To unders tand the health condition within the neighborhood, three ques tions including health 
condition in winter, summer and also respecting of precautionary measures were asked. According 
to the results of the survey, especially during summer time diarrheal and water-borne disease 
were the major challenges. Low-quality water, lack of hygiene, lack access to enough water for 
cleanliness and low public awareness were the main reasons for this problem.

Handwashing practice with soap was used as the main proxy measure for hygiene. In the firs t 
ques tion people were asked about their handwashing practices and in the second ques tion about 
the materials which were used for handwashing. But there were some other hygiene-related 
ques tions like food hygiene as well.

Almos t 82 percent answered using soap when it is needed, which cannot be considered as a proper 
hygienic behavior. And about 18 percent of the interviewees didn’t use soap at all which is a big 
number.

According to the reported observation by the surveyors regarding general appearance of the 
interviewees, almos t half of them had good conditions in terms of handwashing, clean clothes, 
finger nails, etc. and 36% had very good conditions. Regarding general hygiene including food 
hygiene, general situation inside the houses and kitchens more than 70% had good conditions, but 
only about 45 percent of the households had hand-washing facilities near their toilets. 

Ins talling handwashing facilities inside or near the toilets is an important factor for public health 
protection. In regards to dry toilets, handwashing facilities inside a toilet cannot be ins talled. To 
have a well-operated sys tem, we need to avoid introducing water into the sys tem. In addition, due 
to difficulty of proper operation and maintenance of a dry toilet usually the inside atmosphere is not 
so pleasant to s tay long. Therefore even there is a way to divert used water from the containment, 
many people s till prefer to avoid ins talling handwashing facilities inside the toilet.

Above that, dry toilet is usually cons tructed where households do not have the affordability of a 
water-based sys tem and mos t probably they do not have the luxury of inside or immediate outside 
handwashing facilities as well.

Another point is the type of water provision inside the compounds. Mos t of the households have 
a tap in their yards. They use the tap for different purposes including water collection, washing 
dishes, clothes or their hands. According to the observation, many houses have big yards and water 
tap is not close to the toilet, but s till convenient to use it for handwashing after visiting the toilet.

Availability of handwashing facilities near the toilets was 45 percent which is not enough for a 
hygienic practice. Furthermore according to the interviewees only 42 percent of the households 
cited handwashing practice after visiting toilet. 

As a conclusion, it is difficult to say an exact percent for the handwashing practice within the 
neighborhood. But it is clear that the percentage of the practice is low. It seems beside any kind 
of physical intervention for improvement, public awareness at neighborhood level and schools is 
necessary.
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It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to explain the whole details of the household surveys 
done in the s tudy areas. But the completed report titled “Household Survey in Kabul” is available 
for more inves tigation (please see Annx. 4). Furthermore in a mas ter thesis titled “Sus tainable 
Sanitation Planning for Urban Informal Settlements” at HafenCity Hamburg University the 
sanitation sus tainability in site two was evaluated. The author of this dissertation was engaged in 
the mas ter s tudy as the data provider and also second supervisor (Parikh, 2015).

To sum up, Figure 17 shows the SFD developed for site one after the upgrading: The required 
datafor the SFD development was collected through the household survey and field inves tigation 
inKabul. Comparing the sanitation situation in site one to the general sanitation situation in 
KabulCity shows that the upgrading activities, at leas t in respect to sanitation improvement, was 
notsuccessful. While safely managed faecal matter in Kabul City is about 21 percent (Figure 8), 
insite one the percentage is only 14 percent following the upgrading.



Figure 17: SFD developed for site one (The SFD-Promotion Initiative recommend preparation of a report on the city context, the analysis carried out and 
data sources used to produce this graphic� Source:www�sfd�susana�org)
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4.2. Findings in Site Two
The majority of respondents in site two, 59 percent, were female and the average age of the 
respondents was 36. Site two is a hilly informal area and access to enough space is not always 
possible. More than 70 percent of the interviewees are property owners and they do not have 
tenants.

Water Supply: In terms of access to water for sanitation, washing and drinking purposes 87 
percent of the households have water tap in their yards or inside the dwellings provided by the 
government. The percentage is same in different seasons and according to the survey, there is no 
major water problem and the households are satisfied with the water supply.

Almos t everybody has access to piped water within the neighborhood. About four percent who 
has no access to the piped water within their houses are s till able to collect water from public taps 
or mosques which is free and very close to them. 

Surface Water Management: In general the households are satisfied with the drainage sys tem but 
30 percent complaining about s tagnant water in the neighborhood and 22 percent are affected by 
flooding problems in rainy seasons. It seems there are some problems with functionality of the 
public drain but mos tly due to below reasons:

• Lack of proper solid was te management, which blocks many canals, and during rainy 
seasons in lower areas within the neighborhood could cause flooding. During direct 
observation within the area, lack of proper solid was te management was tracked clearly.

• Households in the area discharge their black water and greywater into the drainage 
sys tem. It creates severe health and dysfunctionality problems.

• There is no proper operation and maintenance in place: There are many blockages due 
to the solid was te and high amount of was tewater in the channel.

• The public drain is connected to a main drainage sys tem located in a conges ted s treet. 
The drainage sys tem is usually blocked with solid was te. This situation also affects the 
functionality of the public drain in the ups tream.

Sanitation Management: 63 percent of the households are using flush toilet, and 37 percent rely 
on dry toilet; among this 37 percent, 20 percent have no improved latrines. Site two is an old and 
his torical site, and some houses are cons tructed below the s treet level. The number of unimproved 
toilets, either no improvement during the project or facing some damages after the upgrading, is 
high. 

The survey results showed that currently 63 percent of the households in site two had flush toilets. 
According to a survey by the KURP project in an adjacent neighborhood which was hilly area and 
very similar to our case s tudy but without upgrading, 88 percent of the households had traditional 
toilets (SMEC International, 2008). Above that during KURP project in site two only dry toilets 
were improved. Therefore almos t all the houses with water-based toilets, have converted their 
traditional toilets to a wet sys tem after upgrading. In the area there is only one communal septic 
tank cons tructed by KURP, which covers only 13 houses. 

Depending on the technology used at each house in the area, manual and mechanical emptying 
is available and usually provided by the private sector. But many of the households, with wet 
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sys tem, discharge their was tewater including blackwater into the drainage sys tem (Figure 18). 
Above that due to difficulty of the night soil disposal many households, with dry sys tem, dispose 
their night soils using the rainy weather opportunity. The rainwater wash away the night soils 
which creates many problems in the downhills during rainy seasons.

69 percent of the respondents mentioned to ‘nobody empty their toilet facilities.’ Mos t probably 
they have connected their facilities to the public drains which is neither legal nor easy to mention 
it. 13 houses rely on the communal septic tank. But according to the community’s representative 
sometimes the overflow of the septic tank discharges into the public drain. In few cases there are 
individual septic tanks or soak wells in the area. But in general due to the rocky ground in the area, 
it is very rare. 

In some parts of the neighborhood, it is difficult to be connected to the public drains: The s treet 
level is higher than the house levels and the households have no option except dry toilets. 

In site two 76 percent of the households are satisfied with their sanitation facilities. Their reasons 
for the satisfaction are cleanliness and convenience while unsatisfied households have mentioned 
to dirty condition, fly and odor. The reasons mentioned for the lack of satisfaction show that mos t 
probably the households with dry toilets are not satisfied with it. Dirty condition, fly and odor 
usually is the case with improper maintenance of dry toilet. 

But households who have wet sys tem, despite their connections to the drainage channels, are 
satisfied. It seems the households are not enough aware of the health risk of their practices for the 
community and also other citizens.

Furthermore according to the survey about 90 percent of the households are interes ted in wet 
sys tem. That can be another reason for the high popularity of the current practice despite its major 
health risk.

Greywater Discharge: According to the survey, almos t 60 percent of households discharge their 
greywater without treatment into the drainage sys tem while 22 percent use septic tank and 16 
percent discharge it on the s treets. Discharging greywater on s treets or into public drains without 
treatment is a normal practice in many part of the city and if households have the possibility, they 
usually do it. 

The percentage of the households who discharge their greywater into the public drains is more or 
less similar to those who discharge their black water into the drainage channels. Because wherever 
possible, the households have used the public drains for the was tewater discharge. 
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Figure 18: In hilly informal area (site 2), the majority of the households use water-based sys tem�
The public drain is mainly used for all kind of domes tic was tewater disposal (l)� Usually lack of proper 
solid was te management and drainage maintenance blocks the public drain (m)� Furthermore, covered 

public drain makes difficult operation and maintenance of the drainage sys tem. Finally, the public drain 
is connected to a road side ditch located on a conges ted s treet without a proper maintenance� That 

makes the situation more complicated (r)� Source: author

Solid Was te Management: according to the survey in site two, 71 percent of the households use 
the collection point allocated for the solid was te, and 27 percent use public space available in the 
neighborhood while two percent have access to door to door collection.

There is no door-to-door collection by Kabul Municipality within the neighborhood, but some 
shops and houses located near the 
main s treet have the chance of door-
to-door collection by the municipality. 
There are some open spaces within 
the neighborhood, which is used for 
solid was te disposal although not 
legally allowed. As mentioned, KURP 
project cons tructed a trash point in 
the neighborhood which is used by 
some locals, but there is not a proper 
operation and maintenance in place 
(Figure 19).

Figure 19: Solid was te management in site two: a solid was te 
collection point cons tructed by KURP (l) and an open space 
used for solid was te disposal (r)� Source: author

Health and Hygiene: According to the survey, the percentage of diarrheal diseases in winter is six 
percent, but in summer time is 23 percent. Comparing to the rate of diarrheal diseases before the 
project implementation which was nine percent in autumn 2007, there is no significant changes at 
leas t in terms of water-borne diseases (SMEC International, 2008). 
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84 percent of the respondents mentioned to handwashing practice when it is needed. But at the 
same time only 36 percent mentioned to handwashing practice after visiting toilet. Although 
practice does not always correlate with the knowledge, but it seems there should be more activities 
in respect to public awareness. Hygiene has usually two main aspects: awareness regarding 
personal hygiene, and then possibility of putting the knowledge into practice. To increase the 
above-mentioned percentage working on both aspects are needed.

According to the surveyors, regarding general hygiene condition almos t half of the respondents 
were in good condition and about 34 percent were in very good condition. They also mentioned 
that 60 percent of the households s tored their foods hygienically which means clean, off-ground 
and covered. And in 55 percent, the kitchens were in a good condition. But 52 percent of the 
houses had no hand-washing facilities near the toilet despite access to a reliable source of water 
and high percentage of wet sys tem. 

As a conclusion, Figure 20 shows the SFD developed for site two after the upgrading: The data 
collection for the SFD development was done through the household survey and field inves tigations 
in Kabul. Comparing the sanitation situation in site two to the general sanitation situation in Kabul 
City shows that the upgrading activities, at leas t in respect to sanitation improvement, was not 
successful. While safely managed faecal matter in Kabul City is about 21 percent (Figure 8), in 
site two following the upgrading the percentage is only 4 percent.

This percentage of safely managed faecal matter in site two is lower even than site one. As 
mentioned earlier, the households simply connected their toilets into the public drains. Black 
was ter, greywater and surface water in the area mos tly discharged into the surface drainage 
channels without treatment. Even the overflow of the communal septic tank goes to the public 
drains. Even disposal of human was te from dry toilets, especially in rainy seasons, is not safe. 
Such kind of practices make the sanitation situation worse compared to site one which is already 
below the general sanitation situation in Kabul City.



Figure 20: SFD developed for site two (The SFD-Promotion Initiative recommend preparation of a report on the city context, the analysis carried out 
and data sources used to produce this graphic� Source:www�sfd�susana�org)
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4.3. Suitability Analysis for Kabul’s Targeted S tudy Areas
Two s tudy sites are located in wes tern Kabul, and Kabul’s downtown. The firs t s tep before 
sugges ting a proper sanitation sys tem is a suitability analysis. Suitability analysis will show us 
which areas in Kabul City are suitable for residential purposes. If our s tudy sites are located within 
those suitable areas, for them an upgrading plan, including sanitation improvement, should be 
developed. Following that if the intervention is successful, the upgraded areas can be officially 
formalized. But if the sites are not on suitable locations for upgrading & living purposes, a short 
or long term relocation plan should be considered.

Mos t of the exis ting informal areas in Kabul City are suitable for upgrading. But there are some 
exceptions as follows(RECS International & Yachiyo Engineering Co., 2011):

• Areas prone to natural hazards and not suitable for living like s teep slope and flood 
prone areas

• Areas that are important regarding public interes t like farm lands or groundwater 
protection zones.

Usually the main limitation factors for upgrading or cons truction activities would be greenery 
areas, groundwater protection zone, s teep areas, and water bodies. If an informal area is located 
on such lands, there is low possibility for upgrading.

Kabul City needs to save its agriculture and greenery as much as possible and any urban 
development on those areas should be based on a technical analysis which was not possible during 
unplanned informal development by locals. Therefore our s tudy sites should not be located right 
in the middle of a big greenery or agricultural areas.

Groundwater is the only source of water in Kabul City. This source is already polluted. It is 
also under pressure in terms of quantity, and water scarcity is becoming a challenge. Therefore 
protection of the recharge zones is very important. These areas are usually alongside the main 
s treams, agricultural and greenery areas. So these areas are also considered as unsuitable zones 
for living.

Many hilly areas in the city accommodate informal settlements. Mountains especially in the 
downtowns are the identity of Kabul City and should be protected. They also can be a better places 
as recreational areas to improve the environmental quality. Furthermore providing urban services 
to the houses located on hilly areas is expensive and sometimes impossible. So we need to know 
in which areas locals can have urban services and in which areas providing such facilities are not 
possible. The draft version of Kabul new mas ter plan recommends ‘30 degree’ as the threshold for 
the relocation (RECS International & Yachiyo Engineering Co., 2011). This s tudy also sugges ts a 
similar approach for the informal hilly areas.

To keep the city compact, it is important to avoid any further horizontal development before any 
detailed and proper inves tigations. While informal development by locals has no such kind of 
consideration, therefore our case s tudies should be located within the current boundary of the city. 

Considering above-mentioned points, Landsat satellite image of Kabul City using Arc GIS 
Software was classified and different features on the image were determined (Figure 21). Finally 
two site s tudies were overlaid on the res tricting layers to conduct the suitability analysis: If the 
s tudy sites are placed without violating the above-mentioned criteria, there should be a proper 
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formalization plan including sanitation provision. 

GIS analysis was a minor part of this s tudy used as a tool which helped us for sanitation approach 
development. Therefore a detailed explanation of the conducted GIS s teps is beyond the scope of 
this dissertation. Here only the outcomes of the analysis and the main GIS activities are mentioned.

Figure 22 shows the result of the suitability analysis performed by vector data. As it is shown, 
considering the limitation factors for the development, there is no res triction to upgrade the s tudy 
sites. So developing an upgrading plan and following that formalization can be done in the targeted 
s tudy areas. 

Furthermore, for cross checking, suitability analysis by ras ter data was also performed (Figure 
23). The result is similar to the analysis using vector data. It shows that there is major res triction 
for development of a sanitation approach for the s tudy areas. But s till there are some other issues 
need to be considered in respect to site two.

In case of hilly areas another important criterion is slope. Residential settlements located on hilly 
areas face several challenges. In general they are prone to landslide and rock fall. Providing urban 
services to such areas are more expensive than flat areas, and in some cases even impossible.

Regarding slope analysis, Kabul’s Digital Elevation Map (DEM) was used to produce the slope 
map of Kabul City shown in Figure 24. Following that site one and two were overlaid on the slope 
map to evaluate their locations.

According to the slope map, site one is located on a flat area with a slope less than 5 degree, while 
site two is located on a hilly area but s till less than 30 degree which is considered as the threshold 
for the service provision. Main part of site two is less than 15 degree and only small part is higher 
than 15 degree but s till less than 30 degree.

According to the conducted suitability analysis both sites, in general, have no problem for 
upgrading. But there is a site specific problem regarding site two. It is located on a hilly area at 
Kabul’s down town that is a touris tic des tination in the future according to the mas ter plan.

Kabul’s downtown should have a touris tic orientation development. Mos t of the current official 
buildings, minis tries and also Kabul’s bazar will be relocated to another parts of the city to increase 
the public space and develop the area for tourism indus try (RECS International & Yachiyo 
Engineering Co., 2011). Therefore all the future plans including infras tructure provision for site 
two should consider this point.

Site two is not a very old neighborhood. The very firs t cons truction development in site two was 
about 300 years ago. There are few places which need to be protected even in case of residential 
relocation in future (Jaramillo, 2008). But this site, and other residential areas surrounded it, are 
not a part of Kabul’s old City: In Figure 25 developed by Aga Khan Foundation, Kabul’s Old City 
and also the location of site two are shown.

Even many parts of the ‘Old City’ of Kabul is not that old. Kabul was a small town during the 
late Mughol Empire; it became again important and big when Timur Shah decided to make it 
the capital of Afghanis tan in 1776. During the Afghan-British war mos t part of the old city was 
des troyed. For example, two major his toric sites which were built before Timur Shah was also 
des troyed by the British in 1880: the Mughol-era Chahar Chata Bazar in 1842, and the sixth-
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century Bala Hesar. Following that there was also a re-development plan by the 1949-1954 that 
des troyed many other parts of the old Kabul (Calogero, 2011).

As mentioned, the Draft report of the mas ter plan developed by ‘RECS International Inc and 
Yachiyo Engineering’sugges ts to convert the downtown to a touris tic area and relocate people 
living on hilly areas in a long-term. This period considers being maximum 30 years while the 
current locals’ buildings require renovation. Renovation should not be allowed in the areas, and 
the locals should relocate to another place based on a government plan (RECS International & 
Yachiyo Engineering Co., 2011). 

To sum up, In the pas t many people were interes ted to live in the downtown which is very close 
to the city center and main Kabul’s market. Even now despite many problems, people who are 
seeking job opportunities in the city center, prefer to s tay close to it even on the hilly areas.

But according to the new mas ter plan, Kabul City should be a multi-center city and the main 
central-located market will be shifted to urban fringes alongside the main roads. Considering 
what was discussed above, the sanitation sugges tion for site two should be some kind of mid-term 
facilities. 

Although both s tudy sites are suitable for the upgrading, but site two would be subject to a 
relocation in mid-term: Any upgrading and sanitation provision should consider this point as 
well. Upgrading here means not only providing environmental sanitation services to the informal 
neighborhoods, but also providing other required services like road pavement, lightening facilities 
for the s treets and even some public spaces like parks and greenery. Due to the scope of this 
dissertation except environmental sanitation services other kind of upgrading activities are not 
discussed in details.



Figure 21: Kabul land use (Basemap: World Imagery� Sources: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, i-cubed, USDA FSA, USGS, AEX, 
Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP, swiss topo, and the GIS User Community� Author: Hussain Etemadi)



Figure 22: Suitability analysis using vector data (Basemap: World Imagery� Sources: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, i-cubed, 
USDA FSA, USGS, AEX, Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP, swiss topo, and the GIS User Community� Author: Hussain Etemadi)



Figure 23: Kabul suitability analysis using ras ter data (Basemap: World Imagery� Sources: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, i-cubed, 
USDA FSA, USGS, AEX, Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP, swiss topo, and the GIS User Community� Author: Hussain Etemadi)



Figure 24: S tudy sites slope map (Basemap: World Imagery� Sources: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, i-cubed, USDA FSA, USGS, 
AEX, Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP, swiss topo, and the GIS User Community� Author: Hussain Etemadi)



Figure 25: Kabul’s old city1: All brown-colored areas are Kabul’s old city� Hilly informal area (site two) is highlighted in red�

1 . https://www.akdn.org/where-we-work/central-asia/Afghanis tan/cultural-development/res toration-kabul
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4.4. Sanitation Planning in the S tudy Sites
Considering the mos t common s teps in the popular planning approaches which was discussed 
earlier, this s tudy explains KURP upgrading plan, compare it with the recommended activities, 
and finally come up with a sanitation solution for the s tudy areas. As mentioned in the previous 
chapters, the main s teps for the sanitation plan would be problem identification, define objectives, 
design options, selection process and finally action plan for the implementation.

As a part of the s tudy, SWOT Analysis will be also used to determine the bes t possible sanitation 
sys tem for the s tudy areas. This dissertation through SWOT Analysis will try to highlight the 
advantages and disadvantages of the recommended sys tem for the s tudy sites, but at the end to get 
a concrete answer there should be a robus t and practical s tep as well: As an example using pilot 
projects, which is beyond the scope of this s tudy, would help us for more robus t result in respect 
to the selection of the bes t possible sanitation sys tem. 

There should be some minimal requirements before implementing a sanitation plan in an informal 
community (Lüthi, Morel, et al., 2011):

• Local government should support the initiative or at leas t tolerate it
• Availability of local champion within the targeted community
• Ins titutional capacities for facilitating multi-s takeholder processes 

According to the survey conducted in Kabul by author, the aforementioned preconditions more 
or less were fulfilled by KURP at the firs t s tep of the planning. Preliminary meetings with all the 
s takeholders were supposed to facilitate the planning process. Furthermore, KURP hired several 
international consultants and also qualified NGOs to support the project in respect to the technical 
and social issues.

The only challenge at this preparation phase could be Kabul Municipality which was not in favor 
of the project at the early s tages. Originally KURP project, which was funded by the World Bank, 
was supposed to be implemented through Kabul Municipality. But officials in the municipality 
were not in favor of upgrading in the informal areas. At the same time MUDH was supporting 
such approach, and finally Afghan Minis try of Finance and the World Bank decided to work with 
MUDH (A. Mohammadi, personal communication, May 17, 2015). 

It is really difficult to unders tand how the disagreement in the municipality affected the upgrading 
project, but Kabul Municipality was cooperative during KURP implementation. They even finally 
accepted to implement the second phase of the upgrading, called KMDP (Kabul Municipal 
Development program).

Another noteworthy point for the preparation phase is creating a demand at the community level. 
The household survey in this s tudy recognized an effective demand among the selected sites for 
sanitation improvement: KURP project implemented its upgrading projects in different areas of 
Kabul based on an official reques t submitted by the communities. They should show a s trong 
commitment for contribution and cooperation. The official reques ts by the communities could be 
considered as an effective demand for the upgrading.

According to the KURP authorities, many official upgrading reques ts were submitted by different 
communities. But due to the limitations, some Gozars were selected for the upgrading projects. 
Following the selection, a preliminary meeting with each selected community and other related 
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s takeholders were conducted. These meetings can be considered as the firs t s tep of KURP approach.

Several s takeholders were involved at the preliminary meetings. Table 7 shows the s takeholders, 
their roles and also the connections between them to implement the upgrading projects. Practitioners 
including farmers who were using the products of the dry toilets as soil conditioner were not 
considered as the s takeholder. Totally there was no s takeholders from the private sector in the 
planning process. Furthermore, during sanitation intervention, which was only improvement of 
the dry toilets at the household level, KURP did not consider the sanitation chain. They didn’t 
close the nutrient loop as well. This lack of holis tic approach toward the sanitation faced the 
upgrading with some challenges at the operation level. 

KURP had responsibility for the project implementation, Kabul Municipality worked as the 
project assis tant and approved its related parts including s torm drains and trash collection points. 
They also acted as a community facilitator, and AUWSSC evaluated & approved the water supply 
plans (G. R. Nawabi, personal communication, July 7, 2015).

In s tep two KURP created a map of the selected areas. This s tep can be considered as the s tart of 
problem identification. Each community, which is called Gozar, in Kabul City has its own official 
boundaries determined by Kabul Municipality. These boundaries in some areas are more or less 
proper for implementing an integrated environmental sanitation planning. But there are also cases 
where due to the technical issues projects’ boundaries don’t correlate with the official Gozar’s 
boundaries. 

According to the KURP definition each neighborhood had about 500 households and each Gozar 
had 10 neighborhoods. Following determination of each selected Gozar, its neighborhoods were 
identified. In addition, community leaders were identified and potential social and environmental 
cons trains at this s tage were also assessed (G. R. Nawabi, personal communication, July 7, 2015).
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Table 7: S takeholders identification adapted from KURP (KURP-PMU, 2006)

Each Gozar in Kabul City has its own official representative usually sugges ted by the locals and 
accepted by Kabul Municipality. These representatives and also some well-known persons like 
religious leaders, etc. were as the firs t community leaders identified at s tep two of KURP project. 

In some communities during other implemented projects, mainly by international organizations, 
community council had been already es tablished. KURP also took the opportunity to use the same 
councils if they were s till functioning.

If there was no council in a community, KURP project conducted a general election to make a task 
force group of each Gozar’s representatives. To do so, KURP was sure that the representatives 
were truly accepted by the locals. But before the election or using the previous es tablished council, 
KURP in a gathering at the community level explained its mission and activities to the people. At 
the end of this public meeting, KURP tried to identify if there was a council widely accepted by 
the locals. If there was no such a council, the next s tep was a general election to choose the elected 
representatives for each Gozar and also its neighborhoods. Here, which was the end of KURP s tep 
five, the problem identification was finished and the next s tep was s tarted.

The planning process implemented by KURP in its upgrading project covers the five common 
s teps for planning which was mentioned in chapter 3.4. Therefore in respect to the overall planning 
s teps, it seems KURP has no major difference with the world-wide recommended approaches 
(Table 8).
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Table 8: KURP planning versus common planning s teps (adopted by the author)

KURP Planning S teps adapted from (KURP, 2006) Common Planning S teps 
(discussed in chapter 3.4)

1- Preliminary meetings with s takeholders:
•	Minis try of Urban Development Affairs
•	Kabul Municipality
•	Key community leaders
•	Gozar official representatives
•	Water Supply and Sewerage Authority

Preparation phase
(minimal requirement)

2- Initial scoping of the neighborhood
•	Confirming Gozar’s boundaries and its neighborhoods 
•	Identify community leaders
•	Identify potential social and environmental cons traints

1- Problem identification

3- Community- s tart up meeting
•	Introduce KURP to the community
•	Service explanation
•	Discuss the community consultation process
•	To identify the exis ting community council 

4- Exis ting community council assessment
•	If it works, next s tep can be skipped

5- Es tablishment of representative council
•	General election  in the community

6- Information session and public awareness
•	KURP objective and implementation s tructure
•	Level of service and time frame
•	Community contribution and contracts (sanitation, 
solid was te management and s treet lightening )
•	Environmental management

2- Define objectives

7- Development of the community upgrading plan (CPU) 
•	Iterative process merged with s tep 6

3- Design options
4- Selection process

8- Consultation (Implementation Phase)
•	Training workshops
•	Implementation issues
•	Health and education 
•	Conflict management 
•	Operation and management

5- Action plan

9- Project closure (Implementation phase)
•	Feedback on the process

KURP s tep six was trying to identify the level of services provision to each community. KURP 
also tried to engage each community and its neighborhoods not only at decision making process 
but also at the cons truction activities especially s treet lighting, dry toilet improvement and trash 
point cons truction. 

KURP’s offers to the communities was not a blank check. There was budget and time limitations 
on KURP’s side while the communities had also many problems to address. At the end, the 
communities had to prioritize their problems and ask help for the mos t urgent ones. Based on the 
documents and also the household survey, s treet pavement and water supply were the priorities. 
Road side ditch cons truction was also a part of the s treet pavement. If some communities, like 
site two, had no problems in respect to water supply or s treet pavement, they would go for the 
sanitation issue.
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Putting road pavement and water supply firs t, was the attitude of the communities as well as 
the preferred approach by KURP. According to this approach sanitation provision, as dry toilet 
improvement, was left to the households through a financial support from KURP.

As a conclusion, during KURP s tep one to seven despite many positive points for an upgrading 
project, there were two main issues needed more discussion:

1. S takeholder identification was not comprehensive enough.  Due to the absence of some 
s takeholders like local practitioners, farmers and informal companies there was no 
comprehensive s takeholder identification and s takeholder analysis. This problem continued 
to affect the next project’s s teps until the end of the process which shows the importance of 
a holis tic approach at each s tep.

Another important point is the role of different players in the upgrading process. Evaluating 
different documents produced by KURP and also information collected during this s tudy 
showed that Government authorities had more influence on decision making process 
compared to the households. When s takeholder identification and analysis is not holis tic, 
some s takeholders mainly officials and donors get the upper hand in the planning process. 
The beneficiaries and households as the main s takeholder had little influence on the decision 
making process. 

To sum up, several s takeholders are engaged in a sanitation planning process. But in our 
s tudy we categorized all of them in boxes A, B, C and D (Figure 26). Those included in 
these boxes were the key s takeholders in the activity: They could significantly influence the 
process or were mos t important (Dearden et al., 2003). 

In this s tudy households are considered in group A, practitioners including informal and 
formal companies in group D, and donors and government authorities in group B. In some 
cases people/organizations irrelevant to the environmental sanitation sector due to their 
political power and positions can influence on the process. The author cannot confirm such 
cases in this s tudy, but its possibility in current Afghanis tan’s situation is high. Such people/
organizations can be considered as group C.

Figure 26: S takeholder analysis
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2. Sanitation provision and solid was te management are neglected either by the communities 
or by the authorities. KURP based on the World Bank’s experiences in the other countries 
and also similar projects in Afghanis tan, was a kind of dry-technology biased. They had 
decided to improve dry toilets. Their main jus tification could be lack of reliable water 
supply in Kabul City. Therefore they were in favor of dry sys tem as the traditional and bes t 
possible option. In next chapters there will be more discussion about the jus tification.

4.4.1. Service Priorities in the S tudy Sites
A part of S tep 6 in KURP project was problem prioritization. Due to different limitations, KURP’s 
policy was to provide the mos t prioritized services to the communities. A two-day workshop was 
carried out in each Gozar. Households’ representatives had the chance to talk about their priorities 
and needs: Sanitation and solid was te management were considered the low budget activities 
which could be paid by KURP and handled by the community themselves.

According to KURP’s documents three factors should be considered during choosing an option 
by the households (KURP, 2006): Cos t, availability of space for the implementing the option, and 
finally respecting time schedule provided by KURP. 

Site one had problem of water scarcity and also lack of paved roads. Due to the time and budget 
limitations, the community decided to go for a water supply project and road pavement. Above 
that due to low priority of solid was te and sanitation for KURP, those components were not at the 
center of KURP’s attention from the early point.

In site two the community had no problem regarding water supply within the Gozar. Therefore 
they asked for road pavement and its rainwater drainage. Ins tead of water supply, which was 
already available, they asked for a water-based sanitation sys tem using communal septic tanks. 
Site two is a hilly informal area, and digging the ground there is too expensive and in many cases 
impossible. Furthermore, space availability is another challenge in the hilly areas: despite many 
efforts by the community and KURP authorities, septic tank cons truction was not possible in the 
area. 

Another noteworthy point here is that, road pavement was the highes t priority compared to all 
the other activities. In KMDP, which is the new phase of upgrading in informal areas, sanitation 
improvement and water supply are not involved anymore. One reason could be the failed s tory of 
KURP. 

From legal point of view,  AUWSSC is in charge of water supply and was te water provision 
in the urban areas. That could be another reasons that KMDP as a project running under Kabul 
Municipality is not interes ted in implementing sanitation or water supply projects. But KURP as a 
project under MUDH was interes ted more in water supply and sanitation improvement activities.

Considering the low priority of sanitation in an upgrading package, perhaps a separate budget 
allocation for environmental sanitation issues can help to insis t more on sanitation improvement. 
The focus of this s tudy is also potential environmental sanitation solutions for the site s tudies, 
and finally the whole Kabul’s informal areas. There is no intention to discuss other upgrading 
activities like road pavements, public space provision, etc. 
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Sanitation provision was not at the center of the upgrading activities in the site s tudies. KURP was 
only in favor of basic improvement for the available dry latrines. But s till there is a ques tion that 
‘what kind of sanitation technology and sys tem would be the bes t option for the upgraded areas?’

Figure 27 shows the different s teps were taken to identify the bes t possible sanitation sys tem. As 
an entry point to the selection of the sanitation sys tem a briefing are provided here and detailed 
discussions will come later at each respected section.

At the firs t s tep, a flowchart was developed. Considering the exis ting situation and using the 
flowchart, primary sanitation technologies are identified. To select the primary technologies, 
access to water was considered as the entry point. Following that using a set of criteria a detailed 
inves tigation was done to rank the three pre-selected sanitation sys tems. The criteria selection was 
developed based on a vas t range of literature review, and the contextualization of the criteria was 
done by the author using his own experiences in the field and also key informant interviews with 
local s takeholders.

To consider the influence and impact of all s takeholders in the selection of the sanitation 
technology a weighting sys tem was also applied. According to that the highes t weight was given 
to the community, following that to the government authorities and finally practitioners: At the 
end, project beneficiaries during a well-informed decision should choose the bes t option and make 
commitment for contribution in the cons truction, operation and maintenance phases. Therefore 
the highes t weight was given to the community.

The output of the criteria-based analysis was a priority lis t of three sanitation sys tems sugges ted 
for Kabul’s informal areas. Finally a SWOT Analysis was used for the selected sys tem to evaluate 
it based on the context situation. 

Figure 27: Selection of the bes t possible sanitation sys tem
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Developing a Ranking Lis t for the Technology Selection: To develop the technological options 
in the site s tudy areas, a set of indicators were used. The context-relevant indicators were 
developed based on SuSanA’s sus tainability criteria, literature review, s takeholders’ input and 
finally some local factors determined by the author during his field visits: Comprehensiveness 
and contextualization are two main factors for this activity. This approach helped us to put 
sus tainability at the center of our technology and sys tem selection at the later s tages.

Lis t of 13 sanitation sys tem indicators based on five SuSanA’s criteria were provided to the 
interviewees including officials from Afghanis tan Minis try of Urban Development and Housing 
(MUDH) and Afghanis tan Urban Water Supply and Sewerage Corporation (AUWSSC) to rank 
them from 1 to 13 according to their importance for technology and sys tem selection. The same 
indicators were provided to some engineers and managers in the private sector. Some NGO 
members, involved in the sanitation sector, were also asked to rank the indicators. Both of them 
were categorized as practitioners (Table 9).

During the household survey local people mentioned to their technological preferences and the 
reasons behind accepting some technologies over the others. Although households didn’t mention 
to the all indicators, the results of household survey were used to rank on behalf of the households; 
it would be too complicated, and in some cases even beyond the knowledge of local people to 
ask them for ranking such technical indicators. Other s takeholders, except the households, should 
know about the indicators mentioned in Table 9. In some cases if they didn’t know, there was 
briefing for them before asking them to rank the indicators.

However local people as the end users and beneficiaries are the mos t important s takeholder. During 
indicator ranking, this point was considered and higher scores were allocated to the indicators 
mentioned by the communities during the household surveys. 

Finally for sanitation technology selection a weighting sys tem was applied. As mentioned, the 
weighting sys tem gives the highes t score to the households, following by the officials and then 
the practitioners.

Theoretically, at the end developed sanitation options should also be shared with the s takeholders 
for their feedbacks. The informed choice by the community in consultation with other s takeholders 
would be the bes t technology option for implementation. It should be noted that other s takeholders 
except households should be only consultants without any considerable influence on the decision 
making process. 

During the household survey, the interviewees mentioned to “hygiene, convenience, modern and 
easy to clean” as the reasons to accept a technology and at the same time to “dirtiness, need to 
be emptied soon, unhygienic, odor, inconvenience, hard to clean, old” as their jus tification to 
reject a technology. In fact considering the reasons all the households mentioned to technology, 
convenience and public health indicators. Therefore these three indicators highlighted as locals’ 
important indicators among the all proposed indicators. Among these three indicators public 
health was mentioned more than others following with convenience and then technology.

During the survey local people didn’t consider other indicators important or had no idea about 
them. The reason could be either lack of information or the low importance of those indicators 
according to the locals’ opinions. 
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Table 9: Technology assessment indicators

SuSanA 
Sus tainability 
Criteria

Technology Assessment Indicators Measures
(Through the sanitation chain)

Health & Hygiene 1- Public health protection  - Health risk (waterborne dieses)
 - Exposure to pathogens

Environment & 
Natural Resources

2- Environmental protection  - Environmental risk 
 - Groundwater pollution

3- Nutrient recovery  - Closed nutrient loop at local level
4-Water consumption  - Dry or water based

Technology & 
Operation

5- Energy required to run the sys tem  - Energy need
6- Viable supply chains for the sys tems, spares and 
services

- Availability of spare parts
- Capacity to produce or maintain the 
technology locally or in the country

7- Technical capacity - Availability of local trainers

Financial & 
Economic

8- Inves tment, operation and maintenance cos t - CapEx affordability 
- OpEx affordability

 9- Profitability - Using lower fuel, energy or resources
10- Land requirement - Space for the sys tem

Socio-cultural 11- Demand for the technology, sys tem - S trong demand

12- Behaviour change requirement - Need to behavior change
-  Appropriateness for the locals 

13- Convenience - Comfort, Privacy and Smell 
Source: (Tilley, S trande, et al�, 2014), (Etemadi et al�, 2012), (Khawaja, 2010), (Nayono et al�, 2012), (Tilley, 
Ulrich, et al�, 2014), (Lüthi, Morel, et al�, 2011), (Q� Salehi, personal communication, May 12, 2015), (A� Moham-
madi, personal communication, May 17, 2015), (F� Jafari, personal communication, June 17, 2015), (D� Baheer, 
personal communication, June 23, 2015), (S� N� Masoomyar, personal communication, June 23, 2015), (M� Qaisa-
ri, personal communication, July 3, 2015), (N� A� Habibi, personal communication, July 3, 2015), (G� R� Nawabi, 
personal communication, July 7, 2015), (G� M� Malikyar, personal communication, July 231, 2015), (M� Noor, 
personal communication, July 21, 2015), (M� Mirzaei, personal communication, July 23, 2015), and compiled by 
the author�

To calculate ranking average for each indicator, three different scenarios were tried: 

Average (try 1): in the firs t try three highlighted indicators by the households were ranked as 
13 for health, 12 for convenience and 11 for technology based on the ranking sugges ted by the 
communities. The score for the remaining indicators in the household category were considered 
zero and for each indicators an average was calculated. As you see in Table 10, at average final (1) 
health has the highes t score following by technology and ending by nutrients. It is noteworthy to 
mention that the ranking provided by the officials and practitioners are same in the three scenarios.
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Average (try 2): At this try for each s takeholder a coefficient was considered. According to this 
try, coefficients 1.2 for practitioners’ score lis t, 1.3 for the officials’ score lis t and 1.5 for the 
households’ score lis t were used. At the end for each indicator an average was calculated.

Average (try 3): three highlighted indicators by the households were multiplied by 1.5 and the 
other indicators were remained as it was, and then an average was made for each indicator. 

As a conclusion, there is no big difference between three tries regarding their results and the 
results of tries 2 and 3 are same which was used as the final ranking lis t.

Table 10: Ranking lis t for the indicators

No Officials Practitioners Households Average ( try1) Average ( try 2) Average (try 
3)

1 Public Health Health Health Health Health Health
2 Inves tment Inves tment Convenience Inves tment Technology Technology
3 Environmental Environment Technology Convenience Convenience Convenience
4 Land Energy - Technology Inves tment Inves tment
5 Water Spares - Environment Environment Environment

6 Energy Technical 
Capacity

- Energy Energy Energy

7 Technology Land - Land Land Land
8 Behavior Convenience - Water Water Water
9 Convenience Profitability - Behavior Behavior Behavior

10 Profitability Water Con-
sumption

- Profitability Profitability Profitability

11 Technical Ca-
pacity Nutrient - Technical ca-

pacity Technical Capacity Technical 
Capacity

12 Supply Chain Behavior - Spares Spares Spares
13 Nutrient Technology - Nutrient Nutrient Nutrient

The household survey showed many interviewees were interes ted in wet sys tems. Many new 
houses or locals with higher income have already shifted to such sys tems. They were mos tly using 
flush toilets connected to soak wells or holding tanks. 

Despite a high interes t in water-based sys tems, s till some households were satisfied with their dry 
toilets or due to their house locations that were lower than the s treet level, the owners were not 
able to use a water-based sys tem. Below are more reasons behind evaluating dry sys tem as one of 
the main sanitation options for Kabul’s informal areas:

• There are many hilly areas in Kabul occupied by informal settlements. Providing water-
based sys tem is difficult and too expensive for such locations. If there is possibility 
of closing the nutrient loop, dry toilets in such conditions would be the bes t feasible 
option. Above that people located in s teepy areas more than 20 or 30 degree, would be 
relocated in future and therefore provided sanitation services to them should not be a 
kind of permanent inves tment. Furthermore, in some hilly areas the land is rocky and 
cons truction works for a wet sys tem is cos tly and sometimes impossible, but dry sys tem 
can be used.
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• There are some hilly or flat areas located on urban fringes or close to the agricultural 
areas. In such places there is high demand for human night-soil. In such locations we 
can consider dry sys tem as an important option. 

Kabul City has no central sewerage sys tem. Therefore, many areas, especially in the informal 
settlements, should rely on on-site sanitation as their long term solution (Q. Salehi, personal 
communication, May 12, 2015). Considering this point during our primary selection, there was a 
special attention on decentralized sys tems as well. 

Due to high population density in some informal areas and relying on groundwater as the only 
source of water in Kabul City, soak well is not the bes t water-based technology in the city. On 
the other hand holding tanks, which are lined, usually need to get emptied soon which makes it 
an unaffordable option for many households. Therefore any new wet-sys tem sugges tion should 
provide proper solution to avoid groundwater pollution and it should be also financially sus tainable.

As a conclusion, considering aforementioned points and developing a s tructured sanitation 
selection process a flowchart was designed (Figure 28). This flowchart helped us to assess the 
technical points which are important in the context of Kabul City and choose the primary sanitation 
sys tem options for our s tudy sites.

Using the flowchart, finally three different sys tems were determined as suitable options for site 
one and site two. The three sanitation sys tems out of the flowchart were Urine-diverting Dry 
Sys tem (I), Pour Flush Pit Sys tem (II) and Vermi-diges ter Sys tem (III). 

To find the bes t applicable sanitation technologies for Kabul City, EAWAG1 Compendium of 
Sanitation Sys tems and Technologies was used. Among different technologies introduced there, 
three above-mentioned sanitation technologies are the mos t similar ones to already used & popular 
sys tems in Kabul. Therefore, similarity to the available technologies in Kabul was considered as 
an important selection factor. This similarity would help to apply the new technologies much 
easier.

1 . https://www.eawag.ch/en/department/sandec/publications/compendium/



Figure 28: Selection of primary sanitation sys tem adapted from (DWAF, 2017) by the author�
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Sys tem (I):  Urine Diverting Dry Sys tem: Raised vaults dry latrines are used to collect, s tore and 
dry (dehydrate) the products. Night soil will only dehydrate when the vaults are well ventilated, 
watertight to prevent external mois ture from entering. To have the bes t functionality, urine and 
anal cleansing water shouldn’t enter into the sys tem (Tilley, Ulrich, et al., 2014). Despite all the 
facts, because of availability of only one chamber in the raised vault latrines, the product is not 
usually well dry or safe for collection. To make the traditional latrines in Kabul more efficient 
some improvements are needed, but in general they are comparable to the dehydration vaults 
introduced by Eawag in the Compendium of Sanitation Sys tems and Technologies (Figure 29). 

As mentioned the traditional toilet has only one vaults which could be a positive point in areas 
where less space is available. It also needs less maintenance compared to the double vault latrines. 
But the efficiency due to the exis tence of only one vault is low and there is no enough res ting time 
for the products before disposal or reuse.

Raised vault latrines are cons tructed above the ground which reduces the risk of groundwater 
pollution.  Wipers has less difficulty using traditional toilet compared to the washers. Urine should 
also divert to keep the vault as dry as possible. The product of this technology was providing to the 
local farmers as compos t and soil conditioner in the pas t. Although traditional raised vault latrine 
with minor changes can be used in Kabul’s periphery or the areas close to the agricultural lands, 
but it does not work properly anymore as the main option in new Kabul. 

Raised vault latrine can be the main sanitation option on the hilly areas where other options are not 
applicable: Local farmers are using the products of the traditional latrines, in form of semi-fresh, 
which is not safe in respect to the human health. Such unsafe products can also damage the plants 
(Jansen et al., 2000). Improvement in the technology and sys tem, developing some s tandards and 
providing training to the farmers and also conducting public awareness campaigns can sensitize 
the people agains t such unsafe practices.

As mentioned using double vaults technology will help to have a res ting time before the product 
collection. But in areas with no enough space for cons truction of two vaults, there should be 
some temporary transfer s tations where the households can dispose their semi-dry products. These 
s tations can provide res ting time for the product before apply on agricultural land or disposal. 
If the transfer s tations are not on a proper location as res ting time, they can be only used as 
transfer s tations to transport the collected semi-dry faeces to res ting / compos ting places. The 
responsibility of dealing with the night soil currently is with Kabul Municipality, although they 
are not enough active in this regard.
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Figure 29: Simplified dehydration vault (Tilley, Ulrich, et al., 2014)

Sys tem (II): Pour Flush Pit Sys tem without Sludge Production: This is a water-based sys tem 
with a ‘Pour Flush Toilet’ connected to a ‘Twin Pits’ to produce a partially diges ted, humus-like 
product which can be used as a soil conditioner.

The product of this sys tem can be used as soil conditioner in farm lands. Black and greywater can 
be introduced to the sys tem. The pits are not fully lined and liquid can infiltrate into the ground 
while solids collect at the bottom of the pits. Pits are used alternatively, and when one pit is in 
use, the other is in its res ting time (Figure 30). It takes about two years to fill a pit, meanwhile the 
other pit should be in res t. As a result its products get partially diges ted and will be ready for the 
emptying. It is better to avoid discharge large amount of was tewater into the sys tem which may 
result in excessive leaching, soil or even ground water pollution (Tilley, Ulrich, et al., 2014).

Following two years of res ting time, Pit Humus which is also called EcoHumus is safe enough 
to apply directly on farm lands. It has a lot of nutrient and can be collected safely. Compared to 
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sludge it is more diges ted and much more hygienic. Above that it has no need for further treatment 
in a treatment facility (Tilley, Ulrich, et al., 2014).

Pour flush sys tem is well known in Afghanis tan, and currently many households in the urban 
areas are shifting from dry sys tem to water-based sys tem using pour-flush technology. Pour flush 
sys tem is considered an affordable, convenient and modern technology in the urban areas. The 
cons tructional materials and local knowledge is also available. But there is no s tandard design or 
proper monitoring for the cons truction of pour-flush sys tem in place.

Available pour flush sys tems in Afghanis tan and specially Kabul have some differences with the 
s tandard version introduced by Eawag in the compendium. Many Kabul’s households use pour 
flush technology connected to soak well. They usually dig the ground as much as possible. As 
explained & shown earlier, they use some porous cement rings to make the s tructure robus t. 
Households dig their pits deep and extend it at the bottom in different directions. This s tructure 
help them to avoid the emptying for many years. In many cases the households don’t need to empty 
their pits for a long time. This practice is considered one of the main reasons behind groundwater 
pollution in Kabul.

To make the current practice in Kabul City sus tainable, there should be some changes to the 
sys tem, and also a s tandard pour-flush design is necessary. A scheduled emptying and regular 
monitoring should be also introduced.

Figure 30: Pour flush pit sys tem without sludge production (Tilley, Ulrich, et al., 2014)
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Sys tem (III): Vermi-Diges ter Sys tem (Tiger Worm Toilet): The Tiger Worm Toilet (TWT) is an 
on-site sys tem and can be ins talled at household level. In this technology compos ting worms 
are used to treat human was te. Compos ting worms are very efficient in reducing pathogens and 
volume of the faecal matter. Using this method the frequency of emptying significantly reduces 
(Figure 31). The product, i.e. vermi-compos ting, is safe and easy to handle and collect (McBride 
et al., 2017).

In Tiger Worm Toilet (TWT), the user interface is a pour flush toilet. Following that there is a 
vermicompos ting unit  for the diges tion of excreta (Furlong et al., 2016). 

For a biodiges ter an internal dimensions of 1.2 m high, 1 m long and 1 m wide is sufficient to 
provide service for 10 people.  Based on the local condition, it can be above or below the ground 
or directly below the toilet. Its cons truction materials are usually cheap and available everywhere. 
Operation and maintenance is low, and its product is safe and easy for the collection. The produced 
vermicompos t needs to be removed each 3 to 5 years and would be about 50 kg per toilet. The 
liquid part is sufficiently treated and its infiltration into the soil doesn’t cause any problem to the 
environmental quality (McBride et al., 2017).



Figure 31: Tiger worm toilet (OXFAM, 2015)
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The worm-based-toilet, which is another name given to TWT, can be used in areas with high 
level of groundwater (Figure 32). In this case the toilet should be built half above the ground. 
Only water, excreta and possibly toilet paper should be used in this kind of toilets. Although the 
required worms can be cos tly, but in larger scale it can be produced locally to decrease the price 
(Gensch et al., 2018). 

Figure 32: Worm-based toilet (Gensch et al�, 2018)

In a pilot project in India after 12 months there was less than 10 percent surface coverage by 
the faecal solids. The effluent quality was good (COD reduction = 57 per cent, faecal coliforms 
reduction = 99 per cent). Due to very low product accumulation, the emptying frequency is about 
each five years. 

For example, one kg of faecal matter in the pilot project in India was converted into 100 g of 
vermicompos t (Furlong et al., 2016). This bioconversion is similar to what was seen in the 
laboratory-scale research, where one kg of faeces produced about 100 and 190 g of vermicompos t 
(Furlong, Gibson, et al., 2014). 

The acceptance of the sys tem among the communities should be high: It needs low maintenance 
and significantly reduces the odour. Accumulation of the product is low compared to similar 
technologies and the level of pathogens is minimum (Lalander et al., 2013). In another s tudy, 
no odour, adaptable design to locally available materials and also low emptying frequency are 
highlighted as the main advantages of TWT (Gensch et al., 2018) which are considerable points 
for the households.

In the pilot conducted in India, the user satisfaction was considerably high due to a high percentage 
of ‘very satisfied’ beneficiaries. The locals were satisfied with the use of worms, and also lack of 
smell in the sys tem (Furlong et al., 2016).

Decreasing the frequency of emptying is a big advantage with the sys tem. It can also reduce the 
impacts of TWT as well. Furthermore, worms reduce pathogens and make the product safe for the 
collection and also applying directly on the farm lands (Eas tman et al., 2001).
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Water consumption for the sys tem in a prototype in UK was 5 liter per person per day (Furlong, 
Gibson, et al., 2014). In another s tudy made by OXFAM, two liters of water per flush, which is an 
acceptable level of water compared to the other water-based sys tems, is recommended. In water 
scarce areas even anal cleansing water is enough to provide required mois ture for the sys tem. For 
a family of 10 persons maximum 2.5 kg of worms is enough which means one kg of worms feed 
one kg of faeces (OXFAM, 2015).

Although  TWT reduces nitrogen (Wang et al., 2011) and phosphorus (Furlong et al., 2016), there 
is possibility of  ins talling urine-diverting TWT and avoid introducing urine, as the main source 
of  nitrogen and phosphorus, to the sys tem.

The use of urine-diverting facilities could provide a concentrated source (i.e., urine) of the nutrients 
nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) (Tilley, S trande, et al., 2014).

Vermifilters can cope with excess use (shock loading) and the periods when no faeces are added 
(Furlong et al., 2016; Furlong, Templeton, et al., 2014). The temperature range for E. fetida (and 
therefore E. andrei) is 4–40°C with optimum temperature of 15–20°C (Edwards & Bohlen, 1996). 
It should be noted that the worms could adopt themselves to the 
environmental temperatures as they were sourced from a local 
worm farm (Furlong et al., 2016). 

Generally the worms can be active if they are not frozen due to 
a cold climate. And if the worms are produced locally, they can 
adopt themselves easier with the local weather.

Due to possibility of occurring nitrification and denitrification 
process in the sys tem, vermifilter can accept nitrogen as well 
(Furlong, Templeton, et al., 2014). If urine and faecal matter 
dispose together, flushing water should be used to facilitate the 
processing of faecal matter. If enough water is not used, the 
formation of ammonia in the vermifilter would be challenging: 
E. fetida hence E.ndrei are sensitive to high levels of ammonia 
(Edwards & Bohlen, 1996).

The worms usually eat from below the human was te, and it 
is difficult to see them. Fresh produced vermicompos t and its 
accumulation is usually the sign which shows they are doing their 
job to process the materials (Furlong et al., 2016).

Currently some companies in Kabul are producing vermicompos t 
fertilizer using household rubbish. The process is similar to TWT. 
They use worms for decomposition of organic was te including 
household and agricultural was te and also animal manure mixed 
with regular garden soil: There is possibility of adopting such 
technology for the human was te as well. 

Operation and maintenance training is a need: TWT is an aerobic 
sys tem, good ventilation and also isolation, in cold season, are 
important. In case of keeping the vermifilter aerated, lack of smell 

Figure 33: TWTs installed 
in the Maina IDPs camp in 
Myanmar (OXFAM, 2015)
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and flies are another advantages. Bleach and cleaning products should not be used although there 
is a level of tolerance by the worms. To keep the worms active, water should be used cons tantly. 
But the level of required water is not that much and washers can use anal cleansing water to keep 
the process running.

In Figures 34, 35 and 36 three primary sugges ted sanitation sys tems, using EAWAG’s sanitation 
sys tem drawing tool, were illus trated. Following that a comparison between the three options 
were done and the bes t possible sanitation sys tem was selected.



Figure 34: Urine-diverting dry sys tem (Tilley, Ulrich, et al., 2014)



Figure 35: Pour lush pit sys tem (Tilley, Ulrich, et al., 2014)



Figure 36: Vermi-diges ter sys tem (Tilley, Ulrich, et al., 2014)
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4.4.2. Sanitation Sys tem Comparison and Selection
This s tep involves comparison between the three-primary sys tems based on the indicators and 
measures developed using SuSanA’s sus tainability criteria. Following that the bes t possible 
sanitation sys tem is determined. 

Up to now, several s teps have been taken and three primary selected sanitation sys tems are the 
outcome. Few more s teps should be done to identify the bes t possible sanitation sys tem for the 
s tudy sites. Following that the selected sys tem using SWOT analysis will be evaluated more.

Tables 11 to 15 shows a briefing of comparison for the three primary selected sys tems agains t 
the indicators and their measures: Urine Diverting Dry Sys tem, Pour Flush Sys tem and Vermi-
diges ter Sys tem are the outcomes of the primary selection. Finally to apply the weighting, the 
achieved score by each sanitation sys tem was multiplied to the ranking numbers sugges ted by the 
s takeholders. 

The comparison between three primary sanitation sys tems was done using SuSanA’s criteria and 
the indicators developed based on that. For each indicator some measures were determined. All 
the indicators and measures were developed through literature review, and also sugges tions by the 
s takeholders during the household surveys, focus group discussions and key informant interviews. 

As you see in Tables 11 to 15, some indicators have several measures. Therefore, following 
scoring of all the measures, an average for the measures belonged to each indicator was calculated 
(Table 16). The sum of these averages is the final score for each sanitation sys tem. The next s tep, 
as shown in Table 17, was applying the weight sugges ted by the s takeholders for each indicator. 
Final result after applying the weights shows that vermi-diges ter sys tem has the highes t score 
following by pour flush pit sys tem and then dry sys tem.

Sanitation sys tem assessment and scoring is not only at the household level, but considers the 
whole sanitation chain. Sys tem I which is a dry-toilet is behind two water-based sys tems. In fact, 
for dry sys tem the sanitation chain which was es tablished in the pas t, is not functioning any more 
in Kabul City. Except the urban periphery, it is difficult to close the nutrient loop inside the city 
including our two site s tudies.

There are possibility to improve the dry toilets at household level, but s till a proper transportation, 
treatment and re-use is not in place and the traditional sanitation chain has been collapsed. To run 
the dry sys tem again, before everything a proper regulatory framework is needed. Developing 
legal documents and ins titutional requirements need to be available and proper facilities should be 
provided. Above that Kabul City has expanded very fas t during las t 15 years, and many agricultural 
areas were converted to residential neighborhoods and there is no high demand for the products 
of traditional latrines in many parts of the city.

The only current possibility for applying sys tem I could be urban fringes where farm lands are 
close to the residential areas and there is demand for human night soil. In such places it is easy to 
close the nutrient loop, but s till proper regulation and monitoring is needed to avoided negative 
impacts on human health and the immediate environment. 

Furthermore, hilly areas in Kabul City has no choice except relying on dry sys tems. Wet sys tems 
have many cons traints on hilly informal areas and are not recommended.

Another negative point regarding dry sys tem in our site s tudies is greywater management. 
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Implementing dry toilet, we need to have separate plan to deal with greywater. But in case of 
a water-based sys tem either pour-flush pit toilet or TWT, we can discharge at leas t a part of the 
greywater in the sanitation sys tems. 

Soil layer within site one and many parts of Kabul in flat area consis ts of loess, sand and gravel 
which is suitable for land infiltration (RECS International & Yachiyo Engineering Co., 2011). In 
site 2 and other similar locations due to their rocky ground, a water-based sys tem wouldn’t be 
applicable and the bes t option is dry sys tem. Cons truction a water-based sys tem on hilly areas are 
expensive and in some cases due to physical conditions almos t impossible. Furthermore, in such 
hilly areas there is no chance of land infiltration.

Above that as discussed earlier site two is located in Kabul’s down town and subjected to a self-
motivated relocation in long term. This area is supposed to be developed in future for the touris tic 
purposes. Almos t all the official buildings and trade centers will be also relocated to the other 
parts of the city. Therefore inves tment for the hilly areas there shouldn’t be permanently. Until 
the relocation of the households on the hilly area, they can use an improved urine diverting dry 
sys tem which is the scenario for other communities living on the hilly informal areas in Kabul 
city as well. 

As a conclusion, the bes t possible sanitation option were analyzed more through a SWOT 
Analysis. The SWOT Analysis would help us to unders tand the advantages and disadvantages of 
the selected sys tem. 
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Table 11: Criteria one: Health and Hygiene Score 

1
 (low)

2
(middle)

3
(high)

Health risk

Dry sys tem: There is a relatively high risk of infection from dry urine-diversion 
sys tem compared to pour-flush toilet and vermi-diges ter at household level. 
But in downs tream environment there is no risk out of dry sys tem.

Pourflushpitsystem: There is no direct exposure to the sys tem and its product. 
But this sys tem can seriously lead to soil and groundwater pollution and health 
risk.

TWT (Vermi-diges ter):  The products of TWT is safe and relatively easy to 
handle. Nitrogen and Phosphorous are mos tly collected in urine, which is 
collected separately, and won’t be introduced into the immediate soil and 
groundwater. 

Therefore in regard to health risk pour flush sys tem (score 1) is the wors t 
scenario following with dry sys tem (score 2), and vermi-diges ter is the bes t 
option (score 3).

Pour 
flush pit 

Dry 
sys tem

Vermi 
diges ter

Exposure

Dry sys tem: Due to more contact in a dry sys tem, there is more risk of exposure.

Pourflushpitsystem: Regarding exposure and direct contact, this sys tem has 
less problem compared to the other sys tems.

TWT: Similar problem regarding exposure can be seen in TWT but in a lower 
level of risk. Exposure can be considered as visual pollution or an aes thetic 
issue. Due to availability of water in vermi diges ter sys tem, there is more chance 
of taking proper measures to reduce the negative impacts of the exposure. 

To sum up, in respect to exposure pour flush pit sys tem is the bes t option (score 
3), following with vermi diges ter (score 2) and finally dry sys tem (score 1).

Dry 
sys tem

Vermi- 
diges ter

Pour 
flush pit

Source: (Tilley, S trande, et al�, 2014), (Etemadi et al�, 2012), (Khawaja, 2010), (Nayono et al�, 2012), (Tilley, 
Ulrich, et al�, 2014), (Lüthi, Morel, et al�, 2011), (OXFAM, 2015), (Q� Salehi, personal communication, May 12, 
2015), (A� Mohammadi, personal communication, May 17, 2015), (F� Jafari, personal communication, June 17, 
2015), (D� Baheer, personal communication, June 23, 2015), (S� N� Masoomyar, personal communication, June 
23, 2015), (M� Qaisari, personal communication, July 3, 2015), (N� A� Habibi, personal communication, July 3, 
2015), (G� R� Nawabi, personal communication, July 7, 2015), (G� M� Malikyar, personal communication, July 231, 
2015), (M� Noor, personal communication, July 21, 2015), (M� Mirzaei, personal communication, July 23, 2015), 
and compiled by the author�
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Table 12: Criteria two: Environment & Natural Resources Score / Sys tem
1 2 3

Discharge BOD, nitrogen and phosphorous
Dry sys tem: In case of a proper maintenance there is a good chance of reuse of 
N and P in a dry sys tem for agricultural purposes. Dry faeces can be used as soil 
conditioner (score 3).

Pourflushpitsystem: Pour flush pit sys tem discharges N, P and BOD into a 
soak pit which is not a sus tainable solution for a long run. Above that there is 
low chance of decomposition of subs trate in the soak pit if there is no res ting 
time (score 1).

TWT: Urine diverting vermi-diges ter also has similar situation to the dry sys tem 
(score 3).

Pour flush 
Pit

- Vermi- 
diges ter

Dry 
sys tem

Groundwater and soil pollution
Dry sys tem: Dry sys tem and vermi-diges ter act similar and better than pour 
flush sys tem: mos t of N and P are in urine which is not discharged into the soil 
in these two sys tems. There should be a urine diverting facility to collect urine 
separately (score 2).

Pourflushpitsystem: Possibility of soil and groundwater pollution is higher 
in a pour flush sys tem compared to a dry sys tem or vermi-diges ter (score 1). 
Furthermore, N and P is also discharged into the soil which can lead to the 
environmental pollution.
 
TWT: In terms of BOD discharge, due to possibility of aerobic diges tion by 
biofilms in a vermi-diges ter sys tem, there is a good level of BOD removal. In 
addition, nutrients are also collected separately which reduce the chance of 
immediate pollution in the surrounding environment. The highes t score goes to 
the vermi- diges ter sys tem (score 3). 

Pour flush 
pit

Dry 
sys tem

Vermi- 
diges ter

Nutrient recovery
Dry sys tem: There is a high chance of nutrient recovery in dry sys tem in case of 
proper operation and maintenance (score 3).

Pour flush pit system:Nitrogen can be wash away through infiltration and 
in some cases find its way toward the groundwater. Phosphorous can be also 
infiltrated into the soil. As a conclusion, there is possibility of nutrient recovery, 
but less compared to the other sys tem (score 1).

TWT: This sys tem is similar to the dry sys tem and there is a high chance of 
nutrient recovery in case of proper operation and maintenance (score 3).

Pour flush 
pit

- Vermi- 
diges ter

Dry 
sys tem

Water consumption
Dry sys tem: in this part receives the highes t score. But we should keep in mind 
that the locals are washers and they use water for anal cleansing in any sys tem. 
Therefore score 2 allocates to this option.

Pourflushpitsystem: Water is a key and without the water, the sys tem does not 
work (score 1).

TWT: Pour flush sys tem and vermi-diges ter are acting similar. The lowes t score 
goes to these two options (score 1).

Pour flush 
pit

Vermi-
diges ter

Dry 
sys tem

-

Source: (Tilley, S trande, et al�, 2014), (Etemadi et al�, 2012), (Khawaja, 2010), (Nayono et al�, 2012), (Tilley, 
Ulrich, et al�, 2014), (Lüthi, Morel, et al�, 2011), (OXFAM, 2015), (Q� Salehi, personal communication, May 12, 
2015), (A� Mohammadi, personal communication, May 17, 2015), (F� Jafari, personal communication, June 17, 
2015), (D� Baheer, personal communication, June 23, 2015), (S� N� Masoomyar, personal communication, June 
23, 2015), (M� Qaisari, personal communication, July 3, 2015), (N� A� Habibi, personal communication, July 3, 
2015), (G� R� Nawabi, personal communication, July 7, 2015), (G� M� Malikyar, personal communication, July 231, 
2015), (M� Noor, personal communication, July 21, 2015), (M� Mirzaei, personal communication, July 23, 2015), 
and compiled by the author�
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Table 13: Criteria three: Technology & Operation Score / Sys tem 
1 2 3

Energy
In regard to energy consumption in case of using passive 
method, all three sys tems have similar situation and don’t use 
energy (score 3). 

- - Vermi-
diges ter

Pour 
flush pit

Dry 
sys tem

Viable supply chains
Dry sys tem: As the traditional sys tem, it has been used for a long 
time in many parts of Kabul City. It is well-known and can be 
considered a local technology (score 3). 

Pourflushpitsystem: During las t 15 years many people came 
from abroad. They used to have water-based sys tems including 
pour flush toilet. One of the reason behind widely switching 
from dry sys tem to wet technology was newcomers’ interes t. 
Therefore nowadays this kind of service is also considered a 
local sys tem in Kabul City (score 3).

TWT: There is possibility of converting a dry sys tem into 
vermi-diges ter sys tem. The overall s tructure of both sys tems 
are similar, and the functionality of vermi-diges ter is something 
between pour flush toilet and dry sys tem. But s till vermi-diges ter 
relies on biofilm for BOD removal which is a new approach 
in Afghanis tan and currently used to produce vermicompos t 
fertilizer by household organic was te. To sum up, introducing 
vermi-diges ter needs more education and training compared to 
dry and pour flush sys tems (score 1).

Vermi- diges ter - Dry 
sys tem

Pour 
flush pit

Technical capacity
Drysystem&Pourflushpitsystem: Although pour flush and 
dry sys tems are well-known and households used to have them 
for a long time, but for proper function some trainings is needed. 
Without some improvements and also raising awareness among 
the households, these sys tems cannot work properly (score 2).

TWT: It is a new technology and needs more education and 
public awareness compared to the dry and pour flush sys tems. 
Therefore, there is less technical capacity available in this 
regards (score 1). 

Vermi- diges ter Dry sys tem

Pour flush
-

Source: (Tilley, S trande, et al�, 2014), (Etemadi et al�, 2012), (Khawaja, 2010), (Nayono et al�, 2012), (Tilley, 
Ulrich, et al�, 2014), (Lüthi, Morel, et al�, 2011), (OXFAM, 2015), (Q� Salehi, personal communication, May 12, 
2015), (A� Mohammadi, personal communication, May 17, 2015), (F� Jafari, personal communication, June 17, 
2015), (D� Baheer, personal communication, June 23, 2015), (S� N� Masoomyar, personal communication, June 
23, 2015), (M� Qaisari, personal communication, July 3, 2015), (N� A� Habibi, personal communication, July 3, 
2015), (G� R� Nawabi, personal communication, July 7, 2015), (G� M� Malikyar, personal communication, July 231, 
2015), (M� Noor, personal communication, July 21, 2015), (M� Mirzaei, personal communication, July 23, 2015), 
and compiled by the author�
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Table 14: Criteria four: Financial & Economic Score / Sys tem
1 2 3

CapEx affordability
All the sys tems are low cos t and affordable. There is no need for community 
level cons truction activities which reduce the cos t significantly.

Pour flush and dry sys tems are already used in Kabul and vermi-diges ter is 
a new sys tem but with some changes in the dry sys tem can be ins talled. If 
some kind of subsidy provision is needed, it should be considered for all of 
them.

- Vermi- 
diges ter

Dry sys tem

Pour flush pit

-

OpEx affordability
Dry system & Pour flush pit: Operation and maintenance is not also 
expensive for such kind of sys tems, and currently in many parts of Kabul 
City dry and pour flush pit sys tem are working. In fact they are two mains 
sanitation sys tems in Kabul and other Afghan cities.

TWT: This sys tem is a new option and need public awareness which should 
be done by the government. The households have to buy the worms, but at 
the end the emptying frequency is lower than pour flush pit and dry sys tem 
which reduce the cos t of operation and maintenance. Furthermore, the 
quality of the products in this sys tem is higher which increases its value, 
and there will be more demand for it.

The mos t important point regarding O & M is a scheduled emptying, and 
a proper monitoring sys tem to avoid any expensive service charges by 
the service providers. Otherwise the sys tems themselves are not cos tly in 
respect to operation and maintenance. To sum up, for this measure all three 
sys tems are more or less similar (score 3).

- - Vermi- 
diges ter

Dry 
sys tem

Pour 
flush pit

Income by the products
TWT & Dry sys tem: Urine diverting vermi-diges ter and urine diverting 
dry sys tem produce fertilizer and soil conditioner which are suitable for 
agricultural activities in the area. At leas t the households might empty their 
facilities free of charge due to the value of the products. Both sys tems score 
3 for this measure.

Pourflushpitsystem:the product can be applied directly on farm lands. 
But the quality of the product is less than TWT and dry sys tem. Above that 
the nutrients can be washed away. Furthermore, in case of improper use, 
some harmful materials like heavy metal could be found in the products.

Pour 
flush

- Vermi-
diges ter

Dry 
sys tem

Space for the sys tem
All these three sys tems are considered as individual facilities maintained by 
the households. So there is no need for a common place allocated to them by 
the community: Introducing sanitation sys tem at the household level makes 
the sanitation provision simple and requires no public land. All the primary 
sys tems score 3 at this measure.

- - Pour 
flush pit

Dry 
sys tem

Vermi-
diges ter

Source: (Tilley, S trande, et al�, 2014), (Etemadi et al�, 2012), (Khawaja, 2010), (Nayono et al�, 2012), (Tilley, 
Ulrich, et al�, 2014), (Lüthi, Morel, et al�, 2011), (OXFAM, 2015), (Q� Salehi, personal communication, May 12, 
2015), (A� Mohammadi, personal communication, May 17, 2015), (F� Jafari, personal communication, June 17, 
2015), (D� Baheer, personal communication, June 23, 2015), (S� N� Masoomyar, personal communication, June 
23, 2015), (M� Qaisari, personal communication, July 3, 2015), (N� A� Habibi, personal communication, July 3, 
2015), (G� R� Nawabi, personal communication, July 7, 2015), (G� M� Malikyar, personal communication, July 231, 
2015), (M� Noor, personal communication, July 21, 2015), (M� Mirzaei, personal communication, July 23, 2015), 
and compiled by the author�
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Table 15: Criteria five: Socio-cultural Score / Sys tem
1 2 3

S trong demand

Locals are interes ted in water-based sys tems, therefore there is low demand for 
a dry sys tem. Vermi-diges ter is a new technology and also water-based. Vermi-
diges ter and pour flush pit sys tems score (3) and dry sys tem scores (1).

Dry 
sys tem

- Vermi- 
diges ter

Pour 
flush pit

Need to behavior change

Dry sys tem: In case of dry sys tem, people needs to avoid introducing water 
into the containment. They also shouldn’t discharge urine and anal cleansing 
water into the open drain channels anymore. That means urine diverting facility 
should be ins talled for urine collection. Anal cleansing water should also be 
infiltrated into the soil.

Pourflushpit: According to the households survey pour flush sys tem does not 
need much behavior changes while for a proper function of vermi-diges ter and 
dry sys tem more education and behavior change is needed.

TWT: Handling of vermi-diges ter is more difficult than pour flush sys tem but 
easier than dry sys tem: vermi-diges ter is a water-based sys tem. Anal cleansing 
water can be discharged into the containment. Even urine can be introduced to 
the compartment, but to prevent soil and groundwater pollution, it is better to 
avoid such practices.

As a conclusion, although dry sys tem is a traditional practice in Kabul, but 
significant behavioral and technical changes is needed to make the practice 
sus tainable. Considering above mentioned points pour flush toilet takes score 
(3) following with vermi-diges ter scoring (2) and dry sys tem scoring (1).

Dry 
sys tem

Vermi- 
diges ter

Pour 
flush pit

Appropriateness for the locals

Local people are washers, and many of them used to have water-based sys tems. 
Handling urine, faeces and anal cleansing water separately is a big challenge for 
them and contact with faeces or urine is also a taboo. Therefore introducing a 
water-based sys tem similar to the traditional sanitation sys tem would be the bes t 
option for the communities. Vermi-compos ting has the advantages of pour flush 
and dry toilets while does not have mos t of their disadvantages.

Considering above mentioned points none of the options receives score 3. Dry 
sys tem receives score (1) and wet sys tems receive score (2).

Dry 
sys tem

Vermi 
diges ter

 

Pour flush 
pit

-
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Convenience

Dry sys tem: To operate a dry sys tem properly, much more care and efforts 
compared to the wet sys tems is needed. Greywater, urine and anal cleansing 
water mus t not be introduced to the sys tem. Current dry sys tems in the 
communities, following KURP upgrading, don’t work properly. Bad smell is 
a big problem in these areas. Above that during cleaning, water should not be 
introduced to a dry sys tem which is considered another limitation for an easy 
maintenance (score 1).

Pour flush pit:According to the households, an easy-to-clean and free-of-
smell are two main factors for the convenience. Pour flush toilet is the mos t 
convenient sys tem among these three. Households even can use the soak well to 
discharge their greywater. There is no much to do at the household level except 
regular emptying (score 3).

TWT: Following pour flush pit, TWT is the mos t convenient sys tem. It is water 
based and greywater can be also introduced to the sys tem. Much of the BOD 
are decomposed by the biofilms (score 2). TWT is an easy-to-clean sys tem 
and different kinds of was tewater, anal cleansing water and also urine can be 
discharged into the sys tem. 

Therefore dry sys tem receives the lowes t score in this part (1). Vermi-diges ter 
and pour flush toilet are more or less similar in this case: they are easy to clean, 
and smell with less efforts than a dry sys tem can be avoided. So both take score 
(3).

Dry 
sys tem

- Pour 
flush pit

Vermi- 
diges ter

Source: (Tilley, S trande, et al., 2014), (Etemadi et al., 2012), (Khawaja, 2010), (Nayono et al., 2012), (Tilley, 
Ulrich, et al., 2014), (Lüthi, Morel, et al., 2011), (OXFAM, 2015), (Q. Salehi, personal communication, May 12, 
2015), (A. Mohammadi, personal communication, May 17, 2015), (F. Jafari, personal communication, June 17, 
2015), (D. Baheer, personal communication, June 23, 2015), (S. N. Masoomyar, personal communication, June 
23, 2015), (M. Qaisari, personal communication, July 3, 2015), (N. A. Habibi, personal communication, July 3, 
2015), (G. R. Nawabi, personal communication, July 7, 2015), (G. M. Malikyar, personal communication, July 
231, 2015), (M. Noor, personal communication, July 21, 2015), (M. Mirzaei, personal communication, July 23, 
2015), and compiled by the author.



Table 16: Sanitation sys tem comparison for the s tudy sites

No Indicators Measures
(Through the sanitation 
chain)

Sys tem Comparison Sys tem Scores (1-3)
I II III I II III
Dry sys tem* Pour flush Vermi-diges ter

1
Public health protection

-Health risk
-Exposure to pathogens

-Medium health risk(2) 
-High exposure (1)

-Medium health risk(1)
-Low exposure (3)

- Medium health risk(3)
-Medium exposure (2) 1.5 2 2.5

2
Environmental protection

-Discharge BOD, N and P
-Groundwater and soil 
pollution

-Possible (3)
-Low (2)

- Possible (1)
- Medium (1)

-Possible (3)
 -Low (3) 2.5 1 3

3 Nutrient recovery -Re-use of nutrients - Possible (3) - Very difficult (1) -Possible (3) 3 1 3

4 Water consumption -Dry or water based - Anal cleansing water is 
needed (2)

- Wet sys tem (1) - Wet sys tem (1) 3 2 2

5 Energy -Energy need - No need - No need - No need 3 3 3
6 Viable supply chains -local technology - Well-known and used - Well-known and used - Trainings needed 3 3 1
7

Technical capacity
Proper O&M Minor improvement and 

trainings needed
Minor improvement and 
trainings needed

More training and public 
awareness needed

2 2 1

8
Inves tment

-CapEx affordability (Sub-
sidy)
-OpEx affordability

- For poor people (2)
- Affordable (3)

- For poor people (2)
- Affordable (3)

- For poor people (2)
 - Affordable (3)

2.5 2.5 2.5

9 Profitability -Income by the products - Possible (3) - Very difficult (1) - Possible (3) 3 1 3

10 Land requirement -Space for the sys tem -low space  (3) -low space  (3) -low space  (3) 3 3 3
11

Demand for the technology, 
sys tem

-S trong demand - Very low - High - High 1 3 3

12 Behaviour change requir-
ment

-Need to behavior change
- Appropriateness

- High (1)
-Low (1)

-Low (3)
-Middle (2)

- Medium (2)
- Medium (2)

1 2.5 2

13
Convenience

Easy to clean-
 Smell -

(Not easy (1 -
(More potential (1 -

(Easy (3 -
(less potential (2 -

(Easy (3 -
(less potential (2 -

1 2.5 2.5

Sum 29.5 28.5 31.5



Table 17: Selection of the bes t sanitation sys tem
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4.4.3. SWOT Analysis
Based on the previous s teps and activities ‘Vermi-diges ter Sys tem’ was chosen as the bes t possible 
sanitation sys tem for Kabul’s informal areas. But despite many advantages of this sys tem, there 
are s till some disadvantages which make the selection tricky. 

We need to determine the s trengths and weaknesses of the selected sys tem. We should also have a 
clear idea about the opportunities and threats in the environment where the sys tem is to be applied. 

A SWOT Analysis for the selected 
sys tem was therefore conducted. Such 
an analysis could be applied for the other 
primary sanitation sys tems as well (Figure 
37). But due to the las t s teps done, there 
would be too much repetition. Therefore 
at this s tep, the focus will be on only the 
bes t possible sanitation sys tem in Kabul’s 
informal areas.

The SWOT Matrix will show us the 
positive and negative factors that 
need to be considered. It will help us 
to increase the positive impacts and 
develop mitigation measures to reduce 
the negative impacts. 

Figure 37: SWOT matrix analysis (Schall, 2002)

To conduct the SWOT Analysis for the selected sanitation sys tem, the influential factors were 
divided into internal and external factors. In each category the factors were also subdivided into 
positive and negative factors. 

The SWOT Matrix highlights the positive and negative influential factors. These factors can be 
categorized using the components of the enabling environment which was explained earlier in this 
dissertation (S trande et al., 2014). 

As shown in Table 18, a lis t of weaknesses and also s trengths in respect to the internal characteris tics 
of the vermi-diges ter sys tem were developed. A comprehensive literature review with focus on the 
related experiences regarding vermi-diges ter was the main source to lis t the internal factors. These 
factors focus mainly on the internal characters of the vermi-diges ter sys tem.

The next s tep was to develop a lis t of opportunities and threats which mainly focus on the external 
environment where the sanitation sys tem is implemented (Table 19).
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Table 18: SWOTanalysis:internalfactors
Influential factors: WeaknessesInfluential factors: S trengths

• Lack of awareness about the sys tem
• Less productivity in cold seasons
• Regular operation and maintenance is needed
• Sanitation chain mus t be es tablished

• Availability of skill and capacity
• Low cos t on-site sanitation
• Household based technology
• Implementable by the community
• No need for the public land
• Water-based sys tem
• Can receive greywater if needed
• No need for further treatment (direct application 

on land)
• No energy needed
• No odour 
• Adaptable design to locally available materials
• Low emptying frequency
• Groundwater protection
• Soil conditioner / Compos t production
• Convenience  of use
• Socio-culturally acceptable

Source: (Edwards & Bohlen, 1996), (Eas tman et al�, 2001), (NETSSAF, 2006), (Khawaja, 2010; Lalander et al�, 
2013), (Furlong et al�, 2015), (Tilley, Ulrich, et al�, 2014), (Furlong et al�, 2016), (Furlong et al�, 2017),  and compiled 
by the author�

Table 19: SWOT analysis: external factors

Threats (negative)Opportunities (positive)
• Implementation in informal unplanned areas
• Lack of a pro-poor policy
• Inadequate legal framework 
• Lack of proper ins titutional arrangement 

• Access to sanitation for all’ policy
• Decentralization promotion within the government
• Community participation promotion by the 

government
• Interes t in wet sys tems among the households
• Technology improvement policy

Source: (Salam, 2006), (Khawaja, 2010), (Lüthi, Morel, et al�, 2011), (RECS International & Yachiyo Engineering 
Co�, 2011), (Etemadi et al�, 2012), (Etemadi, 2015), (Parikh, 2015), (Hassib & Etemadi, 2016), and compiled by the 
author�

To guarantee a successful sanitation implementation, there should be a good harmony between 
the opportunities in the surrounding environment and the s trengths of the vermi-diges ter sys tem. 
In addition, there should be a proper s trategy to benefit from the opportunities using the s trengths. 
The s trategy should also help us to mitigate the weaknesses using the opportunities. 

The developed s trategy is important because we cannot wait until the situation is ideal to implement 
a sanitation approach. The SWOT Matrix helps us to develop a proper s trategy for the promotion 
of the novel sanitation sys tem.

There are several s trategies which can help us to achieve the favorite conditions:

S trength-opportunity s trategies (SO): this s trategies are trying to focus on the s trengths to benefit 
from the available opportunities in the environment. This is the bes t scenario mentioned in the 
matrix.
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S trength-threat s trategies (S t): in this scenario, relying on the available s trengths, the focus will be 
on eliminating the threats on the sys tem.

Weakness-opportunity s trategies (WO): despite many opportunities available in the environment, 
the sys tem due to its inherent weaknesses is not able to use them. In this scenario the focus should 
be on increasing the abilities and eliminating the weaknesses.

Weakness-threats s trategies (WT): this is the wors t a sanitation sys tem faces: there are many 
weaknesses and also many threats in the environment. There should be very precise and well-
developed s trategies to overcome the tough conditions.

SWOT Matrix
Vermi-diges ter as the recommended sanitation sys tem has also its own limitations. But such kind 
of limitations more or less can be seen with the two other sanitation sys tems mentioned in this 
s tudy as well.

The main cons traint with the vermi-diges ter sys tem is its lower productivity in cold seasons. 
Some technological improvements like insulation, or using a kind of worm which is more suitable 
for the climate condition in Kabul can be tried.

To tes t the appropriateness of the vermi-diges ter sys tem, this s tudy sugges ts conducting some pilot 
projects for vermi-diges ter in Kabul City. The results would also help to improve the technology 
further. Furthermore, using the sys tem, some weaknesses can be converted to s trength. As an 
example, the lack of awareness about the sys tem will be decreased after tes ting vermi-diges ter 
in some areas, especially if the sys tem is a successful experience. Table 20 shows the SWOT 
s trategies based on the advantages & disadvantages of the sanitation sys tem.

Table 20: SWOT matrix s trategies

Weakness-opportunity s trategies
 Using the opportunities, eliminate the weaknesses:

S trength-opportunity s trategies
Considering the s trength points, use the opportuni-
ties:

• If the sys tem is successfully implemented, there will 
be more interes t in its promotion and more people 
would choose it.

• Vermi diges ter is a new technology and there 
should be more improvement in the technology 
itself. Introducing some pilot projects would help 
to identify the challenges and improve the sys tem 
gradually.

• Technology improvement can lead to lower 
operation and maintenance. Furthermore, through 
community participation, the quality of operation 
and maintenance can be increased.

• Based on the new policies and government’s 
approach an enabling environment including a 
better sanitation chain can be es tablished.

• Based on SDGs and also Afghan Government 
policy, all the citizens should have access to 
sanitation. Vermi-diges ter is a low cos t and simple 
technology, and its scale up looks more promising.

• According to the sector policy, decentralization 
should be promoted. Vermi-diges ter is an individual-
based technology, and can be used at decentralized 
level as well. 

• Vermi-diges ter is a socio-culturally accepted sys tem 
and has some common points with the traditional 
and also popular wet sys tems in Kabul.

• Community based sys tems especially in the 
informal areas are promoted. Vermi-diges ter can be 
implemented through community participation.
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Weakness-threats s trategies
 Weaknesses should be reduced and avoid from the 
threats

S trength-threat s trategies 
S trength points should be used to eliminate the 
weaknesses: 

• There should be specific kind of campaigns at 
community levels, schools, etc. to increase the 
public awareness.

• There should be some technological improvements 
like insulation to mitigate the negative impacts of 
the technology during cold seasons.

• There should be more public awareness for a better 
operation and maintenance. Private sector can get 
involved to facilitate the job.

• • Public and private sectors mus t be actively 
involved to es tablish an effective sanitation chain.

• Although some authorities are not in favor of 
upgrading activities in the informal areas, but the 
overall government policy is sanitation provision 
for all.

• When a technology is widely accepted and 
implemented, there should be some regulations 
including pro-poor policies to manage the process.

• Lack of coordination among major players is a 
general problem, and can be solved with creating 
an enabling environment. Many s trengths 
contribute to creating an enabling environment 
which lead to creating legal framework and also 
more ins titutional arrangement.

4.4.4. Development of the Community Upgrading Plan (CUP)
KURP’s activities in s tep 6 & 7 is more or less similar with ‘Design Options’ and ‘Selection 
Process’ which are s teps three and four in the common planning process mentioned in Table 8.

Communities had a role to prioritize their needs and also choosing the bes t option for sanitation 
and solid was te management. As mentioned, KURP provided budget and technical support for 
the communities to improve their exis ting dry toilets. KURP also paid money for cons truction of 
trash collection points. In respect to the road pavement and water supply, KURP considered those 
project beyond the ability of the communities and awarded the projects to local companies.

To have a proper operation and maintenance of solid was te management at the community level 
a community saving box was es tablished: each community was responsible for the operation 
and maintenance of s tandpipes and s tand-alone features including solid was te collection points. 
Operation and maintenance of the household toilets were individual responsibility of each family.

The final outcome of this s tep in KURP planning was a Community Upgrading Plan (CUP) which 
was developed by the consultants hired by the World Bank. They were also engaged with the 
communities from the early s tages of the planning, option prioritizing by the community, and 
also design and supervision during the implementation phase. Each CUP had a memorandum of 
unders tanding including technical issues, roles and responsibility of the s takeholders in different 
phases of project implementation and cos t sharing. After the approval of CUP by the community, 
the plan was submitted to the government authorities  for the formalization (KURP-PMU, 2006). 

From this point onward the implementation closure s teps (s tep 8 & 9) at KURP plan s tarted. These 
s teps are equal to the s tep five or ‘Action Plan’ at the common planning process. When the design 
s tage was finished by the consultants, MUDH prepared the bidding document and published it on 
the local media. Following that contractors were chosen through a national competitive biddings 
and finally winners implemented the projects. 

Gozar council, alongside the consultants hired by MUDH supported by the World Bank, had 
responsibility to monitor the implementation process. The consultant companies furthermore had 
the role for supervision, community consultation, engineering design and contract development 
(SMEC International, 2011).
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A few days before the project closure, in each Gozar a workshop was held. During these workshops 
roles and responsibilities of all the s takeholders during the operation and maintenance were 
highlighted. A manual called ‘Operation and maintenance Manual’ including the commitments 
made by the Gozars’ councils was disseminated to make sure that operation and maintenance went 
on smoothly.

To create public awareness and run the project smoothly several meeting, activities and workshops 
in site one and two by KURP were conducted. The household survey also showed that the local 
people have good knowledge about adequate sanitation and safe drinking water. But s till more 
public awareness regarding hygiene is needed. Hygiene, as the neglected part in MDGs, needs to 
be addressed more seriously during sanitation interventions especially in informal areas.

As a conclusion, it seems the overall KURP’s procedure was designed well. But there were some 
important points missed or not developed properly. The focus on sanitation and solid was te was 
not enough. Road pavement and s torm water drainage cons truction were the main components of 
the project while sus tainable sanitation provision was not addressed properly.

4.5. Greywater Management in the Sites
Since there is no s tandard solution for greywater management at household or neighborhood 
levels, communities should select the bes t sys tem that meets their needs. The selection process 
should be supported by sanitation experts (Morel & Diener, 2006).

Almos t all houses in Kabul’s flat areas have their own backyard gardens. Size of the gardens 
depends to the size of their yards. Only apartment blocks usually don’t have such backyard 
ecosys tem, but they are not much in Kabul’s informal areas compared to the courtyard houses. 

Courtyard is the main kind of house type in Kabul’s informal areas. But in the formal area detached 
housing units are the mos t common forms (Figure 38).  The size of the courtyard houses are different, 
but mainly are from 200 to 400 m2. Their built areas vary also from 25 to 65 percent of the houses. 
This kind of architecture allows a high level of plot coverage while there is a good enough light 
and ventilation. Informal 
areas are usually denser 
than formal areas and 
about 25 houses in each 
hectare can be found. 
But in the formal area 
the average number 
of the houses is about 
22 houses per hectare 
(Bertaud, 2005). Mos t of 
the households in Kabul 
City, including formal 
and informal areas, have 
enough space for having 
greenery and backyard 
gardens in their houses. 

Figure 38: Courtyard versus detached housing (Bertaud, 2005)
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Masjed Itefaq, site one, is located in wes tern Kabul at dis trict 13. It is a flat area and totally 
informal expanded rapidly during the las t decade.  Soil in the area (like many other parts in 
Kabul) consis ts of loess, gravel and sand which is prevailing case in Kabul’s flat areas (RECS 
International & Yachiyo Engineering Co., 2011). Although mos t of the time dry, there is a s tream 
in the south side of the site one which ends up finally at Kabul River. Mos t of the houses within 
the gozar are courtyards with allocated place for backyard greenery.

Site two which is the hilly area located in Kabul’s downtown. It consis ts of 70 percent mountainous 
and 30 percent semi-mountainous areas(KURP, 2007). The Gozar has mos tly rocky ground and 
soil infiltration is very low(Etemadi, 2015). Hilly areas, including site two, in many cases don’t 
have enough space for backyard garden. Furthermore, the soil is not suitable for such kind of 
practices. Therefore much less can be done in respect to on-site greywater management like 
infiltration. The bes t option in site two would be a greywater management at community level 
which needs a public space somewhere around the community.

The firs t available option for greywater management in Kabul’s flat informal areas is using it as 
irrigation water in the backyard gardens. Using plant-friendly detergents should also be promoted 
in the city to facilitate reuse of the greywater for the irrigation purposes: Although greywater may 
look a bit dirty but it is usually safe and suitable for irrigation. In addition, it has high level of 
nutrients which are important for plant growth.

The land can be shaped in a way to convey greywater to the backyard gardens ins tead of discharging 
into the s treets. Currently people mos tly discharge their greywater into the s treets which finally 
goes to the waterbodies or open lands. This practice can lead to serious health risks due to the 
concentration of pathogens in the greywater. Above that BOD available in the greywater is easily 
biodegradable which can easily cause septic situation.

If the amount of greywater is more than needed for the backyard irrigation use or there is no 
greenery in the yard, greywater can be introduced to the vermi-diges ter sys tem or infiltrated into 
the soil.

Obviously such kind of greywater management approaches are interim, and more advanced 
solutions can be applied in future: The overall idea is a gradual improvement s tep by s tep, and when 
it is possible.  For example if in the future some public space within the community is available, 
a part of the greywater can be treated and used for the irrigation purposes at the community level. 
The treated greywater would be used for the greenery and parks or simply discharged into the 
water bodies close to the area or even used for the groundwater recharge.

In site two which is a hilly informal area there is less chance of greywater management. As 
much as possible, greywater in site two should be reused within the community. That can be 
for irrigation, soil infiltration and other possible purposes. But at the end the level of greywater 
reuse will not be that high. Therefore in site two cons tructed rainwater channels should be used 
for collection of the greywater which is not reusable within the community. This can be the main 
practice until the relocation of the community.

Kabul City is located in an arid and semi-arid region. Precipitation is about 300 mm per year 
which is low. In site two and its surrounding areas, surface water drainage finally reaches Kabul 
River which is in the vicinity. During the rain greywater and surface water can be bypass to Kabul 
River but in the other time there should be some decentralized facilities to treat the greywater 
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produced in site two and the other similar communities in the area. 

To avoid digging in rocky ground in site two which is cos tly and time consuming, all the communal 
greywater treatment facilities should be built on the flat areas surrounding the hilly informal areas. 
There are many public places and government offices in the area. Those places can be used for 
the cons truction of suitable kind of on-site greywater treatment plants. To consume less space 
even the treatment plants can be cons tructed underground and the outlet can be used for irrigation 
purposes or discharge into Kabul River. 

Site two is in Kabul’s downtown and close to the main Kabul’s market and government buildings. 
Many citizens due to their official or individual works have to travel on daily basis to the areas near 
site two. S torm drainage sys tem in site two and its surrounding areas until reaching the treatment 
facilities should be covered. Covered s torm water drainage protect the sys tem from solid was te 
and any other materials that can block the drainage channels. But despite the protection, there 
should be possibility of proper operation and maintenance.

4.6. Rainwater Management
The rainy season in Kabul is not long, only few months in spring and autumn are considered rainy 
time. But even during that time there is no much rain. The amount of the precipitation is about 
300 mm per year (Climates totravel, 2019). But due to lack of proper surface water management 
sys tem, Kabul citizens face many challenges during the rainy seasons. Water s tagnation, blocked 
canals and in some cases flooding are the main problems in these periods. Surface water canals 
usually are cons tructed alongside the roads to convert rainwater finally to the main s treams in the 
city.

Operation and maintenance of these channels are not always easy for Kabul Municipality. In many 
cases due to lack of efficient solid was te management, a lot of solid was te are collected inside the 
channels and block the water ways. In some cases due to lack of proper design and cons truction, 
drainage channels don’t function correctly and the surface water cannot find its way toward main 
s treams in the city. Sometimes the channels go to nowhere and are filled with s tagnant water.

In north part of the city there is no natural s tream, and management of surface water in rainy 
seasons is difficult task. Wazirabad canal is the main drainage sys tem in this area to convey 
the s tormwater, but usually operation and maintenance is weak (EIRP, 2006). Currently Kabul 
Municipality has s tarted a project to rehabilitate the canal.

The level of groundwater in Kabul City has been dras tically dropping down. S torm water should 
be considered as a resource to compensate a part of the loss. Using the s tormwater for groundwater 
recharge should be s trongly promoted. Rainwater harves ting including in-site infiltration should 
be practiced. Currently there are many dry shallow wells in site one and also across the city. In 
some cases households use these shallow wells as dumping site for their solid was te. This practice 
should be banned and households should be directed to use their dry wells properly for rainwater 
infiltration.  Even in houses without shallow or dry wells, digging a soak pit is easy and possible 
by the landlords themselves. They can shape their landscapes to direct the rainwater inside the 
soak pits: only in emergency situation or in hilly informal areas where on-site infiltration is not 
possible, rainwater should discharge into the surface water channels alongside the s treets.
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4.7. Solid Was te Management
Lack of proper solid was te management at the community level is a further challenge.  Solid 
was te collection is not done on a regular basis. As mentioned, some households even use their dry 
shallow wells to dump their solid was te. Surface water drainage is also in many cases blocked by 
solid was te.

Disposal and collection of solid was te which is not sorted makes later process and recycling or 
reuse expensive and difficult. In future there should be a plan to introduce solid was te segregation 
at household level.

 Kabul Municipality has the responsibility to provide solid was te management services.  Currently 
due to lack of demand for the products of traditional latrines, sometimes Kabul Municipality has to 
collect night soil as well. Mos t probably in future they should be officially and more s tructured in 
charge of human was te collection produced by dry toilets and the proposed vermi-diges ter sys tems. 
Therefore a proper mechanism of collection on a regular basis is necessary. Co-compos ting in the 
landfill sites can be ins talled to manage organic was te and products of traditional latrines ins talled 
on the hilly informal areas.

As a conclusion, introducing current solid was te collection points in the informal gozars was a 
good idea: in hilly informal areas and also in some flat informal areas, access to each housing unit 
is not possible and door-to-door collection is not financially viable. But better site selection for the 
collection points, proper operation and maintenance and finally regular collection is vital to keep 
the sys tem working. Therefore, the current solid was te management sys tem introduced by KURP 
can work in case of better operation and maintenance by the municipality.

4.8. Water Supply
Almos t all Kabul’s population uses groundwater. The water quality in the shallow (less than 100 
meters depth), unconsolidated primary aquifer has been deteriorating. Lack of proper sanitation 
management is one of the main reasons. According to an inves tigation done in 2009  by USGS, at 
leas t 60 percent of the shallow wells would be affected or become dry due to the climate change 
(Mack et al., 2009). To this number we should add the percentage of decreasing water availability 
due to the population increasing in Kabul City.

From 2002 to 2004, to rehabilitate and expand the water supply, a “Feasibility S tudy for the 
Extension of the Kabul Water Supply Sys tem was supported by the German Government-owned 
Development Bank (KfW).  This is the mos t recent and comprehensive water supply development 
plan which works as ‘Kabul water supply mas ter plan.’ The implementation of this mas ter plan 
was supposed to be completed by 2015, but it is now far behind the schedule and seems to take a 
long time before the completion.

At the early s tages of water supply mas ter plan development, Kabul’s informal areas were ignored 
which means even in case of full implementation there is not much benefit for the informal areas. 
Above that, since the development of the mas ter plan by 2004, Kabul’s informal areas has been 
expanded several times. A review and update of the mas ter plan is an urgent need.

The water scarcity problem in Kabul City is serious. It is the main challenge for Kabul’s 
development. Currently the whole city relies on groundwater which is not sus tainable. Surface 
water should be used to provide adequate and affordable water for the citizens.
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According to the es timation made by KfW, the potential of Kabul groundwater, as almos t the only 
source of water in the city, is 44 million m3 (MCM) per year(KFW-Germany Development Bank, 
2010; RECS International & Yachiyo Engineering Co., 2011).  If we consider the population of 
Kabul City even 4 million and 120 lit per day water for each resident of Kabul City, we need 
approximately 173 million m3 (MCM) water per year. This simple calculation shows even now 
the residents have no access to enough water to meet their basic needs, and the situation in the 
informal areas is even worse.

Several inves tigations are going on to provide surface water for Kabul City. When these projects are 
completed, Kabul citizens will have a more reliable source of water, and the level of groundwater 
pollution will be reduced. Potential water resources for Kabul City are shown in Figure 39 (RECS 
International & Yachiyo Engineering Co., 2011). 

Many parts of Kabul City especially in informal areas don’t have water dis tribution networks. 
Even if they have water dis tribution network like the case of site one, there is no reliable source 
of water. Above that many of these dis tribution networks have been cons tructed by the informal 
private sector and financially supported by the communities. It is really difficult to verify the 
quality of implemented projects.

The Afghan Government needs to reconsider groundwater provision to Kabul’s formal areas from 
groundwater resources. Formal areas mainly have the possibility of receiving water from surface 
resources. But informal areas due to their s tructures and also lack of water dis tribution network 
have to rely more on groundwater.

Currently almos t all the water supply projects in Kabul are located in formal areas (KFW-Germany 
Development Bank, 2010). There are some public wells in the informal areas cons tructed and 
managed by Afghanis tan Minis try of Rural Development Affairs (MRRD). There are also few 
areas in the informal part covered by AUWSSC as well. Households living in the informal areas 
have mainly their own shallow wells, if they are not dry, or have been serving by the informal 
private sector.

In mos t formal areas people receive better water quality with a high subsidy while mos tly poor 
people in the informal areas are faced with water shortages. They have to pay more money to the 
informal private sector buying water. Due to the informal business of these companies there is 
no information on the quality of the water as well. Households in the informal areas themselves 
should come to an agreement with the private companies regarding water price and quality of the 
services.

It seems AUWSSC needs more time to capacitate itself for taking the responsibility not only 
in informal areas but also in the formal settlements. In some provincial cities and also in some 
Kabul’s formal areas like Macroyan, which is a huge complex of apartment blocks cons tructed 
during the Soviet era, Kabul Municipality runs water supply and sewerage projects.

Figure 40 shows that public water supply plan doesn’t cover many Kabul’s informal areas. 
According to this plan Short Term Program (S tP), Medium Term Program (MTP) 1, 2, and 3 
are the components of the water supply mas ter plan. Activities consis ts of s tudies and design, 
cons truction of boreholes and wells, collector mains and reservoirs and finally dis tribution and 
house connections. Currently Afghan Government works on MTP 2. Site one (in Figure 40) 
locates on D6 which is totally uncovered in the mas ter plan.
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AUWSSC should extend its services to all Kabul’s urbanized areas. Furthermore, some parts of the 
MTP projects need to be halted until providing of surface water to the City (RECS International & 
Yachiyo Engineering Co., 2011). With the extension of the water supply network, more water in 
the areas facilitated with the network will be used. More water consumption means less water for 
the informal areas accommodating the mos t vulnerable people who rely on their individual wells, 
public wells or informal private sector. It seems before any further extension of the network, there 
should be more surface water available for the city.

Figure 39: Potential water resources for Kabul City (RECS International & Yachiyo 
Engineering Co�, 2011)
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Site one is among few locations in the informal areas where AUWSSC runs the water supply 
projects. But there are many problems especially in regard to water supply management. Many 
households have connections from the informal private sector as well. The households had to pay 
themselves even for the capital cos t. The main reason to accept such a burden was unreliability of 
the public water supply. It seems in many cases, the informal private sector is more responsive to 
the community compared to the AUWSSC.

There is not enough capacity within AUWSSC to provide water to all Kabul’s urban areas, and 
even in long term AUWSSC should not go for that. There are many private water supply companies 
in the informal areas. They implemented some successful water supply projects as well. MUDH, 
regulatory body and AUWSSC should try to manage and monitor those companies and let them to 
provide affordable and quality services to the communities. As long as those companies can meet 
the obligations, they are qualified to supply water to the citizens. MUDH and later the independent 
regulatory body should develop required legal documents for the operation of the private sector 
alongside the public sector.

Without prohibition of using individual shallow wells in Kabul City, any kind of water-based 
sanitation sys tem could lead to more & irreversible groundwater pollution. Individual shallow 
wells, due to their vulnerabilities, are one of the main source of groundwater pollution. In many 
houses they are located few meters away from sanitation facilities.

In the short term households should be served by groundwater but in the mid-term, following 
upgrading in each community, surface water would be also used. Only in this case, water-based 
sanitation sys tem can work without putting the citizens at major health risk.

According to the household survey, water supply project in site one due to full ownership and 
management by the government has faced many challenges. There are many technical and 
managerial problems. Above that, lack of transparency has created another challenge: it seems 
current running option cannot work properly for the water supply sys tem which is a community 
asset.

Afghanis tan Urban Water Supply and Sewerage (AUWSSC) or regis tered private companies using 
deep wells should provide water supply services to the people living in informal areas. Although, 
water can be provided by public or private sector, but some modifications for an effective service 
provision either by AUWSSC or by the private sector is needed. Maybe a kind of co-management 
between public, private sectors and the community in the informal areas would run the facilities 
better. More inves tigations including some pilot projects would provide us more concrete answers 
in this regard.



Figure 40: Extension of water supply sys tem of Kabul (KFW-Germany Development Bank, 2010) simplified by (RECS International & Yachiyo 
Engineering Co�, 2011)
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4.9. Financial Sus tainability: Willingness to Pay and Affordability
A detailed situation analysis is a key to proper sanitation planning. Although KURP conducted a 
site assessment, the poverty issue was not sufficiently highlighted. KURP had its own budget and 
didn’t rely on financial contribution of the communities so much, therefore there was a jus tification 
to not focusing on poverty issue. There was a focus on financial sus tainability but mainly at the 
operation level.

Although we can have a general idea about poverty in the city, it is a site specific issue as well and 
for a precise assessment there should have been separate surveys for each intervention area which 
was beyond the KURP’s time schedule and budget.

KURP divided its project activities into two project scales (KURP, 2006):

• Small scale contracts: totally less than 50,000 US dollar which were implemented by 
each community at neighborhood levels. This section covered s treet lighting, sanitation 
at household level and solid was te management. 

• Large scale projects including road pavement, water supply and rainwater drainage 
which were awarded to professional companies through competitive biddings.

Although with this approach and financing the project by donors, KURP did not deal with the 
affordability issue during the upgrading, but they had to keep sanitation at the household level 
without considering the entire sanitation chain. KURP also due to its already allocated budget 
did not inves tigate enough on poverty issue in the Gozars and no poverty assessments were 
conducted. Furthermore, the theoretical part of the project which was supposed to provide 
information regarding different aspects of sus tainability was not conducted. The experiences of 
KURP including financial sus tainability, subsidy provision for poor families, micro financing, etc. 
would be valuable data for the upcoming projects.

KURP let the households make a decision on sanitation themselves and share it with the authorities 
which was a democratic and open-minded approach, but they also allocated little budget to 
sanitation and insis ted on a household level solution. So despite freedom of selection, there were 
few options for the households and the community representatives to choose from.

And finally to make sure that lack of affordability is not the reason for low willingness to pay for 
sanitation, some precautionary measures should be considered. To have an affordable conditions 
for the tenants, if some subsidies are given to the landowners, there shouldn’t be any surcharge 
added to the rent. 

Also, there should be eligibility criteria to recognize poor families subjected to receive the subsidy 
(Unit for Policy Implementation, 2005):

1. The breadwinner of family is a simple worker with salary below than the formal poverty 
line

2. Households managed by disabled, females or old aged (60+ years) persons.

If the landowner fulfils one of these two criteria, he/she should be considered eligible to receive 
subsidy.
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4.10. Operation and Maintenance in the S tudy Sites
Currently in site one, sanitation should be managed at household level. When sanitation facilities 
are only located at the household level, each family should take care of its own facility. If there is a 
communal s torage / partial treatment which is the case in site two, the community’s representative, 
or anyone else in charge of, is responsible to collect money when needed and empty the facility.

According to the surveys and field visits, sanitation management in site one and site two don’t 
work properly. But in site two, where there is a communal septic tank, there are more problems. 
The communal septic tank is connected directly to the drainage sys tem: according to the locals 
in site two, there is no regular desludging plan. Furthermore, the houses without access to the 
communal septic tank discharge their blackwater into the s torm water drainage without treatment.

Regarding sanitation flow chain, beyond the household or community level nobody knows what 
happens exactly. There is no proper monitoring sys tem, law enforcement or sanitation chain. 
Informal truck drivers and farmers can collect the was tewater and dry faeces using for agricultural 
activities or jus t simply dumping it somewhere else. In the bes t scenario the was tewater are taken 
to the only Kabul’s was tewater treatment plant which is not working very effective.

In respect to water supply provision, AUWSSC is responsible. But there are many deficiencies 
and the households in site one are not happy with AUWSSC’s unreliable service. Currently many 
households receive water from an informal private water supply company parallelly. Furthermore, 
other components of the environmental sanitation are not managed properly as well. Therefore, 
a comprehensive sanitation management plan is needed to address the challenges during the 
operation and maintenance.

Although there was an operation and maintenance plan for each upgraded Gozar which was 
developed and validated during the project implementation, but the plans were not comprehensive 
and didn’t not work properly: In fact there was no any follow up either by the communities or by 
the authorities to know if the plans were implemented or not.

The main challenge at the operation and maintenance level are in sanitation and water supply 
managements. The locals can take care themselves regarding maintenance of the drainage sys tem, 
and each family tries to clean the drainage in its own vicinity. Municipality employees also clean 
the drainage although it is not on a scheduled plan. 

In case of solid was te management there are few people in the communities who collect the 
garbage from each family and take it to the trash collection points. In few cases households take 
their solid was te to the trash collection points themselves. But collection from the trash collection 
points, which is the municipality’s responsibility, is not on a regular schedule and in some cases 
it takes a long time. Therefore, for a better solid was te management, Kabul Municipality should 
increase its capacity and at the household level there is no much problems. In future in case of 
solid was te segregation, etc. there should be training or public awareness in the community levels.

Another noteworthy point regarding better operation and maintenance is the s tructure of s treets. 
Roads in the informal areas usually are narrow, mainly from 4 to 6 m. But s till they are wide 
enough for the vehicular traffic. 

In respect to the s treets, the main challenge is the lack of hierarchy. There is no network of primary 
and secondary roads (Bertaud, 2005). Upgrading packages in the informal areas should consider 
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this point as well. A proper s treet sys tem will facilitate different issues including provision, 
operation and maintenance of the environmental sanitation components.

To manage sanitation and water supply within the community in an effective way, there should 
be a comprehensive operation and maintenance plan. Current management sys tem in place is not 
working and there are many complaints agains t it. Two following options for a better operation 
and maintenance in respect to water supply and sanitation in the s tudy sites are sugges ted:

4.10.1. Operation and Maintenance by Kabul Municipality
This option sugges ts the running of the sanitation management by Kabul Municipality. They are 
already responsible in terms of drainage and solid was te management. They can take responsibility 
for faecal sludge management as well. Currently the only Kabul WWTP is also run by Kabul 
Municipality, and AUWSSC’s department in charge of was tewater management is almos t a newly 
es tablished office. AUWSSC s tands for Afghanis tan Water Supply and Sewerage Corporation. 
S till it is not clear in which extent AUWSSC will be engaged in faecal sludge management. In the 
long term when AUWSSC has enough capacity, it can take responsibility regarding products of 
TWTs and improved traditional toilets.

Sanitation at the household level should be managed by the households and following that Kabul 
Municipality should take care of it. For a proper management at the household level public 
awareness campaign and trainings should be conducted. It is the role of Kabul Municipality to 
complete the sanitation chain for TWTs and also close the nutrient loop for the dry sys tem in 
cooperation with related organizations like the Minis try of Agriculture, Irrigation and Lives tock.

Currently farmers are using animal cart collecting dry faeces to apply on their lands. But 
in many cases there is no demand for the products of traditional toilets and households leave 
them at the solid was te collection points where Kabul Municipality has to take care of it. Co-
compos ting of this product alongside organic solid was te in landfill sites can be an option. But to 
do so a comprehensive assessment is needed to evaluate the feasibility of this plan and its proper 
implementation.

To ensure sus tainable operation and maintenance by the municipality, there should be a regular 
emptying schedule. For cos t recovery each household should be charged for the service. This 
money can be collected for each time service or included in the tax paid by the households. It 
is noteworthy to mention that although cos t recovery based on user-pay principle should be the 
agenda, special care towards providing affordable services to poor families is needed. Furthermore, 
a proper tariff s tructure should be developed. 

4.10.2. Owned by the Government and Run by Private Sector
Another option would be engaging of the private sector to run the projects while the government 
owns the facilities and makes the supervision job. In this case regarding sanitation management 
the private sector can be involved in the operation part while Kabul Municipality supervises the 
process. To have a sus tainable sys tem, an affordable tariff s tructure for the communities and also 
a profitable business plan for the private sector should be developed.

Private sector should have a scheduled plan and also proper facilities to collect the products of 
traditional latrines and also vermi-compos ting facilities. They should also collect urine separately. 
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Local farmers shouldn’t be allowed to collect semi-dry faeces any more directly from the 
households. They should be in contact with the municipality or the private sector to receive safe 
fertilizer and soil conditioner.

Due to the nature of informal areas, and to avoid the problems regarding water supply management 
occurred in site one, it is better to involve the community in the management as well. In this case 
like the previous option co-management between public, private sectors and the community is 
recommended.

It is noteworthy to mention that water supply management in site two is also similar to site one. 
But site two is located in the vicinity of one of Kabul’s main water reservoir top of a hilly area. 
They have enough water and also s tandpipes providing free water. This sys tem of management 
although provides reliable water to the community in site two, but it is not sus tainable and has 
been already led to the water scarcity in the other communities far from the reservoirs. 

There is no doubt that sludge collection and disposal services either managed by the public or 
private sector should be supported by a comprehensive adminis trative mechanism. There should 
be a proper regulatory sys tem, enforcing mechanism and high level of coordination between the 
s takeholders. A pro-poor tariff s tructure, scheduled emptying, regular inspection and trained s taff 
can facilitate the operation and maintenance.

Another possibility for the operation and maintenance of water supply and sanitation facilities could 
be full inves tment and operation by the private sector under the supervision of the government. 
But this option needs rich and capable private sector which is not available in Afghanis tan right 
now. Above that considering Afghanis tan pos t-conflict situation, it does not look in short term 
possible. Therefore we avoid to discuss it as an option, but in the long run that could be the third 
option.

Based on some s tudies in Indonesia, sus tainable O&M can be achieved through Co-Management 
of the facilities (Brückner & Dietrich, 2015). Currently in many informal areas, including site 
one, there is a kind of co-inves tment and co-management of water supply projects by the local 
communities and informal private sector. The households in the informal areas are satisfied with 
the operation and maintenance run by the private sector, or at leas t they prefer its service provision 
over unreliable government’s service provision. If the government approves this model of service 
provision and tries to make it legalized and s tandard, another option would be available. But 
currently Afghan Government consider this kind of activities illegal and tries to have some kind 
of monopoly in the sector. 

Although AUWSSC as a government-owned company could be the main service provider, but 
there shouldn’t be monopoly in the sector. Any kind of monopoly would decrease the effectivity 
within the sector.

According to key informant interviews conducted with the authorities, AUWSSC is planning to 
apply public private partnership (PPP) model in some projects. They are going to engage private 
sector and locals in the operation and maintenance of the water supply projects, but s till the roles 
and responsibilities of government is too much. In addition, government’s plans are usually time 
consuming and there is no time horizon regarding implementation yet.

In terms of sanitation, the situation is a bit different. Sanitation in many cases and also in our 
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site s tudies is a household individual asset. In our sugges ted solution, sanitation should remain 
at the household level to keep the operation and maintenance simple: cons truction of communal 
sanitation facilities within the communities, needs public space, capital cos t and high level of 
coordination. Plus that its operation and maintenance is also more complicated.

To make the upgrading of the informal areas simple, it is better to keep the sanitation as an 
individual household asset. Kabul Municipality and other s takeholders should try to complete the 
sanitation chain and close the nutrient loop. Sanitation management at the household level should 
be done by the households. But a comprehensive collection, transportation, treatment, disposal 
or reuse plan should be owned by the government and run by the private sector. In such a market 
driven approach, the government is the project owner and has regulatory and monitoring roles. 
But in the long term, when the private sector has enough technical and financial capacity, it can 
handle the whole sanitation management chain under the government supervision.  

4.11. Land Regularization in the S tudy Sites
KURP upgrading project had several components including Land Tenure Regularization, but due 
to lack of enough budget this component was canceled (SMEC International, 2011). The results 
and outcomes of this part could provide useful recommendations on regularization process in 
Kabul’s informal areas. That could be also an important driving force for a better implementation 
of the upgrading projects and its later operation and maintenance: regularization should be a part 
of the upgrading in the informal areas, and successful implementation, operation and maintenance 
can be a pre-condition for the land tenure regularization. 

In fact, the rise of land tenure problem shows the weak rule of law in the country. It also shows 
that there is no enough legitimate shelter to meet the demands. Poor people should have the 
right and opportunity to formal their shelters, but at the same time, there should be enough law 
enforcement agains t those who try to abuse the pos t-conflict situation and make money out of land 
and house sale. The World Bank sugges ts several points regarding regularization of informal areas 
in Kabul which can be considered for our site s tudies as well (World Bank, 2004c): 

• Regularization of exis ting occupancy as swiftly as possible, 
• Capacitate the judiciary sys tem to solve the property disputes
• Development of required policy and legal sys tem

Informal settlements located on flat areas which is not flood-prone or essential for public interes t, 
like groundwater protection zones or greenery, should be upgraded. According to this conditions 
and based on the suitability analysis conducted earlier in this dissertation, site one is suitable for 
the upgrading.

In general, s teep slopes cause additional development risks, such areas also increase cos ts for 
service provision: Very often access to s teep areas is not possible. In many cities the threshold for 
development on hilly areas is about 10% and if the slope is more than the limit, there should be 
special development s tandards. Furthermore areas with more than 30 % s teep are not recommend 
for the development (RECS International & Yachiyo Engineering Co., 2011). Due to safety issues 
and also higher cos t of providing urban infras tructure services in hilly informal settlements and in 
some cases even impossibility of providing services to  s teep areas such res trictions looks logic.

Intercontinental Consultants and Technocrats in a consulting service for Afghanis tan Minis try 
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of Urban Development Affairs sugges ted a similar approach. Upgrading projects should be 
implemented on the hillside areas if it is within 30 m height dis tance from the exis ting main road, 
if it is within 30~80m, the areas should be left without any upgrading activities. People who live 
on the hilly areas higher than 80 m, should be relocated to safer places. Greening would be an 
option to their hillside areas (Intercontinental Consultants and Technocrats, 2008).

According to the suitability analysis and its technical criteria including slope, site two which is a 
hilly informal settlement was also subject to upgrading. As mentioned earlier KURP implemented 
an upgrading plan there.

Following the upgrading in site two, current sanitation sys tem is falling short in respect to 
sus tainability. The main reason for the failure is shortcoming in the sanitation planning approach. 
They neglected the sus tainability criteria and also sanitation chain beyond the household level 
(Parikh, 2015). KURP due to water availability tried to facilitate the site with a wet sys tem. 
But the pos t-upgrading s tudies show that sanitation intervention couldn’t improve the sanitation 
management. 

As discussed, sys tem selection process in this research also ranked different suitable technologies 
in Kabul’s informal settlements from vermi-diges ting to pour flush and finally dry sys tem. But due 
to the nature of the hilly informal settlements in site two and other similar areas in Kabul, water-
based sys tem financially and technically is not feasible. 

In respect to hilly informal areas located in Kabul’s downtown including site two another point 
should be also considered: Kabul City and specially its his torical part which is located in Kabul’s 
down town is the gateway of Afghanis tan. It has the potential of becoming the tourism center 
of Kabul. The area has also good access to different touris t attractions in the city. Due to the 
availability of many potential public places, there is chance of conducting cultural events and 
public gathering there as well. Therefore according to the new development plan, the area should 
be converted to a touris t des tination zone (RECS International & Yachiyo Engineering Co., 2011).

There is a high portion of greenery and public spaces belonged to the official buildings which 
can be open to the people following the relocation of the officials building to its new site. Kabul 
downtown is not far from Kabul’s Airport which makes travelling to Kabul and out of the city 
easy. According to the approved Map of Kabul Urban Mas ter Plan mos t of the minis tries and 
official building located in the downtown will be relocated to Kabul’s south-wes t (Figure 41) and 
the area will be developed based on a touris tic approach.

Considering above-mentioned points despite the chance for upgrading of site two and similar 
places in Kabul’s downtown, the long term plan should be relocation of the residents from these 
informal areas. But meanwhile an interim service provision approach, should be considered for 
the hilly informal areas. 

It is noteworthy to mention that if there was no relocation plan for the informal hilly areas in Kabul’s 
downtown, the bes t possible sanitation sys tem, according to our inves tigations, was improved 
dry toilet at the household level. The interim approach should also focus on the sanitation chain 
beyond the household level.

The final goal for the improvement of the hilly areas in the downtown and s teep slope areas in 
Kabul City is to encourage self-motivated movements from such areas to safer areas determined 
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by the government. Such a relocation process can be done in a mid-term plan developed by the 
government in cooperation with the local communities.

Mos t of houses on the hilly areas in Kabul’s downtown are made of mud which need res toration 
each 15 to 20 years. This periodical res toration time can be used as an opportunity for the relocation. 
Any new or major cons truction activities legally should be banned, and the residents should be 
encouraged for relocation by free or subsidized relocation, facilitation of legal procedure for their 
new accommodation, etc. (RECS International & Yachiyo Engineering Co., 2011).

In general, land tenure regularization should be the las t s tep in an upgrading process. After site 
selection, if the informal area is able to go through the upgrading process successfully, it can be 
formalized at the las t s tep. Such kind of approach would be an incentive for the community to take 
responsibility and cooperate better during the upgrading process.

4.12. Sanitation Integration in the S tudy Sites
The original activity planned in KURP was service delivery in the selected neighborhoods for 
water supply, sanitation, solid was te management, roads, drains and s treet lighting. They also had 
plan to integrate the selected neighborhoods into the urban fabric of Kabul Municipality. To do so, 
Kabul Municipality was involved in the upgrading activities from the early s tages (Afghanis tan 
Independent Evaluation Group, 2011). Furthermore, by 2014 Kabul’s urban mas ter plan was 
developed, and approved by the relevant authorities which made the integration process easier.

Prevention of waterborne diseases needs to combine access to safe drinking water, good 
hygiene and adequate sanitation together. Previous failed efforts put a lot of focus on sanitation 
improvement at household levels and increase access to toilet. But the new approach tries to 
improve not only access to toilet, but also improving the whole sanitation chain. To avoid failed 
experiences, an integrated approach needs to be addressed:  improved planning, considering 
economic opportunities, technology improvements, and behavior change could help to ensure not 
only access but also sus tainable use, operation and maintenance of water, sanitation and hygiene 
interventions (Tilley, S trande, et al., 2014).

Although KURP tried to integrate the upgraded sites within the framework of Kabul Municipality 
which was a kind of ins titutional and physical integration, but their approach toward integration was 
not holis tic enough: Different components of environmental sanitation are managed by different 
urban players. A level of harmony and integration between these organizations is also needed. 
According to KURP’s assessment reports sometimes there was no enough coordination between 
different related engaged agencies. Such kind of weaknesses shows lack of proper sanitation 
planning to engage all the s takeholders and make a platform for their effective cooperation (Zar 
Consulting Inc., 2012).

To sum up, better use of generated synergies through integrated approaches could lead to more 
sus tainable and cos t effective solutions (Lüthi et al., 2012). There is no enough integration between 
different components of environmental sanitation in the s tudy sites as well. Excreta, domes tic 
was tewater, solid was te and s tormwater are managed separately often by different agencies or 
ins titutions. With neglecting sanitation chain and the interlinkages between different components 
of environmental sanitation, KURP missed this important aspect of integration.



Figure 41: Kabul urban mas ter Plan  (MUDH, 2014)
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KURP also ignored the integration of informal private sector like farmers or individual vacuum 
truck drivers into the municipal service frame work. Those s takeholders were totally missed and 
were not engaged in the planning process from the early s tages.

To sum up, offering water supply, drainage cons truction, solid was te management and sanitation 
made KURP’s package comprehensive but putting sanitation as the second priority was not a good 
idea: finally deficiency in sanitation provision at the household level was leaded to misuse of the 
drainage sys tem for disposal of all kind of was tewater which shows the lack of integration and 
holis tic planning. Furthermore, sanitation chain is not completed in the s tudy sites. Dry sys tems 
discharge urine and anal cleansing water into the drainage sys tem and lack of proper solid was te 
management blocks the surface water channels. Lack of enough coordination between responsible 
agencies for the management of different components of environmental sanitations is another 
challenge to be considered. And finally informal private sector was not seen and integrated into 
the ins titutional framework of sanitation sector.
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5. Sanitation Approach for Kabul’s Informal Settlements
According to the methodology of this dissertation, following selection of sanitation sys tems for 
the s tudy sites which was done in the las t chapter, there should be a sanitation approach for whole 
Kabul’s informal areas. In fact, the sanitation solution sugges ted for the s tudy sites should have 
the capability of scaling up for whole Kabul’s informal areas linked to the city-wide sanitation 
plan.

Furthermore, sugges ted sanitation approach for Kabul’s informal areas should focus on sus tainable 
and integrated sanitation provision from the early s tages in order to allow for adequate and 
affordable city-wide service provision (Schuen, 2013).

There are various examples of sanitation planning approaches that integrate local plans into city-
level sanitation plans. In fact, local sanitation plans can enrich higher-level plans and provide 
input to develop a comprehensive city-level sanitation plan. Based on the inves tigations made in 
the las t chapter, the focus in this chapter will be on making a link between sanitation provision at 
community level and higher levels.

City-level plans need to consider local plans and incorporate community level concerns and 
priorities. To do so, government planners should be well-informed and unders tand the importance 
of such kind of participatory sanitation planning approaches (Tayler et al., 2003). With such 
an approach, provided sanitation at local level would be joined up with higher level sanitation 
facilities, and an integrated sanitation approach would be achieved.

Any sanitation approach/intervention for Kabul’s informal areas should cover short and long term 
and also hardware and software sanitation solutions. The aim of short-term intervention is to 
improve the exis ting sanitation situation. To do so, short-term sanitation interventions should focus 
on high priority, quick-impact and relatively low-cos t activities. They should be also applicable 
within the boundary of targeted areas. 

In chapter five, other inves tigations on sanitation provision in Kabul City will be also discussed, 
and their s trengths and weaknesses in respect to the sus tainable and integrated sanitation provision 
will be evaluated. At the end, the bes t possible sanitation intervention in short and midterm, based 
on the criteria insis ted at this dissertation, will be introduced.

The sanitation approach sugges ted for Kabul city focuses on the informal areas but at the same 
time tries to have a holis tic approach. City-wide sanitation provision & integration is a key for the 
inves tigations made in this chapter. 

5.1. Kabul City
Kabul Province is the capital of Afghanis tan. It is located in central-eas t Afghanis tan (Figure 42). 
Kabul City as a high altitude capital is at 1800 meters above sea level and situated in a valley 
surrounded by mountains. It is also divided by a range of mountains into south-wes t and north-eas t 
zones.

Kabul City is the provincial capital and also one of the fifteen dis tricts within the province. It has 22 
Nahias which is called in some English texts also dis tricts. These 22 Nahias are under jurisdiction 
of Kabul Municipality and also the focus of this dissertation. To avoid any confusion, in this 
dissertation Kabul’s urban dis tricts are called Nahias which is a local term (please see Figure 46).
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According to Afghanis tan Central S tatis tic Organization (CSO) Kabul Province has about 
4,700,000 population while Kabul City has about 4,000,000 residents (Afghanis tan CSO, 2018).

But the data es timated by Afghanis tan CSO and other organizations are not accurate and in 
some cases largely underes timated. Figure43  shows a comparison between different population 
data in a s tudy made by Intercontinental Consultants and Technocrats (ICT). As it is shown, the 
official es timation including the es timation made by Afghanis tan CSO is much different with 
the es timation provided by independent organizations especially in Nahias 5, 13 and also 16. In 
another survey made by RECS in 2011, there is also another es timation (Table 21). The analysis 
made here tried to consider these differences.



Figure 42: Map of Afghanis tan(Afghanis tan CSO, 2018)
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Figure 43: Comparative population es timates by ICT for Kabul City for year 2008 
(Intercontinental Consultants and Technocrats, 2008)

All Kabul Province including Kabul City is a part of Kabul River Basin. Some areas on the north 
part of the city in Nahia 17, 18 and 19 belongs to Ghorband and Panjshir River Sub-basin while 
the remaining part of the city belongs to Kabul Sub-basin. Both Sub-basins are under Kabul River 
Basin (Figure 44). Kabul River finally goes to the Indus River Basin which is the main source 
of water for agricultural activities in neighboring Pakis tan. Afghan Government has plan to use 
Kabul River Basin for different purposes including municipal, indus trial, and agricultural and 
hydropower projects.

The situation of Kabul City with minimal exis ting infras tructure provides opportunities for 
development of sanitation management sys tems in novel ways. It holds the potential for focusing 
on sus tainability from the early s tages of s trategic planning and integrating sus tainability aspects 
in all s tages of implementation and management of improved sanitation sys tems and services. 
Despite these positive points there are some big challenges to consider as well. Kabul City has a 
large informal area accommodating the majority of its citizens. 
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Following the fall of the Taliban some efforts have been made to improve the urban infras tructure 
services in Kabul City, the capital of Afghanis tan. Some parts of these activities focused on 
environmental sanitation components in the formal and informal areas.

According to some es timation Kabul city is the fifth fas tes t growing city in the world. Rapid 
urbanization is a big challenge, and it seems very difficult for Afghan authorities to cope with 
this fas t expansion. Furthermore, providing sanitation services to Kabul’s informal areas and its 
integration into the city-wide sanitation would be a complicated task.

As Choguill describes, many cities in developing countries have two major parts which are formal 
and informal settlements (Choguill, 1996). So the infras tructure services of water, sanitation, 
drainage, solid was te management and transport facilities can be also divided into formal and 
informal facilities (Montgomery, 1988). This kind of zoning and sub-dividing would be useful to 
upgrade Kabul’s informal settlements gradually. The upgraded areas can be finally linked to the 
whole city sanitation services in order to have an integrated sanitation sys tem for the entire city.

In Kabul’s formal areas, like other formal areas, the approach is a supply driven process. The 
vacant plots are divided among the citizens for the cons truction while urban infras tructure services 
are provided by the government at the early s tages. In some cases all cons tructions including 
houses and urban infras tructures are developed by the government and following that the citizens 
occupy the houses. The capital cos t for the service provision is provided by the government or 
international funds and in many cases a level of subsidies are also applied for the operation and 
maintenance. The main beneficiaries of such facilities which are located on formal areas are 
mos tly the middle class and government s taff.

But in the informal areas another approach is prevalent; in mos t cases people who need shelters 
try to buy cheaper land plots mos tly from some landlords. They cons truct their houses on the lands 
where in many cases are not recognized legal or formal by the government, and sometimes are 
not even suitable for residential purposes. For such land developments before or even after the 
cons truction there is no chance of urban service provision by the government.



Figure 44: Segregation of Kabul River Basin (l) into its provinces (m) and sub-basins (r) (Akhtar F� 2017)
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In the bes t scenario, the informal areas can be subjected to upgrading and formalization in an 
undetermined future. Informal areas are usually developed when the authorities are not able to 
offer enough affordable shelters to the citizens.

As mentioned while the households in the formal areas have access to better environmental 
sanitation services, they are also supported by some subsidies as well. At the same time mos tly 
poor people in the informal neighborhoods have no access to urban services or they have to pay 
higher prices for lower quality services mainly provided by the informal sector.

Kabul’s main problem is not housing but provision of urban infras tructure and in some cases 
access to land for the cons truction (World Bank, 2004b). According to some researches, there are 
a lot of vacant plots inside and in the periphery of Afghan Cities including Kabul (French et al., 
2016). Many of these vacant plots or townships belong to some speculators with close ties to war 
lords or corrupt politicians.

The majority of houses cons tructed in the informal areas are robus t and reliable, and all the 
residents in the informal areas are not poor people. But in respect to urban infras tructure there 
are many shortages in the informal areas. Despite the interes t among the households, many 
residents in Kabul’s informal areas are not willing to spend their limited resources for sanitation 
improvement within their neighborhoods. Sometimes they cannot afford such kind of inves tments 
and sometimes they are concerned with the future of their inves tments due to the legal ambiguity 
of the informal areas.

Resolution of land tenure issues is an important prerequisite for a successful upgrading in 
Kabul’s informal areas (Lowder, 1993). To address the problem, the World Bank sugges ted 
following approach (World Bank, 2004a): (1) Develop a new mas ter plan that unplanned areas 
are incorporated within Kabul’s planned areas. This s tep more or less was completed and based 
on that the informal areas could be also formalized (2) Upgrade the informal areas and provision 
of urban services to the  informal neighborhoods as well (3) Informal regularization following 
meeting a set of specific criteria. It is several years that a similar approach are being conducted 
in Kabul City. KURP and following that KMDP are the main activities in this regard which were 
already discussed.

As discussed before about KURP and KMDP, such a top-down, and sometimes supply-driven, 
sanitation approach, which is expensive and inflexible, wouldn’t be suitable for Kabul’s informal 
areas. There should be some changes to make the upgrading programs suitable for Kabul City. 
Complexities of Kabul’s informal settlements need more holis tic and interdisciplinary approach 
to provide the citizens more sus tainable sanitation services.

The demand-led innovations in sanitation planning could be a better approach for the dilemma 
of sanitation provision in informal areas of developing countries. Such approaches have a greater 
emphasis on the actual need and situation on the ground. They also consider affordability of 
the users and involve all the main s takeholders in the process (Lüthi et al., 2012). Such kind 
of initiatives look more promising to achieve a sus tainable and integrated sanitation sys tems 
especially in the informal settlements.

It is noteworthy to mention that due to lack of recognition of informal areas at leas t before upgrading 
by the government, NGOs as non-governmental organizations can play an important role. They 
can arrange and facilitates many activities to pave the way for the government interventions 
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(Hogrewe et al., 1993). Although in Kabul City many NGOs were active, but later mos t of them 
left the city toward rural areas jus tifying that ‘Kabul City is no more in an emergency situation.’ 
Above that it seems there has been always a rural tendency in respect to development among the 
Afghan authorities and the international community.

Regarding access to safe water and adequate sanitation in many cases urban informal areas are 
in deteriorating situation, sometimes even worse compared to some rural areas. It seems NGOs 
need to reconsider the scope of their activities according to the conditions of the contexts they 
work in. Contribution in finding a way for the problem of informal settlements in Kabul would 
be worthwhile task for the NGOs as well, if they can work as facilitators and connection points 
between the government and informal settlements.

5.2. Sanitation Zoning in Kabul
Kabul is not a homogenous city. It has different characteris tics in different parts of it. Before every 
sanitation approach, there should be a proper zoning according to the important factors affecting 
sanitation provision within the city. To divide Kabul City into several zones for sanitation provision 
below s teps were taken:

1- Baseline data collection: the baseline data information consis ts of geophysical, social and 
urban services data about the city. These information helped us to develop some GIS-based 
maps for the whole city. The produced maps & data was also used in the earlier s tages of 
this dissertation for the suitability analysis of the s tudy sites. In an overall view the collected 
information can be categorized as follow:

Physical information: 
• Ground water and surface water bodies
• Geology, soil and greenery 
• Nahias’ boundaries and characteris tics
• Urban infras tructure facilities with focus on environmental sanitation
• Planned and unplanned areas and house typology
• Slope, hilly and flat areas
• Land use pattern in Kabul

Social s tudies / activities:
• Social data including population, population density in each Kabul’s Nahia, 

adminis trative boundaries, etc.
• Site selection s tudy in Kabul
• Household survey in the s tudy sites
• Key informant interviews and transect walk in the selected sites 

2-Identificationofhighpriorityareas: At this s tep the collected data was analyzed and based 
on that the priority intervention areas were determined. Another purpose of the data analysis 
was dividing the city into several sanitation zones. Sanitation zoning will help us to know how 
we should provide sanitation services to the city considering background situation. 

Furthermore, due to lack of enough resources, it is not possible to provide sanitation services to 
the whole citizens at the same time. Therefore, there should a kind of time-bound action plan for 
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sanitation improvement.

In developing and leas t developed countries, the immediate priority is providing sanitation 
services to the mos t vulnerable people who are living in geographically s tressed areas. In fact, 
governments should ensure themselves that everybody, and especially the mos t needy peoples, 
have access to the limited basic environmental sanitation services.

Sugges ted priority intervention in this dissertation consis ts of geographically s tressed areas in 
Kabul City where the sanitation situation is much worse compared to the other areas. 

A noteworthy point here is that ‘priority intervention areas’ is the target for the firs t sanitation 
action within the city. But the kind of intervention should make the future improvement in that 
areas also possible. In fact the purpose of intervention is decreasing the level of vulnerability 
in such areas as an upgradable solution to make the areas liveable, until more proper sanitation 
facilities are in place: The idea behind the priority intervention should be a kind of incremental 
improvement.

Incremental approach is an important concept. In many cases, after provision of very limited and 
basic services to geographically s tressed areas, government ignores such areas for later upgrading. 
After a while the other parts of the city are facilitated with much better services while the s tressed 
areas have to deal with basic and deteriorating services with no plan or budget for upgrading to 
the level of the other parts of the city.

5.2.1. Priority Intervention Areas
Using the collected baseline data in the previous s tep and through a GIS analysis, the areas 
subjected to an immediate intervention were determined. Several criteria were used to find the 
geographically s tressed areas within the City:

• Mos t vulnerable areas in respect to environmental sanitation components including 
excreta and was tewater management, water supply, solid was te management, health and 
hygiene issues.

• Groundwater situation in the area considering groundwater protection zones, soil and 
geology conditions, Kabul’s aquifers and sanitation practices

• Hilly and s teep slope areas
• Population and its density 

According to the collected & produced data, the expansion of informal areas in Kabul City can 
be seen mainly in south-wes t and central part of Kabul. The results of priority intervention areas 
show that some informal areas should be subjected to the immediate intervention (Figure 45).

Among the informal areas those settlements located in wes tern Kabul, including site one, and 
central south due to the exis tence of the groundwater protection zones are more vulnerable. There 
are some areas in north Kabul where should be also subjected to the immediate intervention. To 
sum up, many red areas are hilly areas which are vacant. Therefore, the focus of high priority 
intervention should be on the areas in pink.

The details about the GIS-related activities behind geographically s tressed areas is beyond the 
scope of this s tudy, and can be found in a mas ter thesis by Jonas Weiter completed at HafenCity 
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University  titled “Konzeption und prototypischer Aufbau eines WebGIS zur Planung sanitärer 
Anlagen in Entwicklungsregionen.” The main data for the inves tigation was provided by the author 
of this dissertation, and the author was also directly involved in the methodology development 
and consultation to determine the priority intervention areas (Weiter, 2015).



Figure 45: Priority intervention areas in Kabul City: mos t of the areas in red color are vacant� Therefore, areas in pink color have the 
highes t priority in terms of sanitation intervention� Areas in blue color have the bes t sanitation situation in Kabul City (Weiter, 2015)�
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5.2.2. Creation of Sanitation Zoning
Kabul has no similar characteris tics all over the city. It needs to be divided into several sanitation 
zones for a better service provision. To do so, the data collected about Kabul City was analyzed 
in GIS and QGIS software, and following that different GIS layers including population density, 
built-up areas, hilly and flat areas, rivers, agricultural areas, etc. were produced and overlaid. 
According to the results, Kabul City was delineated into four main zones. Each zone has its own 
geo-physical characteris tics which makes it different compared to the other zones. Therefore, each 
zone needs its own plan and preparations for sanitation intervention: These four zones are divided 
by physical features like mountains, topography and river basins into different areas located on 
north, south-wes t, north-eas t and wes t parts of the city. 

The delineated zones are considering issues like population density, topography, slope and 
watershed areas which are important for a gravity-based was tewater management as well. 
Furthermore, due to the exis tence of several major s treams in Kabul City, considering current 
sanitation zoning there will be more flexibility for surface water management as well. But the 
sanitation zoning in this s tudy mos tly focuses on excreta and was tewater management in Kabul 
City.

In a sanitation improvement s tudy by Gauff Company, and also the draft version of Kabul mas ter 
plan developed by RECS, there is also insis ting on zoning for a better sanitation provision. This 
dissertation recommends a similar zoning approach to what was sugges ted by RECS (EIRP, 
2006; RECS International & Yachiyo Engineering Co., 2011), but s till there are major differences 
between this dissertation’s recommendations with RECS and Gauff Ingenieure regarding zoning 
in Kabul City and also sanitation provision in each zone. Below is the main disadvantages from the 
author’s point of view regarding the s tudies done by RECS and Gauff Ingenieure in the sanitation 
sector for Kabul City.

In 2005 Gauff Ingenieure recommended three sanitation zones at north, wes t and center Kabul 
(EIRP, 2006). The locations of WWTP for these three zones are sugges ted in Nahias 19, 16 and 
21. Nahias 19 is in north Kabul, Nahia 16 is in center and Nahias 21 is located at the eas t part. 
There are several disadvantages with the Gauff’s plan as below:

i) The sanitation plan is outdated and there have been many changes, especially in respect 
to the expansion of the informal areas, since the sanitation plan was developed. 

ii) It does not have proper solution for Nahia 17 and also south-wes t Kabul as populated 
areas in the city. South-wes t Kabul is considered a geographically s tressed area as well, 
and needs immediate intervention.

iii) Gauff Ingenieure recommends a WWTP at Nahias 19 where is a part of a cons truction 
activities for development of a new city. Therefore, cons truction a WWTP in that area is 
not applicable anymore.

iv) Nahia 19 is a part of panjshir river sub-basin area. But Gauff Ingenieure sugges ted to 
treat the was tewater produced in Kabul Sub-basin River in that area. From environmental 
point of view it is better to discharge the produced was tewater of each basin in the same 
basin (RECS International & Yachiyo Engineering Co., 2011). 

v) Major part of the city is informal area. But Gauff Ingenieure recommends only some basic 
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improvement including ventilation pipe ins tallation and lining for those mos t vulnerable 
areas. It seems their recommendations more or less was adopted by KURP project, but as 
discussed earlier it was a failure. Kabul is a rapid urbanizing city while the majority of 
population live in the informal areas. Without finding a robus t and sus tainable solution 
for sanitation management in the informal areas the whole city would be facing with 
public health and environmental problems.

vi) According to Gauff Ingenieure plan many part of the city including informal areas 
covering more than 70 percent of Kabul will rely on on-site facilities including cesspits 
for even several decades (EIRP, 2006). Such sys tem can easily lead to the pollution of 
groundwater which is the main source of drinking water in the city. Above that current 
sanitation facilities including dry toilets and cesspits have created many hygiene and 
public health problems within Kabul City. But according to Gauff Ingenieure, these kind 
of on-site sanitation sys tem will remain as the main sanitation facilities for a long time.

vii) Gauff has no specific plan for water supply for Kabul City. It seems the inves tigation of 
water supply for Kabul City was not within the scope of the activities determined for Gauff 
Ingenieure. That was a disadvantage of Gauff’s s tudy and made it non-comprehensive. 
Currently in Kabul City, water is a limiting factor and any activity in respect to urban 
development including sanitation management should consider water supply. Above 
that the idea of integrated environmental sanitation services insis ts on considering the 
interlinkages between all the environmental sanitation components.

As you can see in Figure 46, RECS in ‘Draft Kabul City Mas ter Plan’ has divided the city into two 
main sanitation zones including Kabul south-wes t, north-eas t and also one sub zone in eas t Kabul. 
The WWTPs for these zones are located in Nahias 9, 19 and 21(RECS International & Yachiyo 
Engineering Co., 2011). Although the overall zoning by RECS is similar with the sugges ted zoning 
in this dissertation, but there are also major differences in respect to the coverage areas and also 
the sanitation approach (Figure 47).

i) Sanitation plan sugges ted by RECS is neglecting informal areas and focuses only on the 
planned areas or in the bes t scenario, the areas are covered by public water supply. The 
approach is a top-down approach which does not consider the integration of different 
components of environmental sanitation as well.

ii) Informal areas are among the mos t vulnerable areas, and many parts of the informal areas 
were highlighted as geographically s tressed areas. RECS same to Gauff Ingenieure only 
recommends for some basic improvements of sanitation facilities at these areas where 
mos t of the residents rely on dry sys tems. In the household survey and our inves tigation 
it was clear that such basic improvements are failed, and the majority of people are not 
happy with the dry sys tem at all.

iii) Some areas like the whole Nahias 13, and the majority of Nahias 17 and 6 are completely 
neglected in the sanitation plan. RECS believes due to lack of public water supply, those 
areas should rely on dry sys tem for a long time. Many households especially in Nahias 
6 and 13 are washers and also many households come from abroad where they were 
used to water-based sys tems. It is really difficult to convince them to use dry sys tem. 
Above that many others comparing dry and wet sys tems shift to water-based sys tems 
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as a modern and convenient option. It seems the solution sugges ted by RECS and also 
Gauff Ingenieure for such areas does not reflect the reality on the ground, and according 
to our survey is already failed.

Currently, low coverage area and high dependency on groundwater are the main 
problems regarding water supply provision in Kabul City. RECS has specific plan for 
water supply, as an important factor for sanitation management and also the future 
development of Kabul City. They sugges ted different options including a contingency 
plan for water supply provision to Kabul City if the Water Supply Mas ter Plan has delay. 
There is a clear delay in respect to water supply and also sanitation improvement. This 
s tudy believes water supply and was tewater management should go ahead side by side 
as an integrated plan and also it is time to think about the contingency plan to provide 
water to the city. About the water supply mas ter plan and the contingency plan briefing 
information in the las t chapters was provided.

Gauff and RECS both mentioned to the lack of enough water as the main reason behind 
not covering a big areas in sought-wes t Kabul and also in Nahia 17. According to the 
current Kabul Water Supply Mas ter Plan many parts of the city will not have public 
water supply even after full implementation of the current mas ter plan. By chance mos t 
of those areas are informal settlements and geographically s tressed areas. Currently the 
mas ter plan is far behind the schedule and it takes a long time to be completed while it 
has the leas t for the mos t vulnerable and needy people in Kabul (Figure 48).

As mentioned before in south-wes t Kabul, Nahia 13 is totally neglected and vas t majority 
of Nahia 6 and 7 are not covered by the sewerage sys tem: if there is no enough water 
in these areas, there should be an immediate updating in the water supply mas ter plan 
to provide water for the populated south-wes t area. But RECS only recommends to 
let the local use their shallow wells: this recommendation also means there is enough 
groundwater in the area and the households can rely on their shallow wells for a long 
time. Because there is no even a plan on a paper to provide public water supply to 
this areas. Above that Afshar well field and Allaudin well field which provide water to 
Kabul’s north and central parts are located in south-wes t Kabul which means there is 
water at leas t for the people who live in the south-wes t Kabul (Figure 49).



Figure 46: Sewage development plan (RECS International & Yachiyo Engineering Co�, 2011)
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To sum up, when there is enough groundwater in the area to meet the basic needs of the 
local people and also provide water to other parts of the city, they should have a chance 
of connection to the public sewerage sys tem. We shouldn’t forget that this area is a part 
of the geographically s tressed areas as well, and need more care ins tead of neglecting 
until undetermined time due to its informal context.

iv) Although RECS has plan for water supply provision for Kabul, but s till enough 
inves tigation on Kabul’s informal area is missing. It seems following overall inves tigation 
which showed there is no plan or public water supply network in some informal areas, 
RECS and Gauff didn’t go for further s tudy about those areas. Lack access to the public 
water supply was enough for them to consider those areas as ineligible for a water-
based or sewerage sys tem. Despite this fact in many cases households in informal areas, 
including south-wes t zone, either have access to their own wells or receive piped water 
from informal water supply companies. These informal companies, according to the 
experience of the author and the household survey made in Kabul, in some cases are 
more reliable than AUWSSC.

In some informal areas shallow wells are getting dry, and the households rely on deep 
wells run by informal private companies. Without such private and mos tly informal 
companies many households have no water at all. Even in such areas many households 
have wet technologies or switching into wet technologies. That shows that lack access 
to the public water supply does not mean lack to enough water at all.

To sum up, this s tudy sugges ts four sanitation zones for Kabul City delineated in Figure 
47. These zones include formal and informal areas. Above these four zones there are 
some scattered rural and semi-urban areas mainly in Nahias 20, 22, 14 and 18. In the 
next topic there will be more discussion on city-wide sanitation planning including 
details on city-level sanitation provision.



Figure 47: Creation of sanitation zones for Kabul City
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Figure 48: Kabul water supply mas ter plan (KFW-Germany Development Bank, 2010), and 
simplified by the author

Figure 49: Kabul aquifers
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5.3. Sanitation Provision at Zone Level
According to Figure 50 Kabul’s population mos tly concentrated in south-wes t and north-eas t: a 
range of mountains divides the city into these major settlement areas. Far north-wes t (Nahia 14), 
north-eas t (Nahias 18 and 19), south (Nahias 20 and 22) and south-eas t (Nahia 21) the population 
is not considerable or it is very scattered. In some cases they are separate from the main body of 
Kabul City by mountains. In addition, some areas such as Nahias 18 and 19 belong to Panjshir 
Sub-river Basin. According to long term urban development plans, Nahias 18 and 19 will be a part 
of a new planned city in north of Kabul with its own sewerage sys tem and treatment facilities. 

Current city development in mid-term is in eas t Kabul and following that in long run in north 
Kabul. Any development in north Kabul including Nahias 18 and 19 is separate from current city 
development plan in the exis ting city and also beyond the scope of this s tudy as well. Furthermore, 
the Population in these areas are very low compared to the other parts of the city. Nahias 19, 20, 21 
and 22 have no much population. In addition, their populations are very scattered and low density. 

Nahia 18 which has more population compared to Nahia 19, is more semi-urban or rural areas 
(Ahmadi & Kajita, 2017) like what we have in Nahias 20 and 22 in south Kabul. In fact, these 
areas are s till agricultural lands and in case of Nahia 20 and 22 should be kept in that way for 
groundwater protection and recharge. Due to water limitation, it is not also logic to develop 
urbanization in this area. Currently, Kabul urban development plan is focusing on eas t and north 
Kabul for future development. Above that as mentioned before Nahias 18, 19, 20, 22 and 14 are 
more or less rural or semi-urban areas.

Considering population and density within the city, it makes sense to have semi-centralized 
sewerage sys tem for two major areas in the South-wes t and North-eas t zones. Above that river 
basins in these areas and also geo-physical features are in favor of such kind of approach. The 
areas out of these zones should rely on decentralized or on-site sanitation facilities.

Among the Nahias out of the major trend of south-wes t and north-eas t only Nahia 17 has about 
103,739 population in 2018 (Afghanis tan CSO, 2018). The population in Nahia 17, in 2008, was 
248,926 and its density was about 40 person/ha (RECS International & Yachiyo Engineering Co., 
2011). Nahia 17 belongs to Panjshir Sub-river Basin. In addition, geo-physical characteris tic of 
Nahia 17 needs a separate sanitation sys tem (Figure 51). 

Only southern part of Nahia 17 is a part of Kabul sub-river basin and technically suitable to 
join to north-eas t zone. This southern part in both RECS and Gauff s tudies joined to the semi-
centralized sys tem determined for zone north-eas t. Due to lack access to groundwater in Nahia 
17, the contingency water supply plan can be used to provide water in this area. But until securing 
enough water, there shouldn’t be any plan for more development in this area.

Nahia 14 has also a considerable and dense population in Paghman City which is the dis trict 
center as well. The municipal services in Pagham  City is provided by Paghman Municipality 
(Afghanis tan CSO, 2018). Above that the settlement area with high density is far away from other 
parts of exis ting Kabul City and technically cannot be integrated into the current s tructure of semi-
centralizes sewerage sys tem determined for the city. RCES and Guaff s tudies don’t recommend 
this Nahia as a part of the sewerage sys tem for Kabul City due to the mentioned technical issues 
(EIRP, 2006; RECS International & Yachiyo Engineering Co., 2011). This area is also contains a 
major part of Kabul’s greenery and agricultural areas. Many households live within agricultural 
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and greenery areas and use their individual sanitation facilities. These areas should be kept at this 
way as recreation areas for Kabul City.

To sum up this dissertation sugges ts four main sanitation zones which are mainly corresponded to 
the areas where the city’s population live:

• Zone North is a densely populated area because the residential area is small compared 
to the population. Gauff believes due to the availability of land within the city and 
expansion of the municipal area, the population in this zone will be decreased (EIRP, 
2006). Comparing ICT population data in 2008 to Afghanis tan CSO data in 2017, the 
population in Nahia 17 has decreased, but according to other sources, we have increase 
in the population. In any case Nahia 17 should be considered a separate zone with its own 
sanitation sys tem either on-site household-centered or community-based decentralized 
sys tem. Due to limitation of water resources in this zone, any further development 
should be halted until enough water for the area is secured.

Kabul – North Afghanis tan highway passes through Nahia 17 and the population and 
markets are usually expanded along the highway. Nahia 17 which mos tly adopted to zone 
north has many informal areas. The informal areas should follow the similar approach 
sugges ted for the s tudy sites and in some cases wherever possible, the community can 
go for decentralized sanitation sys tem. 



Figure 50: Kabul’s built up areas 
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Table 21: Kabul’s population by Nahias in 2008 (RECS International & Yachiyo Engineering Co�, 2011)

• Zone North-eas t consis ts of Nahias 2, 3, 4, 5, 9,10, 11, 15 and the southern part of 
Nahia 17. According to the RECS s tudies the bes t location for the WWTP for this zone 
is Nahia 9 (RECS International & Yachiyo Engineering Co., 2011). 

Kabul City currently has only one semi-centralized WWTP located in Nahia 16. The 
WWTP has the capacity for extension and rehabilitation. Currently the United Nations 
Office for Project Services (UNOPS) is conducting a feasibility s tudy to do some 
improvement works (UNOPS, 2017). This WWTP as the main Kabul WWTP should 
be improved in a way to cover Nahias 1, 7, 8, 6, 12 (RECS International & Yachiyo 
Engineering Co., 2011) and also Nahia 13. The informal areas in zone south-wes t 
including our flat site s tudy should have on-site sanitation sys tem as sugges ted for the 
s tudy sites, but they should have the possibility of connection to the sewerage sys tem, at 
leas t in mid-term. The was tewater produced in this area will be finally conveyed to the 
WWTP located in Nahia 16. 

Informal areas in this zone, zone north-eas t and also zone eas t following the assurance 
regarding availability of enough water to transport the materials in the sewerage lines 
should have the chance of connection to the sewerage sys tem. Following that if an 
informal community is willing to connect its facilities to allocated semi-centralized 
sewerage sys tem, there should be a proper community-based plan. It is noteworthy to 
mention that due to the complexity of informal areas, each household cannot decide on 
the connection individually. 
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• Zone Eas t consis ts of Nahias 12 and 21. Informal areas located in this zone can also 
keep their individual sanitation facilities according to the explained sanitation approach 
in this s tudy. They should also have the chance of connection to the semi-centralized 
WWTP following a technical feasibility s tudy when their water resources is secured. 
That means, at leas t, there should be a plan for proper water supply and also some 
considerations for potential future connection to the semi-centralized sewerage sys tem.

Figure 51: Kabul blocks based on river basin areas (RECS International & Yachiyo Engineering Co�, 2011)

• Zone South-wes t consis ts of Nahias 1, 13,6,7,8 and 16. The location of WWTP for this 
zone is the exis ting Kabul’s WWTP which needs to be expanded and improved. RECS 
for this zone excludes the whole area of Nahia 13 and also the informal areas in others 
Nahias located in zone south-eas t. As mentioned the main reason behind this exclusion 
is lack access to piped water. About this point there was a discussion earlier in this 
chapter and no need to repeat it again.

At the end it should be noted that in mid-term all urbanized informal areas in the 
city located in zones north-eas t or south-wes t should have a chance of decision on 
connection to the semi-centralizes sewerage sys tems or s taying on their own. Only rural 
or semi-urban areas within the jurisdiction of Kabul Municipality, if are not subjected to 
urbanization based on the mas ter plan, should not be connected to the semi-centralized 
sewerage sys tems. In fact for those areas there is no urban development plan and the 
government should protect the areas for the public interes t.
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5.4. City-wide Sanitation Provision
To have an efficient sanitation improvement in Kabul City, all Kabul’s settlements including its 
informal areas should be considered. We cannot leave the geographically s tressed areas with only 
some basic improvements. There should be a quick and interim intervention to provide a basic 
improvements until the next s teps of an incremental approach can be implemented, but these s teps 
cannot pos tpone to an undetermined future.

This s tudy sugges ts sanitation planning for Kabul City areas at three different levels including 
community level for each informal community, zone level for each sanitation zone and finally city 
level which includes the whole settlements under the jurisdiction of Kabul Municipality (Table 
22).

Each informal community before formalization needs to go through the community upgrading 
plan. This plan should try to improve the overall situation within the community and pave the 
way for the formalization. In fact a successful upgrading should be as a pre-condition for the 
formalization.

A part of the upgrading plan should be environmental sanitation improvement. Based on the 
experiences from KURP and KMDP upgrading projects, sanitation and hygiene have usually low 
priority compared to the road pavement and water supply. It is recommended that environmental 
sanitation package should be insis ted alongside the other upgrading activities like road pavement 
or electricity provision which could have more demands within the communities. The residents 
should not have to choose between different components of environmental sanitation: all 
the services should be offered within one package although with an incremental approach for 
improvement. Otherwise when the residents have to choose between different components of 
upgrading activities, sanitation would be largely neglected.

A sanitation plan at each zone should cover the whole areas either formal or informal. Regarding 
informal areas, the approach recommended in our site s tudies should be applied and regarding 
formal areas, with respect to the context, a relatively top-down approach as used in a city-wide 
mas ter plan is also applicable. The approach for formal areas would be more or less similar to the 
sugges tions made by RECS s tudies.

And finally the informal areas based on their geo-physical and adminis trative characteris tics 
should also have their own community-based sanitation plan. The plan should be integrated at 
the higher level with their respected sanitation zones and following that through sanitation zones 
should be linked to the city-wide sanitation mas terplan. It is noteworthy to mention that each 
city-wide sanitation planning (sanitation mas ter plan) should be itself integrated into the urban 
development mas ter plan. In mid-term formal and informal areas within a sanitation zone should 
have similar level of sanitation facilities.

Nahias 14, 20, 22, 18 and 19 are not covered by the zones. Earlier in detail about the reasons were 
discussed. These areas should keep their rural or semi-urban characteris tics in mos tly in Nahia 
20 and 22. In Nahia 14, 18 and 19 as mentioned they are not technically and officially part of the 
current Kabul City and should be addressed in another sanitation plan.

Within each zone also there are some agricultural, public or greenery lands. According to the 
urban mas ter plan in some cases those areas should keep their current land use. In such cases those 
areas should rely on their on-site sanitation facilities. It is noteworthy to mention that each of these 
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areas should evaluated separately, and has its own context-based sanitation solution. The solution 
for those areas should follow the sus tainable approach which was explained for the s tudy sites.

To run the sys tem properly, there should be enough water in the sewerage sys tem. Therefore the 
plan sugges ted in the previous chapter is briefly repeated here again: people in informal areas 
should have access to the groundwater through deep wells co-managed by the public sector, 
private sector and the community. Surface water including the contingency plan should be supplied 
mainly for the areas with access to the public water supply network. When there is enough water 
for the connection of informal areas to the main trunk of sewerage sys tem in each zone, the option 
should be offered to the people living in the informal areas. But according to the technology 
preferences of the peoples in the flat informal areas and also our inves tigations, a water-based 
sanitation sys tem should be ins talled for such communities. The sys tem can be individual on-site 
or connected to the semi-central sewerage sys tem after providing enough water to run the sys tem. 
This water could be only from the groundwater through deep wells located in the informal areas 
or surface water in mid-term.

The only difference regarding connection to the sewerage sys tem in formal and informal areas 
would be the approach; in the informal areas the decision regarding connection to the sys tem 
should be made at the community level. But in the formal areas the decision should be made by 
the municipality or leave it to each household individually if they can manage their was tewater or 
excreta hygienically without using the sewerage sys tem. 

The reason behind community-based or household level decision is the background situation in 
informal and formal areas. For sewerage connection in the informal areas, due to the mos tly 
unplanned character of the areas, more effort and coordination among the residents is needed, but 
in the planned areas each household can make a decision alone. A proper plan for the connection 
to the sewerage sys tem for each informal community should be developed and also operation 
subsidy for poor family should be considered.

Cos t recovery is an important criteria for a sus tainable sanitation provision. To do so, an additional 
charge is sugges ted for the services offered to the formal and rich areas. The extra revenue can be 
allocated as a subsidy for the people living in informal areas (Choguill, 1996). Sometimes poor 
households cannot afford even a life-line rate services.
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Table 22: Kabul city-wide sanitation mas ter plan

level of planning Details of Environmental Sanitation Plan
Kabul Sanitation Mas ter 
Plan at city-level

Objective
• To develop a sanitation mas ter plan for Kabul City

Characteris tics
• Inclusive sanitation plan covering formal and informal areas including 

quick and mid-term interventions
• Integrated and sus tainable 
• Integrated into Kabul urban mas ter plan

Zoning Plan Objective
• To develop a sanitation plan for each sanitation zone
• Integrated into city-wide sanitation mas ter plan

Characteris tics
• Inclusive sanitation plan covering formal and informal areas
• Includes quick and mid-term interventions
• Integrated and sus tainable
• Linked to city-wide sanitation plan

Community Level Objective
• To develop a  community-based plan for sanitation improvement, hygiene, 

water supply, surface water management and solid was te management
• Regularization through implementation of the sanitation plan in each 

community
Characteris tics

• Integrated and sus tainable 
• Planning and implementation in a close coordination with the community 

members
• Upgradable to a higher level of sanitation services in future
• In-lined with the upgrading plan for the community
• Integrated to the zoning sanitation plan 
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6. Reference Cities: Erbil and Beirut
Beirut, the capital of Lebanon, and Erbil City, the capital of the Kurdis tan Region of Iraq (KRI), 
are both located in the Middle Eas t. They share some common characteris tics with Kabul; a long 
and protracted civil war, a similar his torical and socio-cultural background, conflict, continuing 
regional tensions and also recons truction. Such similarities make the comparison of these three 
cities meaningful.

To inves tigate the sanitation situation in Erbil and Beirut, the results of literature review and 
key informant interviews were used. The outcome of these inves tigations are the sources for 
comparison of Beirut and Erbil to Kabul, as the main case s tudy, in this dissertation. Based on 
the comparison a generalization for the similar contexts in the developing world was developed.

During the field visit in Erbil City and literature review & key informant interviews (KIIs) for Erbil 
and Beirut, the required sanitation information was collected. The gaps were identified, secondary 
data was triangulated and the exis ting situation in terms of current sanitation practices, facilities 
and plans with the interviewees was discussed. To make a better comparison, the results of Kabul 
s tudy was also shared and discussed with the interviewees from Beirut and Erbil. In some cases, 
the interviewees themselves had some knowledge and experiences about Kabul as well.

The main activities were as follow:

• Review of secondary literature on sanitation management in Erbil and Beirut
• Ques tionnaire development & key informant interviews for Beirut
• Site visits in Erbil City, ques tionnaire development & key informant interviews in Erbil

6.1. Methodology

This inves tigation relies on two kinds of data:

 - Primary data which was collected during the field visit or KIIs. This data includes direct 
observations, in case of Erbil, and interviews with related s takeholders. 

 - Secondary data which was collected from different related sources. 

The field visit of Erbil City was conducted from 17th to 30th October 2016. As mentioned, the 
trip had two main purposes: firs tly, to cross checking the collected information during the desk 
s tudy, and secondly to fill the information gaps of the firs t s tep. To do so, several key informant 
interviews (KIIs) were conducted and several site visits were arranged. 

The sanitation assessment in Beirut City consis ted of two parts: The firs t part includes some 
ques tions about the enabling environment in terms of sanitation management within the city, and 
the second part tries to catch the actual situation on ground. In the case of Beirut there was no 
opportunity for a field visit, therefore the focus was on KIIs and desk s tudies. And finally, some 
findings from Kabul’s inves tigations were shared with the interviewees in Erbil and Beirut to 
discuss the differences and similarities between Kabul and their cities. 
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6.2. Sanitation Management in Iraq
The republic of Iraq is located in the Middle Eas t, is bordered by Turkey to the north, Iran to the eas t, 
Kuwait to the southeas t, Saudi Arabia to the south, Jordan to the southwes t, and Syria to the wes t 
(Figure 52). 

The Kurdis tan Region of Iraq (KRI), located in northern Iraq, comprises of the three governorates 
including Erbil (Arbil), Slemani and Dohuk. It borders Syria to the wes t, Iran to the eas t, and Turkey to 
the north, lying where fertile plains meet the Zagros Mountains. It is traversed by the Sirwan River and 
the Tigris and its tributaries, the Great Zab and the Little Zab. Kurdis tan region is 40,642 km2 in area 
and its population is about 5.2 million (KRG, 2016). The climatic conditions in northern Iraq including 
Kurdis tan Region is semi-arid and characterized by hot summers and a moderately cold winters.

The Kurdis tan Regional Government (KRG) was formed in 1992 by the Kurdis tan National Assembly, 
the firs t democratically elected parliament in Kurdis tan. Since 1992 to 2003, two separate adminis trations, 
one based in Erbil and the other one in Slemani controlled the region. In 2006, the two separate KRG 
cabinets, based on the new Iraqi Cons titution, formed the firs t unified cabinet (KRG, 2016).

According to the Iraqi Cons titution of 2005, the Kurdis tan Region of the Republic of Iraq (KRI) is 
a cons titutionally rec-
ognized semi-autono-
mous region in northern 
Iraq with a population 
of 5.1 million (2012 es-
 timate). Its government 
(the KRG), based in Erbil, 
has the right to exercise 
legislative, executive and 
judicial powers according 
to the Iraq cons titution, 
except in what is lis ted as 
exclusive powers of the 
federal authorities under 
that cons titution (World 
Bank & KRG Minis try 
of Planning, 2016). Com-
pared with the other parts 
of the country, KRI has 
better urban infras tructure 
services: Kurdis tan Re-
gion-Iraq (KRI) has expe-
rienced subs tantial devel-
opment especially during 
the las t decade while the 
other parts of the country 
witnessed very uns table conditions due to the conflicts.

Figure 52: The republic of Iraq and its Kurdis tan Region1

1  http://musingsoniraq.blogspot.de/2012/10/new-public-opinion-poll-on-iraqi.html
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6.3. Environmental Sanitation in KRI
The quality of water services (continuity of service and water pressure) is poor and the exis ting 
infras tructure is not in a good condition with a very high leakage. The supply of water is intermittent. 
At present, water tariffs, which is about 1 USD per month, is not based on real consumption. Water 
connections are not metered and there are no intensives to reduce the current high level of water 
consumption. It results that: (i) revenues covered only 3% of operation and maintenance cos ts 
in 2011, and (ii) per capita water consumption is very high, ranging from 375 to 400 liters per 
capita per day (lpcd) in urban areas and 237 
to 292 lpcd in rural areas (KRG Minis try of 
Planning, 2012). 

Improved management of water resources 
will play a key role in the future of the KRI. In 
particular the pollution of surface water and 
the rapid exhaus tion of groundwater present 
an exis tential threat to the entire region. Both 
surface and groundwater sources are exposed 
to contamination by nitrate heavy fertilizers 
and  pes ticides,  uncontrolled  was te   dumps 
and landfill sites, and the use of unsealed cesspits. 

There are several reasons behind water supply deficiency in KRI (KRG Minis try of Planning, 
2012): 

i. Although the overall level of water supply provision is high, it s till does not cover the 
whole of KRI;

ii. Poor water supply services (e.g. unpredictability of supply, low pressure, and limited 
potability);

iii. There is no incentive for water conservation because of low tariffs and lack of water 
metering sys tems;

iv. Lack of clear policies to regulate water abs traction and use, water polluters and proper 
operation and maintenance of the facilities. Current responsible ins titutes have many 
deficiencies which need to be addressed. 

v. Overs taffing: there is a high level of s taff compared to international norms with 5 
employees / 1000 connections. The overall sector management is weak and ineffective.

Currently, water supply in KRI is not efficient, water consumption is too high and subsequently 
the produced was tewater is also excessive. At the same time, there is no WWTP in KRI to treat the 
produced was tewater. Considering the expansion of the cities and population increasing during 
the las t decades, KRI has been faced with many challenges regarding environmental protection. 
There is also a lack of legislation and regulation for recovering the cos t of treated was tewater 
which will become necessary as soon as sewers are ins talled.

A majority of households in KRI rely on cesspools to manage their blackwater: the sludge is 
collected by private vacuum trucks and discharged in remote areas outside of the cities. Depending 
on the soil quality and the depth of cesspools, households need to empty their sanitation facilities 

Figure 53: Comparison of water consumption rates in KRI
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at different time intervals. 

In some parts of major cities, s torm sewerage networks are available which collect surface runoff 
and greywater. But in some cases citizens are illegally connecting their blackwater outlets to the 
networks as well. 

For the sector to deliver appropriate services in a sus tainable way, both policy and inves tment on 
infras tructure is needed. Reforms in the s tructure of water and sanitation organizations should 
be considered. Inves tment on required WWTPs is necessary. Water loss and leakages should be 
addressed. Public awareness, hygiene promotion and community education should be considered 
(KRG Minis try of Planning, 2012).

Sanitation sys tems were already facing challenges before the current crisis in providing reliable 
service to the KRI population, but the sharp increase in access to water supply services has not 
been accompanied by similar inves tments in was tewater infras tructure, and sanitation remains a 
major concern in environmental management (World Bank, 2015). 

About 95% of solid was te produced in urban areas is collected and disposed of using landfills. 
But this percentage in rural areas is much lower. Landfill sites are seen across the region as well. 
Solid was te burning with soil coverage is usually practiced in the landfills (World Bank & KRG 
Minis try of Planning, 2016).

6.4. Erbil City
Erbil city (also known as Hawler) is located in the northern part of Iraq, approximately 350 km from 
the Iraqi capital, Baghdad. It is the capital of the Iraqi Kurdis tan Region. In total, Erbil Province 
covers an area of 14,873 km2  (Kurdis tan Region S tatis tics Office, 2014) and had a population 
of about 2,062,380 people in 2015, which included roughly 358,260 internally displaced people 
(IDP). Erbil City spans an area of about 491 km2 with a population of approximately 1,341,130 
including about 232,870 internally displaced people (IOM, 2015).

Erbil is considered as one of the oldes t cities in the world because of its citadel which has been 
placed on the UNESCO World Heritage Lis t (UNESCO, 2014). But for a long time it was a small 
city and only in the las t decades found its importance again. Following the influx of the population 
into Erbil, the city expanded very fas t.

The Minis try of Municipalities & Tourism within the Kurdis tan Regional Government assigned 
Dar Company to develop a visionary mas ter plan for Erbil City (Figure 54)1. The plan includes 
guidelines for redeveloping the different dis tricts with relevant community facilities (Dar, 2019).

1  http://momt.krg.org



Figure 54: Erbil City mas ter plan, approved in 2009 (Sabr C� A�, 2014)
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6.4.1. Urbanization in Erbil
Erbil city is built according to a sys tem of concentric rings circling around the citadel in the 
center. Development densities within the fifth ring is low. Despite space availability, the city is 
expanding beyond Ring Five due to private development. As a result, the cos t of infras tructure 
implementation is increasing and the government is failing to cope with this kind of city expansion 
(KRG Minis try of Planning, 2012).

Despite fas t urbanization, Erbil City has no major informal or unplanned residential settlements 
inside the rings which considered the official Erbil City. The citadel is considered a cultural 
heritage and is no longer used for residential purposes. Some informal and unplanned areas are 
located around the citadel. But these areas have not been renovated for a long time, and mos t of 
their residents are moving to new built areas: Government has plan to change the land use of this 
area.

There are some informal areas outside of the Erbil City jus t adjacent to it. Although these areas 
are not considered a part of the city, but based on the interviews and a conducted field visit, the 
residents have access to similar facilities as other Erbil City residents. It seems the main reason 
for development of such informal areas around the city is price of land, otherwise there is enough 
space inside the city for different kind of developments.

Considering Erbil City, the informal areas surrounding the city are very small and there is low 
chance of more informal expansion. During the las t ten years Erbil has experienced a massive 
city expansion and population growth, but the development was s till under control and based on 
the mas ter plan. Currently, due to availability of a mas ter plan and also high level of government 
control on the city, and also political will to keep the city planned, the risk of informal or unplanned 
expansion is low.

To sum up, according to the authorities, there is no big problem in terms of informal settlements 
in Erbil City. There are some individual houses which are not built according to the mas ter plan, 
but the number is small and totally there are no informal neighborhoods within Erbil (M. Hamed, 
personal communication, Oct. 23, 2016).

6.4.2. Ins titutional Framework 
Several Iraqi government ins titutions are involved in the water and sewerage sector. But the 
Minis try of Municipalities and Public Works (MoMPW) is the main government authority dealing 
with water and sewerage issues in the country. MoMPW has seven General Directorates including 
Water and Sewerage Service Directorate. But Iraqi Kurdis tan has its own semi-autonomous 
government and s tructure. 

In KRI several government ins titutions are involved in the sector, but the main organization in 
charge of water supply and sanitation is the Minis try of Municipalities and Tourism (MoMT); all 
urban environmental sanitation projects are under management of this organization. Coordination 
between different local and international s takeholders are also arranged through this Minis try 
(Figure 55). 

KRI suffers from poor legislation to regulate water issues in the sector. A new Water Law for the 
KRI has been developed and submitted to the regional parliament for approval. When the law is 
approved, other required documents including policies, regulations, etc. should be developed.
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In each of the autonomous governorates in KRI, urban water supply and sewerage are under the 
responsibility of a Directorate for Water and Sewerage (DWSE) placed under the supervision 
of the Minis try of Municipalities and Tourism in Erbil City. The municipal directorates are in 
charge of solid was te management, s treet cleaning, surface runoff management, parks and road 
maintenance.  

6.4.3. Water Supply
Erbil City has two main types of water resources: There are about 800 deep wells in the city 
including 80 private wells mos tly belonging to the government offices. The second source of 
water is upper Zab River which provides surface water to the city.

Three water treatment plants (WTP) were cons tructed with intake of raw water from upper 
Zab River; Efraz 1 (conventional WTP) cons tructed in 1968 with design capacity of 38400 m³/
day. Efraz 2 cons tructed in 1985 with a design capacity of 69000m³/day. Currently it supplies 
about 44000 m³/day. Efraz 3 cons tructed in 2006 with a design capacity of 144000 m³/day. The 
treatment processes in these plants have four main s teps; screening, sedimentation (coagulation 
and flocculation) filtration and chlorination. Each WTP has a quality control lab for daily water 
analysis (Shareef & Muhamad, 2008).

Due to the population growth and also the influx of refugees and also Internal Displaced Persons 
(IDPs), water demand is increasing and there is now much more pressure on water resources and 
associated infras tructures. The additional demand for water for refugees and IDPs is es timated 
about 11 percent, which needs further water resources and inves tment on related infras tructures 
(World Bank, 2015).



Figure 55: Organizational chart of  Kurdis tan Minis try of Municipalities and Tourism (http://momt�krg�org/)
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Local people are usually using drinking water for washing their vehicles, watering gardens and greeneries 
within the city. It seems lack of awareness regarding the values of water is a major challenge in the region.  
Such kind of was teful lifes tyle adds to the pressure on limited water resources and aging infras tructures.

KRI s till has no Water Law and other legal sector documents. The draft version of Water Law is currently 
in the regional parliament, and needs to be approved. Lack of legal documents, usually leads to overlaps or 
gaps in terms of responsibilities of different s takeholders in the sector. Currently, there is no clear regulatory 
roles and responsibilities. Respected authorities are not enough aware of the overall sector policy and there is 
much focus on infras tructure development and business as usual by different s takeholders.

Water dis tribution network in KRI is aging, and needs to be replaced & repaired in many parts. While water 
pressure in pipes is too low, there is a considerable amount of leakage in the dis tribution network which is 
not yet es timated accurately. 

Almos t the whole city relies on soak pits for blackwater discharge: Pathogens seep into the old leaking water 
network and deteriorate the quality of drinking water. Diseases associated with unsafe drinking water are 
usually reported during the warm seasons.

 According to Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (Sida) and conducted interviews, 
Table 23 shows the main problems in terms of water, not only in Erbil but also other big cities including 
Slemani and Dohuk (Andersson et al., 2011):

Table 23: Main water problem issues in KRI

Managerial aspectsTechnical aspects
• A bureaucratic sys tem and too much work paper
• Poor operation and maintenance sys tem
• Low capacity
• Inadequate budgetary sys tem; the budget is not 

“owned” by the Directorate of Water and Sewerage
• Lack of proper tariff sys tem 
• The collection revenue is not efficient
• Lack of regulations for water use and no enforcement 

measures
• Lack of sufficient data 
• Leak repairs are not efficiently used for recording 

the piping sys tem’s data and qualities

• Lack of enough water pressure in the networks, due 
to leakages and old dis tribution network

• Boos ter pump ins tallation by individuals to increase 
their water pressure

• Water leakages in the sys tem
• Deterioration of water quality due to penetration of 

was tewater or s tormwater into the network

The mas ter plan for the modernization of water dis tribution networks in cities of Dohuk, Erbil 
and Slemani proposed a reorganization of the water and sanitation sector in Kurdis tan. They also 
sugges t for more decentralization and creation of efficient independent bodies to manage the 
sector (Andersson et al., 2011).
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6.4.4. Was tewater Management
Mos t of the households in Erbil City rely on on-site sanitation technologies. Local people are 
washers and use anal cleansing water. Blackwater is generally disposed of in soak pits: According 
to the authorities about 95 percent of the population are using unsealed soak pits, and about five 
percent have septic tanks or holding tanks. Cesspools in many cases are made in a way to increase 
intentionally the infiltration and increase the emptying intervals. Furthermore, about 10 percent of 
households who have cesspools do not use their cesspools and discharge the blackwater directly 
to the s tormwater networks (F. Karim, personal communication, Oct. 17, 2016).

Due to the different characteris tics of the soil in Erbil City, the interval for desludging of the 
soak pits are different and in some cases there is no need to desludge them at all. Areas using 
septic tanks or holding tanks use private vacuum trucks to empty their facilities. Vacuum trucks 
discharge the was tewater outside the city, but sometimes they discharge it in s tormwater gutters 
which is considered illegal. According to the authorities due to lack of treatment possibilities 
in KRI, government cannot take tough measures agains t Environmental Law violations until 
providing proper treatment facilities (M. Sorud, personal communication, Oct. 18, 2016).

Currently in Erbil City there are about 800 deep wells as a complementary water source. Based 
on a survey conducted by Erbil Water Directorate in 2012, water quality in 20% of water wells 
exceeded the drinking water s tandards. Almos t half of the wells were polluted by nitrite which 
shows the infiltration of was tewater into the groundwater resources (JICA, 2015). 

KRI has received an Official Development Assis tance (ODA) loan from the Japanese Government 
to cons truct sewerage collection networks and its associated was tewater treatment plant (WWTP) 
for Erbil City. 

There is a similar project for Slemani City as well. According to the authorities, the detailed 
design was finished and the cons truction phase is soon to begin. The maximum capacity of the 
treatment plant will be 840,000 m3/ day (M. Karrash, personal communication, Oct. 20, 2016).

The total capacity of the designed project is 2.4 million people, which is the expected population 
in 2035. The phase one of this project covers 1/4 of it, with about 600,000 inhabitants. Thus, the 
WWTP in the project covers 210,000 m3/day which is enough to cover the population (JICA, 
2015).

The sewerage network will cover the entire Erbil City, and it will also feature a faecal sludge 
treatment unit in the treatment plant as well: therefore products of on-site sanitation facilities will 
also be collected and transferred to the treatment units. 

Based on the design, there will be two underground sys tems to collect greywater and blackwater 
together and s tormwater separately. Blackwater and greywater will be transferred to the treatment 
plant, but s tormwater will be discharged to water bodies without treatment. The executing agency 
for the project is the General Directorate of Water and Sewerage under the Minis try of Municipality 
and Tourism of Kurdis tan Regional Government. 
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6.4.5. Solid Was te Management
More than 90 percent of produced solid was te in the urban areas is collected, transferred and disposed of 
using landfill sites (Kh. Majid, personal communication, Oct. 23, 2016).

The responsibility for solid was te collection and disposal in the majority of Erbil’s 26 municipalities has been 
transferred to the private sector through tendering of the contracts. Mos t of the contracts have the duration of 
3 years and the payment is on monthly basis (World Bank & KRG Minis try of Planning, 2016).

Erbil City produces about 2,200 tons of municipal solid was te per day. All kind of solid was te produced 
in Erbil Governorate is transferred to Kani Karzalah Dumping Site located in eas tern part of 
the Erbil city. There is no landfilling, separation or compos t facilities available on the site. The 
total collected solid was te is dumped into the area and covered by a layer of soil. There are some 
informal was te pickers using the opportunity to collect recyclable materials for their own usage (Kh. Majid, 
personal communication, Oct. 23, 2016).

Due to the influx of refugees and IDP, Erbil’s solid was te increased by a little more than 300 tons daily. 
Even before the crises, the city of Erbil had been faced with many challenges to manage its solid 
was te. The sys tem could benefit from improvements, especially through introducing was te sorting 
and recycling schemes by public-private sector partnership. This may include compos ting (56 
percent of solid was te in Erbil City is organic was te), was te to energy, and also production of gas 
(World Bank & KRG Minis try of Planning, 2016).

Erbil’s solid was te management mas ter plan has been developed by UNICEF with funding from the 
European Union. The activities mentioned in the Mas ter Plans will be implemented subject to fund 
allocation. Recently a contract was signed by the Kurdis tan Region’s Minis try of Municipalities 
and Tourism and a 
Canadian company 
to recycle the 
city’s garbage. The 
contract also includes 
cons truction of two 
recycling centers in the 
eas tern and wes tern 
sides of Erbil City (F. 
Kh. Majid, personal 
communication, Oct. 
23, 2016).

Figure 56: Solid was te Component in Erbil City (Shuokr Q� Aziz et al�, 2011)

The fact that more than 60 percent of solid was te generated in the KRI is organic was te, makes this either 
an opportunity for compos ting in cooperation with the private sector. If not so, which is the case 
now, there will be many environmental risks (World Bank & KRG Minis try of Planning, 2016).

The National Solid Was te Management Plan (NSWMP) for Iraq was developed in 2007.The plan 
s tates that Iraq will build 33 sanitary landfills with the capacity of 600 million square meters 
all over the country including Erbil, Dohuk, and Slemani Governorates, by 2027. In addition to 
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cons tructing landfills, the plan also insis ts on proper collection, transportation, recycling, disposal 
and reuse practices (World Bank & KRG Minis try of Planning, 2016).

6.4.6. S tormwater Management
In a series of incidents in 2016, there was heavy rain and following that flooding in Erbil City. 
Many sewers overflowed, which led sewage to escape and mix with the s tormwater. Roads were 
damaged and drainage sys tems got blocked even several days after the raining (Nanekely et al., 
2016). The failure of the drainage sys tem is usually occurred in rainy seasons, and in many cases 
collapse and blockage are the mos t important problems.

Currently Erbil City relies on a combined drainage sys tem to carry surface runoff and greywater. 
The collected was tewater is discharged finally into dis tant water bodies around the city. 

Some households with no possibility of connection to the s tormwater network for greywater disposal 
simply discharge their greywater into the s treets which finally finds its way to the s tormwater 
network or infiltrate in the ground. Among those who have access to the surface drainage 
sys tem, some households connect their blackwater pipes illegally to the sys tem. According to the 
authorities the percentage of these illegal connections is about 10 percent (M. Sorud, personal 
communication, Oct. 18, 2016).

6.5. Beirut City
The Lebanese Republic located in the eas tern side of Mediterranean Sea. Lebanon bordered by 
Israel to the south, and Syria to the eas t and north. It is mos tly a mountainous country. For a 
long time Lebanon has been an important 
commercial port for the Middle Eas t. 
Lebanon due to its multi-ethic context and 
also geopolitical situation, has also been the 
center of conflicts in the region. 

Lebanon is a small and densely populated 
country with a total area of 10,452km2. It 
has Mediterranean climate; hot summers and 
cold winter with short spring and autumn 
seasons. The average annual rainfall is about 
823 mm/yr. (Sogesid, 2005).

 Lebanon can be divided into four main 
zones including a narrow coas tal area along 
the Mediterranean shore, inner mountains, 
the Beqaa Valley which is the country’s 
agricultural area and finally the Anti-
Lebanon Mountain which makes a part of 
the border with Syria (UNEP, 2007).

During 1975-1990, Lebanon faced a long 
bloody civil war. Following that there was 
the s tronges t period of sus tained growth 
which was ended by the July-Augus t war Figure 57: Lebanon regional map (UNEP, 2007)
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with Israel at 2006. Lebanon’s economy has several aspects: Although agriculture and indus try are 
important in the country, but the main drivers of economic growth are service sector and tourism 
(UNEP, 2007).

Beirut, the capital of Lebanon, is the larges t and main port city in the country. It is located between the 
Mediterranean Sea and the Mount Lebanon (Y. Habib, personal communication, Feb. 12, 2017). Beirut 
is a very conges ted area with the population’s density about 20,167 person/km2. The overall population 
density in Lebanon is about 520 person / km2 (Council for Development and Recons truction, 2016) . 

Las tly, due to Syrian war there was an influx of refugees into Lebanon while the country is already 
hos ting several hundred thousand Pales tinian refugees.

It had a significant negative impact on the environment in the country. Currently there is high demand 
of water, more was tewater production and dumping of solid was te. 

The large wave of refugees had also adverse effect on safe drinking water and was tewater management 
(SDC, 2016). 

6.5.1. Urbanization
Lebanon is a highly urbanized country and more than 87% of the population live in the urban areas 
(Council for Development and Recons truction, 2016). In Lebanon, urbanization dras tically increased 
before the civil war (1975-1990), and after the civil war because of sus tained economic growth. 

Beirut was terribly affected by a civil war. Following the war, Beirut was rebuilt and extended with 
no obvious and comprehensive city development plan. Exposing high-rise buildings are cons tructed 
in areas dominated by low-rise buildings. They also put a lot of pressure on the infras tructure and 
utilities. Lebanon Government mainly failed to provide required infras tructure in such mixed areas. 
Furthermore, after the civil war the city has seen a sectarian divide with areas inhabited predominantly 
by one of the many religious confessions (Y. Habib, personal communication, Feb. 12, 2017).

Beirut urban mas ter plan has been amended several times. The reason for these changes is usually 
increasing building ratios and change land use plan which leads mainly to reducing the surface areas of 
greenery and agricultural areas but increasing the income of the municipality (Council for Development 
and Recons truction, 2016). 

There is no considerable informal areas in Beirut (Y. Habib, personal communication, Feb. 12, 2017). 
In general, the city is an already conges ted area, empty space is very limited and expensive. There 
is very little chance of informal expansion in future (M. A. Najm, personal communication, Jan. 18, 
2017). Currently, any changes on land use should be based on an official procedure and through related 
authorities.

There have been several reasons behind the consecutive waves of urbanization in Lebanon including 
rural exodus, suburbanization, war displacements and finally influx of refugees (Council for 
Development and Recons truction, 2016).

As mentioned immigration from rural areas to cities mainly occurred due to rapid economic growth 
which was the case before the civil war and after it. Suburbanization was the result of the government’s 
policies which supported scattered development. But in case of war displaced people, they didn’t mainly 
come back to their original areas. And finally the war in neighboring Syria, caused another round of 
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mass immigration toward mainly cities in Lebanon (Council for Development and Recons truction, 
2016). 

Another reason for mass immigration, especially in recent years, into the cities could be lack of 
employment opportunities in the rural areas. But job shortage is a problem in Lebanon’s cities as well, 
and many people finally have to leave the country for better opportunities in another countries (World 
Bank, 2012).

Currently, in case of Beirut there is no much possibility of new waves of immigration either by refugees 
or rural immigrants. The city is already too much conges ted and there is limited and super expensive 
places to live. Refugees or internal immigrants prefer to s tay out of unaffordable Beirut.

Beirut City can be categorized into several parts (Council for Development and Recons truction, 2016): 

i) Beirut’s informal areas mainly poor families, worker class and rural migrants are settled
ii) High-rise buildings in central Beirut

iii) Popular neighborhoods accommodating young generations looking for job opportunities
iv) Some middle class live in Beirut suburb which is not a part of the main city. They travel 

on daily basis to their works in central Beirut.

The firs t slum developments in Beirut was during French colonial era of 1920 on-ward. The city 
development and informal expansion was continued during the 1960s and 1970s when urbanization 
increased rapidly in Lebanon. Following the civil war, there was another round of rapid urbanization. 
Informal areas can be found around agricultural and indus trial sites or as sub-s tandard neighborhoods 
of Beirut’s downtown or suburb (Council for Development and Recons truction, 2016).

6.5.2. Legal / Ins titutional Framework
The current Water Law was introduced by 2000 (Council for Development and Recons truction, 2016).  
According to the Water Law, Minis try of Energy and Water (MEW) is in charge of policy issues in 
the sector. MEW also monitors service provision through a performance evaluation commission based 
in the Minis try: The commission acts, in somehow, as a regulatory body. At user level, four public 
water es tablishments take care of implementation, operation and maintenance all over the country 
(Sogesid, 2005). While MEW sets the quality s tandards, but municipalities are in charge of was tewater 
management (Rothenberger, 2010). 

Furthermore, there is a Council for Development (CDR) in charge of large inves tment projects. It is 
considered the main public actor for development in Lebanon. CDR facilitates the implementation 
of large scale projects by preparing the general development plans and also mobilizing the required 
resources (Sogesid, 2005).

Minis try of Environment has the quality control role over water resources and beside that Minis try 
of public health monitors the quality of drinking water according to its drinking water s tandard 
(Rothenberger, 2010).

Although there are some legal documents to manage the sector, but s till further complementary 
documents are needed.  For example, some future oriented approaches like was tewater reuse are 
neglected in the national level documents and policies (Rothenberger, 2010).

Current legal sys tem insis ts on decentralization, privatization and cos t recovery as the corner s tones in 
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the sector (M. A. Najm, personal communication, Jan. 18, 2017). Lack of enough rules, regulations and 
policies in the sector is a problem. Furthermore, some regulations even date back to the French colonial 
era (Sogesid, 2005).

6.5.3. Water Supply
Lebanon, in the region, is a relatively well-watered country (El-Fadel, 2008; UNEP, 2007). Total 
renewable water resources in Lebanon is 1,261 m3/ capita year and rate of access to improved drinking 
water in urban and rural areas is almos t 100 % (Sogesid, 2005). 

Beirut City and its suburb accommodate about 2.4 million citizens, almos t two thirds of the country’s’ 
population. Almos t all the citizens have access to the water network. But due to low water quality and 
also dis trus t to municipal services, many citizens buy their drinking water from water vendors. About 
10-16 percent of low income basic salary are spent on water and 60% of that concerned drinking water 
(Formas, 2009). 

The main reasons for low water quality are cross connection between domes tic sewer pipes and 
domes tic water pipes, and also the intrusion of sea water into fresh aquifers (Mcheik et al., 2017). 
Currently safe water provision to overpopulated cities like Beirut and its suburb is a big challenge 
(Jurdi et al., 2003). 

Public water network is deficient and according to some reports about 40% of water is los t due to the 
leakage (Lebanon Minisry of Environment, 2014). Furthermore, since the water consumption is not 
metered there is no incentive to save water. This situation has led to a sharp water crisis. 

Due to water scarcity, there is a water rationing in Beirut City, and the residents receive 10 hour water 
every other day (Mcheik et al., 2017). Beirut residents in some cases to meet their water needs have 
to dig their own wells. Therefore uncontrolled private wells are common in the city and the number is 
increasing (Korfali & Jurdi, 2009). 

According to Lebanon Water Law, citizens don’t need any permit to dig a water well on their private 
lands for drinking purposes. But the maximum flow shouldn’t exceed 100 m3/day (Jagannathan et al., 
2009)

Overexploitation of groundwater has led to the infiltration of sea water into the aquifers (Acra & 
Ayoub, 2001). At the same time, there is no monitoring or quality control sys tem in place (El-Fadel et 
al., 2003). 

Water vendors and water wells are used as the complementary water sources in Beirut which increase 
the level of pressure on water resources as well:  Currently, a major water project is underway to 
convey surface water from the Litani River (in the South of the country) to Beirut (Y. Habib, personal 
communication, Feb. 12, 2017).

6.5.4. Was tewater Management
The combined total designed treatment capacity of large and medium size treatment plants is sufficient 
for only 19% of all municipal produced was tewater in the country. Generally, the level of treatment 
is primary and usually meets the leas t required thresholds. In many cases the was tewater discharged 
in the environment without treatment (Ahlbäck, 2011). According to a domes tic water assessment in 
2007, about 33% of the well water samples in Beirut City, were polluted due to was tewater or sea water 
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intrusion (Korfali & Jurdi, 2007). 

In respect to sewerage sys tem, Beirut has the highes t connection rate in the country which is above 
99% (Verdeil, 2018), and Ghadir is the main treatment plant for the city. But the treatment is jus t a 
simple screen with a sea outfall. KFW has been planning a small WWTP to protect the main water 
source (Y. Habib, personal communication, Feb. 12, 2017).

Although there are some small scale treatment plants cons tructed by NGOs and research centers, but 
mainly households without sewerage connection rely on on-site technologies including septic tanks 
and cesspools (M. A. Najm, personal communication, Jan. 18, 2017).

In a joint cooperation between the CDR and Lebanon Minis try of Energy and Water 18 WWTP 
are cons tructed. Furthermore, USAID is implementing 32 small scale WWTP in cooperation with 
municipalities across the country (Council for Development and Recons truction, 2016).

In general, from environmental point of view Lebanon is not in a good condition and there are many 
deficiencies (I. Aquilué , personal communication, Jan. 22, 2017). The mismanagement of water 
resources is a big challenge. Surface water pollution and rapid exhaus tion of groundwater resources 
put a major risk to the public health and environmental quality. Was tewater reuse is not very common 
in Lebanon, only in some cases it is used for irrigation purposes: Due to availability of renewable water 
resources, Lebanon s till has not considered was tewater reuse significantly. It discharges about 80% of 
its was tewater following a basic treatment into the sea (Rothenberger, 2010).

6.5.5. Solid Was te Management
For about two decades Lebanon Government had hired a private company to manage solid 
was te almos t all over the country. The contract was finished in 2015. Furthermore, an important 
landfill reached also its full capacity, and couldn’t accept more solid was te. Following that and 
for a relatively long time, Lebanon has faced with a major problem in respect to solid was te 
management. Solid was te collection interrupted which created many problems for the citizens. 
Following that uncontrolled landfills and incinerations have emerged in living areas and added 
another aspect to the problem (Hilal et al., 2015).

Although sometimes not 
functioning, but solid 
was te collection is high 
and mainly managed by 
contracted companies. 
Currently in Lebanon, 
there are 504 MSW 
dumpsites with a total 
capacity of 5 million cubic 
meter (Lebanon Minisry 
of Environment, 2017).

Solid was te management 
in Lebanon has been facing 
important challenges. 
About one third of the Figure 58: Solid waste management in Lebanon (Assaly & Sabbagh, 2010)
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produced solid was te are dumped without any treatment. According to UNDP, currently 53% of 
the solid was te is landfilled. 8% is recycled and 9% goes for compos ting process. Beirut produces 
58% of the all solid was te in the country and needs especial attention for proper management 
(Ahlbäck, 2011). 

The main method of solid was te disposal is landfilling. Due to the components of the produced 
solid was te in the country, it is not the bes t option and there should be a better approach: Half of 
the produced solid was te in Lebanon is organic was te. Paper with 17% is the second major portion 
followed by plas tic 13% (Assaly & Sabbagh, 2010).  

Usually informal scavenger collect recycling materials and sell them to private formal or informal 
companies. Due to the high portion of organic materials in the solid was te, another treatment 
practice is compos ting. But it is cos tly and needs a lot of efforts. Without proper sorting, the 
quality of produced compos t is not also good (Ahlbäck, 2011). In landfill sites or dumping areas 
practices like open burning is also common. Furthermore, if there is no proper management, 
which is the case mainly in dumpsites, leachate generation, air pollution, soil pollution and ground 
water pollution are major risks.

6.5.6. S tormwater Management
Surface water management in Beirut City, especially in densely populated areas which has less 
in-filtration possibility, is challenging. Flooding in rainy seasons is common, and citizens face 
different problems during rainy time (Council for Development and Recons truction, 2016). As 
mentioned the average rainfall in Beirut is higher than 800 mm/yr. which is quite high and needs 
proper management.

S tormwater occurs mainly in the winter and autumn seasons. There is a drainage sys tem that 
directs the s torm water either into the Beirut River or directly into the Mediterranean Sea (Y. 
Habib, personal communication, Feb. 12, 2017). In some other parts of the city there is combined 
sewerage sys tem which collect all kind of was tewater and also surface water (M. A. Najm, personal 
communication, Jan. 18, 2017).
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7. Comparative Analysis between Kabul and its Reference Cities
The comparison between Kabul with Beirut and Erbil has different aspects. Firs t of all, there will 
be a briefing about the general situation, in a comparable way, on geographic locations, his torical 
backgrounds and political conditions. The required data for such analysis mainly was provided in 
the las t chapters and the focus here will be more on the comparison itself. Following that, there 
will be (i) explanation of the urbanization process & dealing with informality in three cities and 
(ii) environmental sanitation management in three cities, similarities and differences.

The comparative analysis explains the water sector management with especial focus on sanitation 
provision as the core part of this research s tudy. Water sector management is divided itself into 
policy, regulatory and implementation levels. There was detailed discussions earlier in this 
dissertation about each respected city, here the focus is more on the comparison.

The las t part of this comparison explains about the specific geographic condition of Kabul City 
which makes it different and in somehow unique for sanitation provision approach. In addition, 
community approach in Afghanis tan, which was explained before, is compared to Iraq and 
Lebanon.

7.1. General Situation
It’s almos t 40 years that Afghanis tan is in a conflict, and s till the end is not in sight. Iraq and 
Lebanon also faced with political ins tability and war during las t decades. But s till the scale of war 
and specially the duration was not as long as Afghanis tan. Even from different aspects we could 
call them failed s tates, but especially in case of Iraq before the ‘Second Gulf War’ there was a high 
level of political s tability in the country. 

The war in Afghanis tan now seems more like a trap: Following the invasion of Soviet Union in 
late December 1979, a war agains t the occupation was s tarted. But soon it was converted to a war 
between Eas t and Wes t blocks.

Finally the Soviet Union left the country in February 1989, and following that its supported 
government in Kabul collapsed. But that time was only the s tart of a civil war between the 
Mujahidins who fought side by side agains t the Soviet Union. Mujahidins who were created 
during the invasion of the Soviet Union and supported by different regional and international 
powers, s tarted a proxy war on behalf of the regional powers in Afghanis tan.

Long and bloody war between Mujahidins was leaded to the rise of the Taliban. They took over 
mos t of the country during several years of war. Taliban was supported mainly by neighboring 
country Pakis tan and foreign fighters who came to Afghanis tan during the war agains t the Soviet 
Union. Al-Qaida leading by Osama bin Laden perhaps was the mos t famous organization supported 
Taliban. 

After 9/11 terroris t attack in New York by Al-Qaida, the US and its allies invaded to Afghanis tan 
to defeat the Taliban which was considered a major threat to the international security. Currently, 
After 18 years of war agains t terrorism, the country is s till highly vulnerable to war either by the 
terroris t groups or by the ethnic minorities who feel themselves excluded.

During the las t decades the world has faced many changes including the rise of new economic 
powers like China and India. They s tarted very poor, but with a rapid growth could catch economic 
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powers and convert themselves to solid middle income countries. 

Tendency of big international companies to inves t in suitable developing countries, due to high 
cos t of inves tment in wes tern countries, provided a unique opportunity for economic growth in 
this period (Collier, 2008).

Afghanis tan, Iraq and Lebanon has been facing several regional conflicts and civil war during the 
las t decades. Lebanon is at war with Israel (Council for Development and Recons truction, 2016) 
while its eas tern neighbor, Syria, is in a complicated proxy war. Furthermore, Lebanon has always 
suffered from interferes by regional powers. KRI is relatively s table compared to the overall 
situation in Iraq, but s till has many political problems with the central government in Baghdad. 
In addition, Iraq’s neighboring countries are worried of an independent Kurdish country, which is 
a dream among many Kurd peoples in the region. Afghanis tan has been also the battle filed for a 
long proxy war between the regional powers. Above that a border dispute between Pakis tan and 
Afghanis tan has been always a source of political tension between this two countries. 

Afghanis tan and KRI, as landlocked areas, both needs high level of regional integration. Even 
though KRI is an oil-producing area, without support of central government in Baghdad and 
Iraq’s neighboring countries cannot sell its oil and make money. In the other hand, Afghanis tan is 
the connection point of the Middle Eas t, South Asia, Central Asia and Eas t Asia. But s till without 
a considerable support from its neighbors and good harmony in the region, Afghanis tan cannot 
benefit from its s trategic location. Although Lebanon is not landlocked, but from south Israel is its 
neighbor which has not a normal relationship with Lebanon. From eas t and north, war-torn Syria 
surrounds the country: It seems Lebanon has no much space for a regional integration.

And finally Beirut as a coas tal city has more capacity to be a center for trade and service-oriented 
activities. It has more resources for development as a capital city. Although Kabul has also a 
long his tory as a junction to connect different part of its region, but as the capital of a landlocked 
country, it has its own limitations for a proper development. Afghanis tan had faced with resource 
limitation because of leas t developed situation of the country before its conflict era. 

7.2. Informal Areas
Informal areas in Kabul, Beirut and Erbil are one of the main focus of this s tudy. Kabul, Beirut 
and Erbil are the capital cities in their regions. Kabul and Beirut due to their long his tory as capital 
cities have more his toric and also informal areas. Erbil has experienced a rapid development 
in the las t decade and the autonomous government in Erbil had the chance to develop the new 
es tablished capital based on a mas ter plan. There were few unplanned areas at the center of Erbil 
which was demolished and its residents relocated to planned areas. Currently, there is no major 
informal area inside the city. 

Beirut has some unplanned and informal areas at their central parts mainly belong to the time 
before its civil war. Furthermore, there are informal areas in result of urbanization or conflicts. But 
s till there is few informal areas compared to Kabul City. 

There was a rapid urbanization in Lebanon before the civil war (1975-1990). Many people from 
rural areas immigrated to the cities especially Beirut the capital. A part of informal development 
happened at this time. After the civil war Lebanon experienced a sus tained repaid growth rate 
which increased the urbanization including informal development again: about 90% of Lebanon’s 
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population live in the urban areas and almos t half of it in Beirut Metropolitan Area.

Following the war in Syria another wave of immigration into Lebanon happened which partly 
increased the problem of affordable houses and contributed to the development of the informal 
settlements. But due to conges ted situation and also lack of affordable shelter in Beirut, usually 
refugees and immigrants are not interes ted in the city (M. A. Najm, personal communication, Jan. 
18, 2017), 

Except the short his tory of Erbil as the capital of KRI, the city is homogenous and is controlled 
by one political party that controls the government as well. But Kabul and Beirut were the center 
of civil war and both cities were divided between different rivals and in each part of the city 
different communities were settled. In pos t-conflict Kabul and Beirut usually in some middle 
class areas a level of integration are seen: currently the presence of different political players with 
their s trongholds at different part of the city (and country), s till makes difficult the enforcement of 
urban management plans: 

political decisions usually make the technical issues as the second priority and each player tries 
to implement the plans based on its own interes ts. Both in Kabul and Beirut, fragmented urban 
development can be seen as the result of such socio-political context.

The Lebanon Government has not recognized informal areas yet, although in many cases those 
areas also receive urban services. In some cases, even upgrading is encouraged (Council for 
Development and Recons truction, 2016). This is a similar approach in Kabul and Beirut: Despite 
lack of enough and affordable legal houses, the authorities considered informal development 
illegal and subject to demolition. But finally they couldn’t come up with a solution for the informal 
development and tried to s tart a kind of upgrading at such areas. Noteworthy to mention that the 
role of international organizations to convince the national authorities for changing their attitudes 
was also important.

Current legal procedures and adminis trative issues are s till a challenge to provide urban basic 
services in Lebanon’s informal areas. Furthermore, lack of upgrading policies and guidelines 
makes the situation even more complicated (Council for Development and Recons truction, 2016).

In Erbil City, as mentioned, there was an opportunity to deal with the informal areas from the 
early s tages of the development. Therefore within the city, except a small community close to the 
citadel there was no other informal areas. With a new mas ter plan in place, enough resources and 
political will there was a relatively smooth formal development within the city.

Currently, the three cities are hos ting some refugees due to the conflict situation in their countries 
or regions. But these mos tly tented settlements are considered temporarily and cannot be compared 
to the nature of informal areas which are the focus of this s tudy. Furthermore, these refugee camps 
have been made by the governments & their international partners, and would be easy to manage 
them.
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7.3. Environmental Sanitation Management
Sanitation and in general water sector is another important point focused in this comparative 
analysis. This comparison are based on different components of environmental sanitation 
management, finance and also available technologies in Kabul, Beirut and Lebanon. In the 
previous chapters, there was in depth discussion regarding water sector management. Here only 
the main similarities and differences are highlighted:

Ins titutional S tructure: Figure 55 shows that KRI has a very centralized sanitation sector and 
Minis try of Municipalities and Tourism is in charge of all relevant issues.  But Afghan Government 
and also Lebanon are focusing more on decentralization. In Afghanis tan, as explained, water sector 
has three different levels managed by MUDH, an independent regulatory body and AUWSSC. 
MUDH is responsible at policy level including development of the legal framework and national 
policies. In Lebanon such responsibility is done by Minis try of Energy and Water (Table 24). 

Lebanon is also experiencing a decentralization. Beside the Minis try of Energy and Water, a 
performance evaluation commission is in charge of regulatory issues. There are also semi-
autonomous public ins titutions in charge of project implementation and operation.

KRI s till has a very centralized sys tem. All the responsibilities in respect to policy, regulatory 
and implementation in the sector are managed through the Minis try of Municipalities and Public 
Works. This Minis try deals with solid was te management and surface water issue as well.

Following the es tablishment of the no-fly zone in Iraqi Kurdis tan, United Nations and Kurds have 
the chance to implement environmental sanitation projects without severe control of the central 
government. This kind of decentralization provided a great opportunity for KRG to develop its 
infras tructure rapidly. Following that in 2005 and after introducing new Iraqi cons titution, KRI 
has better opportunity for urban infras tructure provision: It is time to developed decentralization 
within the KRI itself. 

Law enforcement is s till weak in Kabul, Beirut and Erbil. But Lebanon has a longer his tory of 
law development for its urban areas. Afghanis tan before the civil war had a communis t regime, 
and following the fall of the Taliban changed its political sys tem and had to develop new laws, 
regulations and policies. KRI is also a relatively new es tablished political sys tem and s till has to 
develop its legal sys tem. 

Despite availability of some legal documents, lack of proper policies and regulations, in three 
cases, is a challenge. As an example, privatization is encouraging in Afghanis tan, Lebanon and 
Beirut. But there is no clear policies in that respect, and s till complementary documents are needed.

And finally in respect to the rule of law, there are some problems in all three cities. Despite 
availability of some legal documents, many developing projects implemented based on political 
reasons, and technical issues are not always the firs t priority for the development.
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Table 24: Regulatory framework

City Legal Documents Main Actors
Kabul According to Water Law, in the sector 

there is three main levels including 
policy, regulatory issues and finally 
implementation. Each level should 
be managed by different independent 
organizations.

There are some gaps and overlaps 
in the sector which create different 
problems at each level.

• MUDH at policy level.
• Independent regulatory body 

yet need to be es tablished.
• AUWSSC at implementation 

level (water supply and 
was tewater management)

Erbil Currently the sector has a very 
centralized s tructure in KRG. Policy 
making, regulation and project 
implementation all are done by one 
organization.

Lack of enough and required 
regulations is a major problem in the 
sector.

• Minis try Of Tourism and 
Municipalities (MoMT)

Beirut More or less similar to Afghanis tan 
and in a decentralized way. Minis try 
of Energy and Water is in charge of 
policy and regulatory issues. At user 
level there independent public water 
supply ins titutions. Municipalities 
are also in charge of was tewater 
management.
Regulatory gaps and overlaps in the 
sector is an important problem needs 
to be addressed.

• CDR for large scale project 
planning. 

• Minis try of Energy and Water.
• Public water supply ins titutions
• Municipalities for was tewater 

management

Source: (Etemadi et al�, 2012), (Etemadi, 2015), (Q� Salehi, personal communication, May 12, 2015), (A� Mo-
hammadi, personal communication, May 17, 2015), (D� Baheer, personal communication, June 23, 2015), (S� N� 
Masoomyar, personal communication, June 23, 2015), (N� A� Habibi, personal communication, July 3, 2015), (G� 
R� Nawabi, personal communication, July 7, 2015), (G� M� Malikyar, personal communication, July 231, 2015), 
(M� Noor, personal communication, July 21, 2015), (Etemadi, 2016), (Hassib & Etemadi, 2016), (F� Karim, per-
sonal communication, Oct� 17, 2016), (M� Sorud, personal communication, Oct� 17, 2016), (R� Kanaganathan, 
personal communication, Oct� 18, 2016), (M� Mahmood, personal communication, Oct� 20, 2016), (Y� Habib, per-
sonal communication, Feb� 12, 2017), (M� A� Najm, personal communication, Jan� 18, 2017), (I� Aquilué , personal 
communication, Jan� 22, 2017), and compiled by the author�

Table 25: Water resources
City Available Resources Water Supply Management
Kabul According to Water Law, in the sector 

there is three main levels including 
policy, regulatory issues and finally 
implementation. Each level should 
be managed by different independent 
organizations.

There are some gaps and overlaps 
in the sector which create different 
problems at each level.

• MUDH at policy level.
• Independent regulatory body 

yet need to be es tablished.
• AUWSSC at implementation 

level (water supply and 
was tewater management)
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Erbil KRI has been facing with water 
scarcity, and currently government 
trying to secure water resources for 
the citizens & increasing demands.

Erbil City has relatively good access 
to surface water.

Although the coverage is very high, 
but lack of enough infras tructure, 
pressure on water resources and 
also high water consumption are 
big challenges in Erbil City and its 
suburb.

Beirut Lebanon in its region has relatively 
high amount of water. It has several 
major rivers and springs to provide 
water to the citizens.

Old and insufficient infras tructure 
is a problem in Beirut City. 
Despite almos t 100% coverage, 
water provision is not reliable. 
Furthermore the quality of water is 
not good.

Source: (Etemadi et al�, 2012), (Etemadi, 2015), (Q� Salehi, personal communication, May 12, 2015), (A� Mo-
hammadi, personal communication, May 17, 2015), (D� Baheer, personal communication, June 23, 2015), (S� N� 
Masoomyar, personal communication, June 23, 2015), (N� A� Habibi, personal communication, July 3, 2015), (G� 
R� Nawabi, personal communication, July 7, 2015), (G� M� Malikyar, personal communication, July 231, 2015), 
(M� Noor, personal communication, July 21, 2015), (Etemadi, 2016), (Hassib & Etemadi, 2016), (F� Karim, per-
sonal communication, Oct� 17, 2016), (M� Sorud, personal communication, Oct� 17, 2016), (R� Kanaganathan, 
personal communication, Oct� 18, 2016), (M� Mahmood, personal communication, Oct� 20, 2016), (Y� Habib, per-
sonal communication, Feb� 12, 2017), (M� A� Najm, personal communication, Jan� 18, 2017), (I� Aquilué , personal 
communication, Jan� 22, 2017), and compiled by the author�

Technology: In respect to the sanitation practices & exis ting situation, there is not much similarity 
between Kabul, Erbil and Beirut. But all of them suffer from urban basic service deficiency. 
Water shortage, lack of safely managed was tewater, lack of proper solid was te management and 
also s tormwater management problems during rainy seasons are common among them. Poor 
water quality and quantity is a major problem. At household level based on their affordability and 
water accessibility, using complementary sources of water like bottled water, well water, etc. are 
common.

Despite all aforementioned similarities, sanitation practices is different in Kabul compared to 
Beirut and Erbil. If we don’t consider trend of switching to wet sys tems in Kabul during the las t 
decade, dry sys tem was the dominant sanitation sys tem within the city. It is s till one of the major 
sanitation technologies in Kabul.

Transition to wet sys tem from current dry sys tem is happening now in Kabul. But for a smooth 
and sus tainable transition, an enabling environment is vital. Following the transition time, Kabul 
City would rely more on wet sys tem, but it shouldn’t be similar to the current failed sanitation 
situation of Beirut or Erbil.

Usually countries and their peoples, based on their resources, adopt different kind of environmental 
sanitation management. Furthermore, the inves tigations during this s tudy showed when Afghan 
Government or its citizens had enough financial resources, they tried to convert dry sys tems to wet 
sys tems much more similar to the approaches applied in Beirut and Erbil. In chapter three, there 
was a detail discussion on creating an enabling environment for the sanitation sector. It seems 
despite all similarities and differences, available human and financial resources act as the main 
drivers to bring changes in the sanitation sys tem. Therefore, national and individual income can 
be an important reason behind the differences in Kabul with Beirut and Erbil.
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Table 26: Technologies applied in the sector

City Exis ting Situation Official Approach
Kabul On-site sanitation technologies at household level is very 

common. During the las t decade wet technologies are 
expanding, but s till dry toilet is a big portion of sanitation 
facilities in Kabul mainly in poor neighborhoods.

Except for irrigation purposes, was tewater reuse is not 
practiced. 

Decentralization is promoting by the 
government.  Kabul Sanitation Maser 
Plan is also developing. But currently at 
implementation level there is much focus 
on water supply issues.

Lack of budget and other priorities is a big 
challenge for the government. Sanitation 
in many cases is ignored.

Erbil All households have water connection and also wet 
sanitation facilities at household level.
During the las t decades sharp increase in access to water 
supply was not accompanied with access to sanitation.

Except for irrigation purposes, was tewater reuse is not 
practiced. 

KRI is cons tructing a centralized WWTP 
for Erbil City. Infras tructure development 
going on.

It seems that KRI wants to increase the 
level and quality of access to sanitation 
which was mos tly ignored in the las t 
decades.

Beirut Water and was tewater coverage is almos t 100%, although 
there are some deficiencies in the sys tems.

Was tewater collection in Beirut and Lebanon is relatively 
high, but the level of treatment is not sufficient. In many 
cases untreated was tewater simply discharged into the 
sea or infiltrated to the soil. Technologies applied for 
was tewater treatment is very basic.

Except for irrigation purposes, was tewater reuse is not 
practiced. Beirut has almos t no agricultural fields in and 
around the city. Therefore there is no plan for was tewater 
reuse at all.

Government has problems in respect to 
operation and maintenance. Furthermore, 
the level of treatment is not sufficient. 
Currently there is focus on sys tem 
optimization, improving the quality of 
services and also further infras tructure 
development.

Source: (Etemadi et al�, 2012), (Etemadi, 2015), (Q� Salehi, personal communication, May 12, 2015), (A� Mo-
hammadi, personal communication, May 17, 2015), (D� Baheer, personal communication, June 23, 2015), (S� N� 
Masoomyar, personal communication, June 23, 2015), (N� A� Habibi, personal communication, July 3, 2015), (G� 
R� Nawabi, personal communication, July 7, 2015), (G� M� Malikyar, personal communication, July 231, 2015), 
(M� Noor, personal communication, July 21, 2015), (Etemadi, 2016), (Hassib & Etemadi, 2016), (F� Karim, per-
sonal communication, Oct� 17, 2016), (M� Sorud, personal communication, Oct� 17, 2016), (R� Kanaganathan, 
personal communication, Oct� 18, 2016), (M� Mahmood, personal communication, Oct� 20, 2016), (Y� Habib, per-
sonal communication, Feb� 12, 2017), (M� A� Najm, personal communication, Jan� 18, 2017), (I� Aquilué , personal 
communication, Jan� 22, 2017), and compiled by the author�

Although Beirut and Erbil also have major differences in sanitation practices and management, 
but with a huge inves tment, Erbil moves on the path where Beirut already is: Erbil is cons tructing 
a huge centralized was tewater treatment. If KRI had been es tablished earlier and Erbil was a 
capital city decades ago, as Beirut was, perhaps there was much more similarity between these 
two cities in terms of sanitation practices and technologies.

Financial Mechanism: Inequality of income/GDP in these three countries is a major difference. 
Lebanon is a service-based economy and its GDP is about 8250 USD. This number for Iraq is 
4600 USD and for Afghanis tan is 560 USD1. 

The level of incomes puts Lebanon and Iraq among the upper middle income countries ($4,036–
$12,475), while Afghanis tan s tands among the low income countries ($1,025 or less). Lebanon as 
1  https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.CD
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a service-based country and Iraq with its oil reservoirs have sus tainable source of income while 
the current level of GDP in Afghanis tan is mos tly because of international aids. 

Furthermore during the sanctions in Iraq, north Iraq enjoyed from direct allocated money, and a big 
portion of that was inves ted in baisc needs, including water supply. Currently, not only cities but 
also villages have their own water networks although in some cases not functioning well. Access 
to water is a precondition for a wet sanitation sys tem. Both Beirut and Erbil have almos t 100 % 
water supply coverage. In case of KRI, its two main cities have secured the budget for was tewater 
collection network and treatment plants as well. In Erbil the design for the sewerage network was 
done, and cons truction phase is going on. Currently, as mentioned, all the citizens have water-
based technologies and mainly rely on soak pits for the product disposal. Few percentage have 
septic tank, and others are connected illegally to the surface s tormwater network.

Table 27: Financial mechanisms
City Operation Cos t Tariff Sys tem and Inves tment
Kabul There is no reliable data available. Revenue 

collection in the sector is not sufficient and effective.
A tariff sys tem for water is in place, but 
revenue collection is not effective, and illegal 
connections are a challenge.
Inves tment for new projects is made mainly by 
international aid.

Erbil There is not enough data available. Mainly 
government subsidies run the project. 

A tariff sys tem for water is in place although 
very ineffective and cheap.
Inves tment for new projects by national and 
international funds including loans and grants.

Beirut There is not enough data available. Revenue 
collection and partly subsidies by the government.

Water tariff sys tem for water and was te water 
is available.
There is also flat rate charge for irrigation 
water.
Inves tment for new projects by national and 
international funds including loans and grants.

Source: (Etemadi et al�, 2012), (Etemadi, 2015), (Q� Salehi, personal communication, May 12, 2015), (A� Mo-
hammadi, personal communication, May 17, 2015), (D� Baheer, personal communication, June 23, 2015), (S� N� 
Masoomyar, personal communication, June 23, 2015), (N� A� Habibi, personal communication, July 3, 2015), (G� 
R� Nawabi, personal communication, July 7, 2015), (G� M� Malikyar, personal communication, July 231, 2015), 
(M� Noor, personal communication, July 21, 2015), (Etemadi, 2016), (Hassib & Etemadi, 2016), (F� Karim, per-
sonal communication, Oct� 17, 2016), (M� Sorud, personal communication, Oct� 17, 2016), (R� Kanaganathan, 
personal communication, Oct� 18, 2016), (M� Mahmood, personal communication, Oct� 20, 2016), (Y� Habib, per-
sonal communication, Feb� 12, 2017), (M� A� Najm, personal communication, Jan� 18, 2017), (I� Aquilué , personal 
communication, Jan� 22, 2017), and compiled by the author�

Beirut before its civil war (1975-1990) experienced a rapid urbanization and city development. 
The trend of economic growth continued sharply after the civil war especially since 1995 until 
2006. Cons truction of big centralized sewerage sys tems as the ultimate solution of was tewater 
treatment was popular among the managers in sanitation sector. Above that Beirut City and its 
suburb accommodate about half of the country’s population. The population density is very high 
compared to Erbil and Kabul which makes a centralized sewerage sys tem more efficient.

Water supply in Beirut is not very effective, but s till the level of access to water network, as a 
precondition for a wet sanitation sys tem, is almos t 100 percent. All the aforementioned factors 
made Beirut City suitable for a high coverage of sewerage sys tem: almos t all the households in 
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Beirut have sewerage network connections although the collected was tewater does not managed 
safely.

Kabul experienced a rapid expansion in the las t decade. Specific topographic situation divides 
the city into several zones surrounded by mountains or s treams. Almos t the entire city relies on 
limited groundwater resources. There is ethnic segregation in many parts of the city. About 80% 
of the population live in informal areas. 

Considering above mentioned points, Kabul needs its site specific sanitation planning and 
implementation.  Chapter 5 discussed in depth about the creation of sanitation zoning in Kabul 
City and the reasons behind it. 

Each sanitation zone, mos tly made based on physio-social data, includes formal and informal 
areas. Sanitation intervention in the informal areas could be more or less based on the approach 
developed in chapter 4 of this dissertation. But at the end, the implemented sanitation sys tem in 
an informal neighborhood needs to be integrated into the sanitation services within its respected 
zone and finally through that zone should be linked to the city-wide sanitation. Therefore three 
level of sanitation provision need to be considered and integrated: community level, zone level 
and city level.

Another specific aspect of sanitation provision in Kabul’s informal area is the role of community. 
Afghan Government and its international partners have conducted several national level project 
within the country through community participation. As discussed in chapter 3 (3.8 and 3.9), 
it seems community-based approaches could be a successful methodology for different project 
implementation. In chapter 4 of this dissertation there is a discussion on community-based 
approach, co-management of environmental sanitation components and public-private partnership 
in Kabul’s informal areas. 

In Lebanon, there is few space for the citizens to take part in urban development process (Council 
for Development and Recons truction, 2016). Based on the surveys and interviews conducted by 
the author, in KRI including Erbil there is also low level of public participation. Generally, in Iraq 
including its Kurdis tan Region, even in rural areas, projects are implemented through a top-down 
approach. Generally citizens are considered as beneficiaries of highly subsidized infras tructure 
services. But in Afghanis tan, as mentioned, major national level projects have been implemented 
through community participation.

 Perhaps one of the main reason behind high level of community participation in Afghanis tan 
is donors’ insis t. Community-based project implementation is a pre-condition in many projects 
implemented by international aid.

Finally, it is noteworthy to mention that due to unaffordable lands and also lack of available lands 
and the less social cohesion in rapid developed informal areas in many neighborhoods of Kabul 
City, this s tudy sugges ts to keep sanitation facilities at household level ins tead of promoting 
community-based or decentralized sanitation services. 

Kabul Urban Recons truction Project (KURP) during its upgrading plan faced several problems 
to secure land for communal water supply or was tewater facilities. The reason was lack of public 
lands which is an important issue in the informal areas.

The firs t priority of KURP (and also the inhabitants) was s treet pavements in the informal areas. 
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Communal was tewater facilities need ditching canals across each neighborhood, allocation of 
treatment site and new demolition and cons truction activities. There was no enough budget for 
all those activities. Therefore, local peoples asked for s treet pavement and water supply as their 
main priorities.

Household level sanitation has a long his tory in Kabul and local peoples are used to do it. Mos t of 
the citizens have been taking care of their facilities, and in case of proper sanitation management 
beyond the household level, local residents can continue operation and maintenance at the 
household level themselves. 

Mos t parts of Kabul’s informal areas has been expanded during the las t two decades and there 
isn’t enough social cohesion among their inhabitants for communal projects. Faecal sludge and 
blackwater handling is a kind of taboo. Therefore its community-based management is more 
challenging compared to the other components of environmental sanitation.

Las tly, in respect to water supply sys tem, solid was te management and s tormwater management, 
community-based planning would be the bes t option. Furthermore, proper management of 
sanitation chain, beyond the household level, also needs a high level of community arrangement. 
Each community has a lot of community-level tasks to do: Kabul Municipality and other relevant 
authorities can complete the sanitation chain and let the households manage their sanitation 
facilities.

7.4 Generalization
Low income countries, including Afghanis tan, need to meet the preconditions for longer-term 
sus tainable economic development. Basic urban services and infras tructure like access to adequate 
sanitation, safe drinking water, public health, education, affordable accommodations, etc. should 
be the main part of governments’ facilities provided to the citizens. Furthermore, the focus of 
service provision should also include mos t vulnerable peoples. 

Efficient human resources are the main driver for sus tainable development. But without providing 
basic services to the mos t vulnerable peoples, they cannot contribute to the development process. 
The poores t of the poor in Afghanis tan, and elsewhere, cannot meet its basic needs without special 
support from the government. Due to the high level of poverty in the country, without providing 
country-wide basic services, there is no chance for a sus tainable development.

Afghanis tan’s budget relies heavily on international support. Therefore, donors have a lot of 
influence on Afghanis tan’s development plans. Direct attack on poverty through basic service 
provision to the mos t vulnerable communities should be an important principle within the 
government and insis ted by its international partners. 

The author of this dissertation has observed different political projects with few benefits for the 
people, over-inves tment and also projects with many advantages for the corrupted politicians and 
war lords. In some cases such projects have been implemented by the international community or 
following their accord. 

Therefore, one aspect of poverty reduction and meeting the preconditions for sus tainable growth 
depends on a res tructuring of development aid in Afghanis tan. Another important aspect of poverty 
alleviation is Afghan Government’s policies: Afghan high profile politicians have been neglectful 
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toward vulnerable people, especially minorities.

Since several years the Afghan Government is trying to convince the international community to 
spend their aids through Afghanis tan’s national budget. Although currently a big portion of the 
aid is spent through the Afghanis tan Minis try of Finance, lack of capacity has always been an 
obs tacle for proper budget planning, allocation and also implementation. Above all, the Afghan 
Government mus t be more accountable and spend money more efficient.

Furthermore, corruption and discrimination are other issues that make aid allocation through 
Afghanis tan’s national budget challenging. Many citizens have no trus t in the government sys tem 
either because of the pervasive corruption or the discrimination towards ethnic minorities. 

Minorities are targeted by different kinds of discriminations: Extortion through illegal taxation, 
physical abuse and forced labor and detention, etc. agains t Hazaras and other minorities are reported 
by the NGOs. In some cases minorities are assigned to some positions, but mos tly symbolic with 
little authority (US Department of S tate, 2017).

Tensions between different ethnicities in multi-ethnic countries like Afghanis tan is a great 
challenge. This leads to a kind of patronage politics in the country. The ethnic leaders are bribed 
from the government side: Satisfying popular corrupt ethnic leaders is much easier and cheaper 
than providing services to their peoples.

Although the level of poverty in low-income countries is high, it is even worse among the ethnic 
and religious minorities. In fact mos t of the low-income countries are multi-ethnic societies as 
well (Collier, 2008), and the highes t rate of poverty is among the minorities. Therefore, promoting 
equity, social inclusion and a great focus on minorities would lift these countries out of extreme 
poverty. Lack of social inclusion and balanced development is a big challenge in today Afghanis tan, 
and the government needs to do more to improve the situation.

It is vital to make the budget planning & spending in the country trus tworthy. It can be happen 
through efficient monitoring by the international community, more transparency and accountability 
and also fighting agains t the corruption in the country. This is more or less the case in other low 
middle income countries relying on international aid for development as well.

As mentioned, the main priority in low-income Afghanis tan is poverty alleviation and providing 
basic services including sanitations to the mos t vulnerable groups. Such provisions make the 
human resource able for contribution in a sus tainable growth. Lebanon and Iraq as upper middle 
income countries have more opportunities and resources to focus on sus tainable development. In 
fact they either have the preconditions or have the required resources for a sus tainable development. 
Unfortunately, without long and sus tained commitment of the international community for 
sus tainable development in the low-income countries, we may leave these group of countries 
behind. Such neglect would put the whole globe at a major risk in future, as pas t mis takes have 
shown.

In 1978, Afghanis tan’s GDP per capita was 247 USD and China’s GDP per capita was 156 USD1. 
In the same year China changed its major policies and s tarted significant socio-economic reforms, 
but since that time Afghanis tan has been faced with a series of wars and conflicts which is s till on-
going. Today, China is the world’s second larges t economy and the engine of global growth. But 

1  https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/
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Afghanis tan s till heavily relies on international aid to meet the basic needs of its citizens.

Low-income countries, like Afghanis tan, are usually s tagnant in poverty (Collier, 2008). They 
are s truggling to meet their basic needs including sanitation. Without a support from international 
community, they cannot overcome to this primary obs tacle. Without poverty alleviation and 
basic service provision to the poor peoples, they have no chance to move towards sus tainable 
development. 

Afghanis tan and many low-income countries are resource-rich. But the exploitation of their 
resources is not as easy and cheap as oil & gas: They need relatively high level of technology and 
inves tment, which is beyond the capacity of such countries. 

Iraq or other oil-producing countries, mainly in the Middle Eas t, are s tagnant but at the middle 
income level (Collier, 2008), and they don’t suffer from extreme poverty. Urban basic services 
are usually in place. If there is extreme poverty, usually a lack of proper resource management is 
the main problem. Furthermore, the rate of extreme poverty is not that high compared to the low-
income countries. Public health is more or less available and access to public education is possible. 
Therefore, such countries have more chance to move toward sus tainable development. Proper 
contextualized policies and efficient resource management can help them to s tart a sus tainable 
development.

Currently in respect to sanitation management both Iraq and Lebanon can be considered failed 
countries. They cannot safely manage their produced was tewater. They also need to consider 
sus tainability in their service provisions. But the level and kind of their problems are different 
with Afghanis tan’s context: The level of exposure to the pathogens is much lower compared to 
Afghanis tan. Waterborne diseases are more manageable. And finally, Beirut and Erbil both are 
able to keep their immediate environment much safer compared to Kabul case. It is noteworthy to 
mention that the emergency situation of refugees in Lebanon and north Iraq is not the focus of this 
s tudy, otherwise they also need immediate attention from the international community.

Considering moving toward sus tainability, Beirut and Erbil are ahead of Kabul City. Creating an 
enabling environment is a key to introduce a sus tainable sanitation approach. Table 28 shows that 
Beirut has done more compared to Kabul. In Erbil City, although s till long way ahead, there is a 
s trong political will and proper financial resources. 

Afghanis tan, as a low-income country, needs to focus more on human resources, financial 
arrangement and government support while other aspects are more or less similar in these three 
cities.

Without an inclusive economic progress there is less chance to have poor peoples, who live mainly 
in informal areas, on-board. Therefore each development plan should consider providing urban 
basic services to the all citizens, especially the mos t vulnerable: those who need to free their 
minds of daily survival, and then contribute to the sus tainable development.

Although the level of income is an important factor for comparison between countries, it is not 
a comprehensive measure. In many countries GDP is increasing, but s till the level of poverty is 
high and many people have no benefit from such economic growth: Economic growth should be 
as much as possible socially inclusive. 
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Furthermore, even relatively s trong GDP growth doesn’t automatically generate an inclusive socio-
economic progress and broad-based improvement in the living s tandards (The World Economic 
Forum, 2018).

Table 28: Comparison of Enabling Environment in Kabul with Erbil and Beirut

Aspects of Enabling Environ-
ment 

Cities

Government support Kabul: counterterrorism activities and peacebuilding are the firs t priorities for 
Afghan Government and mos t of the resources are spent on the security sector. 
There is no considerable political support for urban service provision.
Erbil: despite security issues in Iraq, Erbil is relatively safe and the government 
of KRI has focused on urban service provision. 
Beirut: many infras tructures are in place and the government should take care of 
operation and maintenance plus more infras tructure development. Despite some 
deficiencies, Lebanese Government has conducted a long term plan in the sector. 

Legal Framework Kabul: in a transitional s tate and development of legal framework. Law 
enforcement is a big challenge.
Erbil: in a transitional s tate and development of legal framework. Law 
enforcement is a big challenge.
Beirut: since 2000 a reform in the sector was introduced. Law enforcement is a 
big challenge.

Ins titutional arrangement Kabul: in a transitional situation, and new organizations need to be es tablished.
Erbil: Centralized s tructure & reforms should be introduced.
Beirut: Ins titutional arrangement is in place, but need to be more efficient.

Skills and capacities Kabul: lack of enough skilled s taff in the sector.
Erbil:  lack of enough skilled s taff in the sector. But in the entire Iraq, the situation 
is better compared to Afghanis tan.
Beirut: Compared to Kabul and Erbil, Beirut has better situation in terms of 
human resources.

Financial arrangement Kabul: Lack of enough budget is a big challenge�
Erbil: the government has good financial resources to allocate for the sanitation 
sector. Huge inves tment has been done in Erbil City for sanitation provision.
Beirut: there are budget limitation, but the government tries to manage it by its 
income and also international aid.

Socio-cultural acceptance Kabul: in general is similar to Erbil and Beirut. 
Erbil: in general is similar to Kabul and Beirut.
Beirut: in general is similar to Erbil and Kabul.

GDP alone does not reflect properly quality of life among citizens. Nowadays, there are some 
efforts to introduce alternatives for GDP.

The Inclusive Development Index (IDI) is a national economic performance index which has 12 
indicators dis tributed in 3 areas; growth and development; inclusion and; intergenerational equity 
and sus tainability (The World Economic Forum, 2018).
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8. Conclusion
In this chapter, based on the information provided in the las t chapters, a wrap-up comparison 
between Kabul and its reference cities, Erbil and Beirut, was made. In addition, answering briefly 
to the ques tions asked at the beginning of this dissertation was done. In-depth discussion for the 
research ques tions can be found in their related chapters.

Following the comparison and also answers to the ques tions, some recommendations for further 
research on sus tainable and integrated sanitation provision in the contexts similar to Afghanis tan 
were provided.

8.1 Kabul’s Findings and Comparison to the Reference Cities
While Afghanis tan is in a transition period moving toward decentralization, KRI has a very 
centralized water and sanitation sector. Only one Minis try is in charge of all relevant issues at 
different levels of sanitation management. Regarding decentralization, Lebanon is ahead and they 
have different players at policy, regulatory and operational levels.

There is no proper rule of law in Kabul, Beirut and Erbil. In case of Afghanis tan and Erbil, many 
new laws and legal documents should be developed while Lebanon has already es tablished its 
legal sys tem in the sector. But in three inves tigated cities usually political jus tifications are the 
main reasons to define and run sanitation projects.

Sanitation sectors have been facing many challenges in the three cities of Kabul, Erbil and Beirut 
though the natures of their problems are quite different. In case of Beirut, centralized WWTP is in 
place but not in a good condition. Was tewater is mos tly discharged without proper treatment and 
create many environmental problems.

KRI is planning to cons truct a huge centralized WWTP for entire Erbil City. Currently, residents 
of Kabul and Erbil mos tly use on-site sanitation sys tems. In Erbil, people mos tly use wet on-site 
technologies but Kabul’s residents are divided into two big categories using wet or dry on-site 
sanitation technologies. Switching from dry sys tems to wet is getting popular during the las t 
decade in Kabul while dry sys tem was the dominant sanitation sys tem in the pas t.

Lebanon as a service-based economy is a quite solid middle income country, and Iraq, as an oil 
producing country, has also a reliable source of income. Both are considered as middle income 
countries with enough resources to develop their sanitation infras tructures. But Afghanis tan, as a 
low-income country, heavily relies on international aid. 

Lebanon has its water & sanitation infras tructure in place and its main challenge is a proper 
management of sanitation facilities. In KRI, despite lack of acceptable operation and maintenance, 
water network coverage is almos t 100 percent. In addition, KRI has plan to cons truct a centralized 
WWTP for Erbil and its other major cities. Considering Beirut and Lebanon, Kabul lags behind 
and has not secured the required resources yet.

Despite many similarities between Kabul and its reference cities, available resources especially 
sus tainable financial resource act as a main driver to bring changes in the sanitation sector. 

Therefore, national and individual income play a key role to differentiate Kabul with Beirut 
and Erbil. Transition from traditional sanitation sys tems to new technologies are happening in 
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Kabul. But to avoid the failed sanitation sys tems in Erbil and Beirut, there should be an enabling 
environment in the sector.

When it comes to sanitation project design and implementation, Afghan Government, national 
and international companies have the key roles. Currently, there is no a proper link between 
organizations seeking sus tainable sanitation with companies in charge of sanitation provision. 
Despite exis ting laws and regulations that promote sus tainability and decentralization, there is 
no enough attention to take care of such vital issues during project design, implementation and 
operation. The gap between legal documents and implementation level should be addressed by the 
s takeholders involved in the sector.

Kabul, due to its leas t-developed situation, in regard to sanitation infras tructure is behind cities 
such as Erbil and Beirut. Though wet sanitation sys tems are popular and there is a sharp increase in 
the number of households with wet sys tems, but s till Kabul’s residents, in many areas, don’t have 
enough water to switch into water-based sys tems. In nutshell, the main reasons lead to increasing 
wet sanitation sys tems are as follows:

• Lower demand for the products of dry sys tems inside Kabul and its surrounding agriculture lands
• Lack of proper collection sys tem to deal with dry-sys tem products in fas t-growing Kabul
• Increasing access to piped water
• Groundwater level has been dropping down that makes more possibility for wet- sys tems
• Expansion of the city to the areas with lower groundwater levels
• Higher s tandards of living after the fall of the Taliban

Considering Kabul’s topography, lack of enough resources and also engagement of different local, 
national and international s takeholders in the sector, there should be a proper sanitation zoning 
and well-developed site specific sanitation plan for the city. In addition, to make the sanitation 
projects especially in Kabul’s informal areas  sus tainable, already discussed s trategies such as 
household-centered or community-based approaches, co-management of environmental sanitation 
components and public-private partnership should be considered.

8.2 Answers to the Research Ques tions
Thefirstresearchquestionasked‘Whatarethemainlimitingfactorsaffectingtheadoptionof
more sus tainable sanitation management practices in Kabul City?’

As discussed in chapter 3, 4 and also in the separate ‘household Survey Report’ developed for this 
s tudy, the lack of an enabling environment is a key challenge to providing sus tainable sanitation 
management practices. Kabul City is experiencing a transition period. Creativity and developing 
new approaches are vital for future sus tainable sanitation provision.  

Before introducing any sus tainable approaches, the socio-economic conditions need to be ready. 
Currently in Afghan cities and especially Kabul, urbanization is characterized by exponential 
growth. Many changes are happening. Sus tainable sanitation approaches are a necessity and mos t 
of these approaches are new initiatives as well. Therefore creating an ‘enabling environment’ is 
vital before any sanitation intervention.

In the sanitation sector, there are many deficiencies in respect to the different aspects of the enabling 
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environment. As mentioned in chapter three, different aspects of the enabling environment need to 
be evaluated, discussed and properly addressed.

As an example, Sanitation services are always considered as the las t priority either by the authorities 
or the communities. It seems dedicated sanitation budget, which needs a kind of political will, 
would support more and better sanitation intervention in Kabul City.

Furthermore, lack of skilled s taff in the sector is a challenge. Even with sanitation budget in 
place, many interventions are not sus tainable. Low level of knowledge on sus tainable sanitation 
provision makes many projects inefficient.

Las tly, Kabul City with high percentage of informal areas should have comprehensive plans, legal 
and technical documents for sus tainable sanitation provision in such areas. Currently, there is no 
available enough capacity and resources for dealing with sanitation intervention in the informal 
areas.

Thesecondresearchquestionis‘WhatkindsofsanitationsystemsaresustainableforKabul’sinformal
areas?’

Chapter 4 discussed in detail about sus tainable sanitation planning & provision for the s tudy 
sites. Chapter 5 explained sus tainable sanitation provision for Kabul’s informal areas based on the 
results achieved in chapter 4. Different indicators & measures based on SuSanA’s sus tainability 
criteria were produced and discussed in chapter 4. These indicators can be used as the basis for 
sus tainable sanitation provision in informal settlement. 

Another important aspect that needs to be considered is the level of sanitation provision. The 
current situation of Kabul’s informal areas is more suitable for individual based sanitation services. 
Considering the complexity of informal areas in Kabul, it is quite tricky and difficult to introduce 
community-based sanitation services. Therefore unlike water supply services, currently sanitation 
facilities should be kept at the household level. 

It is noteworthy to mention that a household level sanitation facility also needs a proper and 
holis tic sanitation chain like other community-based or centralized sanitation sys tems. But only to 
avoid the challenges created by unplanned neighborhoods, lack of social cohesion, lack of enough 
space, etc., household-based sanitation facilities would work out better.

The third reach question is ‘Howwould these systems lead to long-term sustainability in terms of
technology, economics, ins titutional, environmental and health/hygiene?’

To make sure sanitation provision is holis tic and considers all the aspects that focus on 
sus tainability, a sanitation planning approach was applied. In chapter 3, there was a discussion on 
comprehensive sanitation planning and a review of some of the more popular sanitation planning 
approaches. Following that during approach development for the s tudy site, the five common 
s teps for sanitation planning were used. The focus of these five s teps is designing a sanitation 
planning approach which considers technology, financial, ins titutional, environment and health 
aspects in order to allow a sus tainable sanitation provision.

Furthermore chapter 4 and 5 discuss in-depth on the sugges ted sanitation sys tems for Kabul’s 
informal areas with focus on long term sus tainability. It also considers the integration between 
different components of environmental sanitation. 
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This discussion considers the different aspects of SuSanA’s sus tainability criteria at the center of 
technology identification & sugges tions for the s tudy sites and later for all of Kabul’s informal 
settlements. To do so, the primary sanitation technologies & sys tems were prioritized based on a 
set of indicators & measures developed from SuSanA’s sus tainability criteria through an extensive 
literature review and interviews with different s takeholders. The developed indicators and their 
measures, including 13 indicators and 18 measures, cover all relevant aspects of sus tainable 
sanitation provision in a low resource urban setting such as Kabul.

As the next s tep all the indicators and measures were ranked according to the long term sus tainability 
followed by a detailed discussion on the ranking method. Following that, using a SWOT analysis, 
the bes t possible sanitation sys tem was also evaluated (4.8, 4.9 and 4.11).

Thefourthresearchquestionis‘WhatarethespecificitiesofKabul’sinformalsettlementsregardingthe
provision of improved sanitation services?’

Chapter 4 (4.2.1) explains about the suitability analysis in Kabul City for residential purposes and 
chapter 5 (5.2) discusses on sanitation zoning. In both chapters one of the reasons for the analysis 
and discussion is the specificities in different parts of Kabul’s informal areas. These characteris tics 
make Kabul a unique city which needs its own contextualized sanitation approach. In respect to 
specificities, Kabul’s informal areas can be divided into four main areas:

(i) Geographically s tressed areas: informal areas with low level of access to basic sanitation services. 
These areas require immediate sanitation intervention. This intervention should be the firs t part of 
an incremental approach toward sanitation improvement within the areas.

(ii) Kabul’s downtown: As discussed mainly in chapter 4, these informal areas including site s tudy 2, 
should be subject to relocation. In the long term, Kabul’s downtown will be developed based on a 
touris tic approach with a lot of public space and social gathering places and its informal areas will 
be relocated. Any urban basic services provided for this area should consider the relocation plan.

(iii) Access to water in Nahia 17: As discussed in chapter 5, Nahia 17 has some difficulties to meet 
its required water needs. Any development in this area, including formal and informal, should 
consider this point. The area also belongs to another sub-river basin different from the remaining 
part of Kabul City which requires its specific was tewater management as well.

(iv) Informal areas on public interes t lands: Some informal areas are located on lands which are 
important due to special public interes ts like groundwater protection zones, agricultural areas and 
greenery. The general policy should be to keep such areas away from urban development. Chapter 
4 and 5 has more on that.

(v) Vulnerable informal areas: As discussed in 4.2.1, some areas are not suitable for residential 
purposes. Therefore, any further urban development should be banned in such places. These areas 
include hilly informal areas with slope of more than 30 degrees or areas that are prone to flooding.

Thefifthresearchquestionis‘Cantheprovisionofsanitationservicesbringaboutgreaterstabilityand
satisfaction by Kabul’s urban poor?’

Chapter 3 (3.1, 3.2 and 3.4) discusses on economic development, sus tainable development and 
also sus tainable sanitation. It explains that economic growth which is not inclusive cannot bring 
sus tainable peace and s tability within a country.
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In chapter 3.9 there is also discussion on social inclusion, equality and putting poverty alleviation 
at the center of sus tainable development in low-income countries including Afghanis tan. There is 
also more on that in some other sections in 7.2.

Sanitation provision especially in the informal areas, where mos tly poor people live, can pave the 
way for sus tainable development itself. The mos t vulnerable people cannot be effective human 
resources for sus tainable development until they meet their basic needs including sanitation.

Furthermore, poor people who are s truggling to meet their basic needs and need money to survive, 
are easy targets for gangs or terroris t groups to misuse them agains t peace and s tability. 

Based on the household survey made in the s tudy sites, the upgrading project was considered as 
failed. It was unable to ease the difficulties of living in the informal areas. But despite this fact, s till 
the residents were satisfied with the implemented projects. During the survey, the interviewees 
mentioned the deficiencies of the projects, but they also insis ted that the upgrading activities were 
much better than doing nothing. This high level of satisfaction shows that sanitation provision for 
the informal areas, and poor people, can ultimately lead to a better s tability.

Thesixthresearchquestionis‘consideringtheresultsofcomparativeanalysisandgeneralization,what
would be the core part of sus tainable environmental sanitation provision in Afghanis tan and similar 
contexts?’

Human resources are the main asset of each society for development. The level of poverty among 
citizens of low-income countries is so high and many of them cannot meet their basic needs, 
leave alone contribution for sus tainable development. Therefore, the primary condition to have 
an efficient human resource is decrease the level of poverty especially among vulnerable peoples 
and make them capable to have a proper role in sus tainable development process within their 
societies. Providing basic services including environmental sanitation is a major aspect of poverty 
alleviation within a society. 

Afghanis tan and other low-income countries need to increase the level of access to basic services 
including sanitation among its citizens. Many citizens in such countries, especially in rural and 
informal areas, don’t have reliable basic services and in some cases there is no such facilities 
at all. Without a holis tic service provision plan by governments of low-income countries and 
proper support from relevant international organizations, there is low chance of improvement. 
Furthermore, any plan for service provision should have short and mid-term activities with focus 
on the mos t vulnerable peoples.

Recommendations for Future Research Perspective: This s tudy is the firs t academic research 
on sus tainable sanitation provision in Kabul’s informal areas. The s tudy explains the exis ting 
sanitation situation in Kabul City with focus on the informal areas. Conducting a household survey, 
transect walk and key informant interviews explain the sanitation practices and the reasons behind 
it. Furthermore, it tries to discuss on the implemented sanitation intervention in the informal areas. 
Following that, based on the aforementioned data collection and analysis, a set of prioritized 
sanitation sys tems for the s tudy sites, and through that for the whole Kabul’s informal areas 
are sugges ted. Based on a sanitation zoning, Kabul City divided into several zones. Each zone 
includes formal and informal areas but linked to each other. Finally, different sanitation zones 
integrated to create a city-wide sanitation management. At the end, there was a generalization for 
similar contexts following a comparison of Kabul with Beirut and Erbil cities.
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Although major part of Afghanis tan’s population live in rural areas, but rapid urbanization is a 
big challenge for the government. There is no enough resources to cope with this trend: providing 
affordable formal shelters and also sus tainable urban basic services to new comers is a major task. 
Above that, current Kabul City lacks required infras tructure as well. In general, much further 
researches and inves tigations can be done to find different parts of the puzzle solution.

This s tudy came up with three prioritized sanitation sys tems for Kabul’s informal areas. There 
is s till space for further researches on the sugges ted sanitation sys tems by conducting some pilot 
projects. Three sugges ted sys tems and especially the firs t recommended technology, Tiger worm 
toilets (TWT), can be evaluated through field s tudies.

TWT is a new technology and there is no much data about it. In case of a pilot s tudy on TWT, two 
main issues should be evaluated:

i. Possibility of implementing such sanitation sys tem in Kabul and finding its advantages & 
disadvantages

ii. Exploring more TWT itself, as a new technology & sys tem, and improving its capabilities in the 
context of  Kabul (optimization)

In the las t few years there was a lot of efforts to put Afghanis tan back on the economic development 
track. Economic growth, increasing GDP, providing more chances for the private sector, etc. are 
the focus s trategy of the government and its international partners. There is a general concern that 
such concentration on economic development could leave the mos t vulnerable people behind.

The SDGs comprise different components and include 17 different goals. It tries to be as 
comprehensive as possible and does not focus only on economic growth. SDG 1 as the firs t 
goal insis ts on ‘eradicate the extreme poverty for all.’ SDG 6 insis ts on ‘access to adequate and 
equitable water, sanitation and hygiene for all.’ 

SDG 6 also includes a set of indicators to monitor the progress regarding its different goals. It has 
specific targets with special focusing on vulnerable peoples and communities. 

Another recommendation for further research, as a complementary for this dissertation, could be 
the disaggregation of SDG’s indicators and measures based on income, sex, geographic location, 
ethnicity, etc. to evaluate the level of equitable sanitation provision in Afghanis tan.
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Annex 1.

Lis t of experts interviewed in Kabul
No Name Organization Position Date
1 Mr. Mohammadi MUDA Deputy Minis ter Summer 2015
2 Mr. Qasim Salehi MUDA Urban Water & Sanita-

tion Director
Summer 2015

3 Ms. Fatema Jafari MUDA Advisor Summer 2015
4 Mr. Baheer AUWSSC Director Summer 2015
5 Mr. Masoomyar AUWSSC Manager Summer 2015
6 Eng. Qaisari Kabul Municipality Operation and Mainte-

nance Director
Summer 2015

7 Mr. Habibi Kabul Municipality Sanitation Director Summer 2015
8 Mr. Vali Kabul Municipality KBL WWTP Officer Summer 2015
9 Mr. Nawabi Kabul Municipality KURP Director Summer 2015
10 Mr. Malikyar NEPA Technical Deputy Summer 2015
11 Mr. Noor BORDA Advisor Summer 2015
12 Ms. Mirzaei BORDA Monitoring  Officer Summer 2015
13 Service Provider 1 - - Summer 2015
14 Service Provider 2 - - Summer 2015
Lis t of experts interviewed in Erbil 
No Name Organization Position Autumn 2016
1  Mr. Fazl Karim Erbil Governorate WASH Coordinator Autumn 2016
2  Mr. Sorud MoMT Erbil Sewerage Direc-

torate
Autumn 2016

3 Mr. Kanaganathan Action Agains t Hunger (ACF) WASH Head of Depart-
ment

Autumn 2016

4 Mr.Masood Karrash KRG KRG General Director, 
Water and Sewerage

Autumn 2016

5 Mr. Mahmood, KRG Deputy Director 
General of Water and 
Sewerage

Autumn 2016

6 Mr. Hamad Erbil Municipality Planning Director Autumn 2016
7 Mr. Farmen Khalil 

Majid
Erbil Municipality Environment Director

8 Prof. Ahmed Ishik University Associated Prof. Autumn 2016
Lis t of experts interviewed in Beirut
No Name Organization Position Winter 2017
1 Mr. Younes Hassib GIZ Project leader Winter 2017
2 Mr. Majdi Abou Najm AUB Assis tant Professor Winter 2017
3 Ms. Lillian Volat CEWAS Project leader Winter 2017
4 Ms. Inés Aquilué UPC Researcher Winter 2017



Annex 2.

Sanitation Management in Erbil and Beirut

*Sys tem type Household Level Sludge Removal Transport Treatment End-use/disposal 

Centralized Sys tem What technologies are used as us-
er-interface?

- What methods are 
used to transport the 
was tewater? 

Is there any treatment? If yes, 
How?

What Happens to the final 
products?

Decentralized Sys tem What technologies are used as us-
er-interface?

- What methods are 
used to transport the 
was tewater? 

Is there any treatment? If yes, 
How?

What Happens to the final 
products?

On-site Sanitation What technologies are used as us-
er-interface?

How the produced 
sludge is emptied?

How the produced 
sludge is transport-
ed?

Is there any treatment? If yes, 
How?

What Happens to the final 
products?

Centralized Sys tem What technologies are used as us-
er-interface?

- What methods are 
used to transport the 
was tewater? 

Is there any treatment? If yes, 
How?

What Happens to the final 
products?

1- How many treatment plants are exis ted in the city? What are their management s tructures and capacity (or es timation by covered population directly and inlet by 
vacuum tankers)? Is there any map/report?

2- What are the main water sources? How do people receive water and how is the water treated?
3- Please explain about different kind of typology in the city including planned, unplanned, hilly areas, apartment blocks, old city, urban agriculture, greenery and water 
bodies. How is the situation in terms of urban planning and informal settlements? How urban poor especially in informal areas have access to sanitation services?

4- Why are people using above-mentioned technologies?
5- Please explain about solid was te management in the city and possible link with fecal sludge management and surface run-off?
6- Please explain about the vacuum trucks, government and private roles, licensing procedures and their profitability?

* Based on FSM materials and definitions: http://www.sfd.susana.org/ 
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Annex 3�
Assessment of Enabling Environment in Erbil and Beirut

Topic Ques tions
Policy Policy: Which legislations are governing water and sanitation sector in Lebanon? 

How they are connected to each other and how is the level of coordination?
Coordination: Is there enough coordination among s takeholders themselves and with 
international partners?
Ins titutional Roles:  Are roles and responsibilities are clearly defined and respected? Any 
charts?

Regulatory Regulation: Does current legal documents facilitate inves tment and implementation of 
sanitation projects by public and private sector?
Monitoring: To what extent is monitoring, evaluation and reporting performed? Who is 
responsible for this?

Implementation Service Provision: Is service delivery including water supply and was tewater management at 
an acceptable level? What is the role of private sector and their cooperation methods?

Social inclusion User preference: Are there safe, affordable, acceptable and appropriate sanitation technologies 
available for all citizens? How are the many refugees served?
Inclusion: Are there measures to make sure sanitation services are provided for all users, 
especially poor communities?
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Executive Summary

As a part of my PhD research on sus tainable sanitation management for Kabul City, 
field s tudy is an important tool that helps to develop a sus tainable and integrated 
sanitation management plan. Therefore, site selection and its following site s tudy 
are the basis for later s tages. 

The main specific objective to conduct the survey was collecting data and get 
impression about the current level of sanitation provision, unders tanding household sanitation 
and hygiene practices and recommendations for future sanitation intervention in the informal 
settlements.

This report has been developed based on the results of the household survey conducted in a flat 
area and also in a hilly informal settlements in Kabul City. Both areas were upgraded almos t five 
years ago by Afghanis tan Minis try of Urban Development and Housing (MUDH). 

The flat area is located in wes tern Kabul including around 1000 housing compounds which usually 
accommodate two households in each unit. The average number of each household is 8 persons 
which is the case in Afghanis tan and used in official es timations as well. One third of the housing 
compounds were interviewed and the household in each compound was selected randomly.

 In the hilly informal area, 179 housing compounds were exis ted. Due to possibility of covering 
all houses in the hilly area, all households were interviewed. 

The household survey report covers preparation phase, in-field interviews, FGDs in the site for 
males and females, official works and arrangements. To unders tand the exis ting environmental 
sanitation situation 10 different topics including water, sanitation, hygiene, food, solid was te, 
health condition, financial issues, satisfaction and urban living were ques tioned.

To avoid possible problems related to paper-based survey, the household survey was conducted 
using the ODK software, which is a mobile-based application. There is a free server for each user, 
and all surveyors can submit their forms to the server where all data could be exported as an excel 
format to an individual computer for later analysis. 

After data collation, analysis s tarted and following that the results were discussed. At the end using 
Fecal Sludge Management developed by SuSanA, the SFD diagram depicted1. For cross checking 
several key informant interviews with different s takeholders were held and their comments were 
considered during analysis and discussion. 

According to the results, there is much difference between formal output published by the project 
authorities and the community-based surveys conducted during this s tudy. If only the achieved 
numbers in terms of cons tructed toilets or meter of extended water pipe are considered, as 
the project authorities did, the project is successful. However, if we look from a result-based 
perspective, it could be a failure.

1  www.sfd.susana.org
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1- Introduction
After the fall of the Taliban in 2001, many changes in Kabul City has happened. Presence of 
international community, new political s tructure, job opportunities and promising future were 
important factors encouraging Afghans to come back and live in Kabul. They usually came from 
other Afghan cities, rural areas and neighboring countries.

During las t 15 years, Afghan Government and its international allies were busy with their main 
priorities including security, counter-terrorism, and rehabilitation of countrywide transportation 
networks. Recons truction of urban infras tructure and its expansion was not in the priority lis t.  

While the population of Kabul City increased surprisingly since 2001 from roughly less than 
one million to around 3.5 million1 in 2015, mos t of this population were settled in informal areas 
where expanded rapidly. Nowadays Kabul’s informal settlements accommodate around 70 percent 
of Kabul’s population.

Despite above-mentioned priorities, some environmental sanitation projects in Kabul City were 
implemented, but mos t of the projects could not improve the overall sanitation situation.

During the las t few years, Afghan Government and international donors have been focusing 
more on urban infras tructures; this is a unique opportunity to consider sus tainability criteria 
from the early s tages of sanitation planning. At the same time considering large Kabul’s informal 
settlements, it is vital to inves tigate properly at these areas as well.

This household-survey report aims to evaluate the exis ting situation in two targeted s tudy areas 
and inves tigate sus tainability and integration. The two site s tudies were upgraded by Kabul Urban 
Recons truction Project (KURP) which was a multi-donor project funded by World Bank. However, 
the project was implemented officially under Afghanis tan Minis try of Urban Development Affairs 
(MUDA).

2- Household Survey
The main purpose behind the survey was to know the exis ting sanitation situation in the targeted 
s tudy areas. This survey was designed to get impression about Kabul’s informal settlements. 
During this survey the impacts and efficiency of implemented sanitation projects in the s tudy 
areas were inves tigated. 

To achieve the above-mentioned goal, two sites one in the flat area and the other one on hilly area 
were selected (Figure 1).

Two semi-s tructured household surveys launched in the flat area, site no. 1, and in the hilly area, 
site no. 2. Following that to clarify some ambiguities raising during the primary data analysis 
several focus group discussions (FGDs) covering males and females were also conducted.

Masjed Itefaq, site no. 1, is located in wes tern Kabul at dis trict 13 which is a flat area in some 
parts prone to flooding. Dis trict 13 is considered totally informal and expanded rapidly during the 
las t decade. Dehghouchak area, site no. 2, is an informal hilly area located in Kabul’s downtown.

 

1  http://cso.gov.af/en/page/demography-and-socile-s tatis tics/demograph-s tatis tics/3897111
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Figure 1: Site S tudy Areas 

During the survey 10 different subjects including water, sanitation, hygiene, food, solid was te, 
health condition, financial issues, satisfaction and urban living were covered.

2-1- Objective
The main objectives to conduct the survey are as follow:

• Collect data and get impression about the current level of sanitation provision 
• Unders tanding household sanitation and hygiene practices
• Jus tification behind exis ting sanitation services
• To identify the relationship between hygiene and sanitation 
• Recommendations for future sanitation intervention in the informal settlements
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2-2- Targeted S tudy Areas
As discussed earlier, two informal settlements at flat and hilly areas were selected to represent 
Kabul’s informal settlements. Both areas have been upgraded by Afghanis tan Minis try of Urban 
Development Affairs financed by World Bank as a multi-donors funded project. There were several 
reasons behind this site selection as follow:

• Easy access to the sites 

• Presenting two main types of Kabul’s informal settlements: hilly and flat areas

• Exis ting of a knowledge, attitude and practice survey (KAP Survey) before the project 
implementation

• Well-developed reports to examine the upgrading activities

• Both areas upgraded by the main Kabul’s informal upgrading project (KURP)

Site no. 1, Flat Informal Settlement is located in wes tern Kabul at dis trict 13. Dis trict 13 is totally 
informal. It is located between two main s treets in its southern and northern sides (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Site No� 1, Flat Informal Settlement
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Site no. 2 which is located on a hilly area is a his torical neighborhood. It is in Kabul’s downtown 
and jus t few kilometers away from several high profile government buildings. The whole 
neighborhood is unplanned and not included in Kabul’s mas ter plan (Figure 3). 

Due to his torical character of the area before s tarting any activity environmental and social impact 
assessment (ESIA) was developed. Based on ESIA a cultural heritage management plan (CHMP) 
was prepared and the whole upgrading activities complied with the CHMP (Jaramillo, 2009).

Figure 3: Site No� 2, Hilly Informal Settlements

2-3- Methodology
This social s tudy consis ts of a semi-s tructured ques tionnaire divided into ten sections which covers 
specific topics. The ques tionnaire is s tarted with general ques tions like age, sex, and demographic 
information. After general ques tions, interviewers approached to specific ques tions under different 
categories. The ques tionnaire is finished with an observation checklis t which needs to be filled out 
by the interviewers.

To conduct the survey, several meetings with representatives of the neighborhoods was held and 
finally after getting approval the survey s tarted. 

Household survey was conducted in randomly selected households for each housing units in the 
sites. In the other words in each compound, only one household was interviewed. It is noteworthy 
that household is the unit of analysis in this s tudy and means people who eat from same pot in a 
housing unit which is usually around eight persons in the s tudy area.
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In site no. 1 totally 319 households were interviewed which means one third: the whole 
neighborhood is consis t of about 960 housing compounds.

In site no. 2 totally 179 households were interviewed. The neighborhood is not big and considering 
the scale, we were able to cover the hole housing compounds.

Only contes ted interviewees aged 18 or more were interviewed and to have a comprehensive 
inves tigation, have a balance between males and females was considered during the survey. 

During the survey, for a better coordination and covering all interviewees including men and 
women, several survey teams including one male and one female in each team were assembled.  
To respect the culture, female surveyors interviewed females and male surveyors interviewed 
males.

To go more in details, two focus group discussions, after the household survey in each site, one 
for males and the other for females was held. For each focus group discussion participants among 
members of Gozar Council Shura (GCS), Clus ter’s representatives or community members were 
invited to join. 

For cross checking and making a concrete analysis several interviews with key informants among 
sanitation project s takeholders were conducted; the main s takeholders were Minis try of urban 
development affairs (MUDA), KURP authorities, Kabul Municipality and practitioners.

All field activities including direct observation, household survey, and key informant interviews 
(KIIs), focus group discussions and their arrangements took around four months.

Survey Tool
To avoid possible problems related to paper-based survey including data collection and especially 
transfer, ODK Software, which runs on mobile device, was used. There was an internet-based data 
base secured with a password for each user, and all surveyors can submit their data to the server 
where all forms could be exported in an excel file to an individual computer for later analysis. For 
more information about the tool please visit ODK website1.

Selection of Surveyors
Job vacancy for the survey was developed and announced. Totally 12 candidates were selected 
for the interview. Among those, finally 7 surveyors  including four females and three males 
were selected to conduct the survey. The main criteria to select the surveyors were: educational 
background, experience, availability, flexibility and the level of their English skills. All of the 
surveyors were university graduated or senior university s tudents.

Training of the Surveyors
The surveyors were trained for two days; before s tarting the survey at each s tudy site one training 
session at BORDA Office in Kabul was held. Also at the beginning of each working day, there was 
a daily briefing work, and to determine the area which was covered by each survey team. 

1  https://opendatakit.org
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Pre-tes ting Survey 
To validate the survey, several ques tionnaires using ODK Software were filled out before s tarting 
the main survey to unders tand the possible deficiencies with the survey’s tools & methodology.

During the training session, as an exercise, the surveyors were asked to run their mobiles and 
make sure that ODK Software is ins talled and work properly.

Data Management and Analysis
At the end of each working day all interviewers were submitting their completed forms via Internet 
or later manually to the server; considering some limitations due to use of free version of ODK, all 
surveyors could not upload their data at the same time. All collected data, manually or via Internet, 
was in excel format and easy to analyze. Excel software was used to analyses the data and produce 
the graphs.

                          Household interview   Training session 

                   Focus group discussion                Focus group discussion

Figure 4: Household Survey in Kabul
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3- Findings of the Household Survey in Site no. 1

3-1- General Information
Gender: As you see in figure 5, the percentage of male interviewees is 54 percent comparing to 
female interviewees, which was 46 percent. 

Figure 5: Gender of Respondents

The percentage of male interviewees was eight percent more than females; there were several main 
s treets and local markets in the neighborhood where many local males were working. Despite 
conducting the survey in day time there was a good chance of interview with men in the area as 
well. Due to men’s role mos tly as family heads, having their answers along with females for a 
better unders tanding of the situation was important.

Age: As you see in Figure 6, 50 percent of respondents were less than 32 years old and the average 
of respondent’s age was almos t 36 years old.

Figure 6: Dis tribution of Respondent’s Age

Education: Interview ques tions were simple enough for every adult to answer but to get an 
impression about the level of education in the area, a relevant ques tion on education was also 
asked during the survey. As you see below, 45 percent don’t have formal education while totally 
25 percent have primary and secondary formal education.
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Figure 7: Level of Formal Education

Due to several decades of conflict in the country many people didn’t have access to formal 
education, but some have managed to s tudy in informal schools or by themselves; it is possible to 
face with people without formal education but able to read and write well.

3-2- Household Information
Based on Figure 8 and Figure 9, 42 percent of respondents were head of family and more than 50 
percent of families had between 6 to 10 members. 

Figure 8: The percentage of Family Head

Figure 9: The number of Household Members
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The average number of family members in Afghanis tan is usually considered eight persons; 
According to Figure 9 more than 50 percent of families were in the same range.

3-3- Water
KURP project has provided the neighborhood with groundwater shooting out directly from a well 
to the dis tribution network. Each household had its own meter and based on that paied its bill. 
When the project was completed, KURP handed it over to AUWSSC, which has responsibility 
for operation and maintenance of water supply and sewerage projects in urban areas. There are 
few public wells in the area, but mos t of them are either broken or dry. Many households are 
using different kinds of water services at the same time. Some households have water meters from 
government as well as private companies.

                                    Public well

       Public water supply by KURP

                 Shallow private well                        Pipe water

Figure 10: Water Supply In Site No� 1

Water source: The source of water in different seasons was mainly pipe into yard with 75 percent, 
following that nearly 10 percent of households used bored-well motorized and almos t seven 
percent had pipe into dwellings.
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Figure 11: Water Source

Despite the above-mentioned graph and data, matter of accessibility to water was beyond of only 
having pipe or well in the compound. There were some deep public bored hand-pump wells in the 
neighborhood, but mos t of them were not functioning any more. Some of them were broken and 
others were dry due to dropping down the level of groundwater in recent years. Many shallow 
hand-pump within the compounds were also dry.  

Some areas within the neighborhood had access to water only during day and even the pressure 
was not enough to get water. During wintertime due to shortage of energy, water was available 
only for few hours per day. Water accessibility was even worse in some parts of the neighborhood 
where people had to remove a trash point and dig a well on its place (Figure 12).

Many households except using tap water had no chance while the tap water was not reliable. 
Considering their affordability, households were trying several water sources: being connected 
to government facility, private sector connection, and private wells in within their compounds or 
public well.

  Dry public well (converted trash point)                   Broken and dry public well

Figure 12: Water Accessibility

Water Quality: According to the survey, 88 percent of households used the water without further 
treatment. However, 12 percent treated their water during the las t two weeks when the survey 
conducted. 
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In another ques tion, they were asked about their usual treatment method in case; according to 
Figure 13, the main treatment methods were boiling the water with almos t 35 percent, following 
that adding chlorine, which was almos t 5 percent.

Figure 13: Water Treatment Methods

3-4- Drainage Sys tem

During  KURP Project, drainage sys tem in the neighborhood was also improved. Three ques tions 
about the public drains within the neighborhood were included in the ques tionnaire.

87 percent of people believed that the drainage sys tem was functional while 22 percent mentioned 
to s tagnant water in the neighborhood and 28 percent were complaining about flood problems 
during rainy seasons.

Figure 14: Functionality of the Public Drain
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Figure 15: Exis tence of S tagnant Water

Figure 16: Flooding Problem in the Neighborhood

Usually locals are complaining of improper design or cons truction in the drainage sys tem, but except 
that others reasons were also important to avoid of s tagnant water or flood in the neighborhood. 
In some parts of the neighborhood there was no enough operation and maintenance. Some canals 
were permanently blocked by the residents. There was one s treet in the neighborhood without any 
upgrading: there was no resident in this area during the upgrading project.

3-5- Sanitation
Nine different ques tions about sanitation provision, user interface, was te collection, emptying, 
satisfaction and preference at this section were asked.

User Interface: Concerning different kind of user interface, 57 percent of people had improved 
latrine while its eight percent was not in a good condition. 43 percent of households were relying 
on water-based technology and used flush toilets.
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Figure 17: User Interface

The material which was used for the cons truction of a dry (traditional toilet) were bricks, concrete 
and in the old houses mud, but usually all were s trong enough and in a good condition in terms of 
robus tness. Dry toilets in mos t cases were not lined, but cons tructed above the ground to prevent 
groundwater pollution. They had a  pipe which diverts urine and anal cleansing water to the s treet 
while dry feces was collected later for agricultural purposes; containments had  doors which were 
opened  in the s treets: when a dry toilet was full the collector had access to it from the s treet side.

                                Internal space                                   Outside view

Figure 18: Dry Toilet

Before upgrading the project about 11 percent of households used flush toilets and KURP project 
only improved dry toilets (SMEC International, 2008). KURP Project with ins talling a door for the 
containments, and ventilation pipe at the top of the roofs improved the conditions of dry toilets.

However, according to the data collected during the survey, the percentage of households using 
water-bases sys tem was increasing; almos t all of the water-based sys tems were flush toilets 
connected to a soak pit which was getting popular especially in areas with access to pipe water 
and also low level of groundwater.
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Usually households couldn’t afford to have a proper septic tank; they cons tructed flush toilets 
connected to a soak pit which cos ted around 200 $1 while a holding tank or a septic tank could 
cos t 10 times more. In terms of operation and maintenance, a soak pit should be emptied each two 
or three years while a regular septic, holding tank or traditional toilets should be emptied more.

Box 1: Switching To Water-Based Technology

Many households are converting their dry toi-
lets to water-based technology, mainly soak 
pits� 

Usually Concrete hollow cylinders are used 
to cons truct a soak pit� There is possibility of 
was tewater infiltration into the ground at the 
bottom, through the pores in the cylinders’ 
walls and the space between the cylinders: 
usually takes several years to have a soak pit 
full and needed to empty�

Final disposal: when people were asked about the final disposal, 80 percent did not  know what 
happened to the collected sludge while seven percent believed that night soil or was tewater was 
taken to agricultural areas. 

Figure 19: Final Disposal

1  Based on an interview with a service provider
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During the project implementation the focus was on improving the traditional toiles. Project 
authorities did not consider the whole sanitation chain or beyond the household level. There was 
no any feasibility s tudy in terms of dry sys tem possibility in the area and no any kind of preference 
survey about sanitation sys tem. 

Box 2: Fecal Sludge Disposal

Content of dry toilet was taken away by 
animal carts to agricultural areas� The 
sludge was spread on the ground under 
sunlight for a while and then applied on 
the agricultural lands� But the sludge 
produced in a water-based sys tem was 
usually collected by vacuum trucks and 
delivered to only Kabul treatment plant 
and through that to the Kabul River�

Toilet Sharing: almos t half of the households shared their user interface between 8-13 persons 
following 23 percent which 2-7 persons. 

Figure 20: Toilet Sharing

In mos t cases, there was one toilet in the yard of each housing compound and all households 
within the compound shared it. But in new cons tructions, specially apartments, toilets are located 
inside the units and shared between one household’s members.
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   Flush toilet in the yard  Flush toilet inside the building

Box3: Toilet sharing

Water-based sys tems are usually ins talled inside or outside a building� 
But dry toilets are only ins talled  in yards: containments have a door 
which opens in the s treet�

Fecal Sludge Collection: Was tewater and night soil within the neighborhood was collected 
mainly by the private sector or local farmers. Almos t 94 percent mentioned to private sector as the 
collector  and 2 percent mentioned to “no body.”

Figure 21: Fecal Sludge Collector

Private sector here meant companies, truck owners and local farmers who received money to 
empty and take away the was te. About two percent of households mentioned that “the was te is 
collected by no one.” These households used flush toilets connected to a soak pits which took 
a long time to get filled and emptied. Therefore, we could consider these households were also 
among private sector category.

Frequency of Emptying: According to the survey almos t 66 percent emptied the containment each 
2-5 months following with 12.9 percent of households which mentioned more than six months 
and 10 percent who mentioned emptying on a monthly basis.
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Figure 22: Frequency of Emptying

Households with eight members relay on dry toilets need to empty their toilets in average each 
six months. Households with same family members who used septic and holding tank  needed to 
empty their facilities in average around six months too; usually septic and holding tanks didn’t 
have any infiltration into ground. As discussed earlier households who were using flush toilets 
mos tly relied on soak pit which was cheaper than septic tanks and more convenient comparing to 
dry toilets.

Greywater Discharge: Greywater as an important part of household was tewater was mainly 
discharged into the drainage channels or s treet without treatment. As you see below almos t 70 
percent of households discharge their greywater into the drainage canals in the neighborhood.

Figure 23: Greywater Discharge

From  cultural point of view exposure to greywater is not a major problem and people comparing 
to black water discharge it freely into drainage. Greywater was a mixture of kitchen, laundry and 
bath was tewater which made it difficult to use for irrigation or other purposes. Due to high volume 
of greywater, any sanitation management plan should consider proper treatment of greywater as 
well.
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Figure 24: Greywater Discharge

Satisfaction: In terms of satisfaction, 72 percent of households were satisfied with current 
situation management. 

Figure 25: Satisfaction

72 percent is not very high, but s till considerable. This percentage of satisfaction didn’t not mean 
locals had selected the technology and were comfortable with it. As discussed before more and 
more people despite lack of enough water accessibility were switching to water-based sys tems. 
Many households were simply satisfied with the current technology because they can not afford 
their willingness; the point that many of them mentioned as a reason for their satisfaction.

Mos t of the households who were not satisfied with their current technology mentioned to 
uncleanliness, odor, frequency of emptying, lack of convenience and old.

User Preference: For this ques tion, three different options including flush toilet, compos ting toilet 
and dry toilet were introduced to the interviewees. Each interviewee was allowed to choose his 
preference. As you see below, 91 percent prefer flush toilet following five percent dry toilets and 
four percent compos ting toilet.
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Figure 26: User Preference

The results out of this ques tion showed that mos t households were not willing to use traditional 
toilets. That could be the main reason behind switching to water-based sys tem. According to the 
Figure 25, they were not interes ted in compos ting toilet as well: dealing and exposure to black 
water and fecal sludge is prohibited culturally and it is also considered a low profile practice.  
Proper public awareness and increasing the level of education on sanitation would change the 
people’s mindsets.

3-6- Hygiene
In the firs t ques tion, people were asked about their handwashing practices and in the second 
ques tion about the materials which are used for handwashing. Interviewees were allowed to give 
multiple answers to each ques tion, totally, 1447 answers were given, and the percentage for each 
answer was out of 100 percent.

As you see in Figure 26, the mos t cited occasion for handwashing is 67 percent which was “before 
eating food”, and 42 percent mentioned to after visiting latrine. 60 percent mentioned when their 
hands were dirty, they washed it while 44 percent mentioned before praying and 54 percent 
answered every morning.

Figure 27: Handwashing Practice
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Considering the role of handwashing practice as one of the mos t effective way of hygiene 
improvement, two ques tions in this regard were asked; There were some other hygiene-related 
ques tions discussed at food and observation checklis t sections. 

Eating with hand without using devices like spoon, fork…was a common practice between some 
households, therefore 59 percent of households washed their hands after eating meal as well.

Occasions like before eating food and after visiting toilets were more important comparing to 
others and occurs on a regular basis. Therefore the related percentage was expected to be higher 
than current level: public awareness specially through children and school would be useful.

Handwashing Materials: almos t 82 percent answered using soap when needed.

Figure 28: Handwashing Materials

According to the above figure about 18 percent of interviewees didn’t use soap to wash their hands 
which was a big number while 82 percent mentioned to using soap when it was needed. Due to 
lack of enough hygiene awareness among the households use of soap in the right time and right 
way was an important ques tion.

3-7- Solid was te Management
Households used different kind of temporary s torage at houses to put their solid was te; 43 percent 
of households were using un-covered containers inside their houses following with 25 percent 
had plas tic bags. Please keep in mind that due to rounding, the total percentage is not exactly 100 
percent.
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Figure 29: Solid was te S torage

Solid Was te Collection: There are different practices in terms of solid was te collection within 
the neighborhood: While 47 percent relied on collection points, 33 percent used public spaces 
allocated for solid was te collection and 15 percent had door-to-door collection practice in the area.

Figure 30: Solid Was te Collection

Usually alongside of s treets there were some collection points operated by Kabul Municipality; 
some people took their solid was te there depending on the dis tance. KURP Project cons tructed 
two public spaces within the neighborhood for solid was te collection, but not operated well by 
the Municipality. Due to water scarcity, local people removed one of those collection points and 
cons tructed a public well. The public well currently is dry and useless.

The las t solid was te collection method was door-to-door collection which was organized and paid 
by the community itself. Workers who were hired to collect the solid was te took the garbage to the 
collection points managed by Kabul Municipality.
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         Collection points alongside the s treet              Open space used for was te disposal

Figure 31: Solid Was te Management

Recycle and Reuse: 80 percent of households did nothing in terms of recycle or reuse of their solid 
was te while 17 percent recycled or reused their solid was te for different purposes. 

Figure 32: Solid Was te Sorting

Households usually sort out their solid was te to sell some parts, use as fuel or for animals feeding. 
Households mentioned to odor and dislike as the main reasons for not sorting their solid was tes.  
As you see in Figure 30, some people were sorting out some solid was te for animal feeding, 
selling or fuel as well.

Frequency of Collection: Regarding frequency of solid was te collection, 50 percent of households 
mentioned to daily collection following with 20 percent mentioned to 2-3 times per week and 19 
percent mentioned to 4-5 times per week.
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Figure 33: Frequency of Collection

Disparity in frequency of collection had two main reasons: Kabul Municipality does not have a 
proper and s trict collection schedule while local people had their own collection schedule based 
on their needs and affordability of paying to hired collectors within the neighborhood.

Medical was te: According to the survey, 46 percent of households have seen syringes in the gar-
bage.

Figure 34: Presence Of Medical Was te  In Garbage

There were many clinics and drugs tores across the city, but there is no a proper solid was te man-
agement in place to collect their was te. Above that, people don’t have a good level of awareness 
in this regards. These are the two main reasons leaded to such kind of risky practices.

3-8- Health Issues
To unders tand the health condition within the neighborhood, three ques tions including health 
condition in winter, summer and also preventive measures were asked. The households were 
allowed in this section to provide several answers to each ques tion. In wintertime, 66 percent 
experienced cold following with 55 percent cough. Cough with fever and jaundice were the next 
major health problems in the area with 16 percent.
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Figure 35: Health Condition-Winter

In summertime, the health condition was different: 40 percent of households experienced diarrheal 
disease following with 32 percent had no illness and 17 percent cold, cough and fever.

Figure 36: Health Condition-Summer

During summer time diarrheal and water-born disease are the major challenges. Low-quality 
water, lack of hygiene, lack access to enough water for cleanliness and low public awareness 
could be the main reasons. 

Preventive Measures: When the households were asked about their preventive measures, 60 
percent mentioned to “following doctors’ advices, following with eating clean food and drinking 
safe water with 34 and 27 percent. The next answer with 23 percent was “keeping the environment 
clean.”
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Figure 37: Diseases Preventing Measure

According to the las t ques tion, the level of awareness is high, but results of the survey show that 
translation of this knowledge into practice was not successful. That is why the rate of hygiene-
related disease were high in the neighborhood.

3-9- Financial Issues
In terms of financial issues, several ques tions including salary scale, environmental fees and 
willingness to pay were asked. 44 percent of households were receiving between 0-10,000 Afghani 
(Afs) which was the larges t portion in this graph, following with 40 percent with 10,000-20,000 
Afs and 10 percent whit salary scale of 30,000-40,000 Afs per month.

Figure 38: Monthly Income

Considering Afghanis tan GDP per capita which was 413 $, the salary scale within the neighbor-
hood was low: while 44 percent of population in the bes t scenario received half of the average 
GDP, the next 40 percent again in maximum received almos t 400 $ per month.

Environmental Fee: 67 percent of households had to pay for different kind of environmental 
services, mos tly collection of solid was te and emptying of toilets.
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Figure 39: Paying Environmental Fees

Willingness to pay: The interviewees were asked if they were willing to pay more for environmental 
services in case of necessity. While 67 percent would like to pay more if needed, 33 percent didn’t 
want to pay more.

Figure 40: Willingness to Pay

KURP is a community based upgrading project which looks to involve local people in different 
ways. At the early s tages, the project authorities asked people for financial contribution to make 
sure the sus tainability of the project and raising the feel of ownership among the locals. Collecting 
money from people at operation and maintenance s tage should also consider at the beginning. If 
people feel that they are paying to run and manage their own project alongside the government, 
the financial contribution would be much higher.

3-10- Sanitation satisfaction
In terms of satisfaction, 82 percent of households were satisfied more or less, while 14 percent 
were not satisfied with the exis ting situation. 
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Figure 41: Sanitation Satisfaction

As mentioned, 82 percent of people are satisfied, but this satisfaction is generally about the 
initiative and the whole Project/idea. They appreciated the project’s activities, but s till they are 
expecting more works to do or if possible some modifications in implemented project.

Satisfaction with Current Operation and Maintenance: When the households were asked about 
the level of satisfaction with current sanitation operation and maintenance, 16 percent were not 
satisfied.

Figure 42:Satisfaction with Operation and Maintenance

In terms of current operation and maintenance except water services, local people were directly 
in charged. They decided how to manage their solid was tes in different zones, or how to deal 
with their was tewater based on the available options. The level of satisfaction was high, simply 
because they are on their own and try to do their bes t. To sum up, this satisfaction does not mean 
they are not keen for any improvement, but shows they keep their expectation level within the 
available options and current possibilities.

3-11- Urban Previous Setting
The households were asked about their previous place of living, 44 percent had rural background 
while 27 percent were living in Kabul and 18 percent were abroad.
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Figure 43: Previous Setting

The households were also asked about the collective action within the community and 54 percent 
believed that there was communal action within the neighborhood. 

Figure 44: Collective Practices

Following that the interviewees answered that in which level they could rely on their neighbors. 
75 percent believed they could always rely on their neighbors while 20 percent think they could 
rely on their neighbors only sometimes.

Figure 45: Community Cooperation

3-12- Observation Checklis t
This section covers the surveyors’ observation about the sanitation condition within the households 
and their surrounding environment. An observation checklis t developed and provided for each 
surveyor to fill after each interview. 
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General Appearance: The firs t section of this checklis t were ques tions about general appearance 
of the interviewees. The surveyors should note down his/her own impressions: If the interviewee 
has clean dress, washed hands, good finger-nail conditions and clean hair in the firs t sight. If 
every thing is very clean, good, acceptable or not good. As you see in Figure 45, 50 percent were 
in average range while 36 percent were in good condition. In terms of fingernail conditions and 
handwashing practices, the observation results were very similar.

Figure 46: General Appearance

Food s torage: the surveyors also asked if possible to have a look inside the kitchens and note 
down their observations when they were out of the houses. 

They should look different hygienic practices such as if food was s tored covered and off-ground 
or in a refrigerator, etc. 

Figure 47: Hygienically Food-s torage

The other observation at this part was general condition in the kitchen: if the devices in a kitchen 
were clean, the general condition was considered good.
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Figure 48: Kitchen Hygiene Condition

General Hygiene: Observers had also looked at the general hygiene condition within the houses 
and surrounding neighborhood to see if generally the environment was clean. There should be 
no dumping was te around, solid was te should be contained, no s tagnant water or odor and the 
drainage should not be blocked or overflowed. The results were as follow:

72 percent mentioned to good general hygiene while 28 percent mentioned to bad conditions and 
in terms of cleanliness of the environment, 77 percent mentioned to good condition.

Figure 49: General Hygiene

Figure 50: Cleanliness of Vicinity

Handwashing facilities: another ques tion in observation checklis t regarding hygiene was about 
presence of handwashing facilities near the latrines; In 45 percent of observation there was 
handwashing facilities inside or near the latrine while in 55 percent there was no such kind of 
facilities inside or near the latrine.
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Figure 51: Hand-washing Facilities

Lack of handwashing facilities inside or near the toilets is an important factor for public health 
protection. In respect to dry toilets, handwashing facilities cannot be ins talled inside the toilet. To 
have a well-operated sys tem, we need to avoid introducing water into the sys tem. In addition, due 
to difficulty of proper operation of a dry toilet usually the inside atmosphere is not so pleasant to 
s tay long. In addition, as the las t point, dry toilet is usually cons tructed where households cannot 
afford a water-based sys tem and immediate hand-washing facility.

Another point is the type of water provision inside the compounds. Mos t of the households have a 
tap in their yards. They use the tap for different purposes including water collection, washing the 
dishes, clothes and their hands. According to the observations, many houses have big yards and 
water tap is not close to the toilet, but s till convenient to use it after visiting the toilets.

Availability of handwashing facilities only at 45 percent of the houses is not equal with the 
percentage of handwashing practice necessarily. However, according to the interviewees only 42 
percent of them cited handwashing practice after visiting toilet.

As a conclusion, it is difficult to say an exact percent for handwashing practice based on the 
survey and observations. However, the low percentage of the practice is obvious, and beside any 
kind of physical intervention, public awareness in terms of hygiene at neighborhood and schools 
is necessary.
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                       Water tank, multi purposes            Water taps connected directly to the meter

                           Handwashing facility        Water tap, multi purposes

Figure 52: Handwashing Facilities

House type: The las t ques tion in the observation checklis t was the type of dwelling. 52 percent of 
households are living in shared compounds while 45 percent live in  single houses.

Figure 53: House Type
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More than half of the compounds include two households. In many cases one of the household 
was tenant and more vulnerable. One of the purposes of upgrading projects is improving of 
livelihood within a community. Therefore taking some measures to avoid increasing of the rent 
after upgrading could help to achieve projects’ targets.

3-13- Focus Group Discussions
To conduct FGDs, the arrangement has been made with the representatives and elderly people 
in a mosque placed in the neighborhood. Finally on Augus t 9th, separate FGDs for females and  
males in Imam Reza Mosque were held. During the FGDs several specific ques tions were asked, 
but the main trend was only facilitating of the sessions to let the participants discuss openly 
about all related issues. To have more concrete results, another female FGD on Augus t 29th, 2015 
in another venue was also held.

Methodology

Figure 54: FGDs methodology

Table 1: Male Focus Group Discussion-Site no� 1

No Date &Time Venue of FGD Neighborhood
Augus t 9, 2015
3:00 PM

Imam Reza Mosque Itefaq

Agenda of the meeting/Major Points of Discussion:
More clarification about sanitation intervention in the area and get impression about the implemented project 
within the neighborhood during a discussion with men. Following ques tions were discussed in the FGD. The 
correspondent collective answers and important points noted down.

What was shura’s role in the upgrading project from the early s tages of planning to operation 
and maintenance? There was a council s tablished by KURP project which is not working any more. 
But during the upgrading the shura was working as a link between our community and the authorities. 
This is a big neighborhood with many disparities and currently we have three representatives in the area 
upgraded by KURP.

How are the environmental sanitation infras tructures in your neighborhood? Are you satisfied 
with this level of sanitation provision? What other alternatives you had and why did you choose 
this?
In terms of upgrading components locals are satisfied with road pavements and drainage channels, but their 
drinking water problems have not been solved despite water provision in the area. Latrine improvement was not 
also successful: households within the neighborhood are interes ted in water-based sys tems and septic technology.
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How implemented project impact socio-economic aspects of local people especially women, 
children and elderly people in your Gozar?
It was a good initiative and we appreciate it. Before the upgrading transportation was a big problem, 
people had more problems in terms of water supply and s tagnant water, and flooding was a big issue. 
Although the situation is better now, but s till major problems exis ted.

What is the community’s role for operation and maintenance of implemented environmental 
sanitation services? And how the community performs its responsibility?
Firs t of all, there is no cooperation between government service provider and local people. In-charged 
persons on behalf of the government are not responsive and reliable.
There are some collective action at neighborhood level to keep clean the area, follow up some official 
works at government and ask for a water supply project in the neighborhood, specially where we face 
this problem.

How do you evaluate the upgrading project? Was it a successful or failed project? Why?
It was a very good initiative, and solved some problems within the neighborhood. But we are s till facing 
with many challenges specially regarding water supply, and sanitation.

What is your definition of sus tainability in projects? How can we achieve it?
Sus tainable project is for people and with their cooperation. There is no corruption and based on 
people’s need.

Other 
Raised 
points

• In terms of latrine improvement people were not satisfied. They preferred water-based sys tems. But due to 
lack of enough budget and priority of water supply for locals, sanitation improvement was not priority and the 
main reques t by the locals.

• There was a trash point cons tructed by KURP, but people converted it to a public well due to water scarcity. 
But the well is dry now.

• Water supply s till a big problem due to improper design, population increasing, providing connection out side 
of the neighborhood and corruption.

• Some drainage has problems and there is leakage into walls.
• Many locals are willing to ask from private companies to provide them water. They are expensive, but more 

reliable.
• Roads are paved and local people don’t want to des troy their roads with laying down new water dis tribution 

network although water shortages is a big problem.
• During winter time due to electricity shortage, water services get much worse.
• Usually nobody from government come to give us the water bill and ask for the fee.
• The level of water problem is different within the neighborhood, but central part of the area has much more 

problem.
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Table 2: Female Focus Group Discussion-Site no� 1

No Date &Time Venue of FGD Neighborhood

Augus t 9, 2015
3:00 PM

Imam Reza Mosque Itefaq

Agenda of the meeting/Major Points of Discussion
More clarification about sanitation intervention in the area, and also getitng impression on the implemented 
project within the neighborhood during a discussion with men living in the community. Following ques tions were 
discussed in the FGD. The correspondent collective answers and important points noted down.
What was shura’s role in the upgrading project from the early s tages of planning to operation and 
maintenance?
Local people were not aware of the shura es tablished for the Kurp Project. But they had another shura currently 
consis ted of only men and they gather when it is needed. If something should be done within the neighborhood, the 
current shura take the initiative.

How are the environmental sanitation infras tructures in your neighborhood? Are you satisfied 
with this level of sanitation provision? What other alternatives you had and why did you choose 
this?
Drainage channels is fine but solid was te management, water supply services and improved latrines have many 
problems and sometimes useless. There was no options for us, but we preferred to have water supply due to its 
priority in the community though it doesn’t work well.
How implemented project impact socio-economic aspects of local people especially women, 
children and elderly people in your Gozar?
Now we pay less money for transportation, and need less time to keep clean our home.
What is the community’s role for operation and maintenance of implemented environmental 
sanitation services? And how the community performs its responsibility?
Everything was done through the shura which was consis ted of the community representatives. If they 
decided to do something, the whole neighborhood would do it. But due to the size of KURP upgrading 
area, the neighborhood had three different parts with three representatives and shuras. There meetings 
with people and shuras belong to different parts. 
How do you evaluate the upgrading project? Was it a successful or failed project? Why?
In terms of road pavement and drainage channels, it was successful. However, other environmental 
sanitation components don’t  work properly.
What is your definition of sus tainability in sanitation projects? How can we achieve it?
If people are satisfied and convenient with a service, they use it in a proper way.

Other 
Raised 
points

• They were not satisfied with their toilets because of odor and unhygienic conditions and in case of long term 
loans were ready to cons truct new toilets.

• Local trash point which was cons tructed by KURP was useless and someone was hired to collect the garbage 
and take it to the main s treet where municipality collected the was te.

• People were satisfied with their drainage sys tem except one who had a yard lower than the s treet level.
• After KURP water supply project  local wells got dry and Kurp project was the only source of water for local 

people though their sys tem didn’t not work properly. They couldn’t provide water to people more than one or 
two hours per day. Households collected water during that time and used it. The time of dis tribution was not 
even scheduled and locals didn’t know when time they had access to water.

• People asked at leas t there should be a determined time for water dis tribution. They mentioned that “ it is 
difficult to wait whole the day for water.”

• Many new comers and changes in the neighborhood who didn’t  know well about the his tory of the upgrading 
project well. 

• It seems during the project design and implementation, authorities had not considered the population increas-
ing.
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Table 3: Male Focus Group Discussion-Site no� 1

Date Time Venue of FGD Neighborhood
Augus t 29, 2015

Time: 2:30 PM

Shenakht Educaiton Center Itefaq

Agenda of the meeting/Major Points of Discussion

The firs t women FGD was not very productive and participation was low. The other reason to 
hold the second FGD was to talk about the sanitation problems in other parts of the neighborhood. 
In additon, there was a chance to hold another Females FGD.
What was shura’s role in the upgrading project from the early s tages of planning to 
operation and maintenance?

According to the participants there was no shura, but households had a representative who managed 
collective works and if needed community meetings.
How are the environmental sanitation infras tructures in your neighborhood? Are you 
satisfied with this level of sanitation provision? What other alternatives you had and why 
did you choose this?

There were some sanitation facilities, but s till there were operation and maintenace problems. The general 
situation comparing to the pas t was much better, but the project had not achieved its goal completely.

In terms of alternatives, there was no many options. KURP authorities came to us and asked about our main 
problems to discuss. They did not have enough budget and we asked them to provide us water and pave the 
road as the firs t priorities.
How implemented project impact socio-economic aspects of local people especially women, 
children and elderly people in your Gozar?

In the pas t households and specially women and children had to s tay at long que to collect water. 
Transportation cos t was very high due to muddy s treets. In summer time dus t and air pollution 
was everywhere. Though there was some problems but the situation after Kurp was much better.
What is the community’s role for operation and maintenance of implemented environmental 
sanitation services? And how the community performs its responsibility?

• In terms of water supply community had not specific role, everything was managed by the govern-
ment. But the community was ready to pat the bills on time.

• Main drainage channels were operated by municipality and minor s treams & channels were operated 
by locals. There was no collective action to clean the drainage and everybody was in charge of its own 
immediate environment.

• Regarding solid was te, municipality had some collection points across the main s treet. Kabul Munici-
pality only collect solid was te from those points and households sometimes from far away areas should 
bring their was te to the collection points.

• Some areas had a  hired person to collect their solid was te door to door and take it to the collection 
points.

• In terms of was tewater and fecal sludge each household was individually responsible to manage its 
fecal sludge.

How do you evaluate the upgrading project? Was it a successful or failed project? Why?

Road pavement component was successful. Drainage cons truction was almos t successful but in 
terms of was tewater, water supply and solid was te management there were many problems.

What is your definition of sus tainability in sanitation projects? How can we achieve it?

“If there is cooperation between locals and authorities and people within a community can work 
collectively, there is a good chance of sus tainability.”
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Other raised 
points

• Drainage channel was not big enough for crowded areas. In the main s treet of the neighborhood 
there was public bath which discharged its was tewater into the public drain which caused 
many problem.

• Also municipality’s s taff clean the s treet and throw away the soil and dus t into the channel & 
make a layer of mud in the drainage channel.

• In some part of the public drain there was s tagnant water.

• There was no enough trash points in the area. There was no public tap or well in the area 
which was needed. Despite current water network in the area, s till public well & tap was 
necessary.

• Water availability due to KURP project was better, but due to power shortcoming especially 
in wintertime, access to water was also a big problem, no power was meant no water as well. 
Access to water is not permanent….people had water only during the day and in winter time 
even less. They had to s tore water for night time.

• Las t winter for more than one month we had no power and consequently no water.

• People had to res tore water sometimes even for one or two weeks which made the water 
unhygienic.

• Affordability was also a big issue, the water price was 6 Afs/ m3, but later changed to 12 
and now 25. In many cases water price in informal area is several times higher than formal 
neighborhoods.

• At this area people usually don’t have their own well due to water scarcity….mos t of private 
wells don’t have water any more.

• There was no enough trash point in the area. In addition, municipality did not collect the 
was te on regular basis. That is why many households were using their dry wells as trash 
point: the wells were deep enough and there was no odor.

• In terms of toilets the doors, which were ins talled from the outside, improved the situation 
from outside but no change inside the yard. Also it is really difficult to find people/companies 
to collect sludge of traditional toilets. The area was unplanned and difficult to find an address, 
also there was no much demand for night soil.

• Mos t of people who had septic or cesspit also couldn’t afford to pay for vacuum trucks. The 
service charge was too high comparing to households’ income.

                       Male FGD                 Female FGD

Figure 55: FGD in Site No� 1
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4- Findings of the household survey in site no. 2

4-1- General Information
Gender and age: As you see in the Figure 56, the majority of respondents, 59 percent, were 
female. According to Figure 57, the average age of the respondents was 36.

Figure 56: Gender of Respondents

Figure 57: Dis tribution of Respondents’ Age

The percentage of interviewed women was higher than interviewed men, which was logic due to 
the unavailability of men during the day. In daytime men mos tly are on work and women were 
mos tly housekeeper and at homes.

Education level of interviewees: Despite mos tly simple enough ques tions to be answered by all 
beyond 18 years old in each household, the education level of the interviewees was asked.  As you 
see 34 percent don’t have formal education and following that 30 percent have primary education.
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Figure 58: Level of Formal Education

4-2- Household Information
Head of family and family members: According to below figures, the percentage of family head 
among interviewees were 29 percent and almos t 70 percent of households were 6-10 members 
that is a normal range for an Afghan family. Based on the survey results in average each household 
had eight members.

Figure 59: Family Head

Figure 60: Household Members
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Land tenure: Dehghouchak is a hilly area and access to enough space was not always possible. 
More than 70 percent of the interviewees were property owners and they didn’t have tenants.

Figure 61: Landlord versus Tenant

Due to hilly characteris tic of the neighborhood, there was no enough space to have tenant, leave 
alone that usually tenants prefer to s tay in a flat area; land ownership within the neighborhood is 
higher than the average in Kabul City.

4-3- Water
Source of water: In terms of access to water for sanitation, washing and drinking purposes 87 
percent of people had water tap in their yards providing by the government. The percentage was 
same in different seasons and according to the survey, there was no major water problem. 

Figure 62: Water Source

Almos t all the households had access to pipe water within the neighborhood. About four percent 
who had no access to the pipe water within their compound were s till able to collect water from 
public tap or mosque, which was free, and in walking dis tance. 
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Treatment method: Regarding water quality according to below figure, 32 percent of households 
boiled the water for further treatment. But s till quite a big number had no more treatment more 
than what AUWSSC did. 

Figure 63: Water Treatment Methods

It seems the main concern in terms of water was its quality and people especially during warm 
seasons tried to boil the water; but s till 52 percent of people washed their food, fruits and vegetables 
with the water. 

4-4- Drainage Sys tem
Three ques tions regarding drainage sys tem were asked. The ques tions covers functionality, 
problems of s tagnant water and flooding in the area.

Drainage condition: According to three next graphs, 90 percent of households believe there was 
no problem with functionality of their drainage sys tem while 30 percent were complaining about 
s tagnant water in the neighborhood and 22 percent were affected by flooding problems in rainy 
seasons.

Figure 64: Public Drain Functionality
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Figure 65: S tagnant Water in the Neighborhood

Figure 66: Flooding in the Area

It seems there were some problems with functionality of public drain but mos tly due to below 
reasons:

• Lack of proper solid was te management, which blocked many canals, and during rainy 
seasons in lower areas within the neighborhood could cause flooding. During direct 
observation within the area, lack of proper solid was te management was observed.

• Households in the area discharged their black water and greywater into the drainage 
sys tem. It created severe health and dysfunctionality problems.

• There was no proper operation and maintenance in place; there were many blockage due 
to the solid was te and high amount of was tewater in the channel.

• The public drain was connected to a main canal located in a conges ted s treet that was 
full in many time with solid was te. This situation also affected the functionality of the 
public drain.
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Box 4: Drainage Sys tem

In site two, the public drain is usually used for all kind of 
domes tic was tewater disposal while the majority of the 
households use water-based sys tem�

Lack of proper solid was te management and drainage main-
tenance block the public drain� Above that covered public 
drain, make difficult operation and maintenance of the 
drainage sys tem�

At the end, the public drain is located in a conges ted s treet 
without proper maintenance that makes the situation worse� 

4-5- Sanitation Management
This section has nine ques tions about sanitation issues in the neighborhood.

User interface: The firs t ques tion is asking about the user interface in each household. 63 percent 
of the households are using flush toilet, and 37 percent rely on dry toilet; among this 37 percent, 
20 percent are not improved latrines.

Figure 67: User Interface in the Neighborhood
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Site two is an old and his torical site, and some houses are cons tructed below the s treet level. 
Therefore, the number of unimproved toilets either no improvement during the project or facing 
some damages after the upgrading is high.

The survey results show that currently 63 percent of the households use flush toilets; according to 
a survey by the KURP project in an adjacent neighborhood which is hilly area and very similar to 
our case s tudy, 88 percent of the households had traditional toilets before the upgrading (SMEC 
International, 2008).

Above that during KURP project in the site, only dry toilets were improved. Therefore almos t all 
the houses with water-based toilets, have converted their traditional toilets to a wet sys tem. In the 
area there is only one communal septic tank cons tructed by KURP, which covers only 13 houses.

Final disposal: depending on the technology, manual and mechanical emptying is available and 
usually provided by the private sector. When the households were asked about the final disposal 
of their was tewater or night soil, 60 percent of residents did not have any idea. 

29 percent discharged their was tewater directly into the drainage channels. 10 percent think their 
was tewater is taken for further treatment and one percent, who have dry toilet, mentioned to 
agricultural areas. It should be noted that many households were not willing to mention that 
their blackwater was discharged into the drainage sys tem directly. Above that due to difficulty 
of the night soil disposal, many households with dry sys tem, dispose their night soils using the 
rainy weather opportunity. The rainwater washed away down the night soils, which created many 
problems in the downhills especially in the downtown.

Figure 68: Final Disposal 

During the Kurp project, there was no plan to consider the whole sanitation chain. They focused 
mainly on household level and dry toilet improvement. Households were not really aware of 
the final des tination of was te. There was no guarantee even for further the treatment after was te 
collection by the service providers.

Toilet sharing: Answering to “how many people within your compound share the toilet?” 31 
percent answered 2-7 persons and 50 percent of interviewees answered 8-13 persons are using 
one toilet. But among 13 percent of residents 14-19 people shared one toilet and six percent were 
20-25 people with a shared toilet. 
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Figure 69: Toilet Sharing In the Area

Usually in the old houses there is only one toilet within each housing compound and all the 
households use the same toilet. It is noteworthy that 41 percent of households live in a shared 
house or apartment, which means they share mos t probably their toilet as well.

According to JMP1, shared toilets cannot considered improved (Rifat Hossain 2015). But despite 
sharing, many of these toilets are also in good conditions. In fact, only people who knows each 
other, live in the same compound use the toilet. They also share responsibility to clean it.

Fecal sludge collection: 69 percent of household mentioned to not emptying their toilet facilities, 
while 21 percent has mentioned to private sector and two percent to Kabul Municipality. Four 
percent of people didn’t know about it. 

Figure 70: Fecal Sludge Collection

Usually there was no possibility for the households who used dry toilets to dispose their fecal 
matters on the s treets. Such kind of practice was not allowed. Usually people with dry toilet took 
the dry feces by animal cart to agricultural areas. But due to difficulty of the night soil disposal and 
also low demand by the farmers, many households with dry sys tem, dispose their night soils using 
the rainy weather opportunity. The rainwater washes away down the night soils, which creates 
many problems in the downhills especially in the downtown.

1  Joint Monitoring Program (UNICEF & WHO)
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69 percent of the respondents mentioned to ‘nobody empty their toilet facilities.’ Mos t probably 
they had connected their facilities to the public drains which was neither legal nor easy to say it. 
13 housing compounds relied on the communal septic tank, but according to the community’s 
representative sometimes the overflow of the septic tank discharged into the public drain.

Frequency of emptying: 64 percent of households didn’t know how often their toilets get emptied 
while 15 percent mentioned to direct discharge to the drainage channels.

Figure 71: Frequency of Emptying Containment

Mos t of the households within the neighborhoods were using flush toilets; they connected their 
facilities to the public drains, communal septic tank or in few cases to individual septic tanks or 
soak pits. In few cases, there are individual septic tanks or soak wells. However, due to the rocky 
ground in the area and difficulty of excavation, it is very rare. In some parts of the neighborhood, 
it is difficult to be connected to the public drains or the s treet is higher than the housing units and 
the households have to rely on dry sys tem.  Discharging was tewater into the public drain is not 
legally allowed and many households are not willing to talk about their connections.

Figure 72: Discharge of Greywater

Greywater discharge: In terms of greywater, almos t 60 percent of households discharge their 
greywater without treatment in the drainage sys tem while 22 percent use septic tank and 16 
percent discharge it on the s treets. Discharging greywater into the s treets or public drains without 
treatment is a normal practice in many part of the city. If households have the possibility, they 
usually do it; in site two about 59 percent of the households discharge their greywater in the 
s treets. Mos t of the remaining households mos t probably are not able to use the public drains 
easily for that purpose.
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Sanitation satisfaction: Mos tly people are satisfied with their sanitation facilities, 76 percent, and 
their reasons for that is cleanliness and convenience while unsatisfied households have mentioned 
to dirty condition, fly and odor. 

Figure 73: Level of Satisfaction

The reasons mentioned for the lack of satisfaction show that mos t probably the households with 
dry toilets are not satisfied with it. Dirty condition, fly and odor usually is the case with improper 
maintenance of dry toilet.

User preference: in terms of user preference almos t 90 percent prefer water-based sys tem and 
specifically flush toilet while only five percent are interes ted in dehydrate and six percent in 
traditional sys tem.

Figure 74: User Preference Technology

Since the upgrading project there has been a big change in sanitation practice in the area. But s till 
considering user preference which is almos t 90 percent, the current percentage of water-based 
sys tem is low. The reason which has forced some households to s tay with dry sys tem is lack of 
possibility for connection to the drainage sys tem, otherwise mos t of the households are interes ted 
in water-based sys tem. 

4-6- Hygiene
Although practice does not always correlate with the knowledge, during this subject and some 
others we are trying to make a link between hygiene awareness and practice.
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Handwashing practice: For this ques tion, interviewees were allowed to choose several answers. 
As you see, the highes t percentage is 84 percent which shows handwashing practice when it is 
needed. But at the same time only 36 percent mentioned to handwashing practice after visiting 
toilet which is needed or only 59 percent have mentioned to handwashing practice before eating 
which shows probably quite a big number are not aware of  importance of handwashing after 
visiting toilet or before eating. 

Handwashing material: 70 percent mentioned to soap and 29 percent to only water.

Figure 75: Handwashing Practice within the Neighborhood

Figure 76: Hand-Washing Materials

Personal hygiene is a very important part for sanitation improvement, and should be considered 
in different s tudies. Hygiene has usually two main aspects: awareness of personal hygiene, and 
possibility of putting the knowledge into practice. To increase the above-mentioned percentages 
working on both aspects are needed.

4-7- Solid Was te Management
Solid was te collection in the neighborhood: 71 percent use collection point allocated to solid 
was te, and 27 percent use public space in the neighborhood while two percent have access to door 
to door collection.
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Figure 77: Solid Was te Collection

There was no door-to-door collection by Kabul Municipality within the neighborhood, but some 
shops and houses located in the main s treet have the chance to get collected their solid was te by 
the municipality. There were some open spaces within the neighborhood, which was used for 
solid was te disposal although not legally allowed. Kurp project cons tructed a trash point in the 
neighborhood that was used by the locals although it was not in a good condition.

         Kurp cons tructed point  Public space in the neighborhood

Figure 78: Solid was te Management

There was a collection sys tem es tablished by KURP project: the community had hired several 
people who were collecting the was te and receiving their salaries on a monthly basis from the 
community. The collection sys tem didn’t work longer in all parts of the neighborhood.  Above 
that some households, mos tly without collection sys tem, disposed their solid was te in open spaces 
which mos tly leaded to clogging of the public drains.

Kabul Municipality has put big garbage bins usually across the main s treets, and its workers don’t 
go through the neighborhoods to collect the was te door to door.
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Reuse or recycle: nine percent of the interviewees reuse or recycle their solid was te mos tly as 
fuel, animal food or sell them. Some interviewees who don’t like any kind of re-use or recycle 
mentioned to odor problem and dislike to deal with garbage as the reasons.

Figure 79: Solid Was te Reuse/Recycle

In terms of re-use and re-cycle, 90 percent of people don’t re-use or re-cycle their was te. They 
mentioned odor and dirtiness as the main reasons. Nine percent re-use or re-cycle the was te mos tly 
as burning materials, food for animal or for selling.

Frequency of collection: 75 percent of households mentioned to every day solid was te collection, 
and 16 percent to 4-5 times collection per week.

Figure 80: Frequency of Solid Was te Collection

Medical was te: And finally as the las t ques tion in this part, 25 percent of interviewees mentioned 
to presence of syringes and needles in the solid was te in the area.
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Figure 81: Medical Was te in the Garbage

Exis tence of medical was te like syringes and needles in solid was te which is in direct contact with 
children within the neighborhood shows comparing to was te water people have less awareness 
about unseen danger of improper management of solid was te.

4-8- Health Issues
To unders tand sanitation-related health problems, three ques tions regarding health issues in 
different seasons and preventive measures were asked. Interviewees were allowed here to provide 
several answers to each ques tion. Occasions with percent of zero were ignored here.

Health issues-summer: in summer time 30 percent are affected by diarrhea, and cold is the second 
health problem with 26 percent, while cough with fever follows with 18 percent. 42 percent of 
people mentioned to no illness during the warm season.

Figure 82: Health Problems in summer

Health issues-winter: In cold season the health situation is a little bit different; 46 percent 
mentioned to cold, following 36 percent to cough and nine percent no illness.
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Figure 83: Health Condition - winter 

Preventive measures and treatment: 27 percent mentioned to medical treatment by an expert, 
following 18 percent using of safe drinking water, and 16 percent has mentioned to mosquito net 
to prevent diseases.

Figure 84: Healthcare Measures

The local community face with less illness during the warm seasons; 33 percent reported no 
illness in this period. But in terms of waterborne diseases, we have more cases in warm seasons. 
Respondents have mentioned to Diarrheal disease in winter time 6 percent while in summer time 
it is 23 percent. To unders tand the main reason behind the high rate of diarrheal disease, water 
sampling and health inves tigation in the area is needed which was beyond the scope of this survey.

According to KURP Report, the rate of Diarrheal disease before the project implementation was 
almos t 9 percent (SMEC International, 2008) in autumn in similar neighborhoods. But s till there 
is a high rate especially in hot seasons which shows the low impact of project in the neighborhood 
in terms of health improvement.

The other major problem in winter and summer time is cough. There are several reasons behind this 
problem including air pollution. Improper management of dry toilets and solid was te management 
contribute to the air pollution.
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The percentage of diarrheal diseases in winter is six, but in summer time is 23 percent. Comparing 
to the rate of diarrheal diseases before the project implementation which is nine percent in autumn 
2007, there is no significant changes which shows the low impact of the sanitation intervention at 
leas t in terms of water-borne diseases (SMEC International, 2008).

4-9- Financial Issues
In terms of financial issues five ques tions were asked. The firs t ques tion was about salary scale. 
Almos t half of the households receive 10,000-20,000 Afs per month. The second larges t group 
receive 20,000-30,000 Afs per month. 

Figure 85: Salary Scale

Comparing Afghanis tan GDP per capita which is 413 $, the monthly salary scale within the 
neighborhood is acceptable and locals can afford their sanitation cos t.1

Service fee: in the neighborhood, 71 percent of population pay nothing for sanitation services, if 
we do not consider the money paid for water consumption. 

Figure 86: Financial Contribution

1  http://www.tradingeconomics.com/afghanis tan/gdp-per-capita
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The basic rate for water consumption in the neighborhood is 25 Afs per cubic meter, but there 
is tariff s tructure in place which increases the rate in case of high consumption. Although many 
people don’t pay for solid was te collection or was tewater discharge, they have to pay sometimes 
to municipality labors to collect the solid was te or clean the public drains.

In terms of night soil collection fee, households should pay in average 700 Afs and to get emptied 
their septic tanks or soak pits the charge is about 2000 Afs per household.

Local government has not been involved much in sanitation provision so far and the community 
is used to pay for environmental sanitation services.  Above that comparing sanitation fees agains t 
households income, paying for sanitation services at leas t for regular operation and maintenance 
looks possible.

Willingness to pay: People were asked about their willingness to pay more for sanitation cos t if 
needed. 40 percent of households don’t want to pay more, but 60 percent are willing to contribute 
more if needed.

Figure 87: Willingness to Pay

Current percent of willingness to pay is not so much comparing with households’ income and the 
reason could be the satisfaction of households regarding current environmental sanitation. The main 
driver behind this satisfaction would be convenience; despite many potential danger associated 
with the current sanitation practice within the neighborhood, s till mos t of the respondents are 
satisfied and don’t see any need for more inves tment.

4-10- Satisfaction
General environmental sanitation: almos t 72 percent of population are satisfied with current sit-
uation dividing in three main categories including 42 percent satisfied, 25 percent very satisfied 
and 15 percent a little satisfied, while 17 percent are dissatisfied.
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Figure 88: Satisfaction level

Operation and maintenance: The second ques tion was asked about their satisfaction with current 
operation and maintenance in the neighborhood: 22 percent very satisfied, 38 percent satisfied, 18 
percent little satisfied and 20 percent dissatisfied.

Figure 89: Satisfaction with Operation and Maintenance

In terms of satisfaction 82 percent of households are satisfied with the current environmental 
sanitation services. But 78 percent think current operation and maintenance is fine. The high level 
of satisfaction despite high percentage of direct was tewater connection into the public drain and 
also some other mismanagements show convenience is an important driving factor in sanitation. 
It also shows households are not aware enough about the environmental dangers caused by this 
kind of sanitation practices.

4-11- Urban Previous Setting
In terms of urban living culture, three ques tions were asked from the interviewees. The firs t 
ques tion was asking their previous setting.

Previous setting: 75 percent have been in Kabul City while 11 percent came from another country 
and nine percent from rural areas. 
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Figure 90: Previous Living Location

Community action: Respondents also asked about any community action to keep clean the 
neighborhood; 37 percent answered there is no any community action while 63 percent mentioned 
to exis tence of a collective action for environmental purposes.

Figure 91: Community Action

Reliability of neighbors on each other: 71 percent believe that neighbors can rely on each other 
for support, friendship and knowledge of events while 12 percent do not believe in reliability of 
their neighbors and 16 percent think it is not always.

Figure 92: Community Cooperation

4-12- Observation Checklis t
General appearance: The surveyors should note down his/her own impression: If the interviewee 
has clean dress, washed hands, good finger-nail conditions and clean hair in the firs t sight. If every 
thing is very clean, good, acceptable or not good. 49 percent of the interviewees were in an aver-
age range, following 34 percent with good condition and seven percent with excellent condition 
while 11 percent were poor. 
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Figure 93: General Appearance

Food-s torage condition: 60 percent of the households s tored their food hygienically which means 
clean, off-ground and covered. And in 55 percent the kitchens were in a good condition.

Figure 94: Food-S torage Condition

Figure 95: Kitchen Condition

Regarding general appearance, fingernail and handwashing practice almos t 90 percent looks 
average or good, which shows a high level of personal hygiene within the area. But in terms of 
hygiene condition in the kitchens and keeping food in a clean place the percentage is about 60 
percent which is not so high. 

General hygiene: according to the survey results, cleanliness is totally 69 percent while 31 percent 
noted down no clean, and regarding the cleanliness of the surrounding neighborhood 47 percent 
mentioned to cleanliness of the surrounding area out of the compound.
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Figure 96: General Hygiene

Figure 97: Cleanliness Of The Neighborhood

People have more attention to keep clean within their compound comparing the area surrounding, 
that is why while the percentage of cleanliness in the house is 56 percent, it is 47 percent for the 
surrounding areas; it means there is no s trict obligation or consensus between the communities to 
cooperate and keep the neighborhood clean.

Handwashing facilities near the latrine: 52 percent of people have no hand- washing facilities 
near the latrine which is too high, and jus tify the low percentage of households who mentioned to 
hand-wash practice after visiting toilets. 

Figure 98: Hand-Washing Facilities near the Latrine
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Many households have only one pipe in their yards where the toilet is usually located. There-
fore ins talling another tap in the yard near the toilet does not look so necessary for them. A high 
percentage allocated to lack of handwashing facilities near the toilet, but it does not necessarily 
correlate with lack of handwashing practice after visiting the toilet.

The other aspect of this discussion is: 

48 percent of people have handwashing facilities near the toilet, which makes so convenient the 
handwashing practice after visiting toilet. This percentage is almos t same with the percentage 
before s tarting the project (SMEC International, 2008).  In the other hand the low percentage of 
mentioning to “hand-wash practice after visiting toilet” and no more progress to have such facil-
ities near the latrine after several years show “without public awareness and only with providing 
sanitation services is really difficult to achieve a considerable progress.” 

The level of hygiene knowledge could be increased by awareness through media specially TVs 
which are widely available nowadays in big cities like Kabul. Children in schools also could take 
the hygiene messages to their homes and share it with their relatives.

Dwelling type: 53 percent of interviewees have single house following 41 percent have shared 
household and three percent live in separate apartment.

Figure 99: Dis tribution of Dwelling Type within the Neighborhood

About 41 percent of houses are shared between two households; it could be the owner and his/her 
tenant or all landlords. While upgrading projects improve the general condition within a neighbor-
hood, it could also lead to asking more money by the landlords from their tenants who are already 
in a lower s tandard of living. In the other hand if the overall impact of sanitation intervention is 
not positive in the area, upgrading project neither decrease the cos t of living nor cos t of health 
issues for the mos t vulnerable part of a community. 

It seems important to think about tenants conditions during a sanitation intervention and after that 
to avoid of putting unaffordable situation on them.

At the end, although people are slightly different with respect to gauge of s tandards, using the 
observation checklis t there is an expectation to get an impression about the overall hygiene 
condition within the households and even consider some kind of cross checking between what 
has been said and practiced.
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4-13- Focus Group Discussions
To conduct FGDs in the second site, arrangement has been made with its representative. Finally 
by Augus t 24th, FGD for female and by September 20th, 2015 the FGDs for males were held. 
During the FGDs several specific ques tions were asked, but the main trend was only facilitating  
the sessions to let the participants discuss openly about all related issues. To conduct the FGDs 
same methodology as the firs t site was followed.

Table 4: Male Focus Group Discussion-Site no� 2

No Time & Date Venue of FGD Neighborhood
9:00 AM
Sep 20th 2015

Representative’s office in the neigh-
borhood

Dehghouchak (Site no 2)

Agenda of the meeting/Major Points of Discussion: 
More clarification about sanitation intervention in the area and get impression about the implemented project within 
the neighborhood during a discussion with men living in the community.

What was shura’s role in the upgrading project from the early s tages of planning to operation 
and maintenance?
A council es tablished by the KURP project, it does not work in the same way anymore. But s till the 
community has its previous representative, and handle all works at the community level and talk with 
people whenever needed. 

How are the environmental sanitation infras tructures in your neighborhood? Are you satisfied 
with this level of sanitation provision? What other alternatives you had and why did you choose 
this?
Totally participants are satisfied with the current sanitation provision, before the s tart of the project they 
were insis ting on water-based sanitation sys tem. There was a plan to cons truct six septic tanks, but due 
to rocky and hard ground it was not possible. That is why finally people accepted to improve their dry 
toilets.

How implemented project impact socio-economic aspects of local people especially women, 
children and elderly people in your Gozar?
“Before project implementation we were facing with many problems, we did not have enough water and 
had to buy or send our children to collect water. Waking through the neighborhood especially in rainy 
season was so difficult and we had many difficulties to get our toilets empty.”

What is the community’s role for operation and maintenance of implemented environmental 
sanitation services? And how the community performs its responsibility?
There is a communal septic tank and based on need people who are connected to the septic tank collect 
money for desludging. Also in some part there is solid was te collection sys tem for door to door collection 
for monthly charge of 100 Afs.

Sometimes people within the neighborhood clean the public drain.

How do you evaluate the upgrading project? Was it a successful or failed project? Why?

•	 Participants are satisfied with the project, but they think there are some technical problems with design and 
cons truction; the public drain is not big and deep enough. 

•	 There should more coordination between different service provider agencies, for example when road 
pavement was finished AUWSSC s tart water supply project and damaged some parts of newly paved 
roads. Considering their satisfaction they think s till there is room for more improvement.

How can we have a long run and sus tainable project?
Projects should be designed precisely and by experienced experts, and municipality should help local 
people for better operation and maintenance.
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Raised 
points

•	 One of the reason they mentioned regarding direct discharge to the public drain was hilly and narrow s treets 
which are inaccessible for vehicles to collect was te water.

•	 They also mentioned to population increasing in the neighborhood while there is no enough space for all.
•	 Some people were complaining about the covered channels which is difficult to clean while others 

mentioned there is possibility to open the channels in some parts and clean it; this was new point for some 
participants.

•	 Some people mentioned to lack of sanitation for commercial areas surrounded the neighborhood which 
cause major problem in terms of hygiene. There are some public water pipes, but not located very well.

•	 During rainy seasons dry toilets in s teep areas wash away toward houses located on lower areas.
•	 Some people who live on hilly areas where slope is more 30 percent are complaining about their problems 

even for a simple walking leave alone dealing with garbage, water or dry feces. Authorities are planning 
to prevent citizens of occupying areas with high slop and relocate current residents. There is some 
recommendations by international agencies to relocate all households who are leaving on areas with more 
than 30 percent slope (RECS International & Yachiyo Engineering Co., 2011).

Table 5: Female Focus Group Discussion-Site no� 2

No Time & Date Venue of FGD  Neighborhood

9:30 AM
Augus t 24th 2015

Individual house in the neighbor-
hood

Dehghouchak (Site no 2)

Agenda of the meeting/Major Points of Discussion:
More clarification about sanitation intervention in the area and get impression about the implemented project within 
the neighborhood during a discussion with women living in the community.

What was shura’s role in the upgrading project from the early s tages of planning to operation 
and maintenance?
Community has a representative and incase of any issue people contact him.  Communal meeting is need-based 
and usually consis t of respected people within the neighborhood.

How are the environmental sanitation infras tructures in your neighborhood? Are you satisfied 
with this level of sanitation provision? What other alternatives you had and why did you choose 
this?
They are satisfied with current implemented project, but they think drainage channels should be wider and deeper 
to avoid of s tagnant water.

How implemented project impact socio-economic aspects of local people especially women, 
children and elderly people in your Gozar?
“Before the project we had to spend more time for cleaning, but always facing with pollution. We needed to allocate 
time for water collection. 

What is the community’s role for operation and maintenance of implemented environmental 
sanitation services? And how the community performs its responsibility?

•	 There should be cooperation between community members and people should always pay their sanitation 
fees. 

•	 Municipality should help us to keep clean our environment in terms of solid was te and we are ready to pay 
them. 

How do you evaluate the upgrading project? Was it a successful or failed project? Why?
Yes, we are satisfied 80 percent of the project and feel more comfortable, but there should be improvement 
in public drain. Currently drainage channels are not deep enough; so after a while and due to some 
blockage we have s torm water and was tewater overflowing on the s treets.
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How can we have a long run and sus tainable project?
People should work as a community together and pay the sanitation bills.

Raised 
points

•	 Water supply is very good and now mos t of sanitation facilities are water-based.
•	 We don’t have any solid was te collection sys tem currently, but in the pas t there was a door to door collection 

sys tem based on a monthly payment about 2 $ per month. But people didn’t pay and the sys tem collapsed. 
Now each family take care of its own garbage usually throwing away somewhere. 

•	 There is no negative impacts by the project, but drainage should be modified.

Figure 100: FGDs at Site no� 2
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5- Fecal Sludge Management

5-1- The Diagrams
Many households in Kabul like many others developing cities are using on-site sanitation 
technologies. Many housing compounds are rely on dry toilets which produce dry feces and the 
remaining households are usually use water based technologies adjacent with soak pit or septic 
tank. Therefore fecal sludge management is an important issue in Kabul despite lack of enough 
attention to it by the authorities (Please see figures 101 & 102).

In targeted s tudy areas, households are using on-site sanitation. Even in site no. 2 where there is 
offsite sanitation, the main reason is lack access to on site treatment facilities. In fact there is no 
offsite treatment and the households only discharge their was tewater in the public drain.

Below Shit Flow Diagrams (SFD) were developed based on a direct observation and household 
survey conducted in targeted s tudy areas in summer 2015. The numbers and percentages are 
extracted from the ques tionnaire or es timated based on FGDs, interviews or site inves tigation. All 
SFD initiative materials are available from SuSanA website1.

5-2- General Information
The shit flow diagrams were created through field based s tudy in Kabul. Implemented methodology 
was similar to the developed documents by Susana, Manual for SFD Promotion Initiative (SuSanA, 
2015).

During the s tudy two sites were inves tigated: Site no.1 which is a flat area, and site no 2., a hilly 
area. The flat area located in wes tern Kabul, dis trict 13. The hilly area located in Kabul downtown 
and includes 70 percent mountainous and 30 percent semi-mountainous areas (KURP, 2007b). For 
further information about each site please see its related chapters in this report.

1  www.sfd.susana.org



Figure 101: Shit Flow Diagram In Site No� 1
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Figure 102: Shit Flow Diagram in Site No� 2
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5-3- Service Delivery Context
The current Afghanis tan Urban Water Supply and Sewerage Policy was developed by 2005. The 
policy covering differing subjects including basic definitions, principles, social, ins titutional and 
financial issues. A new policy is under development, but has not been approved yet (MUDA, 
2005a).

Before 2005 there was an authority under minis try of urban development affairs (MUDA) 
responsible for management of urban water supply and sewerage at different levels including 
policy, regulation and implementation. By September 2005 an ins titutional development plan 
was approved by the minis try of urban development affairs to divide the responsibilities between 
different organizations (MUDA, 2005b). 

The development is under progress but too slow; s till the policy level and regulation issues are 
managed by MUDA, but for implementation purposes Afghanis tan Urban Water supply and 
Sewerage Corporation (AUWSSC) is in charge. Due to priority of water supply for Afghan 
government and donors, AUWSSC is mainly involved in water provision. AUWSSC is mainly 
focused on planned areas which accommodates about 30 percent of Kabul’s population. Therefore 
sanitation is usually underes timated and dealt as the second priority following water supply.

Afghan households In mos t city areas are relied on on-site sanitation. but in terms of fecal sludge 
management and on-site sanitation there is no proper legal s tructure in place and exis ting policy 
and regulation mainly focus on sewerage sys tem, not mentioning the reality on ground.

Monitoring of access to safe drinking water and improved sanitation is usually done by WHO 
& UNICEF Joint Monitoring Program (JMP) in cooperation by Afghan organizations or 
independently by Afghanis tan Central S tatis tic Organization (CSO). 

5-4- Results
In site no� 1: There are two kinds of sys tem within the neighborhood including dry toilet and pour 
flush toilets but all are on-site sanitation sys tem which means the percentage of offsite sys tem is 
zero and not mentioned here.

In terms of containment, the technology does not ensure safe level of protection from excreta in 
almos t 95 percent: In all dry toilets, urine discharge into the public drains. In water-based sys tem 
where households use soak pits, which is the mos t case here, infiltration of untreated was tewater 
into the ground is a big concern. 

According to the SFD Manual containment is defined as “For Onsite Sanitation, it includes a) the 
User Interface, b) the Onsite Sanitation Technology that the User Interface Discharges to and c) 
the second s tage technology (if anything) that the Onsite Sanitation technology is then connected 
to soak pit,….(SuSanA, 2015).

Emptying service in the neighborhood is provided by private sector mechanically or manually. 
According to locals, demand for night soil is getting less and difficult to find farmers interes ted 
in night soil collection. In case of water-based sys tem households call vacuum trucks for sludge 
disposal.
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Soak pit as the mos t popular technology is unlined and does not need emptying in short term. It 
takes usually several years to get full.

According to the related shit flow diagram, 14 percent of influent get treated. About 70 percent of 
fecal sludge does not go for treatment including the whole fecal sludge from dry toilets. Totally 
only 14 percent of fecal sludge is managed safely and 86 percentremains without treatment which 
leads to pollution at different level (Please see figure 101).

In site no� 2: only 4 percent of fecal sludge is managed safely. In terms of sanitation technology 
63 percent of households are relied on water-based sys tem and mos t of them are connected to the 
public drain while there is no treatment after discharge into the public drain.

Emptying service in the neighborhood is provided by private sector either mechanically or 
manually, but access to some parts of the neighborhood is not possible for vacuum trucks due to 
mountainous characteris tic of the site s tudy or narrow s treets. We are facing with this problem at 
the both sites, but more challenges in site no 2.

Regarding on-site sanitation which is 40 percent in the area and mainly dry toilet, only four 
percent has the chance of treatment and the remaining part is disposed directly to the environment, 
or in the bes t scenario applied on agricultural lands without proper treatment.

5-5- Conclusion
The reason behind this low percentage of safe management firs t of all is lack access to treatment; the 
products of traditional toilets is applied directly on agricultural lands, if not dumping somewhere. 
There is no any specific fecal sludge treatment plant in Kabul. Dealing with fecal sludge not even 
considered in legal documents.

In terms of fecal sludge collected by vacuum trucks, there is no any guarantee for delivering to 
Kabul was tewater treatment plant; further more if the was tewater is delivered to the treatment 
plant, no guarantee for a proper treatment due to many deficiencies in the treatment plant; Currently 
only sedimentation phase before biological treatment was running in the treatment plant and the 
effluent without chlorination is discharging to the Kabul River.
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6- Lessons Learnt
Considering whole issues before conducting a survey is difficult. Some challenges appear 
unexpectedly and could face the survey with difficulties. It is always good to consider those issues 
for the future surveys and avoid them as much as possible. Below is a lis t of issues that mos t of 
them are not directly linked with the survey, but affect it.

• New Political S tructure
After the presidential election many changes in political and technical positions are occurring. 
During my interview planning some positions were vacant or managing by acting director. Beside 
that even authorities who were in charged directly were not sure if they s tay longer or not. This 
kind of situation sometimes makes difficult to get an appointment or conducting a productive 
interview. 

• Low capacity and Interes t among some officials
Some authorities are not interes ted or qualified enough to answers technical ques tions or provide 
relevant answers to the ques tions. There are several reasons behind this problem: Corruption and 
lack of proper recruitment sys tem, uns table political situation, lack of clear legal documents and 
low range of salary could be the main reasons.

• Low capacity and Interes t at informal level
Usually service providers at informal area are informal organizations and people. They are mos tly 
uneducated and don’t have enough skills to run the business while formal private companies and 
experts are involved in formal projects running by donors and Afghan Government.

Due to nature of sanitation practices and activities which considered illegal even by involved 
private sector, they are not willing to participate in an interview or meeting to talk about it. 
Furthermore during my household survey within the site many households were not satisfied to 
talk about specific issues; as an example they know direct connection to the public drain is not 
legal, and they prefer to skip that point.

• Security Issues
Due to security situation in Kabul, conducting a survey close to high profile areas like minis tries 
is difficult. For example due to security reasons getting a permission to conduct the survey in the 
site no2 took me almos t three weeks while there was no such difficulties in site no 1.

•  Left-behind Populations
Usually authorities in developing countries try to ignore informal settlements firs tly, but after 
a while this neglecting doesn’t work longer; after that informal areas are the second priority 
after the planned areas. That is why many people in informal settlements are disappointed about 
the positive results of interviews and household surveys. They think many surveys have been 
conducted but the output is considerably less.
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• Cultural Issues
Conducting the female FGDs in a conservative society, for male surveyor, is difficult: a group of 
surveyors including male and specially trained females are necessary. 

• Using Local Expert
Using local experts who have worked in similar situation would speed up the survey so much. In 
many case there is no need for trial and error or learning by doing. Local people are also feel more 
comfortable to talk about their problems.
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7- Conclusion and Recommendations
The findings analyzed and described above pave the way for a more general conclusion. It seems 
considering below points would help us for a better sanitation planning in future for similar cases.

• Community-based data collection 
Governments’ reports about upgrading projects usually rely on number of toilet improvements, 
water connections and meters of drain cons truction: exploring KURP reports show only the 
number of improved latrines, cons tructed communal septic tank and other sanitation services. But 
community-based data collection provides us more accurate data in terms of quality, quantity and 
productivity of implemented projects. 

• Result-based monitoring indicators
There are some useful criteria for indicator selection developed by different international and 
national organizations like WHO, UNICEF or Afghanis tan CSO (Rifat Hossain, 2015). Result-
based indicators will help us to unders tand whether the implemented projects have improved the 
situation or not. These indicators should be developed at the early s tages of a project, used to plan 
the sanitation and for later monitoring. In this way we are able to unders tand the level of impact 
and efficiency precisely. 

In KURP project there are some indicators for monitoring, but they are not comprehensive enough 
or result-based; the indicators are some pre-set numbers like toilets that should be improved 
and so on. And at the end only checking if the project has achieved the numbers or not (SMEC 
International, 2008).

Developing some indicators like the percentage of water-borne diseases before and after project 
implementation or water sampling would help us to know exact changes occurred on the ground.

• Long term participatory approach toward sanitation provision
Usually implementers are doing their business as usual and do not consider different aspects of 
a sus tainable and integrated sanitation provision. In the other hand focusing much on hardware 
part could lead to ignorance of other important factors for a successful project; continuous 
communication and exchange between implementers, aid providers and research-based ins titutes 
looks necessary. In targeted s tudy areas councils were es tablished and many social works have 
been done (Kurp, 2007a). 

However, it was only at the early s tages to s tart the physical work as soon as possible. This 
council is not exis ted anymore and locals are complaining regarding lack of cooperation between 
authorities and people.

• Considering the whole sanitation chain
In KURP project, like many others, there is much focus on sanitation at household level and not 
considering the whole sanitation chain. Households don’t know what happen to the fecal sludge 
after collection or the was tewater which is discharged directly to the public drains. Simply there 
was no consideration beyond the household level.
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• Considering whole forms of was tewater
To overcome the challenge not only we need to know what happens beyond the household level, 
but also we should consider the whole kind of domes tic was tewater produced in a community and 
its interlinkage with other components of environmental sanitation. Greywater is an important 
part of domes tic was tewater, which discharges mainly without any treatment to the environment; 
in Kurp project there was no plan for greywater (A.Tanguay et al., 2010). 

• Feasibility s tudy before implementation 
During KURP project there was an insis t on improving dry toilets without considering its feasibility 
in the contexts. Eco-san toilet is not possible without closing the nutrient loop and considering 
the whole functional elements within the sanitation chain; there are many doubts about its proper 
function in a conges ted informal settlements within the city. Before introducing a technology, 
developing a comprehensive feasibility s tudy is important.

• Context-based sus tainability indicators
KURP was an upgrading project with defined criteria for general sus tainability, but not specific 
criteria for sus tainable sanitation. To achieve sus tainability level in a sanitation project, we need to 
design context-based indicators for sus tainability criteria at the early s tage of sanitation planning 
and use them through all s teps from planning to operation and maintenance.

Using SuSanA’s sus tainability criteria and developing their related indicators in the field would 
be useful(SuSanA, 2008).

• User preference
User preference to implement a specific kind of technology is a key for sus tainability of the project. 
We need to know how far we can go in term of convincing locals to choose a technology or ignore 
it, otherwise our intervention could lead to was te of inves tment in long run. The households 
survey show majority of locals are not satisfied with the introduced technology, and that is one of 
the main reason behind the failure of the sys tem.

There was a KAP by the project authorities before s tart the project, but no ques tions in terms of 
user preference.

• Co-management at community level
Sanitation interventions in informal settlements are mos tly engaged with a level of decentralization. 
But this decentralization does not mean “shifting of management from government to the local 
people. In terms of was tewater or solid was te management, the authorities do nothing within the 
neighborhood while in case of water supply, controlling of every thing is done by the government 
and people are asking for more involvement. There should be a kind of co-management between 
local government and the community to handle the issues. 

• City-wide sanitation provision
Although decentralized sys tems are s tanding on their own, but at the end there should be a link 
with city-wide sanitation which is not possible without a holis tic approach and macro management 
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by authorities. At this level the role of municipality and sanitation planners at the early s tages and 
later s teps are very important. For sus tainability of a project, we need to integrate local facilities 
with city-wide sanitation.

• Mismanagement and lack of transparency
Households especially during FGDs were complaining about the price of water, water quality 
and service provision. They also mentioned to lack of transparency in the management sys tem. 
Lack of transparency and trus t could lead to many problem between service providers and users; 
cooperation between operators and users are vital for running a sus tainable sys tem.

• Local solutions for local challenges
Upgrading projects in Kabul follow a typical methodology without considering the situation: 
As an example, Kabul City is facing with many problems during rainy seasons in terms of 
flooding. At the same time, some areas suffers from water scarcity. Based on the current method of 
upgrading, pavement of s treets usually includes a thick layer of cement which doesn’t allow any 
on-site infiltration. To reduce the flooding problem and recharge the only Kabul’s water resource, 
the onsite infiltration should be promoted; such kind of initiatives should be taken for different 
sanitation improvement activities.

• Fecal sludge management
Either dry toilets or water-based technology, households are relied on on-site sanitation in targeted 
s tudy areas. Fecal sludge is becoming an important challenge not only for the sites but also for 
the whole Kabul informal settlements while there is no even required legal documents in place.

• Sanitation zoning 
Big neighborhoods have many disparities and could be divided into several sanitation zones where 
each zone has its own problems and solutions. Site no. 2 is a small area with 179 housing units. 
It has one representative in Kabul Municipality and coordination among them does not look very 
difficult: they know each other for a long time, geographical condition within the whole area is 
similar, and they are facing with similar environmental issues. But in site no. 1 due to its scale we 
have different sanitation problems. Even after project implementation the sanitation problems are 
different. In central part of the neighborhood the main problem is water scarcity while in eas tern 
part public drain is a major challenge. The area has three different representatives. Collective work 
in such a big and inhomogeneous area is difficult comparing to a homogenous neighborhood.

Considering complexity of sanitation provision in informal settlements, it is important to choose 
upgrading sites based on proper criteria including physical and social homogeneity.
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Household Survey Annexes

1. Key Informant Interviews (KIIs)

2. Focus Group Discussion (FGD) with Service Providers

3. Household Ques tionnaire
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1- Key Informant Interviews (KIIs)
As a part of field s tudy and also cross-checking with findings of households survey key informant 
interviews were conducted. KIIs also helped us to collect information about the overall situation 
in Kabul. To choose the s tockholders two points were considered: their influence and their interes t 
to the sanitation issue in Kabul City.

For each s takeholder related ques tions were designed and asked during the interview. According 
to the interviewees’ position and background the ques tions have covered policy & legislation, 
service delivery, planning and inves tment. At below table you can find the lis t of interviewees and 
a concise of each interview.

Table 6: Key Informant Interview Lis t

No Name Organization Position Main Point
1 Mr.Mohammadi

MUDA

Deputy 
Minis ter

Groundwater is the only source of drinking water in 
Kabul which is polluting by soak pits, and other unsafe 
technologies.
Water scarcity specially at unplanned areas, even for 
drinking purposes, is becoming a big challenge.

2 Mr. Qasim Salehi Water & 
Sanitation 
Director

MUDA is developing an updated policy considering 
actual situation on ground like FSM, Informal 
settlements and decentralization.

3 Ms. Fatema Jafari Advisor Due to emergency situation in Kabul, a was tewater 
committee according to an official order by economic 
council of minis ters has been es tablished. The 
committee has responsibility to find solution for 
sanitation problems.

4 Mr. Baheer

AUWSSC

Director The main priority is water supply provision, but s till we 
are in progress to es tablish sanitation department and 
include it in our future projects.

5 Mr. Masoomyar Manager The level of groundwater has been dropping down and 
we need to think about other resource alternative.

6 Eng. Qaisari

Kabul Munici-
pality

Makroyan 
Operation 
and 
Maintenance 
Director

580,000 cubic meter was tewater is  monthly inlet of 
Kabul WWTP, and currently without chlorination 
disposed into Kabul River.

7 Mr. Habibi Sanitation 
Director

We are collecting 200 ton fecal sludge per day while is 
not our responsibility. 
Kabul Municipality collect 5000 ton solid was te on 
daily basis.

8 Mr. Vali KBL WWTP 
Officer

There is only physical process (sedimentation) in the 
treatment plant and the effluent discharges directly to 
Kabul River.

9 Mr. Nawabi KURP 
Director

KMDP is focused on road pavement and drainage in 
unplanned area while in the las t phase they had latrine 
improvement component and water supply as well.
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10 Mr. Malikyar

NEPA

Deputy NEPA as a policy maker has responsibility to develop 
environmental s tandards, policy and regulation while 
monitors and controls environmental pollutions.

11 Mr. Noor

BORDA

Advisor Household sanitation sys tems comprise dry toilets or 
water-based flushing sys tems that are either connected 
to on-site collection/soakage units, localized sewage 
management sys tem, or simply discharge directly into 
the environment.

12 Ms. Mirzaei Monitoring  
& Evaluation 
Officer

BORDA-Afghanis tan currently has assigned some 
s taffs to work on fecal sludge management.

13 Service Provider 1

NA NA

During las t 15 years people are using more and more 
soak pits because of convenience and affordability 
factors.

14 Service Provider 2 We are using animal cart to collect fecal sludge and use 
it for agricultural purposes. 
Many vacuum trucks come to our agricultural land 
paying money and discharge their was te which fertilize 
our land.
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2- Focus Group Discussion (FGD) With Service Providers
Sanitation service providers have not yet any official trade union regis tered under Afghanis tan 
Chamber of Commerce and Indus tries (ACCI). But s till there was possibility to have a FGD 
with some private companies and vacuum-truck owners. The FGD was not very s tructured with 
specific ques tions. Participants were free to share their concerns regarding sanitation condition 
in Kabul. They discussed about their activities, sanitation situation and their es timation about 
percentages of different sanitation technologies used in Kabul City.

Table 7: FGD with Service Providers

Date & Time Venue
7/9/2015, 9:00 AM
Agenda:
FGD with private companies and service providers to get impression about the situation on ground.

Mos t important points raised during the FGD:

The percentages of different technology according to the participants:
- Cesspit: 60 percent
- Dry toilet: 28 percent
- Septic (Holding tank): 9 percent
- Sewer sys tem: 2 percent

Septic is only for black water usually and 10 m3 is enough for 10 people and six months duration; 
sceptics or holding tanks are completely sealed without infiltration and used for black water.

Many multi-s tory buildings are discharged directly to the surface drainage sys tems, and even some 
vacuum trucks are doing this practice some times.

Currently cesspits are developing so fas t. The level of depth depends on groundwater level and in Kabul 
is 6 m, but in cities like Mazar, it is even 20 meter due to low level of groundwater.

Cesspits are discharged by vacuum trucks as well after several years.
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           Mr� Habibi, Head of Sanitation, Kabul Municipality Mr� Ahamdi, Urban Deputy Minis ter, MUDA

                            Mr� Nawabi, Head of KURP             Mr� Malikyar, Deputy director general, NEPA

                           Mr� Baheer, head of AUWSSC       FGD with private service providers

Figure 103: KIIs and FGD
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3- Household Ques tionnaire

Informed Consent Speech

Hello, my name is ________________________________ and work with ____ located in ____.

This survey is conducted to collect required data from this community residence and helps us 
to unders tand sanitation situation in your neighborhood. Same survey is conducting to another 
Kabul’s informal areas and provides us useful data to work on sanitation improvement within our 
city.

If you don’t mind, I would like you to participate and answer some ques tions on water, food, 
hygiene and sanitation.

We formulated our ques tions in a way to collect our data within one hour and we are not interes ted 
in any particular answers, jus t in the answers that really represent your opinion. 

Do you agree to take part at this survey and give consent for me to s tart?
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0.Interviewer Name:                                                             0.1 Date:
0.2 Gozar:                                                                                0.3 House Identification Code:

Verbal Informed Consent Taken: (Tick)    

Firs tly I would like to ask some general ques tions about you and the people in your household and 
then our specific ques tions will be s tarted. Are ready to begin? 

Respondent Details:
Your name:
Your age:    18-23                          23- 28                  28-32               32- 40                    40+
Are you married?                    0. No            1. Yes
Do you have children?            0. No            1. Yes
If yes, how many children? -------
Years of formal education?    >5      8-12          >12             University Graduate

Household Details
Are you landlord?   0. No    1. Yes
Are you the head of the family?   0. No    1. Yes
Is the head of the family male or female?     0. Male     1. Female 
How many people live in this house for all or mos t of the time?
How many people in the family are male and over or under 18, and female over or under 18? 

1. Males over 18:
2. Males under 18:
3. Females over 18:
4. Females under 18:

How many children in the family are under five years old? ------

1. Water

We want to ask you few ques tions about the water you use in your household.

W1. What are the current sources of water which your household uses for cooking, washing, 
bating and sanitation?

Current Source
Drinking, cooking 

summer winter summer winter winter summer

Drinking, 
cooking 

  Bathing 
and Washing 
clothes

Bathing 
and Wash-
ing clothes

Sanitation

Shallow open well – public
Shallow open well –compound
Hand-pump-public
Hand pump- compound
Bored well- hand pump
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Bored well-motorized
Piped-into dwelling
Piped-into yard
Piped-public space
Water tanker

W2. By what means does your house hold s tore drinking water? (Multiple answer possible)
S torage Type

1. S torage connected to home plumbing
2. S torage not connected to home plumbing
3. Jerry cans
4. Buckets
5. Other (specify)
6. Don’t s tore
7. Don’t know

W3. During the las t two weeks has your household treated the household drinking water to make it safer to 
drink?
0. No (go to ques tion 4)                     1. Yes (go to A)

A. What did your household do to make drinking water safe to drink? (multiple answer possible)
0. Boiled the water
1. S trained it through a cloth
2. used a water filter
3. let it s tand and settle (sedimentation)
4. add bleach / chlorine
5. added salt
6. other (specify)
7. I don’t know

W4. Is the public drain (Joi) in your neighborhood currently functional?

No       1. Yes       2. Don’t know

W5.  Is your neighborhood affected by puddles of s tagnant water? 

0. No     1. Yes      2. During rainy season only      3. Don’t know

W6.  W9. Do you have any problem regarding flooding in rainy seasons? 

The next section is few ques tions about the food you are eating in your household.

2. Food

F1. How do you prepare your fresh fruits and vegetable before eating it? (Multiple answers is possible)
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Fresh  fruit / veg. Remarks
1. Wash
2. Boil 
3. Soak in water and salt / 
Chlorine / Potassium
4. Cook
5. Other (specify)

 

F2. What cooking fuel do you usually use? (One answer for each season)
Fuel Summer Winter

1. Wood
2. Charcoal
3. Kerosene or oil
4. Coal
5. LPG (bottled Gas)
6. Biomass like animal dung, grass, 

s traw…
7. Electricity 
8. Paper, plas tic, was te (specify)
9. Don’t know

Next ques tions are about personal hygiene, we are done with food and water.

3. Hygiene

P1. When do you wash your hands? (Multiple answers is possible)
1. Before eating food
2. After eating food
3. Before food preparation 
4. After food preparation
5. After visiting latrines
6. After cleaning child’s defecation / nose
7. After sweeping and mopping
8. Always when they are dirty
9. Before breas t feeding 

10. Before prayers
11. Every morning
12. Other (specify)

P2. What do you use to wash your hands? (Multiple answers is possible)
1. Cloth
2. Water only
3. Soap
4. Sand or coal
5. Other (specify)
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P3. How often do you and other people in your household bathe?
Summer Winter

1. Daily 
2. 2-3 weekly
3. Weekly
4. Monthly 
5. Other (specify)

Now we are going to continue our ques tions with sanitation. Are you ready?

4. Sanitation

S1. What type of toilet facility does your household use?

Type of toilet facility How many people share it?
          

1. Sahraei (open area in the compound)
2. Traditional covered latrine
3. Improved latrine
4. Flush latrine
5. Other (specify)

S2. Who empties the toilet facility within your compound / or neighborhood?
1. Nobody
2. Your household
3. NGOs
4. Private Provider
5. Municipality
6. Other (specify)
7. Don’t know

S3. How often does it get emptied?
1. 2 weeks
2. Monthly
3. 2-5 Months
4. > 6 Months
5. Don’t know

S4. Where does the night soil/ was tewater get taken to?

S5. How many people share the toilet facility with your household?
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S6. Where is the Greywater (Was te water generated from wash-hand basin, shower and bath) from your home 
discharged?

1. Septic tank 
2. Pit 
3. Garden
4. Drainage Canal
5. Outside the compound 
6. To the s treet
7. Other (specify)
8. Don’t know

S7. Are you satisfied with the toilet you are using? Why?

S8. Are you washer or wiper?

S9. 
                       
If you might select, which type of sanitation facility you would prefer?
(Here due to different treatment options & end products there should be an explanation to the interviewee)

                    

5. Environmental Hygiene and Solid was te

E1. Where do you keep your solid was te?
1. Covered container inside house
2. Un-Covered container inside house
3. Container outside house
4. Plas tic bag
5. Wheel barrow
6. In the yard or courtyard
7. On the s treet
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8. Other (specify)
9. Don’t know

E2. How is the domes tic/ solid was te of your house collected?
1. Dispose in a public space outside the compound
2. Collection point organized by community or Government
3. Door to door collection by Kabul Municipality
4. Other (specify)
5. Don’t know

E3. Do you sort, recycle or compos t your solid was te? Why? 

E4. How often is the domes tic was te of your house collected?
1. Daily 
2. 4-5 times per week
3. 2-3 times per week
4. Weekly 
5. Every two weeks
6. After more than two weeks
7. Don’t know

E5. Have you ever seen or heard about syringes or needles being disposed in the garbage in your Gozar? 
0. No         1. Yes        

6. Health

Now we would like to ask you some ques tions about health issues and the way your family take 
care about it.

H1. I want to ask you about some of the regular health issues in your family? (Don’t give the lis t of disease to 
respondents, but when she / he mentions, ask about its season, treatment and number of affected people)

Illness Summer Winter Remarks
0. Malaria 
1. Diarrheal disease 
2. Jaundice 
3. Skin disease 
4. Cough with fever 
5. Other (specify)
6. No illness 
7. Don’t know
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H2. How do you usually prevent/treat your family form getting the above disease? (Multiple answer possible)
0. Pray to Allah
1. Keeping clean
2. Use of safe drinking water
3. Eating clean food
4. Cleaning of latrines
5. Follow doctor’s advice
6. Self-medication (elaj-e sarbakhod) 
7. Washing hands, personal hygiene
8. Mosquito net
9. Keeping environment clean`
10. Traditional healing (folbin, tahviz…)
11. Other (specify)

7. Financial issues

F1. How much is your monthly income? (If not cleared; ask tentative monthly expenses)

F2. Are you paying for operation and maintenance of exis ting environmental sanitation services in your neigh-
borhood?
0. Yes              1. No   

If yes, Is there any unit price? Please specify
Water:                         was tewater:                     SW:               Dry toilet: 

F3. If it is needed to pay more, are you willing to increase your financial contribution?                                      
0. Yes           1. No   

8. Satisfaction

Sat1. How satisfied are you with exis ting environmental sanitation condition in your Gozar?
0. Very satisfied
1. Satisfied
2. A little satisfied 
3. Neither dissatisfied nor satisfied 
4. Dissatisfied 

Sat 2. Are you satisfied with current operation and maintenance in your Gozar?
0. Very satisfied
1. Satisfied
2. A little satisfied 
3. Neither dissatisfied nor satisfied 
4. Dissatisfied 
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9. Urban living

U1. What sort of setting were you in before Kabul?
0. Another urban city
1. Village
2. Remote village
3. Another country 
4. Other (specify)

U2. Is there any community action or sys tems to clean s treets and neighborhood?
0. No      1. Yes

If yes, do you participate?

0. No          1. Yes  

U3.  Do your neighbors rely on each other for support, friendship, knowledge of events? 
0. No          1. Yes       2. Only sometimes        3. Don’t know

Ask the interviewee if he/she is satisfied to continue with the orange-coded ques tions, otherwise 
s top the interview.

At the end I would like to thank you for the time and information.

Observation checklis t

When you are done with interview ask the respondent if you could see the latrine and kitchen, and 
to avoid offences fill in the boxes when you leave the house. If you don’t feel comfortable to ask 
for observation, take as many observations as possible. 

0.1 Personal hygiene of interviewee 
Poor Average Good Excellent Comment (Why is it?)

1. General appearance
2. Condition of fingernails
3. Hand-washing practice

02. Food and Water 
Yes No Comment

0. Is there a water container?
1. Is food s tored hygienically? (covered, off-ground)
2. Can you see clean equipment in the kitchen?
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03. Environmental Hygiene
Yes No Comment

1. Is the inside of the house generally clean? 
2. Is the solid was te in the house contained? (in a bag, covered)
3. Is the outside of the house clean? (yard, s treet)
4. Is there hand-washing equipment (soap, tap…) near the latrine?

04. Which of the following bes t describes the dwelling?
1. Single household house
2. Part or shared household house
3. Separate apartment 
4. Part of or shared apartment
5. Temporary shelter
6. Other (specify)
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